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Your holiday starts with a conversation

Talk to us and we’ll listen. We’ll listen to 
your travel ideas, moments you’ve loved 
during your holidays and the things you’d 
like to avoid. We can make suggestions 
to create the most incredible holiday you 
could have hoped for. That’s why we’ve 
won over 200 travel and service awards 
and, following a booking, customers rate us 
on average 9.3 out of 10 – make sure you 
see our full customer reviews at 
kuoni.co.uk/kuoni-reviews

With so few days off in a year, it’s 
important to make every holiday count. 
That’s why it’s so important to get it 
right; and our friendly and knowledgeable 
Personal Travel Experts will do all they 
can to help find the right holiday for you. 
Whatever you imagine, Kuoni is ready to 
make it a reality.  
Store locations at kuoni.co.uk/stores

Bagan, Myanmar Temples
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The Kuoni 
difference

Talk to us
Use our online expert finder to interact with someone who 
has visited a destination you’re interested in, chat to us 
online or book an appointment in store. However you get in 
touch, we’ll offer top-notch service and tailor-make a holiday 
that’s right for you.

Highly recommended
We’re committed to making your holiday as incredible as 
possible. Following their booking with Kuoni, customers 
rated us on average 9.3 out of 10.  Source: customergauge.



The full Kuoni experience
Planning the perfect holiday takes time and we believe it 
should be an exciting experience. Book an appointment in a 
beautiful Kuoni store and we’ll listen to what’s important to 
you while you relax with a complimentary glass of Champagne.

200+ awards
Kuoni has won over 200 travel and service awards. These 
awards reflect our ambition to deliver an amazing experience 
on every Kuoni holiday.

Kuoni at John Lewis
You can find Kuoni in selected John Lewis stores across the 
UK. We’re also the only travel company who can add your 
honeymoon to a John Lewis gift list.

Call us: 01306 747000           

Meet us: over 40 stores nationwide           

Explore: www.kuoni.co.uk



Small group tours

For a more intimate experience, all of our escorted 
tours are small group journeys. You’ll get to know 
your local tour leader and fellow travellers and we’ll 
take you to see sights and arrange experiences that 
aren’t suitable for larger groups.



We take a relaxed approach – there’s no need for seat 

rotations or headsets to hear what your local tour 

leader  has to say and you’ll be able to chat freely to 

them and ask any questions as and when they come up.

Travelling with a group gives you the confi dence to visit 

places you may not have otherwise considered. It’s also 

more fun as you’ll share new travel experiences with like-

minded people.  Our heritage in long-haul travel means that 

we can off er an unrivalled range of high-quality small group 

tours across the world. Most of our escorted tours have a 

maximum group size of 18. Some are smaller, but you’ll be 

able to see the numbers clearly – we publish our maximum 

and average group size for every itinerary so you know what 

to expect. We plan our departure dates carefully to off er 

you a good choice; if you choose an off -peak departure date 

there may be fewer people than the average, while in peak 

season there may be more.

All of our escorted small group tours are available for guests 

16 years and over. We don’t allow children to travel on our 

group itineraries because the pace and sightseeing hasn’t 

been designed with children in mind. Safaris are diff erent. 

These are available for guests 7 years and over, and although 

days can be long, the focus is on wildlife watching with less 

walking involved. Children on safaris will need to be able to 

sit patiently and quietly, so as not to disturb the wildlife. If 

you have any concerns, have a chat with one of our Personal 

Travel Experts about what the best option is for you – you 

could always opt for a private safari vehicle that’s just for 

your family.



Guaranteed departures

All of our advertised 2018 departure dates are 
guaranteed, no matter how early you book,  so you 
won’t find yourself in the position where you need 
to rethink your plans.  You’ll find full dates listed  
under each tour on kuoni.co.uk.



Our tour leaders
We pride ourselves on the level of service you receive on our 

tours; our tour leaders consider all the little details so that you 

can relax and enjoy the journey. We use local tour leaders who 

fully understand their destinations, including the local culture 

and customs, and take pride in giving you a real insight into 

the places they live. The same tour leader will accompany you 

throughout your tour to make sure everything runs smoothly. 

This also gives you the chance to get to know them. The 

exception is on tours that visit more than one country, when 

it may not be possible for us to use the same local tour leader 

throughout. Our prices include tips to ensure our local tour 

leaders are rewarded for the service they provide. 

Our itineraries
Our itineraries include everything you need to get the most 

out of a destination and extra touches you may not expect. 

Whether it’s a rice planting workshop on our Thailand 

Explorer tour (p58), vodka tasting during our Highlights 

of Russia itinerary (p144) or dining with a member of 

Udaipur’s royal family on our Northern India Explorer tour 

(p32), you’ll come away feeling you have really got to know 

a destination in a unique way. See ‘Why Kuoni’ on each 

itinerary for what you can expect from a Kuoni escorted tour. 

These small group tours aren’t available with anyone else.  

Accommodation & meals
Character and location top the priority list when we’re 

choosing accommodation for our tours and you can expect 

to stay in ‘best in class’ hotels no matter what their star 

rating. The accommodation section on each tour gives 

a fl avour of what you can expect and includes details of 

particular highlights. We often include meals on our tours 

where there are limited choices for local dining or where 

they off er an opportunity to experience destinations through 

their local fl avour. We also leave plenty of opportunities for 

you to explore local cuisine independently. You’ll fi nd which 

meals are included on each itinerary.

Creative tours
We’ve partnered with some incredibly talented individuals 

to produce a collection of creative tours where, as well as 

visiting iconic sights, you can learn a new skill or develop an 

existing hobby. These relaxed small group tours are led by 

an expert local guide, with the creative expert alongside you 

to help you take in what you are seeing in a unique way. Our 

creative tours include the Images of Indochina Photography 

Tour (p50) and Sketching Sicily (p132).



It’s all in the detail

Our group tours are designed to be tailored into 
unique holidays that suit you – whether you want 
to add in extra experiences, stay longer once you’ve 
fi nished your tour or arrange your own private tour 
with your own personal guide. 

Tailor made
All of our itineraries are fl exible. This includes the airport 

that you fl y from and the airline that you fl y with. Our 

brochure prices are based on return fl ights with a named 

airline from London, but if you’re looking to fl y from another 

UK airport, with another airline, and/or upgrade your fl ight, 

just speak to one of our Personal Travel Experts. You can 

choose your own fl ights and we’ll still include arrival and 

departure transfers, regardless of the time of day. We hand-

pick each element of our tours, from accommodation and 

transport to meals and sightseeing. We’ve been travelling 

to many of the countries featured for years and have great 

relationships with our hotels, local tour leaders and on-the-

ground support teams.

Single travellers
Our aim is to provide pre-organised, aff ordable, sociable and 

secure holidays for single travellers. On any of our standard 

departures you can have your own room throughout at a 

small supplement, meaning that there’s the balance between 

having some privacy and the opportunity to socialise as 

much as you want to. A friendly and approachable local tour 

leader will be on hand to answer any questions and all tours 

include a welcome dinner and tour briefi ng, giving you the 

opportunity to get to know your fellow travellers. 

Extensions
If you’re able to spend a little longer on holiday, we’ve 

suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your time 

away. Our most popular ‘stay longer’ option is listed at the 

end of each itinerary, while further suggestions are detailed 

on our dedicated destination ‘Stay longer’ pages. You might 

like to combine an introductory exploration of a destination 

with a taste of getting off  the beaten track or, after a 

comprehensive itinerary, simply take some time out to relax 

on the beach. On some of our tours, selected dates combine 

with another small group tour to form a more extensive 

itinerary, and any of our tours can be combined on a private 

basis to create your own tailor-made touring holiday.

Private tours 
All our tours are available to book on a private basis. Private 

tours follow the main itinerary and have the same quality 

inclusions, but depart on the date of your choice with your 

own local tour leader. Private tours make a great honeymoon 

option, off ering an intimate once-in-a-lifetime adventure but 

with all the arrangements taken care of, because chances are 

that you’ve got enough to organise and want to relax in safe 

hands. We can also off er our itineraries on an exclusive basis 

for clubs and social organisations. 





Sri Lanka

Warm, tropical Sri Lanka lies just south of India 
and boasts stunning beaches, an impressive 
collection of colourful temples, ancient cities, 
national parks and stunning landscapes.



General information
Flying time Colombo: 10¾ hours

Time diff erence GMT +5½ hours

Currency Sri Lankan Rupee

Language Inhala and Tamil

Visa info An Electronic Travel Authorisation (ETA) 
is required for visits to Sri Lanka. For further 
information visit www.eta.gov.lk.

Key events
4 February Sri Lanka’s Independence Day – The day 
is a national holiday in Sri Lanka.

13 April Sinhala and Tamil New Year – The most 
important festival for Sri Lanka’s Sinhala and Tamil 
communities. 

May Vesak Full Moon Day – Vesak is the main event 
in Buddhists’ calendar. The day celebrates Buddha’s 
birth, enlightenment and death. 

19 October 2017 & 7 November 2018 Deepavali 
Festival Day – Deepavali is a colourful festival 
celebrated by Hindus all over the world and is known 
as the festival of lights.

Climate
If you’re looking to travel during the driest season, 
then the best time to visit the west and south coasts 
and the hill country is from December to March. 
For the ancient cities and the east coast, April to 
December is best. Between December and March Sri 
Lanka experiences its highest tourist numbers with 
Christmas and New Year being particularly busy, so 
make sure you book well in advance. During the year 
there are many events and festivals which can be a 
great highlight of your holiday, we recommend you 
book early to ensure you have a prime spot.

 Average daily maximum temperature

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm
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Jan 31 31 29 28 21 28

8 8 7 8 6 7

47 55 94 52 107 125

Feb 32 31 30 29 22 29

8 9 8 8 6 8

71 74 102 31 90 106

Mar 33 32 31 31 23 31

9 9 8 9 7 9

128 136 122 24 86 56

Apr 33 32 31 33 23 33

8 8 7 8 6 8

244 250 234 43 178 55

May 32 31 30 34 22 35

7 6 6 7 5 7

298 382 304 50 161 49

Jun 31 30 29 33 20 35

6 6 6 6 4 7

154 186 207 17 175 25

Jul 31 30 29 33 20 34

6 6 6 6 4 7

103 124 202 17 158 63

Aug 31 30 29 33 20 34

6 6 6 7 4 7

87 116 173 38 144 84

Sep 31 30 29 32 20 34

6 6 6 7 4 7

187 236 249 54 162 96

Oct 31 30 29 31 21 32

6 7 6 6 4 7

351 371 340 248 258 223

Nov 31 30 29 29 21 29

7 7 6 6 5 6

294 306 296 327 244 343

Dec 30 30 29 28 20 28

7 7 7 6 5 6

153 166 181 285 211 367

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Essential Sri Lanka
Ideal for those new to Sri Lanka, this leisurely-paced tour takes you from the 
coast to the heart of the cultural triangle and south into central Sri Lanka. 
There’s plenty of time free to explore independently or join one of the hand-
picked optional excursions, perfect for those looking for a busier itinerary.

Route
• Negombo: 1 night 

• Sigiriya: 2 nights 

• Kandy: 2 nights  

• Mount Lavinia: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Negombo via Colombo 

Depart from the UK on your overnight 

flight to Sri Lanka. 

 

Day 2: Negombo On arrival in Colombo, 

transfer to your hotel, the stylish 

Jetwing Sea, which offers a warm 

welcome, amazing food and an excellent 

beachfront location in Negombo. It’s 

close to the airport, so you can chill out 

as soon as possible, but it’s also at the 

quieter end of one of the country’s most 

popular beaches. In the evening you’ll 

get to meet your local tour leader and 

the rest of your group at a welcome 

dinner at Lords Restaurant. Approx. 

journey time: 20 minutes, 9 miles. Stay: 

Jetwing Sea (or similar). D.  

 

Day 3: Negombo to Sigiriya Your day 

begins with a drive inland towards 

Sigiriya, stopping en route for lunch at 

Saruketha, a local restaurant in the town 

of Kurunegala. This afternoon you can 

choose to join an optional excursion 

that takes you on a game drive into 

Minneriya National Park, one of the best  

places in Sri Lanka to see wild elephants. 

And if you happen to be travelling

between the months of July and 

September, you’ll be able to witness one 

of the region’s most incredible wildlife 

experiences – ‘The Gathering’. During 

the dry season and periods of drought, 

the water dries up elsewhere leading 

elephants to migrate in vast numbers to 

the edge of the Minneriya reservoir where 

they can drink, feed, bathe and mate. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 95 miles. 

Stay: Amaara Forest (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 4: Sigiriya Following breakfast, 

head out to a local village for a short 

guided walk and discover a little about 

day-to-day life in rural Sri Lanka. There’s 

an optional visit to the iconic Sigiriya 

rock – our recommended excursion for 

guests who are active and willing to 

climb to the summit of this granite peak. 

In AD477 King Kashyapa built his palace 

and fortress upon the top of Sigriya Rock 

and moved the capital of Sri Lanka to 

its position after deposing his father as 

King of Sri Lanka. He was later defeated 

by his brother and now all that remains 

are the ruins of his palace and city. Iron 

walkways allow visitors to climb to the 

top of the rock to see the ruins of the 

palace and en route you can see the 

famed Mirror Wall. Made of porcelain, 

it was said that it was polished to such 

a shine that the King could see his 

reflection in it, though now it bears the 

marks of those who climbed mighty 

Sigiriya before writing on it was banned. 

You’ll also come across countless 

frescoes on your journey to the top, 

before passing through the Lion Gate, 

flanked by two gigantic lion paws, to the 

summit and the remains of the palace 

and fortress. At the base of the rock 

are a collection of gardens, known as 

the water, boulder and terrace gardens. 

Approximately 1200 steps of varying 

steepness and difficulty levels take you 

to the top. This is undoubtedly a tough 

climb, however it is well worth the effort 

once you get to witness the views over the 

jungle and ruins of the ancient city below. 

Stay: Amaara Forest (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 5: Sigiriya to Kandy Continue 

your exploration of central Sri Lanka, 

departing Sigiriya for the city of Kandy. 

Sri Lanka is famed for its spice gardens,  

where many quality spices have been  

grown for centuries and exported far  

and wide throughout the world. Today, 

Temple Of The Sacred Tooth Relic, Kandy

Elephant in Minneriya Wildlife Reserve (optional excursion) Sigiriya Rock (optional excursion)

Sri Lanka

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
We recommend this tour to those 

who wish to take in the most 

popular regions of Sri Lanka at a 

very relaxed pace before perhaps 

spending some time on the beach. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 7 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve hand picked largely centrally-

located hotels so you can use your 

free time to easily explore at your 

own pace. In Sigiriya, you’ll stay 

at the Amaara Forest which is 

within easy driving distance of the 

Sigiriya Rock Fortress and the city of 

Dambulla, site of the famous cave 

temple. The hotel in Kandy has a 

tranquil setting in the hills above 

the city, away from the hustle and 

bustle yet just a 10 minute drive 

from the city centre.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffgggg

Your itinerary – 7 nights
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Temple Of The Sacred Tooth Relic, Kandy

Negombo

Sigiriya Rock (optional excursion)

as you make your way south you will 

have the opportunity to visit one of 

these gardens and discover a little 

more about the varieties grown and the 

importance of the spice trade to the 

economy and culture of the island. 

Following lunch at one of the local 

spice gardens, continue on to Kandy 

which sits to the north of Sri Lanka’s 

hill country. There’s a slight change of 

pace this afternoon with an introductory 

tour of Kandy, which is one of the 

country’s busiest cities. You’ll also have 

the opportunity to wander through a 

local market in the city experiencing the 

culture of local vendors and shoppers. 

Later in the afternoon, head to the 

most famous of Kandy’s attractions, the 

Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic, which 

houses what is believed to be an ancient 

relic of Lord Buddha. Approx. journey 

time: 2½ hours, 59 miles. Stay: Hotel 

Topaz (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 6: Kandy Today begins at the Royal 

Botanical Gardens in Peradeniya. You’ll 

find a vast selection of Sri Lanka’s native 

flora as well as many exotic species and 

a renowned orchid collection. Lunch is 

included at the Kandyan Arts Residency. 

This region of Sri Lanka is the heart of 

Sri Lanka’s renowned and historic tea 

producing industry and this afternoon 

you’ll head out of the city to visit the 

Giragama Tea Plantation to learn a bit 

more about the process the leaves go 

through between the plant to your cup. 

Stay: Hotel Topaz (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 7: Kandy to Mount Lavinia Travel 

west to Colombo and the nearby resort 

of Mount Lavinia. One of our closest 

hotels to Colombo, the Mount Lavinia  

is famed worldwide for its colonial 

charm and amazing location. Once the 

home of British Governors, it overlooks 

a stretch of private beach and oozes old 

world-style elegance with a high level 

of service as well as excellent food. 

Alternatively, if you’ve chosen to head to 

a Sri Lankan beach resort after the tour 

you will transfer straight to your chosen 

accommodation. Approx. journey time: 

4½ hours, 74 miles. Stay: Mount Lavinia 

(or similar). B. 

 

Day 8: Mount Lavinia Transfer to the 

airport for your flight to the UK. B. 

Stay longer
A beach break in the Maldives is our 

most popular extensions to a Sri Lanka 

tour, but you can also extend your stay 

at one of Sri Lanka’s beach resorts. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p12. 

 

Maldives, 3 nights from £592 per 

person, ref LK004

Relax in paradise on your chosen 

Maldivian Island. Snorkel, dive or just 

dig your toes into the powder soft sand.

Sri Lan a

y Kuoni
This is a great value tour that 

includes visits to the west coast, 

cultural triangle and the beautiful 

central Sri Lanka. We have included 

plenty of time to explore at your 

own pace but also provided a 

selection of optional experiences of 

varying activity levels that can be 

pre-booked before you travel. At 

just seven nights in duration, the 

tour is easily combinable with a Sri 

Lanka beach stay or a beach break 

in the Maldives.

SRI LANKA

BAY OF
BENGAL

Colombo

Kandy

Sigiriya

Mount Lavinia

Negombo

Guide price dates

06 May; 10 Jun 2018

High season

22 Jul 2017 from £2532.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on SriLankan Airlines from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref LK001. 

K de arture mont
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £360

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £347 per 

person, ref LK002

Optional excursions Day 3: 

Minnerya National Park from £72 

per person 

Day 4: Sigiriya Rock from £72 per 

person.

at to e e t
•  The Sigiriya optional experience 

is for physically fit and energetic 

guests. We recommend taking 

plenty of water, a hat and sun 

cream if you opt to join this 

excursion.

uide ri e rom 
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal for those looking for a more 

remote summer holiday taking in 

Sri Lanka’s highlights at a laid-back 

pace and visiting the glorious east 

coast.

 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 7 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
Our featured accommodation 

has been chosen to be centrally 

located for exploring each region 

you visit. We have hand-picked 

quality hotels, the majority of 

which are run by the Jetwing hotel 

group such as the recently-opened 

Jetwing Lake in Dambulla and 

the Tudor-inspired Jetwing St 

Andrew’s in Nuwara Eliya. On the 

east coast, your hotel is located 

right at the centre of the sweeping 

Passikudah Bay.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffggg

Active ffgggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Tropical Sri Lanka
This leisurely-paced small group tour introduces you to the key sights and 
experiences unique to the tropical island of Sri Lanka. You’ll seek out wildlife in 
Minneriya National Park, explore the cultural heart of Central Sri Lanka and 
experience those quintessential experiences such as tea plucking and afternoon 
tea before retreating to the island’s beautiful East Coast.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Negombo: 1 night 

• Nuwara Eliya: 2 nights 

• Kandy: 2 nights 

• Dambulla: 2 nights  

• Passikudah: 3 nights

• Negombo: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Negombo via Colombo 

Depart from the UK on your overnight 

flight to Sri Lanka.

 

Day 2: Negombo On arrival in Colombo, 

transfer to your hotel, the stylish 

Jetwing Sea, which offers a warm 

welcome, amazing food and an excellent 

beachfront location in Negombo. In the 

evening you’ll get to meet your local 

tour leader and the rest of your group at 

a welcome dinner at Lords Restaurant. 

Approx. journey time: 20 minutes, 9 

miles. Stay: Jetwing Sea (or similar). D. 

 

Day 3: Negombo to Nuwara Eliya Your 

day begins with a drive inland towards 

the beautiful hill country of Sri Lanka 

and the tea-growing region surrounding 

Nuwara Eliya, stopping en route for 

lunch at Plantation Hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 108 miles. Stay: 

Jetwing St Andrew’s (or similar). B, L, D.

 

Day 4: Nuwara Eliya A morning of 

sightseeing takes you to the historic 

and beautifully-tended Hakgala Botanic 

Gardens, and the nearby Seetha Amman 

Temple where legend has it, the Hindu 

Goddess Sita was held captive by 

Ravana, the King of the Demons. As 

well as tea, Nuwara Eliya is known for 

its many strawberry fields, one of which 

you can visit later this morning. 

Alternatively, active guests can opt for 

the Horton Plains optional excursion. 

There will be an early start for this three-

hour trek over relatively challenging 

terrain, which takes you to the 

renowned World’s End precipice. Here 

you can enjoy incredible views over the 

surrounding countryside. 

Later the whole group will take high tea 

at The Grand Hotel – a quintessential 

Sri Lankan experience. Stay: Jetwing St 

Andrew’s (or similar). B, D.

 

Day 5: Nuwara Eliya to Kandy The 

Nuwara Eliya region of Sri Lanka is 

the heart of Sri Lanka’s renowned and 

historic tea producing industry, a subject 

you will learn more of during the day’s 

experience. Head to a local plantation 

and factory where you can learn the 

skill of tea plucking, and the process the 

leaves go through between the plant 

and your cup. This will be followed by 

lunch at the Glenloch Tea Factory before 

you continue on to the city of Kandy. 

On arrival, visit the Royal Botanical 

Gardens in Peradeniya. Here you’ll find 

a vast selection of Sri Lanka’s native 

flora as well as many exotic species and 

a renowned orchid collection. Approx. 

journey time: 2½ hours, 62 miles. Stay: 

Swiss Residence (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 6: Kandy The most famous of 

Kandy’s attractions has to be the Temple 

of the Sacred Tooth Relic, which is 

said to house an ancient relic of Lord 

Buddha himself, and a visit here is the 

highlight of your time in the city. You’ll 

then head out of the city to visit two of 

the region’s most important Buddhist 

temples, Gadaladeniya and Lankathilaka. 

Lunch is included at the Kandyan Arts 

Residency. There will be some free time 

this afternoon, allowing for further 

exploration of the city. Stay: Swiss 

Residence (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 7: Kandy to Dambulla Before 

departing Kandy, head out on a short 

city tour. Discover a bit more of the 

nation’s spiritual side with a visit to the 

Sri Lanka

Polonnaruwa

 Nuwara Eliya

Cinnamon tree
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SRI LANKA

BAY OF
BENGAL

Nuwara Eliya

Kandy

Dambulla Rock Temple

Minneriya N.P.

Polonnaruwa

Matale 
Negombo

Passikudah

Dambulla

Guide price dates

03 May 2018

High season

26 Jul 2018 from £3497.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on SriLankan Airlines from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref LK007.

K departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Jun; Jul; 

Aug; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £440

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £460 per 

person, ref LK008

Optional excursions Day 4: Horton 

Plains from £57 per person

Day 8: Polonnaruwa from £62 per 

person.

hat to e pect
•  The Sigiriya optional experiences 

are for physically fit and energetic 

guests. We recommend taking 

plenty of water, a hat and sun 

cream if you opt to join this 

excursion

•  This itinerary runs between April 

and October to take advantage of 

the drier weather on the east coast.

hy Kuoni
Throughout this itinerary you’ll 

not only experience the island’s 

key sights, but you will be able 

to delve into its culture too with 

experiences such as tea picking 

and a traditional afternoon tea 

included. Departing between the 

months of April and October, 

when the weather on the east 

coast is at its best, the tour is 

a great option for a summer 

holiday.x

uide price rom 

Sigiriya Rock (Optional excursion)

a

14th-Century Embekka Temple which 

lies in the countryside to the south west 

of the city. Marvel at the beautiful wood 

carvings, beams and pillars. 

Sri Lanka is famed for its spice gardens, 

where many quality spices have been 

grown for centuries and exported far 

and wide throughout the world. Today, 

as you make your way north there will 

be the opportunity to visit one of these 

gardens and discover a little more about 

the varieties grown and the importance 

of the spice trade to the economy and 

culture of the island. Following lunch at 

one of the local spice gardens, continue 

on to the city of Dambulla where you’l 

stay 2 nights. Approx. journey time: 2½ 

hours, 71 miles. Stay: Jetwing Lake (or 

similar). B, L, D.

 

Day 8: Dambulla Following breakfast, 

head out to a local village for a short 

guided walk and discover a little about 

day-to-day life in rural Sri Lanka. This 

morning there’s an optional visit to 

Polonnaruwa, the striking UNESCO-

listed ruins of the second Sri Lankan 

capital. It still retains many of its ancient 

buildings including of the royal palace 

which was built in 12th Century, the 

well-preserved Audience Hall with its 

beautifully-carved elephant reliefs and 

the Sacred Quadrangle which is centred 

on the circular Vatadage. This afternoon, 

head out on a game drive into Minneriya 

National Park, one of the best places in 

Sri Lanka to see wild elephants. Approx. 

journey time: 2½ hours, 80 miles. Stay: 

Jetwing Lake (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 9: Dambulla to Passikudah Depart 

Dambulla and head to the iconic Sigiriya 

rock to climb to the summit of this 

granite peak. Approximately 1200 steps 

of varying steepness and difficulty levels 

take you to the top. This is undoubtedly 

a tough climb, however it is well worth 

the effort once you get to witness the 

views over the jungle and ruins of the 

ancient city below. This is a fantastic spot 

to conclude the cultural part of your trip 

before heading to Passikudhah which is 

situated on the island’s tranquil east coast.

Lunch will be served at a local restaurant 

en route. Approx. journey time: 3 hours, 

88 miles. Stay: Anantaya Passikudah (or 

similar). B, D. 

 

Days 10-11: Passikudah Your time in 

Passikudah is free to relax following 

your cultural tour of Sri Lanka’s Hill 

Country and Cultural Triangle. Set right 

at the centre of the sweeping bay, there 

is little more to do at your resort but 

relax on the sands, by the pool or in the 

spa. There are also a host of watersports 

available as well as romantic sunset 

cruises and snorkelling tours. Stay: 

Anantaya Passikudah (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 12: Passikudah to Negombo 

Transfer to Batticaloa airport for your 

Cinnamon Air flight to Colombo. Stay: 

Jetwing Sea (or similar). B. 

 

Day 13: Negombo Transfer to the airport 

for your return flight to the UK. B.

tay longer 
A beach break in the Maldives is our 

most popular extensions to a Sri Lanka 

tour, but you can also extend your stay 

at one of Sri Lanka’s beach resorts. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

compliment this tour on p12. 

Maldives 3 nights from £562 per person, 

ref LK009 

Relax in paradise on your chosen 

Maldivian Island. Snorkel, dive or just 

dig your toes into the powder soft sand.

ri anka

Passikudah
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
We recommend this tour if you 

want a comprehensive exploration 

of Sri Lanka, combining culture, 

history and wildlife.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach 

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently 

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 7 guests  

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
Our featured accommodation has 

been picked for its central location, 

ideal for exploring everywhere you 

visit. Your Kandalama hotel has 

an incredible setting and has far-

reaching views out over the local 

countryside. In Nuwara Eliya you 

will stay in a beautifully-restored 

tea plantation which oozes old-

world charm, while in Yala you will 

stay at a beachside resort that’s 

located just ten minutes from the 

park’s entrance.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Sri Lanka Explorer
Offering the opportunity to take in the very best of what Sri Lanka has to offer, 
this in-depth small group tour digs a little deeper into the island’s culture and 
history, as well as seeking out its famous wildlife species in two national parks as 
you travel from the west and south coasts.

Your itinerary – Duration: 12 nights

Route
• Negombo: 1 night 

• Kandalama: 3 nights 

• Kandy: 2 nights 

• Nuwara Eliya: 2 nights 

• Yala: 2 nights  

• Galle: 1 night

 

Day 1: UK to Negombo via Colombo 

Depart from the UK on your overnight 

flight to Sri Lanka.  

 

Day 2: Negombo On arrival in Colombo, 

transfer to your hotel in Negombo 

where you have some time to relax. This 

evening there will be a welcome dinner 

at the hotel’s main restaurant. Approx. 

journey time: 20 minutes, 11 miles. Stay: 

Jetwing Sea (or similar). D.  

 

Day 3: Negombo to Kandalama Today, 

head away from the west coast into 

the cultural heartland of Sri Lanka. 

Stop for lunch at the Tropical Hotel & 

Restaurant in Dambulla, before reaching 

the village of Kandalama – your home 

for the next three nights. This afternoon 

marks the start of your sightseeing with 

a visit to the incredible Dambulla Cave 

Temple complex. This ancient site has 

been in continuous use for over 2200 

years – providing shelter for the island’s 

pre-historic people, and later a place 

of worship for followers of Buddhism. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours, 105 

miles. Stay: Heritance Kandalama (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 4: Kandalama One of the island’s 

most famous sights is on this morning’s 

agenda. A half-day tour takes you to 

Polonnaruwa, the striking ruins of 

the second Sri Lankan capital. Your 

afternoon of exploration takes you on 

a game drive into Minneriya National 

Park, one of the best places in Sri Lanka 

to see wild elephants. Approx. journey 

time: 6 hours, 156 miles. Stay: Heritance 

Kandalama (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 5: Kandalama In Sri Lanka’s 

cultural triangle there’s no shortage of 

fascinating sites to visit, and today you 

will have the opportunity to visit one 

or two of the region’s star attractions. 

Begin the day with a visit to the ruins 

of the once-glorious Sacred City of 

Anuradhapura. 

Later, guests looking for an active 

afternoon can join the optional visit to 

Sigiriya rock (approx. 30 minutes, 15 

miles away). Approximately 1200 steps 

of varying steepness and difficulty levels 

take you to the top. This is undoubtedly 

a tough climb, however it is well worth 

the effort once you get to witness the 

views over the jungle and ruins of the 

ancient city below. Approx. journey time: 

3½ hours, 110 miles. Stay: Heritance 

Kandalama (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 6: Kandalama to Kandy There’s an 

early start this morning as you depart 

Kandalama for Hiriwaduna Village. 

During your time here, join a short 

nature trek through the village to a 

nearby reservoir which is frequented by 

many species of bird. 

As you make your way south you will 

have the opportunity to visit a spice 

garden and discover a little more about 

the varieties grown. Following a typical 

Sri Lankan lunch at Ranweli Spice 

Garden and Restaurant, you’ll continue 

on to Kandy. This evening, enjoy a 

Kandyan dance and cultural show. 

Approx. journey time: 3 hours, 75 miles. 

Stay: Earls Regency (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 7: Kandy Today begins at the Royal 

Botanical Gardens in Peradeniya. You’ll 

find a vast selection of Sri Lanka’s native 

flora as well as many exotic species and 

a renowned orchid collection. There’s a 

Anuradhapura

Galle Fort & LighthouseDambulla

Sri Lanka
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SRI LANKA

BAY OF
BENGAL

Galle

Negombo
Nuwara Eliya

Kandy

Sigiriya

Yala N.P.

Dambulla Rock Temple
Polonnaruwa

Kadalama
Guide price dates

14 May 2018

High season

14 Aug 2017 from £3465.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

SriLankan Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref IO0815.

K depar ure mon
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Oct; 

Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

p ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £890

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £747 per 

person, ref IO0818

Optional excursions Day 5: Sigiriya 

Rock from £72 per person. 

a  o e pec
•  The optional excursions to 

Sigiriya and Horton Plains are 

recommended for energetic and 

physically fit guests as there 

will be lots of climbing or hiking 

involved

•  Some days are long with lots of 

travelling on the road.

y Kuoni
This comprehensive itinerary visits 

the main sights of Sri Lanka’s 

cultural triangle and allows you 

to partake in a few typical Sri 

Lankan experiences. It also takes 

you to the charming plains of 

the southern part of the island. 

We’ve included a day free in Yala 

allowing you the opportunity to 

relax in a beautiful part of Sri 

Lanka or treat yourself to an extra 

game drive in the national park. 

Guide price rom 

a

Nuwara Eliya

Anuradhapura

Galle Fort & Lighthouse

slight change of pace this afternoon as 

you reach Kandy, one of the country’s 

busiest cities. You’ll have the opportunity 

to explore the city on your own, perhaps 

taking a walk around the market square to 

witness the local life of the vendors. Later 

in the afternoon, head to the most famous 

of Kandy’s attractions, the Temple of the 

Sacred Tooth Relic, which houses what 

is believed to be an ancient relic of Lord 

Buddha. Stay: Earls Regency (or similar). 

B, D. 

 

Day 8: Kandy to Nuwara Eliya This 

morning it’s onwards deep into the 

island’s beautiful Hill Country towards 

Nuwara Eliya. Visit a local plantation and 

tea factory where you will learn the skill 

of tea plucking and discover the process 

the leaves go through between the plant 

and your cup. The tea picking will be 

followed by lunch at the Glenloch Tea 

Factory. Approx. journey time: 2 hours, 

68 miles. Stay: Heritance Tea Factory (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 9: Nuwara Eliya A morning of 

sightseeing takes you to the beautiful 

Hakgala Botanic Gardens. As well as 

tea, Nuwara Eliya is also known for 

its many strawberry fields, one of 

which you will visit later this morning. 

Alternatively, active guests can opt for 

the Horton Plains optional excursion. 

There’s an early start for this three hour 

trek over relatively challenging terrain. 

You’ll reach the renowned World’s End 

precipice where you can enjoy incredible 

views over the surrounding countryside. 

Later, the whole group will take high tea 

at The Grand Hotel – a quintessential Sri 

Lankan experience. Stay: Heritance Tea 

Factory (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 10: Nuwara Eliya to Yala The 

morning will be spent travelling south 

through rural Sri Lanka towards the south 

coast and the incredible Yala National 

Park, a highlight of the entire tour. It is 

known locally as leopard country as it 

plays host to one of the world’s highest 

densities of leopards. This afternoon’s 

safari into the park provides you with one 

of the best chances to see one of these 

elusive creatures. Other species you may 

spot include the Sri Lankan elephant, 

the Sri Lankan sloth bear and saltwater 

crocodiles, as well as a wide variety of 

bird species. Approx. journey time:  

5 hours, 130 miles. Stay: Jetwing Yala (or 

similar). B, D.  

 

Day 11: Yala Today you’ll be entirely 

free to relax. Alternatively, you can 

take another game drive into the park 

this afternoon (bookable and payable 

locally). Stay: Jetwing Yala (or similar). 

B, D. 

Day 12: Yala to Galle Following breakfast 

set off on your journey along the south 

coast to the beautiful walled city of 

Galle. On arrival lunch will be served at 

the Lady Hill Hotel after which you’ll 

head out on a tour of the city. Approx. 

journey time: 5½ hours, 130 miles. Stay: 

Jetwing Lighthouse (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 13: Galle Transfer to the airport 

(approx. journey time: 2½ hours, 97 

miles) for your return flight to the UK. B.

S ay longer
A beach break in the Maldives is our 

most popular extension to a Sri Lanka 

tour, but you can also extend your stay 

at a beach resort in Sri Lanka. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions 

to compliment this tour on p12.

Maldives 3 nights from £644 per 

person, ref IO0826

Relax in paradise on your chosen 

Maldivian Island. Snorkel, dive or just 

dig your toes into the powder soft sand.

Sri anka

Temple of the Tooth, Kandy
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you have a particular interest in 

wildlife then this is the tour for you 

– there will be visits to fauna-rich 

national parks as well as unique 

wildlife-watching experiences.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach 

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently 

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 7 guests  

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
The hotels have been chosen for 

their proximity to nature. In Yala 

we have chose the Jetwing Yala, 

a popular resort that’s located on 

the beach and just ten minutes 

drive from the entrance to the 

national park. The Centuria Hotel 

sits on the shore of the Chandrika 

Lake while the property in 

Kalawana, Rainforest Edge, really 

lives up to its name. 

Nature fffffg

Culture fggggg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Sri Lanka Wildlife Tour
This small group tour is a superb introduction to the wildlife and beautiful 
scenery of Sri Lanka. A treat for animal enthusiasts, it offers the chance to see 
elephants and the elusive leopard as well as marine life on the island’s south 
coast. In the different national parks you will be guided by a naturalist who is 
an expert in the flora and fauna of their park.

Your itinerary – 9 nights

Route
• Colombo: 1 night 

• Nuwara Eliya: 1 night 

• Yala: 2 nights 

• Embilipitiya: 1 night 

• Kalawana: 1 night  

• Galle: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Colombo Depart from the 

UK on your overnight flight to Sri Lanka.  

 

Day 2: Colombo On arrival in Colombo 

transfer to your hotel where you will 

stay one night. This evening there will 

be a welcome dinner at Nuga Gama 

Restaurant at the hotel. During your 

meal you’ll get to meet your group 

and tour leader in a relaxed and social 

atmosphere. Approx. journey time: 1¼ 

hours; 25 miles. Stay: Cinnamon Grand 

(or similar). D.  

 

Day 3: Colombo to Nuwara Eliya This 

morning it’s onwards deep into the 

island’s beautiful Hill Country. Drive 

to Nuwara Eliya, stopping for lunch at 

Kitulgala where the film The Bridge 

Over the River Kwai was filmed. This 

afternoon join a tour of the city of 

Nuwara Eliya. Set in a mountain valley 

some 1800 metres above sea level, it 

is surrounded by rolling hills covered 

in vast tea plantations Approx. journey 

time: 5½ hours, 112 miles. Stay: Jetwing 

St Andrew’s (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 4: Nuwara Eliya to Yala After an 

early departure you’ll arrive at Horton 

Plains National Park. The plains are 

characterised by rolling hills, forest and 

grasslands and are undoubtedly one of 

Sri Lanka’s best eco-tourism venues and 

nature reserves. It is home to an array 

of wildlife and is ideal for bird watchers 

with over 87 species, 14 of which 

are endemic. A three-hour trek over 

relatively challenging terrain takes you 

to the renowned World’s End precipice 

where you can enjoy incredible views 

over the surrounding countryside. You’ll 

then continue your journey south to Yala 

National Park. En route stop for lunch 

and on arrival join an evening game 

drive in the park. Approx. journey time: 

4½ hours, 105 miles. Stay: Jetwing Yala 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 5: Yala Today’s exploration takes 

you back into Yala National Park – a real 

highlight of the tour. It’s known locally 

as leopard country as it plays host to 

one of the world’s highest densities of 

leopards. Rise early for a morning 4x4 

safari into the park before returning to 

the hotel where you can spend the rest 

of the day relaxing by the pool or on the 

beach. Stay: Jetwing Yala (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 6: Yala to Embilipitiya This morning 

head back inland to another of Sri 

Lanka’s famed national parks – beautiful 

Udawalawe. Enjoy lunch at Athgira, 

a local restaurant serving Sri Lankan 

specialties, which sits just across the 

road from the Elephant Transit Home, 

the next stop on your tour. The transit 

home was established by the Sri Lanka 

Department of Wildlife Conservation 

in 1995 as a rehabilitation centre and is 

funded by Born Free. Here you’ll find a 

number of orphaned elephants being 

cared for before being released into the 

wild. Although you won’t get to interact 

with the elephants, this half-hour visit is 

a great opportunity to see the animals 

and discover the important and tireless 

work that’s done to get them back into 

the wild. Continue on for an afternoon 

safari in Udawalawe National Park. 

Lightly vegetated, the park is one of 

the best places in Sri Lanka to spot a 

variety of wildlife species including 

buffalo, elephants, and occasionally a 

leopard or two. Travel south to the town 

of Embilipitiya, one hour south of the 

national park, where tonight’s hotel is 

World’s End, Horton Plains National Park

Sri Lanka

Galle
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SRI LANKA

Colombo

Galle

Embilipitiya 

Kalawana 

Nuwara Eliya

Kandy

Yala N.P.

Negombo

Guide price dates

20 Apr 2018

High season

14 Dec 2018 from £2970

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 10 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

SriLankan Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref IO0792.

K departure mont
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries. 

ption
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £580

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £578 per 

person, ref IO0794.

at to e pe t
•  A range of safari vehicles, both 

uncovered and covered 

•  Bring long sleeves, trousers and 

sensible shoes for the rainforest 

•  The Horton Plains trek is 

recommended for energetic 

individuals 

•  A relatively high level of fitness is 

recommended

•  The optional whale-watching 

excursion are available seasonally 

from November to April.

y Kuoni
This is a true wildlife tour which 

focuses not on the island’s main 

sights but its natural habitats and 

the animal species. It also goes 

beyond the renowned Yala National 

Park, with rainforest explorations, 

optional whale watching and soft 

trekking in the nation’s hill country. 

You’ll visit a rehabilitation home for 

orphaned elephants, join a trek into 

native rainforest and visit one of the 

most important turtle nesting sites 

in Sri Lanka. 

Guide pri e rom 

a

World’s End, Horton Plains National Park

located. Approx. journey time: 3 hours, 

65 miles. Stay: Centauria Hotel (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 7: Embilipitiya to Kalawana 

Following breakfast, the tour continues 

onwards to your next hotel, a tranquil 

property that’s located close to Kalawana, 

a small town close to the edge of the 

beautiful Sinharaja Forest Reserve. This 

tropical virgin rain forest is the only 

natural UNESCO World Heritage Site and 

biosphere reserve in Sri Lanka and it’s an 

incredible place to experience endemic 

flora and fauna species. This afternoon, 

head out on a rainforest trek with a 

knowledgeable naturalist (1-1½ hours). 

The trails may be wet under foot so be 

sure to pack suitable footwear. Approx. 

journey time: 2½ hours, 59 miles. Stay: 

Rainforest Edge (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 8: Kalawana to Galle There’s an 

early start this morning as you set off 

on a jeep ride into the Sinharaja reserve. 

You’ll have the opportunity to see more 

of the forest and spot endemic birds 

before your journey to the beautiful 

coastal city of Galle. On arrival, proceed 

to the Lady Hill Hotel for a lunch that 

will be accompanied by fantastic views 

over the city. A short introductory tour 

of Galle will follow, taking in the beautiful 

Old Town and its fortifications, before 

you return to your hotel for the evening. 

Approx. journey time 2¼ hours, 56 miles. 

Stay: Lady Hill (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 9: Galle If you are travelling 

between November and April you’ll have 

the opportunity to join an optional and 

unforgettable whale-watching excursion. 

This three-and-a-half-hour cruise departs 

from the town of Mirissa (approx. 

journey time: 1 hour, 29 miles), on the 

island’s south coast. The blue whales – 

the earth’s largest creatures – are the 

real draw off the part of this Sri Lanka 

coast, however you may also be lucky 

enough to spot orca, humpback whales, 

turtles and dolphins. For those travelling 

between mid-April and October the 

morning will be free to explore Galle 

at your own pace or enjoy the facilities 

at the hotel. Later, the group will travel 

along the west coast to the Kosgoda Sea 

Turtle Conservation Project where they 

monitor sea turtle activity and conserve 

the local nesting sites. During the visit 

you will learn about the life cycle of the 

green and Hawksbill turtles and about 

the work that they carry out to protect 

the turtles. This includes collecting 

eggs, hatching the turtles away from 

predators and man-made dangers, 

releasing them back into the wild and 

ensuring the nesting beaches remain 

clear of any hazards. Return to Galle for 

your final evening and a special farewell 

dinner at your hotel. Approx. journey 

time: 1½ hours, 38 miles. Stay: Lady Hill 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 10: Galle Transfer to the airport 

(approx. journey time 2½ hours, 93 miles) 

for you return flight to the UK. B.

tay longer
A beach break in the Maldives is our 

most popular extension to a Sri Lanka 

tour, but you can also extend your stay 

at one of Sri Lanka’s beach resorts. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions 

to compliment this tour on p12.

Maldives 3 nights from £886 per 

person, ref IO0796  

Relax in paradise on your chosen 

Maldivian Island. Snorkel, dive or just 

dig your toes into the powder soft sand.

 

ri an a

Galle
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
For the traveller who wants to 

travel from the south of the island 

to the untouched north, as well 

as taking in the Hill Country and 

Cultural Triangle in between.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently 

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

• For guests over 16 

• Average group size of 6 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
We have chosen some charming, 

secluded or beautifully-situated 

boutique style properties. In 

Jaffna we have opted for the 

most centrally located and best 

quality hotel available. Particular 

favourites are the The Langdale by 

Amaya in Nuwara Eliya, a member 

of the Small Luxury Hotels of the 

World Group and The Bungalow 

by Amaya which is located in a 

secluded position on the outskirts 

of Kandy.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Definitive Sri Lanka
This is the ultimate Sri Lanka tour; the one that takes you from north to south 
and from east to west, with everything in between. Combining culture, history, 
nature and beach, it is the tour for those who want to see everything, even if it 
means relinquishing some of their creature comforts for a visit to an untouched, 
authentic part of Sri Lanka.

Your itinerary – 15 nights

Route
• Colombo (Mount Lavinia): 1 night 

• Yala: 2 nights 

• Nuwara Eliya: 2 nights

• Kandy: 2 nights 

• Sigiriya: 3 nights 

• Jaffna: 2 nights  

• Passikudah: 1 night  

• Negombo: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Colombo Depart from the 

UK on your overnight flight to Sri Lanka.

Day 2: Colombo On arrival in Colombo 

transfer to your hotel where you’ll stay 

one night. This evening there will be 

a welcome dinner in the hotel’s main 

restaurant at the hotel. Approx. journey 

time: 1¾ hours; 32 miles. Stay: Mount 

Lavinia (or similar). D. 

 

Day 3: Colombo to Yala Travel south to 

the beautiful walled city of Galle. On 

arrival, proceed to the Lady Hill Hotel 

for a lunch that will be accompanied 

by fantastic views over the city. A short 

introductory tour of Galle will follow, 

taking in the beautiful Old Town and 

its fortifications. Continue along the 

south coast towards Yala National Park. 

Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 174 miles. 

Stay: Cinnamon Wild (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 4: Yala A leisurely morning is spent 

at your hotel. The rest of the day’s 

sightseeing – a visit to the world-famous 

Yala National Park – is a real highlight 

of the entire tour. It is known locally 

as leopard country as it plays host to 

one of the world’s highest density of 

leopards. This afternoon’s safari into 

the park provides you with one of the 

best chances to see one of these elusive 

creatures, as well as species such as 

boar, deer and wild elephants. Stay: 

Cinnamon Wild (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 5: Yala to Nuwara Eliya Head away 

from the coast and into the beautiful 

Hill Country towards Nuwara Eliya. Stop 

for lunch at the 98 Acres Resort & Spa, a 

scenic tea estate, and then head to the 

Hakgala Botanic Gardens. As well as tea, 

the countryside surrounding Nuwara 

Eliya home to many strawberry farms, 

one of which you can visit en route to 

your hotel. Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 

105 miles. Stay: The Langdale by Amaya 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Nuwara Eliya Today begins with a 

few free hours to relax. You’ll then head 

into the town to take in the sights and 

perhaps get some lunch at one of the 

local restaurants. Later, take high tea at 

The Grand Hotel – a quintessential Sri 

Lankan experience. Stay: The Langdale 

by Amaya (or similar). B, D.

Day 7: Nuwara Eliya to Kandy This 

region of Sri Lanka is the heart of Sri 

Lanka’s renowned and historic tea 

producing industry, a subject you 

will learn more of during the day’s 

experience. Head to a local plantation 

and factory where you can learn the skill 

of tea plucking and discover the process 

the leaves go through between the plant 

and your cup. The tea picking will be 

followed by lunch at the Glenloch Tea 

Factory before you continue on to the city 

of Kandy. Later in the afternoon, head to 

the most famous of Kandy’s attractions, 

the Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic, 

which houses what is believed to be an 

ancient relic of Lord Buddha. You’ll also 

have the opportunity to visit the local 

city market to witness the day-to-day life 

of the people of Kandy. Approx. journey 

time: 2½ hours, 75 miles. Stay: The 

Bungalow by Amaya (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 8: Kandy Today begins at the Royal 

Botanical Gardens in Peradeniya. You’ll 

find a vast selection of Sri Lanka’s native 

flora as well as many exotic species  

Uga Bay, Passikudah

Seek leopards in Yala National Park

Views from Sigiriya

Sri Lanka
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SRI LANKA

BAY OF
BENGAL

Colombo

Galle

Negombo

Nuwara Eliya

Pasikuda

Kandy

Habarana
Sigiriya

Yala N.P.

Dambulla Rock Temple

Jaffna

Colombo
Yala 
Nuwara Eliya
Kandy 
Sigiriya 
Ja na 
Passikudah

Guide price dates

17 Oct 2018

High season

25 Jul 2018 from £4531.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

SriLankan Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref IO0804.

K depar ure mon s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar; 

Apr; Jun; Jul; Aug; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

p ions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1290

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £2566 per 

person, ref IO0838.

a  o e pec
•  Basic but adequate 

accommodation in Jaffna 

•  Intercity rail travel between 

Anuradhapura and Jaffna

•  The Sigiriya excursion is 

recommended for energetic and 

physically fit guests as there is 

lots of climbing involved.

y Kuoni
This tour offers the unique 

opportunity to witness the 

contrast between each of the 

different regions of Sri Lanka, 

visiting the city of Jaffna, which 

has not long been opened up to 

visitors after a troubled recent 

history. As well as temples and 

colonial architecture you will also 

witness the thought-provoking 

remnants of the civil war, giving 

you a completely different view of 

the island.

Guide price rom 

a

Sigiriya

Uga Bay, Passikudah

Seek leopards in Yala National Park

and a renowned orchid collection. This 

afternoon you’ll have the opportunity to 

spend an hour or two exploring the city 

at your own pace. Stay: The Bungalow 

by Amaya (or similar). B, D.

Day 9: Kandy to Sigiriya The journey 

continues this morning as you head 

north towards the Cultural Triangle. Stop 

for a typical Sri Lankan lunch at Ranweli 

Spice Garden and Restaurant en route 

to the incredible Dambulla cave temple 

complex which has been in continuous 

use for over 2200 years. Approx. journey 

time: 2 hours, 68 miles. Stay: Amaara 

Forest (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 10: Sigiriya This morning, join an 

excursion to the iconic Sigiriya Rock, 

which we recommended for guests 

who are active and willing to climb 

to the summit of this granite peak. 

Approximately 1200 steps of varying 

steepness and difficulty levels take you 

to the top. This is undoubtedly a tough 

climb, however it is well worth the effort 

once you get to witness the views. This 

afternoon, a game drive into Minneriya 

National Park – one of the best places 

in Sri Lanka to see wild elephants – is 

included. Stay: Amaara Forest (or similar). 

B, D.

Day 11: Sigiriya There’s an early start 

this morning as you depart Sigiriya for 

Hiriwaduna Village. During your time here 

you will join a short nature trek through 

the village to a nearby reservoir which is 

frequented by many species of bird. Stay: 

Amaara Forest (or similar). B, D.

Day 12: Sigiriya to Jaffna Following 

breakfast, depart your hotel and travel 

north to the once-glorious Sacred City 

of Anuradhapura. You’ll have time to 

explore the ruins before transferring 

to the train station for your journey to 

Jaffna. As you travel north you’ll witness 

some incredible off-the-beaten-track 

landscapes. Approx. journey time: 2 hour 

drive, 46 miles; 2¾ hour train journey. 

Stay: Jetwing Jaffna (or similar). B, D.

Day 13: Jaffna Today, explore Jaffna, 

visiting Jaffna Fort, the Nallur Kovil 

Temple, Jaffna Library and Jaffna 

Museum. This afternoon, enjoy a unique 

opportunity to try some local ice cream 

before continuing on to the Springs of 

Keerimalai and Dambakola Patuna Port. 

Stay: Jetwing Jaffna (or similar). B, D.

Day 14: Jaffna to Passikudah Travel 

south towards the island’s beautiful 

east coast. It’s a relatively long journey, 

however you pass through a part of 

Sri Lanka that has been off limits to 

international travellers for many years 

– an experience not to be missed. Stop 

in the city of Trincomalee and join a city 

tour before continuing on to the coastal 

resort of Passikudhah, where you will 

stay for one night. Approx. journey time: 

6 hours, 211 miles. Stay: Uga Bay (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 15: Passikudah to Negombo Transfer 

to Batticaloa airport for your Cinnamon 

Air flight to Colombo. Stay: Jetwing Sea 

(or similar). B.

Day 16: Negombo Transfer to the airport 

for your return flight to the UK. B.

S ay longer
A beach break in the Maldives is our 

most popular extension to a Sri Lanka 

tour, but you can also extend your stay 

at one of Sri Lanka’s beach resorts. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions 

to compliment this tour on p12.

Maldives Island 3 nights from £746 per 

person, ref IO0830

Relax in paradise on your chosen 

Maldivian Island. Snorkel, dive or just 

dig your toes into the powder soft sand.

Sri anka



India, Nepal & Bhutan
These enigmatic nations captivate visitors 
with their intriguing cultures, ancient history, 
breathtaking natural landscapes and rare and 
exotic wildlife.

In this section
26 Nepal & Bhutan

28 India



General information
Flying time Delhi, India: 7 hours; Mumbai, India: 
9 hours; Cochin, India: 12 hours; Paro, Bhutan: 11 
hours; Kathmandu, Nepal: 10 hours

Time diff erence India: GMT +5½; Nepal: GMT +5¾ 
hours; Bhutan: GMT +6 hours

Currency India: Indian Rupee; Bhutan: the 
Ngultrum; Nepal: Nepalese Rupee

Language India: Hindi and English; Bhutan: 
Dzongkha, Nepali is also widely spoken; Nepal: Nepali

Visa info Visas are required for India, Nepal and 
Bhutan.

Key events
02 March 2018 & 21 Mar 2019 Holi, the ‘Festival 
of Colours’, India and Nepal – Celebrated with the 
throwing of coloured powder.

March Paro Tsechu, Bhutan – A celebration of Guru 
Rinpoche, who spread Tibetan Buddhism. 

September Kumarakom Boat Race, Southern India – 
Onam festival with races on Lake Vembanad.

19 Oct 2017 & 07 Nov 2018 Diwali, the ‘Festival 
of Lights’, India and Nepal: Earthen lamps or candles 
are lit all over India and people exchange gifts.

Climate
The best time to visit northern India is October to 
November and February to March when the nights 
are cool and the days are mainly sunny. Delhi is at its 
hottest from May to July and most rain falls July to 
September. In southern India peak season runs from 
November to February when temperatures range 
from 23° to 30°C. Monsoon season in Kerala is June 
to August. Summer temperatures aren’t as high as 
in northern India, although humidity is extreme. The 
coast benefi ts from cooling breezes. Bhutan and Nepal 
experience a dry season followed by heavy monsoon 
rains June to September. October-November is the best 
time to visit when the rains have ended and the skies 
are clear.

 Average daily maximum temperature

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm
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Jan 7 22 31 21 30 18

8 7 9 7 9 6

8 12 6 19 0 16

Feb 8 25 32 24 30 19

7 8 9 8 9 6

9 11 24 15 1 24

Mar 12 32 32 30 32 24

8 8 9 8 9 8

34 10 37 15 0 39

Apr 14 38 33 36 33 27

8 9 8 9 10 9

39 6 107 8 1 75

May 16 41 31 39 34 29

7 9 7 9 10 6

180 13 284 17 13 158

Jun 18 41 29 39 32 29

6 7 5 7 6 5

411 52 752 53 576 341

Jul 18 35 28 35 30 28

5 5 5 5 3 3

529 205 848 220 967 547

Aug 18 33 28 33 30 28

5 5 5 6 3 3

391 270 514 257 621 474

Sep 17 34 29 34 30 28

5 7 6 7 6 4

247 125 316 126 347 328

Oct 15 34 30 33 33 26

7 9 6 9 8 6

81 22 310 24 83 78

Nov 12 29 31 28 33 22

8 8 6 8 8 5

11 5 155 5 11 10

Dec 9 24 31 23 31 19

7 7 7 7 8 5

5 6 42 8 3 18

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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India: Stay longer
Our escorted small group tours offer a comprehensive way to see this incredible part of the world. If you have more 
time, we’ve suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your holiday – but the options are endless. Whether 
you’re interested in exploring further or are looking for a bit of relaxation time at the beginning and end of your 
tour, our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Add a short tour to the end of your escorted small group tour
Adding a short tour to follow on from your escorted small group tour is a great way of getting a little further off the beaten track.

Himalaya Foothills
Suggested extension to Highlights of India – Taj Tour

Duration: 4 nights; ref IN009

Shimla: 3 nights, Delhi: 1 night

Highlights 

•  Visit Shimla, once the summer capital of the British Raj, which is renowned 

for its wonderful climate and breath-taking scenery

•  Offering a contrast to the heat and hustle of further south

•  Enjoy a ride on the famous toy train the ‘Himalayan Queen’

•  Time to explore at your own pace; perhaps stroll through pine forests or relax 

at your luxury hotel.

Tigers of Ranthambore
Suggested extension to Highlights of India – Taj Tour

Duration: 3 nights; ref IN0071

Ranthambore: 3 nights

Highlights

•  An opportunity to visit one of India’s most iconic national parks in search of 

the elusive tiger

•  Enjoy daily drives in the national park

• Great birdwatching opportunities with over 270 species of birds.

Nepal
Suggested extension to Highlights of India – Taj Tour

Duration: 6 nights; ref IN0047

Kathmandu: 2 nights, Pokhara: 2 nights, Kathmandu: 1 night, Delhi: 1 night

Highlights

•  Get off the beaten track and explore the former Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal

•   Enjoy an optional mountain flight with view of Mount Everest (on a clear day)

•  Witness the temples and palaces of Kathmandu

•  Visit the Royal City of Patan

•  Discover the scenic beauty of Pokhara with its panoramic views of the 

Himalayan Peaks.

Bhutan
Suggested extension to Highlights of India – Taj Tour

Duration: 6 nights; ref IN0072

Thimpu: 2 nights, Punakha: 1 night, Paro: 2 nights, Delhi: 1 night

Highlights

•  Sightseeing in Bhutan’s unusual capital Thimphu

•  Enjoy a scenic drive over the Dochu-la Pass with stunning views of the 

Himalaya Peaks

•  Visit the iconic Taktsang Monastery, also known as the ‘Tiger’s Nest’.

Taktsang Monastery, or ‘Tiger’s Nest’, Bhutan
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Explore cities and relax on the beach
A few days in a city ahead of your tour gives you the chance to acclimatise, while a post-tour beach break is the perfect way to relax.

Delhi
The majority of our India tours feature a stay in Delhi, so a pre- or post-tour city 

stay allows you to recover from the long flight before joining the tour. It also 

gives you some more time to partake in some sightseeing, perhaps spend time 

getting lost in one of Delhi’s old bazaar’s or wandering through the tranquil 

Lodhi Gardens. 

Mumbai
While the majority of our tours focus on the sights of the north or the natural 

wonders of the south, many people love the opportunity to explore the country’s 

‘second city’ of Mumbai. You can experience the vibrancy of Bollywood, sample 

the city’s culinary heritage, experience its lively nightlife, visit the glitzy 

shopping malls and wander along Marine Drive.

Kovalam
Kovalam is set almost at India’s most southern tip and this former fishing 

village is now one of Kerala’s most popular beach resorts making it the perfect 

extension to our Kerala Explorer tour. A state of post-tour relaxation is easily 

achieved with Ayurvedic treatments and sunset yoga and meditation sessions.

Goa 
Situated on India’s west coast, Goa offers a unique blend of Indian and Portuguese 

cultures with miles of long sandy beaches, colonial whitewashed churches and 

emerald-green paddy fields. Whether you want to be within easy reach of lively 

resort towns with world-renowned nightlife or you’re seeking a more secluded 

spot on an almost deserted beach, Goa is a popular post-tour retreat.

Combine two tours
If you have the time, this is the best way to get the most out of  
this region. 

Highlights of India – Taj Tour & Essential Sri Lanka
Duration: 15 nights

India: 7 nights, Sri Lanka: 8 nights

Highlights

•  Discover the iconic sights of India and Sri Lanka from the Taj Mahal to the 

cultural triangle

•  Join a fast paced tour of northern India before slowing things down with 

some relaxation in Sri Lanka and then joining a tour of the island’s main 

sights.

Victoria Train Station, Mumbai

Nuwara Eliya, Sri Lanka

Goa

Kovalam
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Your itinerary – 7 nights

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of India – Taj Tour
This introductory small group tour to northern India takes you on a fascinating 
journey of discovery, visiting many of the country’s most iconic sights. 
Experience India’s unique culture as you explore the famous Golden Triangle 
in style. Discover the imperial monuments of Delhi, the Royal Palaces of Jaipur, 
and that bucket-list favourite, the spectacular Taj Mahal in Agra.

Route
• Delhi: 1 night 

• Agra: 2 nights 

• Jaipur: 2 nights 

• Delhi: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Delhi Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to Delhi.  

 

Day 2: Delhi On arrival in the capital, 

transfer to your hotel and enjoy some 

free time to relax or, if you can’t wait 

to explore, then you can lose yourself 

in the city’s maze of narrow streets 

and experience the fragrant spices and 

vibrant colours of the local bazaars. Visit 

the Jama Masjid Mosque in Old Delhi, a 

striking Mughal building of red sandstone 

and contrasting white marble, built by the 

fifth Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan whose 

other architectural feats include the 

legendary Taj Mahal. His last architectural 

creation, the Jama Masjid Mosque 

remains the largest mosque in India and 

can accommodate 25,000 visitors. Drive 

past the impressive Red Fort, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site and the main seat 

of the Mughal Empire for 200 years, 

during an afternoon drive around India’s 

capital city. This evening you’ll have the 

chance to meet the rest of your group 

during a welcome dinner with a glass of 

Indian wine or beer, hosted by your tour 

leader. Stay: Maidens Hotel, New Delhi 

(or similar). D.  

 

Day 3: Delhi to Agra See more of the 

main sights of Old and New Delhi 

including the Raj Ghat – an open-

air memorial to Mahatma Gandhi 

surrounded by trees planted by visiting 

dignitaries such as Queen Elizabeth 

II. Drive past the grand neo-classical 

government buildings, designed by Sir 

Edwin Lutyens and a relic of the British 

Raj. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant 

before driving south to Agra, a city 

which is famous as the home of the 

magnificent Taj Mahal but also hosts 

other UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 

antiquarian buildings that include 

magnificent examples of Mughal 

architecture as well as classic churches 

and unique sandstone tombs. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 131 miles. Stay: 

Trident, Agra (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 4: Agra Rise early for the incredible 

highlight of your tour – the once-in-a- 

lifetime experience of watching the 

sunrise at the spectacular Taj Mahal, 

one of the finest pieces of architecture 

in the world. This exquisite monument 

to eternal love was created by Emperor 

Shah Jahan in response to his adored 

wife’s dying wish that he should ‘build a 

tomb in her memory such as the world 

had never seen before’. Be mesmerised 

by the captivating beauty of the Taj as 

it appears to change colour as the light 

changes and takes on an ethereal pink 

glow. Another highlight today is an 

excursion to the Itmad-ud-Daulah, also 

known as Baby Taj. This stunning marble 

tomb, built between 1622 and 1628, 

is studded with semi-precious stones 

and appears to resemble a giant jewel 

box with its delicate jali latticed screen 

design. See the 16th-Century Agra Fort, 

an impressive red sandstone monument 

that houses fairytale palaces, audience 

halls and two white marble mosques. 

Complete your Taj experience by 

heading to Mehtab Bagh at sunset – this 

park offers sensational views of the Taj 

Mahal as the gleaming marble reflects 

the ever-changing sky, from yellow to 

orange and then white. Stay: Trident, 

Agra (or similar). B.  

 

Day 5: Agra to Jaipur Head west to the 

‘Pink City’ of Jaipur, Rajasthan’s capital. 

Stop en route to see the perfectly 

preserved deserted Mughal city of 

Fatehpur Sikri which was founded in 

1569 but was abandoned just 16 years 

Amber Fort, Jaipur

Holi festival

India, Nepal & Bhutan   •   India

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect for first-time visitors keen 

to discover some of India’s must-

see attractions including the awe-

inspiring Taj Mahal, the Amber Fort 

and contrasts of Old and New Delhi. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 14 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests. 

Accommodation
We have selected quality 

hotels that are ideally located 

for local exploration and offer 

a comfortable base for post-

excursion relaxation. They are 

traditional in style so that you 

can enjoy a flavour of your 

destination, whether it’s the 

striking architectural style, 

delicious locally inspired cuisine, 

close proximity to the sights or 

stunning views.

Nature fggggg

Culture ffffff

Active fffggg
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Amber Fort, Jaipur

Itmad-ud-Daulah,Agra

Taj Mahal, AgraPalace of the Winds, Jaipur

later due to a lack of water supply. The 

city remains an exceptional example 

of Mughal splendour. Stop for lunch 

at Laxmi Vilas Palace, a heritage hotel 

and former royal residence. You’ll also 

explore Chand Baori, the fascinating 

step-well at Abhaneri. The marvellous 

symmetry of 3500 steps working its 

way down the 13 storeys to the well 

below is an amazing sight – and an 

impressive feat, built between the 8th 

and 9th Century. Though it is no longer 

in use (the water below is now coloured 

green from algae), you can gaze down 

and imagine what a cooling haven this 

would have been for locals living in 

Rajasthan’s dry climate. This evening 

you can enjoy dinner with a local 

family at Nokha House, a traditional 

guesthouse (Guests travelling on 25 Feb 

will follow a slightly different itinerary 

on Days 5-6 with dinner at the Trident 

and Holi celebrations on Day 6 during 

lunch. Guests travelling on 03 Nov will 

join the local family on Day 6 instead for 

dinner and Diwali celebrations). Approx. 

journey time: 6 hours, 160 miles. Stay: 

Trident, Jaipur (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 6: Jaipur This morning there is an 

optional hot-air balloon ride if you’d 

like to enjoy a different perspective 

of the city, high up away from the 

hustle and bustle below. A full day of 

sightseeing includes visits to the ancient 

and imposing Amber Fort which sits on 

a hilltop overlooking the Maota Lake. 

Wander through the palatial grounds 

and see the Sheesh Mahal, a room 

embellished with thousands of mirror 

fragments that are said to be able to 

light up the entire room by reflecting 

the flame of a single candle. Visit the 

City Palace – an exquisite complex of 

Rajasthani and Mughal architecture 

that also houses a museum and art 

gallery. You’ll also get to visit the Royal 

Observatory and admire views of the 

Hawa Mahal (Palace of the Winds) which 

features a unique façade resembling 

the honeycomb of a beehive. Finally, 

experience the buzz of daily life with a 

rickshaw ride in a local market before 

returning to your hotel. Stay: Trident, 

Jaipur (or similar). B, D. 

Day 7: Jaipur to Delhi The long drive 

back to Delhi gives you the opportunity 

to chat to your tour leader and learn 

more about northern India’s culture 

and history. In the evening, you can 

take an optional trip to the Kingdom 

of Dreams to experience the opulence 

and drama of a live Bollywood show. 

If you choose to extend your holiday 

then you will end the main tour today 

and continue to your next destination. 

We offer a fantastic range of optional 

extensions, whether you prefer to go on 

a tiger safari in Ranthambore or breathe 

in fresh mountain air in the foothills of 

the Himalayas. Approx. journey time: 5 

hours, 158 miles. Stay: Trident, Gurgaon 

(or similar). B. 

Day 8: Delhi Enjoy a relaxing morning at 

leisure before transferring to the airport 

for your flight to the UK. B.

Sta  onger
Ranthambore is our most popular 

extension to this India tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p26-27.

 

Tigers of Ranthambore 4 nights from 

£472 per person, ref IN0071 

Complete your trip to India in one of 

the best places to go on a tiger safari, 

Ranthambore National Park. 

ndia      ndia  Nepa   hutan

JaipurJaipur

Ranthambore N. P.Ranthambore N. P.Ranthambore N. P.Ranthambore N. P.Ranthambore N. P.

Ganges

NimajNimajNimajNimajNimaj

INDIA

Chandigarh

Fatehpur SikriFatehpur SikriFatehpur SikriFatehpur SikriFatehpur Sikri

Guide price dates

28 Apr; 05 May; 22 Sep 2018

High season

01, 08, 15 Dec 2018 from £1764.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref IN001.

 departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £235

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £187 per 

person, ref IN2012

Themed departures Holi & 

Diwali Festivals themed itinerary 

departing on 25 Feb; 03 Nov 2018 

from £1725.

hat to e pe t
•  Some long days with early starts 

• A lot of travelling on the road

•  Some time at leisure for relaxing 

or exploring

• Check-in at hotels is after 12pm

•  India’s colourful cities can be 

hectic with a fast-paced way of 

life but this assault on the senses 

is all part of the experience.

h  uoni
On this tour you’ll have the rare 

opportunity to experience the 

breathtaking beauty of the Taj 

Mahal both at sunrise and sunset. 

This is undoubtedly the best way 

to view this iconic monument as 

you’ll get to witness the glistening 

white marble reflect the changing 

colours of the sky at a relaxed 

pace while avoiding the crowds 

and the heat of the midday sun.

Guide pri e rom 



Temple, Tiger & Taj Trail
This small group tour offers a wonderful introduction to northern India, 
combining history, culture, the mesmerising Taj Mahal, stunning wildlife and the 
resplendent Golden Temple of Amritsar. Explore grand palaces, ancient monuments 
and beautiful parks; enjoy thrilling game drives in Ranthambore National Park on 
the trail of the elusive tiger, as well as some unique cultural experiences.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Delhi: 2 nights

• Agra: 2 nights

• Ranthambore: 2 nights

• Jaipur: 2 nights

• Amritsar: 2 nights

 

Day 1: UK to Delhi Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to Delhi.

Day 2: Delhi On arrival, transfer to 

your hotel and enjoy some free time 

to relax or, if you can’t wait to explore, 

then you can lose yourself in the city’s 

maze of narrow streets and experience 

the fragrant spices and vibrant colours 

of the local bazaars. Visit the Jama 

Masjid Mosque and Mahatma Gandhi’s 

memorial Raj Ghat and pass the 

impressive Red Fort during an afternoon 

drive around the city. This evening you’ll 

have a welcome dinner hosted by your 

tour leader. Stay: Taj Palace, New Delhi 

(or similar). D.

Day 3: Delhi Enjoy a full day of 

sightseeing, exploring the narrow 

bustling streets and colourful bazaars 

of Old Delhi. Visit the UNESCO-listed 

Humayun’s Tomb and continue to 

Lutyens’ New Delhi, which was designed 

by British architects and features wide 

roads and sprawling parks – providing 

a stark contrast after exploration of Old 

Delhi’s labyrinthine lanes. See the India 

Gate, which is dedicated to the Indian 

soldiers that lost their lives during World 

War I, and drive past the monumental 

government buildings. Stay: Taj Palace, 

New Delhi (or similar). B.

Day 4: Delhi to Agra Transfer to the 

railway station for your journey to Agra 

on board the Gatimaan Express which 

leaves at 8am (approx. 2 hours). Enjoy 

an introduction to this ‘land of palaces’ 

with a tour of the Itmad-ud-Daulah, also 

known as Baby Taj. This stunning marble 

tomb is studded with semi-precious 

stones and is renowned for its intricate 

inlaid stonework and elaborate carvings. 

Feel the anticipation build as you head 

to Mehtab Bagh, or ‘Moonlight Gardens’ 

at sunset for enchanting views of the 

magnificent Taj Mahal. Watch as the 

gleaming marble reflects the ever-

changing sky, from yellow to orange  

and then white. Continue your 

exploration with a colonial tour as  

you learn about life during the British  

Raj and stop for high tea at Amar Niwas, 

a cosy colonial guesthouse, before 

heading to your hotel. Stay: Trident,  

Agra (or similar). B, D. 

Day 5: Agra Rise early for the incredible 

highlight of your tour – the once-in-

a-lifetime experience of watching the 

sunrise at the spectacular Taj Mahal. 

Built in the 17th Century by the Mughal 

Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his 

wife Mumtaz Mahal, this exceptional 

monument to love has been declared 

one of the New Seven Wonders of the 

World. You’ll find yourself spellbound 

by the beauty of the Taj as it appears 

to change colour as the light changes. 

Return to your hotel for breakfast and 

enjoy some time to relax before an 

afternoon tour of the UNESCO-listed 

Agra Fort which houses fairytale palaces 

and white marble mosques. Stay: 

Trident, Agra (or similar). B. 

Day 6: Agra to Ranthambore The long 

drive to Ranthambore gives you the 

opportunity to chat to your tour leader 

and learn more about northern India’s 

wildlife, culture and history. Stop en route 

to visit the perfectly preserved deserted 

Mughal city of Fatehpur Sikri and enjoy 

lunch at the nearby Laxmi Vilas Palace, 

a former palace that has been carefully 

restored. Boasting one of the country’s 

leading tiger conservation efforts, 

Ranthambore is one of the best places to 

spot this elusive animal in the wild. This 

India, Nepal & Bhutan   •   India

Taj Mahal, Agra

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents30

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal if you want to combine some 

of India’s must-see attractions 

with Ranthambore’s tigers. See the 

sights at a leisurely pace including 

the holy city of Amritsar. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
We have selected quality hotels 

that are ideally located for local 

exploration such as the Hyatt 

Amritsar which is just ten minutes 

away from the awe-inspiring 

Golden Temple. Vivanta By 

Taj - Sawai Madhopur Lodge is 

Ranthambore’s only heritage 

hotel and this former hunting 

lodge of the Maharaja has hosted 

illustrious guests including Queen 

Elizabeth II.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffff

Active fffggg



 Jama Masjid Mosque, Delhi

The Golden Temple, Amritsar

evening, learn all about the tigers during 

a discussion with a renowned local 

naturalist. Approx. journey time: 6 hours, 

168 miles. Stay: Vivanta by Taj - Sawai 

Madhopur (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Ranthambore Today you can look 

forward to another of the highlights of 

the tour – morning and afternoon game 

drives in the park. You may be lucky 

enough to spot one of the endangered 

tigers as you explore the park in shared 

open-top canters, as well as leopards, 

crocodiles and over 300 species of birds. 

Stay: Vivanta by Taj - Sawai Madhopur 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Ranthambore to Jaipur This 

morning you have the option of joining 

another game drive before breakfast. 

You’ll then depart the park and enjoy a 

packed lunch on the way to Jaipur. Relax 

at your hotel before an evening visit to a 

local temple to attend the evening Aarti 

ceremony – the Hindu ceremony of light. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 99 miles. 

Stay: Trident, Jaipur (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Jaipur This morning, immerse 

yourself in India’s spiritual heritage 

by joining a one-hour yoga session 

with a yoga guru. Enjoy a full day of 

sightseeing in the ‘Pink City’ of Jaipur 

and visit the striking hilltop Amber 

Fort and the City Palace – an exquisite 

complex of Rajasthani and Mughal 

architecture. You will also visit the Royal 

Observatory and the unique Palace 

of the Winds, an intricately designed 

building that resembles a beehive. 

Stop for lunch at the beautiful Samode 

Haveli, a former mansion (guests 

travelling on 22 Feb will follow a slightly 

different itinerary on Days 8-9 and enjoy 

Holi celebrations with a local family at 

Nokha House, a traditional guesthouse). 

Stay: Trident, Jaipur (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Jaipur to Amritsar Today you’ll 

fly to the holy walled city of Amritsar 

via Delhi (approx. 3 hours). This evening 

you have the option to witness a Palki 

ceremony, the worshipping of the Holy 

Book by pilgrims, at the resplendent 

Golden Temple. Approx. journey time: 3 

hours, 400 miles. Stay: Hyatt Amritsar 

(or similar). B.

Day 11: Amritsar This morning, visit 

the spectacular Golden Temple – the 

spiritual centre of the Sikh faith, which 

is crowned with an inverted lotus-

shaped golden dome. Continue to the 

sombre Jallianwala Bagh, the site of 

the tragic Amritsar Massacre in the 

early 20th Century. Next, put your 

dexterity to the test during a turban-

tying experience. In the early evening 

you will visit the Wagah Border, the only 

road border crossing between India and 

Pakistan, to witness the ‘Changing of 

the Guard’ ceremony. Enjoy a farewell 

dinner at your hotel with your group 

and tour leader (Guests travelling on 

28 Oct will join a local family for dinner 

and Diwali celebrations). Stay: Hyatt 

Amritsar (or similar). B.

Day 12: Amritsar Transfer to the airport 

for your return flight to the UK via Delhi. 

Alternatively, extend your holiday with 

a few days of relaxation on the beaches 

of Kovalam.

ta  onger
India’s beaches are our most popular 

extension to a tour of India, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p26-27. 

Beaches of India 3 nights from £997 per 

person, ref IN0037 

Enjoy post-tour relaxation on the golden 

sands of Kovalam.
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INDIA Guide price dates

27 Apr; 04, 25 May 2018

High season

07, 21 Dec 2018 from £2835.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref IN0020.

 eparture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £460

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £363 per 

person, ref IN0030

Themed departures Holi & 

Diwali Festivals themed itinerary 

departing on 22 Feb; 28 Oct 2018 

from £2765

Optional excursions Day 7: Shared 

Jeep Safari from £16 per person.

hat to e pe t
• Some long days with early starts

•  Sightseeing at a leisurely pace 

with some time to relax or 

explore

• Driving times are approximate

•  Domestic flights with 20kg 

luggage limit.

h  uoni
On this tour you’ll discover the 

best of India’s famous Golden 

Triangle – including visits to the 

Taj Mahal, both at sunrise and 

sunset – while also having time to 

explore the holy city of Amritsar 

and its spectacular Golden Temple. 

And in addition to all of these 

cultural highlights you’ll also get 

to experience exhilarating tiger-

spotting safaris in Ranthambore 

National Park.

Gui e pri e rom 
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal if you’re looking for a cultural 

experience in northern India 

finishing with time to explore in 

Mumbai on a heritage walk. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected quality hotels 

that are well placed for local 

exploration and each offers a 

flavour of their destination. Rohet 

Garh is a 17th-Century lakeside 

fort set at the edge of the Great 

Thar desert, providing a tranquil 

base for exploration of Jodhpur. 

This family-run heritage hotel 

is bursting with character and 

traditional Rajasthani charm with 

delicate frescoes that have been 

meticulously restored.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffff

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Northern India Explorer
This extensive small group tour goes deep into the heart of some of northern 
India’s most famous cities. Explore the famous Golden Triangle and go on 
exciting game drives in search of the elusive tiger in Ranthambore National 
Park. Immerse yourself in the region’s culture and traditions while meeting 
friendly locals and enjoying special cultural experiences. 

Your itinerary – 14 nights

Route
• Delhi: 2 nights  

• Agra: 2 nights  

• Ranthambore: 2 nights  

• Jaipur: 2 nights  

• Rohet: 2 nights  

• Udaipur: 2 nights  

• Mumbai: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Delhi Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to Delhi.  

  

Day 2: Delhi On arrival, transfer to your 

hotel and begin your exploration with a 

half-day orientation. Drive past the Red 

Fort, a monumental palace and the seat 

of the Mughal Empire for 200 years. 

Another architectural highlight includes 

the Jama Masjid Mosque, constructed by 

Emperor Shah Jahan who is also known as 

the visionary behind the Taj Mahal. Visit 

Mahatma Gandhi’s outdoor memorial, 

the Raj Ghat, and return to the hotel for 

a welcome dinner hosted by your tour 

leader. Stay: Taj Palace (or similar). D. 

  

Day 3: Delhi After breakfast, your day of 

sightseeing in Delhi begins with a visit to 

Humayun’s Tomb, a majestic Persian and 

Indian tomb built for the former Mughal 

emperor. Drive around New Delhi and 

see Parliament House, the Secretariat 

buildings and Lutyens Bungalow Zone, 

home to the political elite and some 

of India’s richest residents. Visit the 

towering war memorial, The India Gate, 

and the Rashtrapati Bhavan, formerly 

known as Viceroy’s House and now the 

official residence of President of India. 

Stay: Taj Palace (or similar). B. 

  

Day 4: Delhi to Agra Rise early and 

transfer to the railway station for a 

journey on the Gatimaan Express to 

Agra, which leaves at 8am (approx. 2 

hours). On arrival, visit Itimad-ud-Daulah, 

also known as Baby Taj. Built before the 

Taj Mahal between 1622 and 1628, the 

tomb displays intricate marble lattice 

work, jali, and pietra dura, an intricate 

mosaic technique. Visit Mahtab Bagh in 

the afternoon, a Persian-style garden for 

panoramic views of the Taj Mahal. Stay: 

Trident Hotel, Agra (or similar). B. 

  

Day 5: Agra Today begins with an early 

start to see India’s most spectacular 

landmark, the Taj Mahal. Built by the 

Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan in memory 

of his chief consort Mumtaz Mahal, the 

mausoleum took 22,000 labourers over 

20 years to complete. Return to the 

hotel for breakfast, and visit Agra Fort 

in the afternoon. This evening, enjoy a 

taste of local life by visiting a colonial 

family home in Agra for high tea. Stay: 

Trident Hotel, Agra (or similar). B. 

  

Day 6: Agra to Ranthambore Journey 

to Ranthambore and visit the perfectly 

preserved Mughal city of Fatehpur 

Sikri en route with lunch at Laxmi Vilas 

Palace, a splendid heritage hotel. On 

arrival, check in to your hotel. This 

evening you’ll meet a naturalist and 

learn about Project Tiger and its efforts 

to safeguard the tiger population. 

Approx. journey time: 6 hours, 168 miles. 

Stay: Dev Villas (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 7: Ranthambore Today, the central 

focus is your morning and afternoon 

game drives in an open-top canter in 

Ranthambore National Park, one of the 

best parks in the India to spot the elusive 

tiger. Stay: Dev Villas (or similar). B, L, D. 

  

Day 8: Ranthambore to Jaipur This 

morning you have the option of an extra 

game drive. After breakfast, enjoy a 

packed lunch on your journey to Jaipur. 

This evening you will visit a local Hindu 

temple, where you’ll be able to witness an 

Aarti ceremony – the ‘ceremony of lights’. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 99 miles. 

Stay: Jai Mahal Palace (or similar). B, L.

Fort in Ranthambore National Park

Amber Fort, Jaipur

Jama Masjid Mosque, Old Delhi
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Guide price dates

25 Mar 2018

High season

18 Nov 2018 from £3236.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 14 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers., ref IN0073.

U  departure month
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar; 

Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly – see  

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

ption
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £780

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £755 per 

person, ref IN0074

Themed departures Diwali Festival 

themed itinerary departing on 28 

Oct 2018 from £3295.

hat to e pe t
•  Some long days with early starts 

and a lot of travelling time on 

the road 

• Internal flights and rail travel  

•  Some time at leisure for relaxing 

or exploring 

• Check-in at hotels is after 12pm  

• Driving times are approximate  

•  India’s colourful cities can be 

hectic with a fast-paced way of 

life but this assault on the senses 

is all part of the experience

•   Domestic flights with 20kg 

luggage limit.

h  uoni
On this tour you’ll delve deep into 

the heart of northern India’s most 

famous cities with unique cultural 

experiences that go beyond the 

famous Golden Triangle. Dine 

with members of Udaipur’s royal 

family, be welcomed into a local 

family’s home in the small village 

of Rohet and enjoy a heritage 

walk in Mumbai in this immersive 

and unforgettable tour.

uide pri e rom 
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Lake Pichola and City Palace,  

Udaipur

Jama Masjid Mosque, Old Delhi

Taj Mahal, Agra

Day 9: Jaipur Enjoy a full-day tour of 

the ‘Pink City’ of Jaipur with visits to the 

striking Amber Fort and the spectacular 

walled City Palace where you can 

enjoy high tea in a private section 

of the palace. Continue to the Royal 

Observatory before stopping outside 

the Palace of the Winds which features 

a unique honeycomb-style façade. Stay: 

Jai Mahal Palace (or similar). B. 

  

Day 10: Jaipur to Rohet Drive to Jodhpur 

for a tour around Rajasthan’s second 

largest city. See the well-preserved 

Mehrangarh Fort and Jaswant Thada, 

a pearly white memorial where you 

can view the city’s characteristic blue 

buildings from above. Continue to Rohet 

and check in to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 208 miles. Stay: 

Rohet Garh (or similar). B.  

  

Day 11: Rohet Spend your morning at 

leisure before visiting a nearby village 

where you’ll be welcomed into a local 

home. Learn about local wildlife from 

the Bishnois, a religious group who 

believe in the protection of nature. Take 

part in an evening session with a local 

historian to learn about Rohet Garh’s 

history before enjoying high tea at local 

dunes. Stay: Rohet Garh (or similar). B.  

Day 12: Rohet to Udaipur Head to 

Udaipur, one of India’s most romantic 

cities known for its opulent palaces 

and tranquil lakes. Visit Ranakpur Jain 

temple en route, an elaborate temple 

reputed to have 1444 unique pillars 

inside. Check in to your hotel and in the 

evening take a boat ride on Lake Pichola. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 171 miles. 

Stay: Trident Udaipur (or similar). B. 

  

Day 13: Udaipur Visit the exquisite City 

Palace, a sprawling fortress-like complex 

on the eastern shore of Lake Pichola. 

Visit the 17th-Century Jagdish Temple 

and the delightful gardens at Sahelion Ki 

Bari and enjoy the rest of day at leisure. 

This evening brings a unique experience 

and one of the highlights of the tour – 

dinner with a member of an Udaipur 

royal family. Highly influential, the Bedla 

family were key hosts to foreign and 

Indian dignitaries and drew fame for 

their amazing food and entertainment. 

Stay: Trident Udaipur (or similar). B, D.  

  

Day 14: Udaipur to Mumbai Transfer 

to Udaipur airport for your flight to 

Mumbai (approx. 1½ hours). Embark on 

a half-day tour on arrival, beginning at 

the imposing Gateway of India. Drive 

past Marine Drive and visit the former 

Prince of Wales Museum. Observe the 

city’s famous Dabbawala (tiffin delivery 

service) in action at one of the stations, 

where a network of people deliver home-

cooked meals on an extraordinary scale. 

Continue to the Jain temple, Dhobi Ghat 

and Mani Bhavan where Gandhi stayed, 

and drive past Crawford Market before 

checking in to your hotel. Spend the 

afternoon at leisure before an evening 

heritage walk of Mumbai, taking you into 

the heart of the historic fort area. Visit 

the enchanting former Victoria Terminus, 

a masterpiece of Gothic revival and enjoy 

a final farewell dinner with your tour 

leader at the hotel. Stay: Trident Nariman 

Point (or similar). B, D.  

  

Day 15: Mumbai Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK. B. 

ta  longer
India’s beaches is our most popular 

extension to an India tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p26-27.  

 

Beaches of India 3 nights from £740 per 

person, ref IN0076 

Enjoy a post-tour relaxation on the 

golden sands of Kovalam’s beaches.
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect if you’re looking for 

something different from North 

India’s frenetic cities. The pace of 

life is slower and this tour offers a 

mix of sightseeing and relaxation.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach 

• Porterage

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently 

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
There’s a real focus on resort-style 

accommodation, which reflects the 

relaxed pace of the tour. Each of 

the chosen hotels offers cultural 

experiences. Your backwaters cruise 

is on a beautifully restored working 

Kettuvallam – the original transport 

of Kerala – made completely from 

natural materials including wood 

and thatch. You will share the boat 

with other members of your group, 

with each boat featuring two or 

three en suite bedrooms.

Nature ffffgg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffffgg

  

Houseboat on the backwaters

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Kerala Explorer
Whether it’s the food, culture, wildlife or scenery of southern India you wish to 
experience and explore, this small group tour is a must do. Head out on a soft trek 
in Periyar National Park, travel inland into the Western Ghats where historic hill 
stations are surrounded by rolling tea plantations and explore ‘God’s Own Country’ 
of Kerala, where a tranquil cruise on a traditional houseboat is included.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Cochin: 2 nights 

• Periyar: 2 nights 

• Madurai: 2 nights 

• Munnar: 1 night

• Houseboat: 1 night   

• Kumarakom: 2 nights 

• Kovalam: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Cochin Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Cochin.  

 

Day 2: Cochin On arrival, transfer to 

your hotel where you’ll spend two 

nights. Your sightseeing begins this 

afternoon – following a lunch at the 

heritage hotel Koder House – with 

a cruise on Cochin harbour. See the 

famous Chinese fishing nets of Fort 

Cochin from this unique perspective 

before heading back on to dry land for 

an interactive cooking session with the 

chef at your hotel. Visit the local market 

to purchase the fish of your choice 

before returning to the lawn of the hotel 

where a grill will be set up (for the use 

of all the hotel’s guests). The chef will 

then cook the fish. The meal is a great 

opportunity to get to know your fellow 

travellers and ask your tour leader any 

questions you may have. Stay: Eighth 

Bastion (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 3: Cochin Your first full day in 

India begins with a walking tour of Fort 

Cochin. Visit the rather understated 

Dutch Palace before continuing on 

to the Paradesi Synagogue which is 

located in the Jew Town quarter of 

Cochin, adjacent to the palace. The 

final stop on your tour will be the early 

16th-Century St Francis Church. This 

evening experience the culture of the 

state of Kerala, taking in a Kathakali 

dance performance. Arrive early to see 

the dancers ready themselves for the 

show and witness the care that goes into 

preparing the elaborate make up and 

costumes. Then enjoy these traditional, 

historic and beautiful dances. Your day 

ends with a cooking demo and dinner in 

the home of a local family. Stay: Eighth 

Bastion (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 4: Cochin to Periyar Travel inland 

to experience Kerala’s incredible natural 

landscapes, as well as its wildlife. Drive 

towards Periyar National Park and 

Wildlife Sanctuary, stopping en route for 

a demonstration of rubber tapping at a 

local rubber plantation. Periyar National 

Park is a notable wildlife reserve. The 

very sound of the name conjures up 

images of elephants, unending chains of 

hills and spice-scented plantations, one 

of which will be your home for the next 

two nights. There are a couple of cultural 

experiences on offer at the hotel this 

evening including a performance of one 

of three dance styles typical of the state 

of Kerala; and a demonstration and talk 

by the hotel’s chef allowing you to gain 

a glimpse into the importance of various 

spices and their use in Indian cooking. 

Approx. journey time: 6 hours, 115 miles. 

Stay: Spice Village (or similar). B, L.  

 

Day 5: Periyar Today the focus is on the 

region’s wildlife and natural landscapes. 

The morning begins with the chance to 

take a ‘soft trek’ along the various nature 

trails (3 to 4 miles, approx. 3 hours) 

that cross the diverse habitats of the 

national park. You will be accompanied 

by a trained tribal guide who will point 

out various bird and wildlife species. On 

return to the hotel join a naturalist who 

will take you on a tour through the hotel’s 

own spice garden. The day will end with 

a short film on the wildlife of the park 

and a further cultural performance. Stay: 

Spice Village (or similar). B, D. 

Day 6: Periyar to Madurai Continue east 

into the state of Tamil Nadu towards the 

city of Madurai. This afternoon, visit the 

Gandhi Memorial Museum, located in a 

India, Nepal & Bhutan   •   India
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Guide price dates

20 Jan 2018

High season

22 Dec 2018 from £2989.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Emirates from London Heathrow and 

group transfers, ref IN0060.

K departure month
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly – see kuoni.

co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures.

ption
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1135

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1515 per 

person, ref IN0061.

hat to e pect
•  Some long days with early starts 

and a lot of travelling time on the 

road but also time for relaxation

•  Time to get to know your tour 

group and local tour leader

•  A soft trek of approximately 3-4 

miles in Periyar

  •  Cooler mountain air in Periyar 

and Munnar

 •  We recommend comfortable 

walking shoes and muted colours 

for the soft trek in Periyar.

hy Kuoni
This is your opportunity to 

truly experience the tastes and 

sights of Kerala as part of a 

completely immersive cultural 

tour. The highlight of the tour 

is undoubtedly the overnight 

houseboat cruise and the chance 

to witness life on the famous 

backwaters of Kerala. The cruise 

and the subsequent stay on the 

shores of the waterways add a real 

leisurely and laid-back ambience, 

unique to this region of India.

uide price rom 
Meenakshi Temple, Madurai

  

a

17th-Century palace, and learn about the 

life of Mahatma Gandhi. Approx. journey 

time: 4½ hours, 97 miles. Stay: The 

Gateway Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 7: Madurai Home to one of the most 

striking temples in India, Madurai is a 

popular pilgrimage site with a rich cultural 

heritage. The city is shaped like a lotus 

flower with the vast temple complex 

of Meenakshi at its centre and today’s 

highlight is a visit to the temple. Your day 

of exploration also includes a rickshaw 

ride through the city’s local markets and a 

visit to the Thirumalai Nayak palace. Stay: 

The Gateway Hotel (or similar). B, D. 

Day 8: Madurai to Munnar Continue on 

to the hill station of Munnar. Sitting at 

1600 metres above sea level, the town 

was once a southern India summer resort 

of the British government. Munnar is 

surrounded by sprawling tea plantations, 

one of which you will visit this afternoon. 

Later return to the town and visit the Tea 

Museum. Approx. journey time 4 hours, 

96 miles. Stay: Tall Trees (or similar). B, D. 

Day 9: Munnar to Alleppey (Kerala 

houseboat) Undoubtedly the highlight 

of any trip to Kerala is the opportunity 

to cruise the famous backwaters on a 

traditional house boat. Spend the rest of 

the day winding your way through the 

maze of waterways and enjoy this truly 

relaxing way to travel. You will also have 

the opportunity to explore some of the 

smaller waterways by canoe. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 115 miles. Stay: 

Rainbow houseboat (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 10: Alleppey (Kerala houseboat) to 

Kumarakom Your houseboat cruise comes 

to an end this morning as you disembark 

and transfer to the shores of beautiful 

Lake Vembanad by boat. You will spend 

two relaxing nights at the Coconut Lagoon  

(or similar) in nearby Kumarakom. The 

region is known for its local family-run 

homestays, and today you will have the 

opportunity to enjoy a leisurely lunch 

at the charming Philip Kutty Farm. 

Later join a tranquil sunset cruise on 

the lake complete with refreshments, 

before returning to the hotel where 

you can watch one of the three cultural 

performances. Stay: Coconut Lagoon (or 

similar). B, L. 

Day 11: Kumarakom There’s an early 

start this morning with a visit to the 

hotel’s own butterfly garden. You will 

also have the opportunity to join a 

bird-watching tour. This afternoon your 

time will be free; perhaps partake in a 

relaxing Ayurvedic treatment (payable 

locally, guests will receive a 25% 

discount on listed prices). This evening 

enjoy a cocktail party in the paddy fields 

of the hotel, and then a farewell dinner. 

Stay: Coconut Lagoon (or similar). B, D. 

Day 12: Kumarakom to Kovalam 

Continue to the coastal resort of Kovalam, 

the perfect place to end your tour; lunch 

will be served en route. Approx. journey 

time 5 hours, 113 miles. Stay: The Leela 

Kovalam (or similar). B, L.

Day 13: Kovalam Transfer to Cochin 

airport for your return flight to the UK. B.

tay lon er
A beach break is our most popular 

extension to an Indian tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p26-27.

Beaches Of India 3 nights from £529 per 

person ref IN0062

Boasting some of India’s most pristine 

beaches Kovalam is the perfect spot for 

a post-tour break.

ndia      ndia  Nepal  hutan
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect for first-time visitors keen to 

discover the best of India, this tour 

offers a complete flavour of India. 

There’s lots of busy days but also 

some time to relax.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
We have selected quality 

hotels that are ideally located 

for local exploration and offer 

a comfortable base for post-

excursion relaxation. In Alleppey 

you can enjoy the tranquillity 

and natural beauty of Kerala’s 

backwaters during an overnight 

cruise. Glide through the network 

of waterways in your own private 

houseboat, complete with a small 

crew.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffff

Active fffggg

Red Fort, Delhi

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Ultimate India
Embark on an incredible journey from north to south as you take in the 
very best of India’s culture, heritage and wildlife on this captivating small 
group tour. Experience the contrasts between the hectic cities, the slow-paced 
backwaters of Kerala and the elusive tigers of Ranthambore National Park as 
you tick off must-see sights including the iconic Taj Mahal. 

Your itinerary –  15 nights

Route
• Delhi: 2 nights 

• Agra: 1 night 

• Ranthambore: 2 nights 

• Jaipur: 2 nights 

• Mumbai: 2 nights 

• Kumarakom: 2 nights 

•  Alleppey (Keralan Backwaters by 

Houseboat): 1 night

• Cochin: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Delhi Depart from the UK on 

your overnight flight to Delhi.  

 

Day 2: Delhi On arrival, transfer to your 

hotel. This afternoon, visit the 42-metre-

high India Gate and drive past the 

President House and Parliament Building. 

This evening there’s a welcome dinner at 

the hotel hosted by your tour leader. Stay: 

Taj Palace, New Delhi (or similar). D.  

 

Day 3: Delhi Enjoy a full day of 

sightseeing including a visit to Qutub 

Minar, Humayun’s Tomb, and the Jama 

Masjid Mosque. Drive past the impressive 

Red Fort and Raj Ghat – a memorial to 

Mahatma Gandhi. Stay: Taj Palace, New 

Delhi (or similar). B.  

 

Day 4: Delhi to Agra Rise early for a quick 

breakfast and board the Gatiman Express 

train to Agra. On arrival, visit the 16th-

Century Agra Fort, home to the fairytale 

Jahangir Palace. This afternoon visit 

Itmad-Ud-Daulah, also known as Baby 

Taj, a beautiful marble tomb studded 

with semi-precious stones. Continue to 

Mehtab Bagh, or ‘Moonlight Gardens’ 

at sunset and admire the views of the 

exquisite Taj Mahal. Approx. journey time 

2 hours. Stay: Trident, Agra (or similar). B.  

 

Day 5: Agra to Ranthambore Rise early for 

another incredible highlight – watching 

the sunrise at the legendary Taj Mahal. 

To see this incredible monument to love 

bathed in early morning sunshine is a very 

special experience. After breakfast drive to 

Ranthambore National Park, stopping to 

visit the deserted Mughal city of Fatehpur 

Sikri en route. Approx. journey time: 6 

hours, 168 miles. Stay: Vivanta by Taj – 

Sawai Madhopur (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 6: Ranthambore Today join morning 

and afternoon game drives in open-top 

canters in Ranthambore National Park 

which boasts one of the country’s 

leading tiger conservation efforts. It is 

renowned as one of the best parks in 

India to spot this elusive animal. Stay: 

Vivanta by Taj – Sawai Madhopur (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

Day 7: Ranthambore to Jaipur This 

morning you have the option of joining 

another game drive before breakfast. 

You’ll then depart the park and enjoy a 

packed lunch on your journey to Jaipur 

which is renowned for its beautiful palaces 

and forts. Enjoy an evening at leisure. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 99 miles. 

Stay: Jai Mahal Palace (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 8: Jaipur Explore the ‘Pink City’ of 

Jaipur with a full day of sightseeing. Visit 

the imposing Amber Fort, City Palace and 

the Royal Observatory. Stop to admire the 

unique Hawa Mahal (Palace of the Winds) 

from the outside. Stay: Jai Mahal Palace 

(or similar). B. 

 

Day 9: Jaipur to Mumbai Fly to the port 

city of Mumbai and transfer to your hotel. 

Enjoy an afternoon at leisure to relax or 

explore. This evening a heritage walk 

takes you into the heart of the historic 

fort area. Explore the ‘White Town’ – the 

European half of the old town, admire the 

Victoria Terminus, F.W. Steven’s gothic 

masterpiece, and stroll along the Heritage 

Mile of Mumbai. Soak up the atmosphere 

at the ornate Flora Fountain and visit the 

historic art district of Kala Ghoda. Stay: 

Trident, Nariman Point (or similar). B.  

 

India, Nepal & Bhutan   •   India
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Alleppey/Backwaters
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Guide price dates

01 Nov 2018

High season

18 Jan 2018 from £3985.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref 

IN0044.

epart re t s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

pt s
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1115

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £745 per 

person, ref IN0045.

at t e pect
•  Some long days with early starts 

and a lot of travelling time on 

the road

•  Internal flights, rail travel and an 

overnight cruise

•  Lots of sightseeing and some 

time at leisure for relaxing or 

exploring

• Driving times are approximate

•  India’s colourful cities can be 

hectic with a fast-paced way of 

life but this assault on the senses 

is all part of the experience.

y
On this tour you’ll get to 

experience the must-see 

highlights of hectic northern 

India, including the spectacular 

Taj Mahal, before heading south 

and slowing down the pace in 

the picturesque and peaceful 

backwaters of Kerala – all in the 

space of two weeks. A number 

of special experiences, such as a 

village visit and cooking demo, 

will immerse you in the local 

culture. 

e pr ce r

Taj Mahal, Agra

Houseboat, Kerala Backwaters

Mumbai

Cochin

a

Day 10: Mumbai Explore the city with 

visits to the Gateway of India, Marine 

Drive and the Prince of Wales Museum. 

Observe the city’s famous Dabbawalas 

(Tiffin meal delivery service) in action at 

one of the stations. Visit the Jain temple, 

Dhobi Ghat and Mani Bhawan where 

Gandhi once stayed. The rest of the day is 

at leisure for independent exploration or 

relaxation. Stay: Trident, Nariman Point 

(or similar). B. 

Day 11: Mumbai to Kumarakom Transfer 

to the airport for your flight south to 

Cochin, a coastal city made up of a series 

of islands and canals (approx. 2 hours). 

Drive south to Kumarakom which is 

famously the gateway to the beautiful 

backwaters and lakes of Kerala. Transfer 

to your hotel which lies on the tranquil 

shore of Lake Vambanad. Approx. journey 

time: 1½ hours, 30 miles. Stay: Coconut 

Lagoon (or similar). B.

Day 12: Kumarakom This morning, visit 

the Kumarakom Bird Sanctuary. During 

a short trek through the estate you may 

see a variety of species including egrets 

and Siberian cranes. The region is known 

for its local family-run homestays, and 

today you will have the opportunity to 

enjoy a leisurely lunch at the charming 

Philip Kutty Farm. Stay: Coconut Lagoon 

(or similar). B. 

Day 13: Kumarakom to Alleppey Enjoy 

a morning at leisure before one of the 

highlights of your tour – an overnight 

cruise on the tranquil backwaters. 

Transfer to the jetty to board your 

traditional and private air-conditioned 

houseboat. Enjoy the serenity as you 

glide across canals, passing stunning 

scenery and remote villages. Approx. 

journey time: 1 hour, 20 miles. Stay: 

Rainbow Houseboat. B, L, D.

Day 14: Alleppey to Cochin Disembark 

and drive back to Cochin, stopping en 

route at Kumbalangi, a traditional fishing 

village where you can observe local 

activities such as crab farming and net 

making. After lunch, continue to Cochin 

and relax at your hotel which is near the 

iconic Chinese fishing nets. This evening, 

admire elaborate costumes, dramatic 

make-up and a combination of classical 

dance and drama during a traditional 

Kathakali dance show. Approx. journey 

time: 1½ hours, 33 miles. Stay: Eighth 

Bastion (or similar). 

Day 15: Cochin Explore the city on 

a half-day tour which visits the 

Dutch Palace which was built by the 

Portuguese in 1555, renovated by 

the Dutch over a hundred years later 

and today houses works of art. You’ll 

also visit the Jewish Synagogue and 

Mattancherry Palace, and learn about 

the city’s colonial history as you witness 

the blend of Portuguese, Dutch and 

British architecture during a walking 

tour of Fort Cochin. This evening, enjoy 

a Keralan cooking demo followed by 

dinner with a local family. Stay: Eighth 

Bastion (or similar). B, D. 

Day 16: Cochin Transfer to Cochin 

airport for your flight to the UK. B.

tay l er
A beach break is our most popular 

extension to an Indian tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p26-27.

Beaches Of India 3 nights from £639 per 

person ref IN0046 Boasting some of 

India’s most pristine beaches Kovalam is 

the perfect spot for a post-tour break.

a a epal B ta



South East Asia
Escape to exotic lands boasting captivating 
cultures, tropical landscapes and delicious 
cuisine. From Burma to Thailand there are a 
wealth of incredible destinations to discover.

In this section
42 Indonesia

44 Indochina: Cambodia & Laos

46 Indochina: Vietnam, Cambodia & Laos

48 Vietnam

50 Indochina: Vietnam & Cambodia 

52 Vietnam

54 Malaysia

56 Borneo

58 Thailand

60 Burma

62 Indochina: Mekong River Cruise

64 Burma River Cruise



General information
Flying time Indonesia: 15½ hours to Jakarta via 
Qatar; Malaysia: 12½-15 hours depending on 
airport; Borneo: 13¾-14½ hours via Kuala Lumpur 
depending on airport; Burma: 13 hours; Laos: 13 
hours; Thailand: 11½-13 hours; Cambodia: 12¾ 
hours; depending on airport; Vietnam: 11¼ hours

Time diff erence Indonesia: GMT +8 hours; Malaysia 
and Borneo: GMT +8 hours; Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam 
and Thailand: GMT +7 hours; Burma: GMT +6½ hours

Currency Burmese Kyat; Cambodian Riel; Indonesian 
Rupiah; Lao Kip; Malaysian Ringgit; Thai Baht; 
Vietnamese Dong

Language Burma: English is widely spoken; 
Cambodia: Khmer; Indonesia: Indonesian but English  
is widely spoken; Laos: Laotian; Malaysia: Malay; 
Thailand: Thai; Vietnam: Vietnamese

Visa info UK passport holders require a visa to visit 
Burma, Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. Visas are 
not required for UK passport holders in Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Thailand (unless stay exceeds 30 days 
in Bali (Indonesia) and Thailand).

Climate
Thailand’s peak season is November to February when 
it is drier and slightly cooler; the hottest period is April 
to May; May to October has higher rainfall. Burma is 
best visited October to April, avoiding the monsoon 
rains. Malaysia experiences a tropical climate year 
round; Penang and Langkawi are drier December to 
April while Borneo is hot year round but has higher 
rainfall November to January. Southern Vietnam is 
generally dry November to April while May to October 
is warm with heavy showers. Northern areas are 
mainly cooler and drier January to May and September 
to December. Cambodia is hot and dry December to 
April/May and October and November are the wettest 
months. Laos is best visited November to February 
when the weather is at its coolest and driest. Indonesia 
is best visited May to September when there are hot 
temperatures and very little rain.

 Average daily maximum temperature

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm
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Jan 30 32 32 27 31 32 28 20 31

8 9 9 6 6 9 9 3 5

328 5 6 16 147 8 9 22 15

Feb 30 35 32 30 32 33 32 20 32

8 10 9 7 7 9 10 2 6

261 2 8 20 137 21 6 28 8

Mar 31 36 34 32 33 34 34 23 33

8 10 8 7 7 8 9 2 6

225 6 29 33 218 31 15 42 23

Apr 31 37 34 33 33 35 35 27 34

10 9 8 7 7 8 9 4 6

117 17 68 110 264 68 57 97 63

May 30 33 34 33 32 34 33 32 33

10 7 7 6 7 7 8 6 5

107 307 166 161 209 182 165 181 183

Jun 30 30 33 32 32 33 31 33 32

9 4 6 5 7 6 6 6 4

90 567 156 257 130 159 137 242 261

Jul 29 30 32 31 32 33 31 33 31

10 4 5 4 7 6 5 6 4

119 577 149 241 141 167 165 258 257

Aug 29 30 32 31 32 32 30 32 31

10 4 5 5 6 5 5 6 5

53 624 162 299 154 207 226 297 249

Sep 30 30 31 31 32 32 30 31 31

10 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 5

116 381 245 182 190 292 224 225 270

Oct 31 32 31 30 32 32 30 29 31

10 6 6 6 6 6 7 5 4

173 206 263 121 268 199 125 125 255

Nov 31 32 30 28 31 32 29 25 31

9 8 8 6 5 8 8 5 4

187 62 115 40 278 49 41 57 156

Dec 31 32 30 26 31 31 28 22 31

8 9 9 6 5 8 8 4 4

258 7 27 12 232 11 12 19 65

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.



40 South East Asia In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

South East Asia: Stay longer
Our escorted small group tours offer a comprehensive way to see this incredible part of the world. If you have more 
time, we’ve suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your holiday – but the options are endless. Whether 
you’re interested in exploring further or looking for a bit of relaxation time at the beginning and end of your tour, 
our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Combine two tours
If you have the time, this is the most immersive way to get the best out of this region. 

Thailand, Cambodian & Laos Explorer
Duration: 20 nights; ref FE1159

Thailand: 9 nights, Cambodia: 6 nights, Laos: 3 nights

Highlights

•    Combine Thailand Explorer (p58-59) and Cambodia & Laos Explorer (p44-45) 

for an extensive adventure through South East Asia’s most popular regions.

Highlights of Vietnam & Cambodia & Laos
Duration: 20 nights; ref FE0047

Vietnam: 9 nights, Cambodia: 6 nights, Laos: 3 nights, see p46-47

Highlights

•  Explore three unique countries and discover the incredible diversity of 

Indochina on this extensive and fast paced tour combination

•     Experience the contrasting difference between two of Vietnam’s exciting 

cities, Hanoi & Ho Chi Minh, as well as discover the natural beauty and 

tranquillity of Halong Bay on an overnight cruise 

•     Discover the iconic sights of Cambodia and Laos including the Temples of 

Angkor and the mighty Mekong River.

Thailand & Burma Encounter 
Duration: 23 nights; ref FE1058 
Thailand: 9 nights, Burma: 11 nights

Highlights

•    A combination of Thailand Explorer (p58-59) and Burma Encounter (p60-61). 

This popular combination means you can delve more deeply into two of Asia’s 

most fascinating destinations and learn about their culture and diversities

•     Discover the intriguing contrasts between Bangkok and Bagan.

Highlights of Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand & 
Burma
Duration: 40 nights; ref FE0080

Vietnam: 9 nights, Cambodia: 6 nights, Laos: 3 nights, Thailand Explorer: 9 nights, 

Burma 11 nights.

Highlights

•  Combines Highlights of Vietnam (p48-49), Cambodia & Laos Explorer (p44-

45), Thailand Explorer (p58-59) and Burma Encounter (p60-61)

•    A ‘trip of a lifetime’ as you journey through five of Southeast Asia’s 

contrasting countries.

Bagan, Burma Vietnam
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Explore cities and relax on the beach
A few days in a city or beach destination after your tour gives you the chance to explore further or simply relax.

Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia’s captivating capital is bursting with culture and it’s a great destination 

for foodies. Modern skyscrapers blend with colonial architecture and the iconic 

Petronas Towers dominate the city’s skyline. Explore the colourful night markets 

and revel in gastronomical delights at numerous restaurants and hawker stalls.

Borneo Beach
The luxury beach resorts of Borneo offer relaxation and indulgence after a busy 

tour. Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort & Spa has a great range of facilities for 

families including a large pool and a water play area with slides. Shangri-La’s Rasa 

Ria Resort & Spa has a host of nature activities including canopy walks, bird-

watching, guided jungle trails and nocturnal wildlife viewing.

Hua Hin  
Unwind on golden beaches in the popular seaside resort of Hua Hin which is just 

a few hours by road from Bangkok. Hua Hin is known for its golden beaches, 

excellent golf courses, fantastic seafood restaurants and a colourful night market.

Nha Trang 
Nha Trang is one of Vietnam’s most popular beach destinations for a relaxing break 

at the end of an Indochina tour. Just a short flight from Ho Chi Minh City, Nha Trang 

offers vibrant restaurants and bars, long beaches and beautiful mountain scenery. 

Bali Beach 
Southern Bali is one of the nation’s most popular spots and it’s here that you’ll 

find the excellent beach resorts for which the island is known. From family-

friendly Sanur to trendy Seminyak, and great-value beach hotels to high-end 

hideaways, there is a great choice of beachfront escapes.

Add a short tour to the end of your small 
group escorted tour
Adding a short tour to follow on from your escorted small group tour 
is a great way of getting a little further off the beaten track.

Danum Valley  
Suggested extension to Borneo Explorer

Duration: 2 nights, ref FF0022

Danum Valley Conservation Area: 2 nights

Highlights 

•     Luxury eco lodge set in the rainforest and one of the best places to  

view wildlife.

Bangkok   
Suggested extension to Burma Encounter

Duration: 3 nights; ref BH003

Bangkok: 3 nights

Highlights 

•  A private guided tour of Bangkok’s most iconic sights including the Grand 

Palace and Wat Po. 

Bangkok

Nha Trang Bali

Wat Po Temple, Bangkok Danum Valley
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
A great choice for first-timers 

to Java, taking in its natural and 

cultural highlights.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
There’s a boutique feel to the 

accommodation throughout. We’ve 

chosen some hotels because they’re 

in the most scenic locations, like the 

Ijen Resort & Villas – an intimate 

retreat set in four-acre gardens at 

the edge of the rainforest of Ijen 

National Park, where views look 

out over the rice terraces to a row 

of volcanoes. Then there’s the 

Phoenix Hotel in Yogyakarta – a 

deluxe heritage hotel and colonial 

landmark that dates back to 1918.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Indonesia
Discover the natural beauty and ancient architecture of Java on this 
introductory small group tour, staying at boutique accommodation along the 
way. Visit colossal temple sites including Prambanan and Borobudur, trek to a 
milky-blue crater lake in one of East Java’s last rainforests, and witness one of 
Indonesia’s most famous sights – sunrise over Mount Bromo.

Your itinerary – 10 nights

Route
• Bandung: 2 nights 

• Wonosobo: 1 nights

• Yogyakarta: 2 nights 

• Bromo: 1 night 

• Ijen Plateau: 1 night 

• Bali beach: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Bandung Depart the UK  

on your overnight flight to Jakarta. 

Day 2: Bandung On arrival, meet your 

English-speaking guide and travel to the 

cool mountain region of Bogor. Here, you’ll 

stop to visit the Bogor Botanical Gardens. 

Dating back to 1817, this beautiful 200-

acre space is home to over 13,000 types 

of plant and is a major research centre 

for agriculture and horticulture. Continue 

on a scenic drive through tea plantations 

and the mountainous Puncak Pass. 

Afterwards, set off for Bandung where 

you’ll visit a local music school to listen 

to a short angklung (a traditional bamboo 

instrument) performance by the children. 

Stay: The Papandayan (or similar). L.  

Day 3: Bandung After breakfast, set off 

on a full-day excursion to the Tangkuban 

Perahu volcano. There are incredible 

views from the edge of this active 

volcano. A two-hour walk around the  

area will give you the chance to see 

inside the crater and take in panoramas 

of its surrounding landscape. On the 

journey back to Bandung, stop at the 

hot springs in Ciater to soak in the warm 

sulphurous pools, which are fed by 

mineral springs heated by the nearby 

volcanoes. Stay: The Papandayan (or 

similar). B, L.  

Day 4: Bandung to Wonosobo A scenic 

train journey awaits today. Transfer to 

the train station in Bandung to board the 

Argo Wilis train, travelling executive class 

to Kutoarjo with a picnic lunch en route. 

On arrival in Kutoarjo, continue by car 

to Wonosobo on the slopes of the Dieng 

Plateau for the night. Stay: Gallery Kresna 

Wonosobo (or similar). B, L. 

Day 5: Wonosobo to Yogyakarta Leave 

Wonosobo and drive through the 

Dieng Plateau’s lush paddy fields. This 

mountainous region lies at an altitude of 

approx. 2100 metres and is known for its 

mystical atmosphere, with ancient temples 

built by the Sanjaya Dynasty set amid 

the steep rocks, mineral lakes and active 

volcanoes. On the descent, you’ll stop 

at Borobudur Temple, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site and the largest Buddhist 

temple complex in the world. During its 

construction from 775-856AD, it required 

an estimated 30,000 stone carvers and 

15,000 porters to complete this colossal 

monument. The site’s footprint takes 

the form of a mandala – a spiritual and 

ritual symbol in Hinduism and Buddhism 

that represents the universe. The temple 

consists of a pyramidal base, three circular 

platforms with 72 stupas each containing 

a statue of Buddha, and a giant stupa at 

the very top. En route to your hotel you’ll 

also stop briefly at the Candi Mendut and 

Candi Pawon temples. Stay: The Phoenix 

Hotel Yogyakarta – MGallery by Sofitel (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 6: Yogyakarta Today you’ll discover 

Central Java’s most important city on a 

city tour. Yogyakarta has a population 

of one million and is known for its 

art production and forward-thinking 

universities alongside its cultivation of 

Javanese traditions. Visit the 18th-

Century Sultan’s Palace, also known as 

the Kraton, where you can stroll around 

ornate courtyards and admire the 

elegant Javanese style of architecture. 

The tour also takes in the ruins of the 

water palace of Taman Sara, the Old City, 

batik workshops and a silver factory. 

One of today’s highlights is a visit to the 

Prambanan Temple, a 9th-Century Hindu 

Mount Bromo at sunrise

Prambanan Temple

South East Asia   •   Indonesia
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Guide price dates

07 Apr 2018

High season

10 Aug 2018 from £2395

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 10 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Qatar Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref JV001.

 de arture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; Jul; 

Aug; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly − 

see kuoni.co.uk for the most 

up-to-date departures.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £485

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £285 per 

person, ref JV002.

W at to e e t
•  We recommend packing some 

warm clothes for the sunrise 

viewing at Mount Bromo as 

temperatures can drop as low 

as 2 degrees.

W y uoni
This boutique tour offers an 

introduction to the highlights and 

culture of Java. It visits some of 

the island’s most famous sights, 

including two of South-East Asia’s 

finest temples, and includes the 

iconic experience of witnessing 

the sun rise over Mount Bromo. 

We’ve chosen to end this itinerary 

in Bali, so it’s easy to extend your 

time in Indonesia with a few extra 

days on the beach.

Guide ri e rom 

Bali

a

Prambanan Temple

Ijen Plateau Borobudur Temple 

complex that contains over 200 temples 

and is one of the largest of its kind in 

South-East Asia. Discover the three major 

temples and shrines, which are dedicated 

to the Trimurti trinity of Hindu deities – 

Shiva, Brahma and Vishnu. This evening 

is at your leisure, perhaps to explore Jalan 

Malioboro – Yogyakarta’s major shopping 

street with street food vendors and a 

lively atmosphere – or catch a traditional 

performance of the Ramayana Ballet. 

Stay: The Phoenix Hotel Yogyakarta – 

MGallery by Sofitel (or similar). B, L.

Day 7: Yogyakarta to Mount Bromo Enjoy 

an early breakfast before transferring to 

the train station to take the Argo Wilis 

train to Surabaya. The train arrives in 

Surabaya, the capital of East Java, in the 

early afternoon. Travel on by car to the 

Mount Bromo region for a restful night 

ahead of an early adventure tomorrow. 

Stay: Jiwa Jawa Bromo (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Mount Bromo to Ijen Plateau 

Today there’s a very early morning 

start (4am) for Penanjakan, leaving 

the hotel by jeep and arriving at the 

Tengger crater in time for an enchanting 

sunrise. This is one of the most famous 

natural spectacles in Indonesia and 

it’s deservedly popular. While it can 

get busy with fellow travellers and be 

a little touristy, the sunrise over the 

stunning panorama will be one of the 

most memorable images of your trip. As 

the sky gets brighter, the magnificent 

peaks become even clearer. Afterwards, 

you’ll drive down into the huge caldera 

of the Bromo crater. Return to your hotel 

for breakfast then travel on to the Ijen 

Plateau, stopping briefly at coffee, cocoa 

and clove plantations on the way. Stay: 

Ijen Resort & Villas (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Ijen Plateau to Bali beach Take an 

early morning 4x4 journey through coffee, 

cocoa and clove plantations around the 

pretty village of Licin. This area is one 

of the last rainforests of East Java, and a 

one-and-a-half-hour uphill trek will lead 

you to the Ijen crater where stunning 

views await of the tropical rainforest. After 

reaching an altitude of 1880 metres, you 

will be rewarded with the glorious sight of 

the milky-blue crater lake, surrounded by 

yellow sulphurous rocks. Keep a look out 

for the sulphur carriers who make daily 

trips up and down the path, carrying up 

to 80kg of this yellow stone. Your time 

in Java comes to an end today, as you 

transfer to Ketapang harbour to make 

the short ferry crossing to Gilimanuk in 

west Bali. On arrival in Bali, a scenic drive 

will take you to your beach hotel on the 

island’s south-east coast. Sanur is one 

of Bali’s original holiday resorts and a 

firm favourite. Many of the hotels here 

are Balinese in style and sit across from 

the long golden beach, where traditional 

‘jukung’ fishing boats dot the shore. A 

well-paved path runs along the beachfront 

and watersports on offer range from 

kitesurfing to paragliding. Protected by a 

coral reef, the resort is visited less by the 

surfing crowd and is more of a family-

friendly destination thanks to the calmer 

waters and quieter vibe. Stay: Prama Sanur 

Beach (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Bali beach Check out after 

breakfast and transfer to Bali’s airport for 

your overnight return flight to the UK.

Stay longer
Bali beach 2 nights from £123 per 

person, ref JV003

Extend your stay in Bali to enjoy further 

post-tour relaxation on the beach.

Indonesia      Sout  ast sia
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
A great choice if you long to see 

Cambodia and Laos’ key sights – 

especially if you like a focus on 

culture and history – but you also 

want to immerse yourself in the 

local culture. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
In Battambang, Maisons Wat Kor 

has a tranquil setting and offers 

an authentic taste of the region, 

with traditional wooden Khmer 

houses on stilts, a restaurant 

serving healthy local cuisine and a 

cooking class that includes a visit 

to a nearby market. Experience 

traditional Lao charm and 

hospitality at Le Palais Juliana which 

has a peaceful setting surrounded 

by forests and mountains in 

charming Luang Prabang.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Cambodia & Laos Explorer
This captivating small group tour offers an excellent introduction to Cambodia 
and Laos’ cultural and historic sights. Enjoy a great mix of sightseeing and 
authentic local experiences as you journey north from Phnom Penh to the charming 
laid-back town of Luang Prabang. Explore the magnificent Temples of Angkor in 
Siem Reap and discover the traditional arts of Battambang along the way.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Phnom Penh: 2 nights 

• Battambang: 1 night

• Siem Reap: 3 nights 

• Luang Prabang: 3 nights

 

Day 1: UK to Phnom Penh Depart from 

the UK on your overnight flight to Phnom 

Penh, via Bangkok. 

Day 2: Phnom Penh Upon arrival, transfer 

to your hotel. The rest of the day is at 

leisure so you can either relax, visit the 

bustling Central Market or hop in a tuk 

tuk and head to the historic riverside. 

This evening, get to know the rest of your 

group during a welcome dinner hosted by 

your tour leader at a local restaurant. Stay: 

Himawari Hotel Apartments (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Phnom Penh Begin your exploration 

with a cyclo tour of the capital. Visit the 

19th-Century Royal Palace where you’ll see 

the Throne Hall and the Silver Pagoda – an 

impressive marble temple which features a 

dazzling floor of over 5000 silver tiles, a 

solid gold Buddha and an emerald Buddha. 

Continue to the striking Khmer-style 

National Museum of Arts which is home to 

prehistoric, pre-Angkor and post-Angkor 

relics. This afternoon, learn about 

Cambodia’s tragic history during a visit to 

the Tuol Sleng Museum which was once a 

prison used by the Khmer Rouge regime in 

the 1970s. The final stop of the day is the 

Buddhist temple of Wat Phnom. Stay: 

Himawari Hotel Apartments (or similar). B. 

Day 4: Phnom Penh to Battambang 

Depart this morning for a full-day road 

transfer to Battambang. This is a great 

opportunity to chat to your tour leader and 

learn more about Cambodia’s history and 

culture. En route, visit a pottery village at 

a hamlet in Kampong Chhnang to observe 

the traditional art of pottery production. 

During the harvest season you will also 

have the opportunity to enjoy a local 

experience, such as harvesting the rice or 

sugar palm production. Stop for lunch on 

the way to Battambang. Transfer to your 

hotel before visiting the village of Wat 

Kor to see a traditional wooden Khmer 

house and learn how the house escaped 

unscathed during the brutal Khmer Rouge 

regime. This evening you can look forward 

to a foodie tour of the old colonial quarter 

of the city and along the banks of the 

Sangke River. Stop for tastings at popular 

local venues and enjoy traditional dishes 

such as sweetcorn fritters and steamed 

fish wrapped in banana leaf. Approx. 

journey time: 11 hours with stops. Stay: 

Maisons Wat Kor or similar. B, L, D. 

Day 5: Battambang to Siem Reap This 

morning, enjoy a fascinating insight into 

village life during a local livelihood tour 

of the villages that surround Battambang. 

Visit the homes of local artisans and 

observe as local products are created, 

such as rice paper – you may also have 

the chance to join in. Continue to Siem 

Reap by road and, if time permits, you’ll 

visit the silk farm in Pouk. Stop for lunch 

at a local restaurant and set out on a boat 

trip on Tonle Sap Lake to visit the Mechrey 

Floating Village. On arrival in Siem Reap, 

transfer to your hotel. Evening at leisure. 

Approx. journey time: 9 hours with stops. 

Stay: Tara Angkor (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 6: Siem Reap The city acts as 

a gateway to the world-famous 

archaeological ruins of Angkor, and today 

you’ll explore this fascinating UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. A visit to the Roluos 

group, which consists of the Preah Ko, 

Bakong and Lolei temples – some of the 

oldest structures in Angkor, is a great 

introduction to the temples. Continue to 

the Prolung Khmer Pottery and Weaving 

Training Centre which aims to revive the 

ancient Khmer craft traditions and provide 

young Khmer women with the skills to 

create pottery and weaved products. A 

real highlight of the tour is this afternoon’s 

Luang Prabang Silver Pagoda, Royal Palace, Phnom Penh
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THAILAND

LAOS

VIETNAM

GULF OF
TONKIN

CAMBODIA

Guide price dates

18 Jan 2018

High season

15 Nov 2018 from £2464.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Thai Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE1116.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb.

Tours depart regularly - see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures and itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £547

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £570 per 

person, ref FE1158

Optional excursions Day 6: Angkor 

Gondola from £15 per person; 

Day 7: Ecole Paul Dubrule Cooking 

Class from £56 per person. 

What to expect
• Busy days spent sightseeing

•  Exploration on foot and by boat, 

cyclo and road

•  Cambodia’s infrastructure is less 

developed than some countries and 

so an element of patience and an 

open-minded attitude are required

•  Driving times are approximate

•  Prices do not include the

 Cambodian visa fee ($30 on arrival) 

and Laos visa fee ($35 on arrival)

•  Not recommended for those with 

walking difficulties.

Why Kuoni
This tour features iconic sights 

and experiences, including the 

spectacular Temples of Angkor and 

a cruise on the mighty Mekong 

River, but we’ve also included plenty 

of cultural experiences to give you 

an authentic taste of local culture. 

Visit local artisans’ homes, a pottery 

village, paper village and an arts and 

crafts school. The tour can easily be 

combined with our Thai Explorer 

tour for an extensive South East 

Asia adventure.

Guide price from 
£

a •

Angkor Wat, Siem Reap

Bantey Srei temple, Angkor

Kuang Si Waterfall, Luang PrabangSilver Pagoda, Royal Palace, Phnom Penh

visit to the beautifully-preserved Angkor 

Wat, the most popular and spectacular of 

Angkor’s many temples. This 12th-Century 

architectural masterpiece will take your 

breath away with its beauty and scale. An 

optional gondola ride as the sun sets over 

Angkor Thom is the perfect way to end 

your day. Stay: Tara Angkor (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Siem Reap  Rise early for a chance 

to witness the sun rising over Angkor 

Wat before returning to your hotel for 

breakfast. This morning is at leisure or you 

can join an optional excursion that’s a real 

treat for foodies – a half-day cooking class 

at Siem Reap’s Ecole Paul Dubrule, a hotel 

and tourism school. Begin the class at a 

local market where the chef will teach you 

about cooking with vegetables, herbs and 

spices. Prepare your Khmer dishes under 

the guidance of the chef before tasting 

your creations. The afternoon will be spent 

at the South Gate of Angkor Thom, which 

served as the last capital city of the Khmer 

empire. A particularly fascinating site at 

Angkor Thom is the central Bayon temple 

with its massive stone faces that adorn the 

structure’s many towers. The rest of the 

day includes visits to the Royal Enclosure, 

the Elephant Terrace and the Terrace of the 

Leper King as well as the breathtaking Ta 

Phrom temple where trees grow out of the 

ruins. This evening you can look forward 

to dinner with a show at a local restaurant. 

Stay: Tara Angkor (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Siem Reap to Luang Prabang Enjoy 

a cultural morning with a visit to the Les 

Artisans d’Angkor arts and crafts school to 

learn traditional techniques used for wood 

sculpting, stone carving and lacquer work. 

Discover unique and authentic lacquered 

products at the artisans’ studio, Theam’s 

House. Transfer to the airport for your 

flight to Luang Prabang in Laos (approx. 

1½-2 hours). On arrival, transfer to your 

hotel. Climb Phousy Hill to enjoy sunset 

views over the city and the Mekong River. 

Stay Le Palais Juliana (or similar). B, D.

Day 9: Luang Prabang Board a traditional 

boat for a cruise on the Mekong River. 

Visit the mysterious caves of Tham 

Ting and Tham Phoum which house 

hundreds of Buddha statues. Enjoy lunch 

on board and stop at the ‘paper village’ 

of Ban Xang Khong which specialises in 

paper making and silk weaving. Visit the 

Traditional Arts and Ethnology Centre 

which houses a collection of over 400 

objects  that represent over 30 distinct 

ethnic groups. Stroll to the night market 

before dinner at the Coconut Garden. 

Stay Le Palais Juliana (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 10: Luang Prabang Rise early to 

witness the morning ritual of ‘Tagbat’, 

when monks make a collection of alms 

through the town. Soak up the atmosphere 

during a visit to a market selling fresh fruit 

and vegetables as well as local favourites 

such as rodents and bugs! Return to your 

hotel for breakfast before heading to the 

Kuang Si Falls (approx. 1 hour). A short 

walk through the forest leads to these 

pretty waterfalls and you can swim in the 

natural pools, see the bear sanctuary and 

enjoy a picnic lunch. This afternoon, visit 

the Royal Palace Museum which houses 

Phra Bang – the country’s most sacred 

Buddha image, the 16th-Century temple of 

Vat Xieng Thong and the Wat Mai temple. 

Enjoy dinner at 3 Nagas Restaurant. Stay 

Le Palais Juliana (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 11: Luang Prabang Free time this 

morning before transferring to the airport 

for your overnight flight to the UK. B. 

Stay longer
Bangkok is our most popular extension 

to an Indochina tour, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of suggestions 

to complement this tour on p40-41.

Bangkok City Sightseeing package 3 

nights from £500 per person ref FE1168

Indochina   •   South East Asia
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Ultimate Indochina
This incredible small group tour takes you on an in-depth journey across Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Laos. Discover fascinating glimpses of this historical and once 
turbulent corner of the Far East as you visit captivating cities and tranquil villages. 
Gain insight into local communities and ancient arts as you soak up the culture, 
and enjoy spectacular scenery as you travel by road, cyclo, on foot and on the water.

Your itinerary – 20 nights

Route
• Hanoi: 2 nights

• Halong Bay: 1 night

• Hué: 2 nights

• Hoi An: 2 nights

• Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon): 2 nights 

• Phnom Penh: 2 nights 

• Battambang: 1 night

• Siem Reap: 3 nights 

• Luang Prabang: 3 nights

Day 1: UK to Hanoi Depart from the UK on 

your overnight flight to Hanoi. 

Day 2: Hanoi Upon arrival, transfer to 

your hotel. There’s an optional cyclo 

tour around Hoan Kiem Lake and 

through the Old Quarter. This evening, 

watch a traditional water puppet show 

before dinner at a local restaurant. Stay: 

Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Hanoi Visit the One Pillar Pagoda, 

the marble mausoleum of Ho Chi Minh and 

the Temple of Literature. Explore the Old 

Quarter on a scavenger hunt-style quest 

to find certain objects, source souvenirs 

and bargain with local vendors. Stay: 

Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi (or similar). B, L. 

Day 4: Hanoi to Halong Bay Today is a real 

highlight – a cruise in beautiful Halong 

Bay. Drive to Halong City (approx. 3½-4 

hours) to board a junk and enjoy lunch 

onboard whilst gliding past limestone 

peaks and islands. This afternoon, head 

out in a rowing boat or hire a kayak to 

explore the Dark and Bright Lagoon. 

There’s free time to relax on the sun deck 

or at the bar before a cooking demo and 

dinner. Stay: Bhaya Cruise. B, L, D.

Day 5: Halong Bay to Hué Early-risers 

can join a t’ai chi exercise on the deck at 

sunrise. After a light breakfast, discover 

one of Halong Bay’s most beautiful caves, 

Sung Sot Cave (Surprise Cave). Reboard the 

ship and enjoy brunch as you make your 

way back to the harbour to disembark and 

transfer to Hanoi airport (approx. 3½-4 

hours) for your evening flight to Hué. Stay: 

Pilgrimage Village (or similar). B, L.

Day 6: Hué Cycle to a nearby village and 

visit local handicraft workshops and one of 

the city’s ancient garden houses. Prepare a 

meal with a local family and enjoy a herbal 

footbath before cruising along the Perfume 

River to the Thien Mu Pagoda and the 

Imperial City. Visit Dong Ba Market. Stay: 

Pilgrimage Village (or similar). B, L, D. 

  

Day 7: Hué to Hoi An Journey south to 

the charming town of Hoi An, via the 

scenic Hai Van Pass. Visit the Chua Ong 

Pagoda, Fujian Assembly Hall and the 

Jinshang Temple. Pass the Old House of 

Tan Ky and cross the Japanese Covered 

Bridge before a boat trip along Thu Bon 

river. Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: 

Victoria Hoi An (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Hoi An Today is at leisure with an 

optional cookery class at the renowned 

Red Bridge Cooking School in the morning. 

Stay: Victoria Hoi An (or similar). B. 

Day 9: Hoi An to Ho Chi Minh City Transfer 

to Danang (approx. 1 hour) for your flight 

to Ho Chi Minh City (approx. 1¼ hours). 

Learn about Vietnam’s history at the War 

Remnants Museum. Visit the Reunification 

Palace, the Central Post Office and a local 

market selling antiques. Evening at leisure. 

Stay: Windsor Plaza Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 10: Ho Chi Minh City Journey to 

charming Cai Be for a cruise on the 

Mekong River. Pass floating markets and 

visit a local rice paper-producing family. 

Take a cycling tour around the village and 

a short trip on a traditional sampan boat 

before a late lunch at a local home and a 

cooking demo. Travel by boat back to Cai 

Be and return to the city. Stay: Windsor 

Plaza Hotel (or similar). B, L, D. 

Tonle Sap Lake, Siem Reap

South East Asia   •   Indochina

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Rich in culture and history, this 

fast-paced and extensive tour 

covers the main highlights of 

Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 10 guests

• A maximum of 18 guests. 

Accommodation
We’ve selected comfortable hotels 

that are centrally located or full of 

character. Pilgrimage Village is a 

countryside retreat just outside of 

Hué offering free yoga and t’ai chi 

classes. In Battambang, Maisons 

Wat Kor offers an authentic taste 

of the region with traditional 

wooden Khmer houses on stilts. 

Le Palais Juliana has a peaceful 

setting surrounded by forests and 

mountains in Luang Prabang.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffffgg
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Angkor Wat, Siem Reap

Halong BayHanoi

Kuang Si Falls, Luang Prabang

Day 11: Ho Chi Minh City to Phnom Penh 

Explore the network of tunnels at Cu Chi 

which served as a hideout and home for 

Vietnamese insurgents during the war 

(approx. 1½ hours). Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to Phnom Penh (approx. 50 

minutes) and transfer to your hotel. The 

rest of the day is at leisure. Stay: Himawari 

Hotel Apartments (or similar). B, D. 

Day 12: Phnom Penh Explore the capital 

during a cyclo tour that visits the Royal 

Palace and the Khmer-style National 

Museum of Arts. This afternoon, learn 

about Cambodia’s tragic history during a 

visit to the Tuol Sleng Museum which was 

once a prison used by the Khmer Rouge 

regime in the 1970s. Visit the Buddhist 

temple of Wat Phnom. Stay: Himawari 

Hotel Apartments (or similar). B. 

Day 13: Phnom Penh to Battambang 

Depart this morning for a full-day road 

transfer to Battambang. En route, visit 

a pottery village. Transfer to your hotel 

before visiting the village of Wat Kor to 

see a traditional wooden Khmer house. An 

evening foodie tour includes tastings in the 

old colonial quarter of the city and along 

the banks of the Sangke River. Approx. 

journey time: 11 hours with stops. Stay: 

Maisons Wat Kor (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 14: Battambang to Siem Reap Enjoy 

a local livelihood tour of the villages that 

surround Battambang. Visit the homes of 

local artisans and observe as local products 

are created, such as rice paper. Continue to 

Siem Reap by road and set out by boat to 

visit the Mechrey Floating Village on Tonle 

Sap Lake. On arrival in Siem Reap, transfer 

to your hotel. Evening at leisure. Approx. 

journey time: 9 hours with stops. Stay: Tara 

Angkor (or similar). B, L.

Day 15: Siem Reap Explore the spectacular 

archaeological ruins of Angkor. Visit the 

Roluos group, which consists of some 

of the oldest structures in Angkor, and  

Angkor Wat, the most spectacular of 

Angkor’s many temples. The optional 

gondola ride as the sun sets over Angkor 

Thom is the perfect way to end your day. 

Stay: Tara Angkor (or similar). B. 

Day 16: Siem Reap Rise early to witness the 

sun rising over Angkor Wat. This morning 

is at leisure and there’s an optional 

half-day cooking class at Siem Reap’s Ecole 

Paul Dubrule, a hotel and tourism school. 

Spend the afternoon at the South Gate of 

Angkor Thom. One of the highlights is the 

breathtaking Ta Phrom temple where trees 

grow out of the ruins. Dinner with a show. 

Stay: Tara Angkor (or similar). B, D.

Day 17: Siem Reap to Luang Prabang Visit 

the Les Artisans d’Angkor arts and crafts 

school. Transfer to the airport for your 

flight to Luang Prabang in Laos (approx. 

1½-2 hours). On arrival, transfer to your 

hotel. Climb Phousy Hill to enjoy sunset 

views over the city and the Mekong River. 

Stay Le Palais Juliana (or similar). B, D.

Day 18: Luang Prabang Cruise the Mekong 

River. Visit the Buddha caves of Tham Ting 

and Tham Phoum, the Traditional Arts and 

Ethnology Centre and the night market. 

Stay Le Palais Juliana, (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 19: Luang Prabang Rise early to 

witness the morning ritual of ‘Tagbat’, 

when monks make a collection of alms 

through the town. Visit a local market 

before breakfast and head to the pretty 

Kuang Si Falls (approx. 1 hour) where 

you can swim in the natural pools. This 

afternoon, visit the Royal Palace Museum, 

the 16th-Century temple of Vat Xieng 

Thong, and the Wat Mai temple. Stay Le 

Palais Juliana (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 20: Luang Prabang Enjoy some free 

time this morning before transferring to 

the airport for your overnight return flight 

to the UK. B.

n o hina      So h a  A ia
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Guide price dates

06 Feb 2018

High season

06 Nov 2018 from £4355.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 20 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Thai Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE0047.

 a  on h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb.

Tours depart regularly – see kuoni.

co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures and itineraries.

ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £100

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £921 per 

person, ref FE0048

Day-use room Pre-book a day-room 

on arrival or before your return 

flight from £93 per person.

ha  o 
•  Busy days with some early starts 

and lots of time spent travelling

•  A number of domestic and 

international flights

•  This is a combination of two tours 

with different guides and groups

• Driving times are approximate

•  Prices exclude the Laos visa fee 

($35 on arrival) and Cambodian 

visa fee ($30 on arrival)

•  Insect repellent and waterproofs 

are essential for the Mekong Delta 

cruise if you are travelling during 

the wet season (May-Oct).

h  oni
We’ve combined two of our most 

popular Indochina tours to bring 

you the main highlights of Vietnam, 

Cambodia and Laos. We’ve included 

iconic sights and experiences such 

as an overnight cruise in Halong Bay 

and exploration of the spectacular 

Temples of Angkor, plus plenty of 

cultural experiences to give you an 

authentic taste of local life. Learn 

about traditional arts with visits 

to local markets, villages, families, 

artisans and craft centres.

i  i  o  
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Escorted tour

Is this for you?
Perfect for first-time visitors keen 

to discover iconic sights and natural 

wonders such as Halong Bay and the 

Mekong Delta but at a leisurely pace 

with some free time and a full day at 

leisure in charming Hoi An.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 10 guests

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected comfortable hotels 

that are centrally located for 

sightseeing or offer a peacfeul 

escape from the cities. Pilgrimage 

Village is a tranquil countryside 

retreat just outside of Hué. The 

charming rooms each feature a 

private balcony and facilities include 

a pool, spa and free yoga and t’ai chi 

classes. The Windsor Plaza in Ho Chi 

Minh City has a rooftop restaurant 

and bar offering 360-degree views 

of the city, and a rooftop pool.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Your itinerary – 11 nights

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Vietnam
This fantastic introductory tour covers the main attractions of Vietnam – a 
historical and once turbulent land. Discover captivating cities, intriguing 
cultures and stunning natural beauty while enjoying views from the seat of 
a traditional cyclo (three-wheeled bicycle), an overnight cruise in beautiful 
Halong Bay, a Mekong Delta river cruise, and more usual methods of transport.

Route
• Hanoi: 2 nights

• Halong Bay: 1 night

• Hué: 2 nights

• Hoi An: 2 nights

• Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon): 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Hanoi Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to Hanoi. 

Day 2: Hanoi Upon arrival, transfer to your 

hotel. If you can’t wait to explore then 

you can join an optional cyclo tour around 

Hoan Kiem Lake, through the maze of 

streets that make up Hanoi’s quaint Old 

Quarter. If you’d rather catch up on your 

sleep before sightseeing there’s the option 

to book a day room. This evening, enjoy 

a traditional water puppet show before 

dinner at a local restaurant. Cha cha is a 

200-year old northern speciality made 

with white fish, green vegetables, rice, 

noodles and saffron-infused oils. Stay: 

Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Hanoi This morning, visit the One 

Pillar Pagoda, the monumental marble 

mausoleum of Ho Chi Minh and the 

Temple of Literature. This afternoon, 

explore the Old Quarter in a fun and 

interactive way. A local guide will brief you 

about the area before equipping you with 

a map, some basic Vietnamese phrases and 

local currency. Set off in a small group on a 

scavenger hunt-style quest to find certain 

objects, source souvenirs and bargain with 

local vendors before meeting up with the 

rest of the group for refreshments. Stay: 

Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi (or similar). B, L. 

Day 4: Hanoi to Halong Bay Today is 

one of the tour’s highlights – a cruise in 

beautiful Halong Bay. Drive to Halong 

City (approx. 3½-4 hours) to board a junk 

and enjoy lunch onboard whilst gliding 

past limestone peaks and islands. This 

afternoon, head out in a rowing boat or 

hire a kayak to explore the Dark and Bright 

Lagoon. There’s free time to relax on the 

sun deck, treat yourself to a spa treatment 

or a drink at the bar. Enjoy happy hour 

and a cooking demo before dinner. This 

evening there is an opportunity to try squid 

fishing on the deck. Stay: Bhaya Cruise. 

B, L, D.

Day 5: Halong Bay to Hué Early-risers 

can join a t’ai chi exercise on the deck 

as the sun rises over the bay. After a 

light breakfast, discover one of Halong 

Bay’s most beautiful caves, Sung Sot 

Cave (Surprise Cave), which has a unique 

wave-like ceiling. Reboard the ship and 

enjoy brunch as you make your way back 

to the harbour to disembark and transfer 

to Hanoi airport (approx. 3½-4 hours) for 

your evening flight to Hué. Stay: Pilgrimage 

Village (or similar). B, L. 

Day 6: Hué A day of cultural exploration 

begins with a short cycling tour to a nearby 

village. Visit handicraft workshops before 

being welcomed by a family in one of the 

city’s ancient garden houses – traditional 

timber houses set in landscaped gardens. 

Learn about their lifestyle and traditions 

and join them in preparing an authentic 

home-cooked meal, using fresh ingredients 

from the garden. Enjoy a relaxing herbal 

footbath before taking a cruise along the 

Perfume River to the Thien Mu Pagoda and 

the magnificent UNESCO-listed Imperial 

City, a walled fortress and palace that was 

the capital of the Nguyen Dynasty from 

1802 to 1945. Seek out some bargains 

at the historic Dong Ba Market. Stay: 

Pilgrimage Village (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 7: Hué to Hoi An Journey south to 

the charming town of Hoi An. The drive 

is incredibly picturesque, taking you 

past beautiful Lang Co beach and over 

the winding Hai Van Pass, otherwise 

known as the ‘Pass of the Ocean Clouds’. 

Weather permitting, the views of the 

coast, mountains and local villages are 

Cathedral of Our Lady in Ho Chi Minh City

Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, HanoiHoi An Hoi An

Halong Bay

South East Asia   •   Vietnam
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Guide price dates

12 Jun 2018

High season

05 Dec 2017 from £2535.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Vietnam Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE9505.

 e ar ure on h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar; 

Apr; Jun; Aug; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see www.kuoni.co.uk 

for the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £658

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £385 per 

person, ref FE9499

Optional excursions Day 2: Hanoi 

Cyclo Tour from £18 per person; Day 

8: Cooking Class from £59 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-room 

on arrival or before your return 

flight from £77 per person.

ha  o e e
•  Some days involve extensive travel 

and late arrivals at your hotel

•  Exploration on foot and by cyclo, 

bike, cruise boat and sampan boat

•  Insect repellent and waterproofs 

are essential for the Mekong Delta 

cruise if you are travelling during 

the wet season (May-Oct).

h  uoni
On this tour you’ll get to see all of 

the highlights as well as experience 

a flavour of the Mekong Delta 

during a day trip before returning 

to your comfy and contemporary 

hotel in Ho Chi Minh City. Soak 

up the local culture with culinary 

experiences, an interactive city 

tour, short cycling tours in small 

villages and by spending time with 

local families. There’s also a full 

day at leisure in Hoi An with an 

optional cooking class.

ui e ri e ro  

a

Hoi An

Huc Bridge, Hoan Kiem Lake in Hanoi

Halong Bay

Hué

spectacular. Hoi An has a unique heritage 

and striking blend of French-colonial and 

Asian architecture. Begin your tour of this 

UNESCO-listed Ancient Town which was 

once a thriving port. Visit the 17th-Century 

Chua Ong Pagoda, the ornate Fujian 

Assembly Hall and the Jinshang Temple 

which is dedicated to the goddess of the 

sea. Pass the Old House of Tan Ky – the 

former home of an 18th-Century merchant, 

and cross the 400 year-old Japanese 

Covered Bridge. End your afternoon with 

a relaxing boat trip along Thu Bon river. 

Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: 

Victoria Hoi An (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Hoi An Today you can spend the 

whole day at leisure or take part in an 

optional culinary experience. The morning 

cookery class at the renowned Red Bridge 

Cooking School includes a visit to the 

market to choose your ingredients, and 

lunch. If you’ve chosen to have some time 

to yourself then you could relax on a white 

sand beach or explore local art galleries. 

Stay: Victoria Hoi An (or similar).  B. 

Day 9: Hoi An to Ho Chi Minh City Transfer 

to Danang (approx. 1 hour) for your flight 

to Ho Chi Minh City (approx. 1¼ hours). 

Learn about Vietnam’s history during a visit 

to the thought-provoking War Remnants 

Museum. See touches of colonial 

architecture in the buildings and watch the 

streets throng with a million mopeds as 

you continue to the Reunification Palace 

and the Central Post Office. Stop for photos 

outside the Notre Dame Cathedral. Look 

for some hidden gems at a local market 

selling antiques and wartime memorabilia 

before enjoying an evening at leisure. Stay: 

Windsor Plaza Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

Day 10: Ho Chi Minh City Journey 

southwest to the charming town of Cai 

Be in the heart of the Mekong Delta for 

another incredible highlight – a cruise on 

the Mekong River. Along the way, stop to 

visit a local Cao Dai temple which is home 

to a blend of religions including Buddhism 

and Christianity. Board your boat for the 

chance to witness life on and around the 

water. Pass floating markets and continue 

through a maze of narrow canals to visit 

a local family and watch as they use 

centuries-old methods to produce rice 

paper. Continue with a cycling tour around 

the village, stopping to visit families that 

use coconut leaves to thatch roofs, weave 

hyacinth products, and make net rice 

paper. Enjoy a short ride on a traditional  

sampan boat and soak up the scenery 

before having a late lunch at a local home 

and learning how to make traditional 

savoury Vietnamese pancakes during a 

cooking demo. Ride a boat back to Cai 

Be and return to Ho Chi Minh City. Stay: 

Windsor Plaza Hotel (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 11: Ho Chi Minh City Today 

you’ll have the chance to explore the 

remarkable underground network 

of tunnels at Cu Chi which served 

as a hideout and home for scores of 

Vietnamese insurgents during the war 

(approx. 1½ hours). Watch a short film to 

learn what life was like for the soldiers 

who lived there during the war. Return 

to the city this afternoon. You have the 

option of booking a day room for the 

afternoon so that you can relax before 

transferring to the airport for your 

overnight return flight to the UK, or you 

may choose to extend your holiday. B.

S a  onger
Nha Trang is our most popular extension 

to a Vietnam tour, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of suggestions 

to complement this tour on p40-41.

Beaches Of Vietnam - Nha Trang 3 nights 

from £597 per person ref FE9507

Relax on the beach which is backed by 

beautiful mountains and enjoy a host of 

dining and shopping options in the city.

Sou h a  A ia      ie na
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Route
• Hanoi: 3 nights

• Halong Bay: 1 night

• Hoi An: 2 nights

• Siem Reap: 4 nights

Day 1: UK to Hanoi Depart from the UK on 

your overnight flight to Hanoi.

Day 2: Hanoi Upon arrival, transfer to your 

hotel. Explore Hanoi’s Old Quarter during 

a one-hour cyclo tour. Enjoy your first taste 

of Vietnam’s street food during a ‘Hanoi 

Street Eats’ guided tour which begins at 

Bia Hoi corner where locals and tourists 

come together to enjoy the local brew, Bia 

Hoi. Continue through the Old Quarter’s 

narrow streets and tuck into a flame-grilled 

Vietnamese barbecue of beef, chicken, tofu 

and vegetables on skewers, followed by an 

ice-cream. Stay: Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi. D.

Day 3: Hanoi Pick up some useful tips 

during a photography workshop that 

focuses on models wearing áo dài – 

traditional Vietnamese dress with colourful 

silks. Continue by foot through the Old 

Quarter and head away from the tourist 

trail for the chance to see Hanoi at its 

authentic best. Hear stories about the 

ancient city and enjoy a traditional local 

meal with a contemporary twist at the 

renowned Home Restaurant. Finish your 

guided walk with a Vietnamese coffee at 

a café before visiting Ngoc Son Temple 

which occupies a tiny island on the lake. 

Stay: Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi. B, L.

Day 4: Hanoi Rise early and put your 

photography skills to the test with a visit 

to the busy Long Bien wholesale market. 

Browse hundreds of colourful stalls and 

interact with vendors. This is a fantastic 

opportunity to focus on portraiture in 

different lights and take naturalistic photos 

of local people going about their everyday 

lives. Return to your hotel for breakfast 

before visiting the ancient Duong Lam 

Village, a heritage site that’s known for 

its laterite brick houses. Learn about the 

village’s history while dining in a local 

home. An afternoon walking tour of the 

village takes you down winding alleyways 

and past ancient temples housing 

remarkable collections of Buddha statues. 

Stay: Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi. B, L.

Day 5: Hanoi to Halong Bay Transfer to 

Halong City (approx. 3½-4 hours) for 

an overnight cruise in Halong Bay – a 

photographer’s paradise. There is an 

optional scenic flight before your cruise 

for the chance to view this region from a 

unique perspective. The small seaplane will 

take off from Tuan Chau Island Marina and 

the 25-minute flight takes in the highlights 

of Halong Bay, offering incredible views 

over the limestone karsts and emerald 

waters. Board a traditional junk and 

cruise around the stunning UNESCO-

listed bay. Explore Surprise Cave before 

swimming, kayaking and visiting a pearl 

farm (weather permitting). Back on board, 

enjoy a cooking demo and canapés on the 

sun deck. After dinner you can try squid 

fishing (seasonal) or watch the classic film 

Indochine. Stay: Emeraude Cruise. B, L, D. 

Day 6: Halong Bay to Hoi An Wake early to 

capture the changing light as the sun rises 

over the bay. Weather permitting, you can 

swim and hike at Titov island, visit a pearl 

farm or go kayaking (extra cost). Continue 

to cruise the bay before disembarking and 

driving back to Hanoi. Take an evening 

flight to Hoi An (approx. 1¼ hours). Stay: 

Victoria Hoi An Beach Resort & Spa. B, L.

Day 7: Hoi An This ancient city is a feast 

for the eyes and during a walking tour 

there will be plenty opportunities to 

photograph the striking architecture 

which blends Asian and French-colonial 

styles. The peeling pastel-coloured facades 

and wooden shutters are wonderful to 

photograph, especially when strewn with 

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Images of Indochina Photography Tour

South East Asia   •   Vietnam & Cambodia

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re passionate about travel 

and photography then this one-

time-only itinerary is for you. It’s 

suitable for all levels, whether 

you’re a complete beginner, 

equipped with just a smart phone, 

or an experienced photographer 

with a top of the range digital SLR. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• For guests over 16 

• Average group size of 12 guests

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
The Mövenpick Hotel Hanoi is set 

in the French Quarter of Vietnam’s 

capital and is ideally located for 

local exploration. The Victoria 

Hoi An Beach Resort & Spa is a 

fishing village-style resort offering 

an authentic taste of traditional 

Vietnam. And you’ll end your tour 

at the contemporary Tara Angkor 

in Siem Reap which offers modern 

amenities and is just 15 minutes 

away from the spectacular 

Temples of Angkor. 

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

Vietnam is a wonderfully diverse country; from its beautiful landscapes and 
striking architecture to its colourful cultures, this captivating country offers 
incredible photo opportunities. On this exclusive, one-off tour you’ll learn how to 
capture memorable scenes of Vietnam, as well as Cambodia’s magnificent Temples 
of Angkor, under the expert guidance of travel photographer Neil Buchan-Grant.

Your itinerary – 12 nights
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the colourful lanterns for which Hoi An 

is famous. Visit the 17th-Century Chua 

Ong Pagoda and the Fujian Assembly 

Hall, pass the Old House of Tan Ky, and 

cross the Japanese Covered Bridge. Enjoy 

a cooking demo at a local restaurant and 

then hop on a cyclo to Cam Thanh Village, 

a small fishing community and eco-village 

where you can capture traditional scenes 

of village life. Stay: Victoria Hoi An Beach 

Resort & Spa. B, L, D. 

Day 8: Hoi An to Siem Reap Rise early to 

watch local fishermen returning with their 

catch after a night of fishing in the Cua 

Dai Sea. The ever-changing light from the 

rising sun creates the perfect opportunity 

to photograph the fishing boats laden with 

shimmering seafood. Return to your hotel 

for breakfast before reviewing your photos 

during a two-hour session with Neil. This 

gives you the chance to receive valuable 

feedback on your photos and ask any 

questions you may have about technique 

and composition. Later this afternoon fly to 

Siem Reap in Cambodia (approx. 1½ hours). 

Stay: Tara Angkor, Siem Reap. B. 

Day 9: Siem Reap Wake early for the 

incredible opportunity to watch the sun 

rise over Angkor Wat, one of Angkor’s most 

iconic temples. You’ll be shown a prime 

location to shoot this magnificent temple 

as the sky transforms from purple to pink, 

orange and yellow – a truly breathtaking 

sight. Spend time exploring this 

12th-Century temple and continue to Ta 

Prohm, remarkable temple ruins that have 

been swallowed up by the jungle. This 

afternoon, visit the grand Bayon Temple 

which stands at the centre of Angkor 

Thom. Stay: Tara Angkor, Siem Reap. B, L.

Day 10: Siem Reap Visit the unique fishing 

village of Kompong Khleang which is 

built high on stilts on the Tonle Sap Lake. 

During the wet season the streets fill 

up with water and are transformed into 

canals that are navigated by boat and the 

houses appear to float on the water. This 

afternoon, visit the more isolated Banteay 

Srei temple which is renowned for its 

exquisite stone carvings. Stop off at the 

classic temple mountain of Pre Rup which 

presents an opportunity for beautiful 

sunset photos as the red stone is enhanced 

by the sun’s warm glow. This evening there 

is an optional tour to the Phare Cambodian 

circus. Stay: Tara Angkor, Siem Reap. B, L.

Day 11: Siem Reap Visit a small village, 

stopping en route at a non-profit 

organisation that employs women who 

specialise in the traditional craft of mat 

weaving. Stop just outside the village and 

ride an ox cart through the fields to the 

home of a local Khmer family who make 

brooms from bamboo and palm leaves. 

Photograph them while they work and try 

your hand at this traditional craft. Stroll 

around the village during a guided tour 

and capture shots of local life. You can also 

participate in activities such as farming 

and fishing. Return to Siem Reap, stopping 

at a Buddhist temple en route to receive 

a blessing from saffron-robed monks. This 

evening, reminisce over your favourite 

moments during a farewell dinner with 

a traditional Apsara dance show. This 

classical Khmer dance features beautifully 

embellished silk-clad dancers and you 

will have the chance to photograph them 

during a 1-1½ hour shoot before the show. 

Snap away as they adorn themselves with 

ornate golden headdresses, flowers and 

elaborate jewellery. Stay: Tara Angkor, 

Siem Reap. B, L, D.

Day 12: Siem Reap Today you will be given 

a temple pass so that you can return to 

the Temples of Angkor and take some final 

shots. There will also be the opportunity 

to review your photos during a review 

session at your hotel, before transferring 

to the airport in the afternoon for your 

overnight return flight to the UK. B.

a

Banteay Srei temple, AngkorHalong Bay

Neil Buchan-Grant

Hoi An
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Guide price dates

07 Nov 2017

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Thai Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref VN046.

 
07 Nov 2017 (guaranteed to operate)

ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £646

Optional excursions Day 5: Halong 

Bay scenic flight from £78 per 

person; Day 10: Cambodian Circus 

from £36 per person.

 o 
•  Expert advice and easy going 

tutorials

•  Free time in each destination 

with 1-2-1 tuition

•  Once booked you can contact 

Neil for pre-departure advice on 

equipment by phone or via his 

website at www.buchangrant.com. 

If you’re local to Winchester, you 

can visit Neil to discuss any aspect 

of your photography or equipment

• Air-conditioned transport

•  Local sightseeing led by our 

expert guides.

o  o o
Neil Buchan-Grant has over 30 

years’ experience of landscape 

and travel photography and many 

awards to his name, including 

the 2013 British Travel Press 

Photographer of the Year. Neil’s 

experience in travel and street 

portraiture, and his easy-going style 

of tuition will help you make the 

most of Vietnam and Cambodia’s 

spectacular visual possibilities.

 oni
This exclusive tour offers the unique 

opportunity to explore Vietnam 

and Cambodia with a professional 

photographer. As well as visiting the 

main sights you’ll also experience 

an authentic taste of village life. 

We’ve chosen some memorable 

experiences that offer wonderful 

photography opportunities and 

you’ll have an expert by your side 

to offer guidance and feedback, and 

help you make the most out of this 

experience.

i  i  o  
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect if you want to explore the 

main attractions and venture slightly 

off the beaten track to to enjoy some 

authentic local experiences. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently 

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
Experience the Mekong Delta in 

comfort by staying at the Victoria 

Can Tho – a colonial-style retreat 

set on the banks of the Hau River 

with the Mekong Delta as a scenic 

backdrop. Your Sapa adventure 

includes a stay in a private two-

berth cabin on the overnight 

King Express train and at the cosy 

chalet-style Victoria Sapa. Almanity 

Hoi An is a wellbeing lifestyle hotel 

that includes a daily 90-minute 

wellness experience.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffff

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Vietnam Discovery
Discover Vietnam’s historic cities, iconic attractions and beautiful scenery on 
this small group tour that takes you on a captivating journey from south to 
north. Travel by boat, cyclo, train and road while learning about Vietnam’s 
culture, traditions and recent history. Highlights include cruises on the Mekong 
Delta and in Halong Bay, and visits to hill tribe villages.

Route
• Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon): 2 nights

• Can Tho (Mekong Delta): 1 night 

• Hoi An: 2 nights

• Hué: 1 night 

• Hanoi: 1 night 

• Halong Bay: 1 night 

• King Express Train: 1 night 

• Sapa: 2 nights 

• Hanoi: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Ho Chi Minh City Depart from 

the UK on your overnight flight to Ho Chi 

Minh City.

Day 2: Ho Chi Minh City Upon arrival, 

transfer to your hotel and enjoy the rest 

of the day at leisure. You could explore 

the city or book a day room to catch up 

on your sleep. This evening you can get to 

know your group and tour leader during 

a welcome dinner. Stay: Renaissance 

Riverside Hotel Saigon (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Ho Chi Minh City Discover the city’s 

highlights during a half-day tour that visits 

the Central Post Office and Notre Dame 

Cathedral. Admire colonial buildings as 

you stroll along Dong Khoi Street (formerly 

Rue Catinat) which featured in Graham 

Greene’s novel, The Quiet American. 

See the Saigon Opera House and the 

Reunification Palace, and discover the 

country’s turbulent past at the poignant 

War Remnants Museum. Enjoy a free 

afternoon, or take an optional tour to the 

Cu Chi Tunnels, a network of tunnels that 

provided a home to fighters and families 

during the Vietnam War. Stay: Renaissance 

Riverside Hotel Saigon (or similar). B, D. 

Day 3: Ho Chi Minh City to Can Tho Drive 

to Cai Be in the heart of the Mekong 

Delta for a leisurely cruise along the busy 

waterways of the Mekong River. Witness 

life on and around the water on board 

the Cai Be Princess, a traditional wooden 

sampan boat. Visit a 19th-Century house 

and make stops to gain an insight into local 

cottage industries, such as coconut candy 

and puffed rice – the local equivalent of 

popcorn. Stop for lunch at the charming 

Le Longanier Restaurant. Reboard the Cai 

Be Princess and cruise towards Vinh Long, 

via the Dong Phu Canal, before arriving 

at Binh Hoa Phuoc and An Binh – small 

islands renowned for their fruit orchards. 

Disembark at Vinh Long Pier and continue 

your journey by car to Can Tho. Stay: 

Victoria Can Tho Resort(or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 4: Can Tho to Hoi An Rise early for 

a visit to Cai Rang floating market, one 

of the largest and most famous floating 

markets in the Mekong Delta. Return to 

your hotel for breakfast and transfer to Ho 

Chi Minh airport for your flight to Danang 

(approx. 3½ hours). Upon arrival, transfer 

to your hotel in the pretty UNESCO-listed 

city of Hoi An (approx. 40 minutes). Stay: 

Almanity Hoi An (or similar). B, D.

Day 5: Hoi An Explore Hoi An during a 

walking tour with visits to the Chua Ong 

Pagoda, the Fujian Assembly Hall and the 

Jinshang Temple. Pass the Old House of 

Tan Ky and cross the Japanese Covered 

Bridge. End your afternoon with a boat trip 

along Thu Bon river. Afternoon at leisure. 

Stay: Almanity Hoi An (or similar). B, D.

Day 6: Hoi An to Hué Enjoy the stunning 

scenery on your journey north to the 

former imperial capital of Hué, via the 

scenic Hai Van Pass, known as the ‘Pass 

of the Ocean Clouds’. On arrival in Hué, 

explore the Royal Tomb of King Minh 

Mang. Visit the hilltop Thien Mu Pagoda 

and board a dragon boat for a cruise on 

the Perfume River. Discover more of the 

city’s treasures this afternoon with a visit 

to the magnificent UNESCO-listed Imperial 

Citadel – a vast complex of ornate temples, 

gates and bastions that was home to the 

Nguyen Dynasty from 1802 to 1945. Seek 

out some bargains at Dong Ba Market 

Halong Bay

South East Asia   •   Vietnam

Your itinerary – 14 nights
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(Saigon)
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Guide price dates

20 I 2018

High season

14 Nov 2018 from £2766.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 14 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Vietnam Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref VN047.

 a  on h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Jun; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £800

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £796 per 

person, ref VN048

Optional excursions Day 3: Cu Chi 

Tunnels from £47 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-room 

on arrival or before your return 

flight from £93 per person.

ha  o 
•  A considerable amount of 

travelling with some early starts

•  A gentle pace that builds as you 

journey north

•  An overnight train journey in a 

private two-berth cabin

• Busy days with lots of walking

• Authentic local experiences

•  Unsuitable for those with walking  

 difficulties.

h  oni
There is a real focus on culture on 

this extensive tour which offers a 

host of incredible inclusions, from 

ticking off must-see attractions to 

more authentic local experiences. 

Visit one of the most famous 

floating markets in the Mekong 

Delta and relax in a private cabin 

on your overnight train journey 

to Sapa where you can experience 

the colourful culture of the hill 

tribes in the north.

i  i  o  

a

Hoi An

Sapa Notre Dame Cathedral, Ho Chi Minh City

Sapa

before transferring to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Pilgrimage 

Village (or similar). B, D.

Day 7: Hué to Hanoi Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to Hanoi (approx. 1¼ hours). 

This afternoon, explore the Old Quarter 

and the Hanoi Ceramic Mosaic Mural 

– the world’s longest ceramic mosaic mural 

– during a walking tour. Visit a traditional 

coffee shop to enjoy a Vietnamese egg 

coffee, a sweet after-dinner drink made 

with egg yolk and condensed milk. Stay: 

Sunway Hotel Hanoi (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Hanoi to Halong Bay Today is 

one of the tour’s highlights – a cruise in 

beautiful Halong Bay. Drive to Halong 

City (approx. 3½-4 hours) to board a junk 

and enjoy lunch onboard whilst gliding 

past limestone peaks and islands. This 

afternoon, head out in a rowing boat 

or hire a kayak to explore the Dark and 

Bright Lagoon. There’s free time to relax 

on the sun deck or treat yourself to a spa 

treatment. Enjoy happy hour and a cooking 

demo before dinner. This evening there is 

a chance to try squid fishing on the deck. 

Stay: Bhaya Cruise (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Halong Bay to Lào Cai Early-risers 

can join a t’ai chi exercise on the deck at 

sunrise. After a light breakfast, visit Sung 

Sot Cave (Surprise Cave). Reboard the 

ship and enjoy brunch as you return to 

the harbour. Drive to Hanoi (approx. 3½-4 

hours) where you have use of a day room 

at a hotel (4-8pm) before your overnight 

train to Lào Cai (approx. 8½ hours). Stay: 

King Express Train (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Lào Cai to Sapa Arrive in Lào 

Cai early and continue by road to the 

mountain town of Sapa (approx. 1 hour). 

Vietnam’s northern region is renowned for 

its stunning mountain scenery and distinct 

cultures. After breakfast, drive to the Black 

H’mong village of Lào Chai, enjoying views 

of the mountains and rice terraces and 

looking out for locals from ethnic minority 

groups including Red Dao. Walk around the 

village and continue to Ta Van village to 

gain an insight into the life of the Zay hill 

tribe. After lunch in a local home, transfer 

back to Sapa town. Rest of the day at 

leisure. Stay: Victoria Sapa (or similar). B, L.

Day 11: Sapa Follow a winding road 

downhill to the Black H’mong village of 

Cat Cat. This afternoon, drive to Ta Phin 

village which is home to the Black H’mong 

and colourful Red Dao hill minorities. 

Experience the differences between the 

two groups – that live without mixing 

with one another – by visiting local homes 

and interacting with the villagers. Stay: 

Victoria Sapa (or similar). B, D.  

Day 12: Sapa to Hanoi Morning at leisure 

before your full-day return journey by 

road to Hanoi (approx. 5-6 hours). This is a 

great opportunity to quiz your guide about 

local culture, or just sit back and relax. Stay 

Sunway Hotel Hanoi (or similar). B, D.

Day 13: Hanoi Begin your exploration 

of the capital with a visit to the marble 

mausoleum of Ho Chi Minh to learn about 

the man who led Vietnam’s campaign for 

independence from French colonial rule. 

Wander the grounds to see the One Pillar 

Pagoda and the Presidential Palace. You 

will also visit the 11th-Century Temple 

of Literature. Admire French-colonial 

architecture during a cyclo ride through 

the Old Quarter. Transfer to the airport for 

your overnight return flight to the UK. B.

S a  ong
Nha Trang is our most popular extension 

to a Vietnam tour, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of suggestions 

to complement this tour on p40-41. 

Beaches of Vietnam - Nha Trang 3 nights 

from £688 per person, ref VN049

i na       So h a  A ia
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
For those that want the opportunity 

to witness the most popular cultural 

and natural sights of Malaysia’s 

cities, islands and countryside as 

part of a small group. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless      

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 7 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
 To complement the diverse 

nature of this beautiful country, 

we have hand-picked a selection 

of hotels that reflect the variety 

on offer here. There are stays in 

the boutique 1920s Penaga Hotel 

which has a historical, characterful 

feel, the beautiful retreat of the 

Cameron Highlands Resort that 

sits amidst rolling hills, and the 

charming Majestic Hotel – a 

heritage property in the heart of 

modern Kuala Lumpur.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffgggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Malaysia
Perfect for first time visitors to Malaysia, this small group tour offers a laidback 
journey from Penang to Singapore, offering some superb premium experiences 
along the way. Lush tropical forests, beautiful mountain scenery and classical 
sights of a bygone era are all encountered on this tour which covers some of the 
Malaysian Peninsula’s most breathtaking sights.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Penang: 2 nights

• Cameron Highlands: 2 nights 

• Kuala Lumpur: 2 nights 

• Malacca: 1 night 

• Singapore: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Penang Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Penang.

Day 2: Penang On arrival in Penang 

you will be transferred to your hotel for 

some time at leisure. Stay: Hotel Penaga 

(or similar).

Day 3: Penang An exploration of Penang 

awaits today, providing you with an 

insight into the island’s culture, temples 

and colonial relics. Drive along the 

famous Batu Ferringhi beach which 

is lined with resorts, restaurants and 

bars. From here, your tour continues 

with visits to a batik factory, a butterfly 

enclosure, a traditional Malay house 

and the Snake Temple which is home 

to numerous live snakes. You will then 

continue on to the Siamese temple of 

Wat Chayamangkalaram, home to one 

of the world’s largest reclining Buddhas, 

and then the elaborately-decorated 

Dharmmikarama Temple. Your day draws 

to an end with a visit to Khoo Kongsi, 

a large Chinese clan house, and the 

Penang Botanical Gardens. This evening, 

get to know your fellow travellers during 

a welcome dinner at a local restaurant. 

Stay: Hotel Penaga (or similar). B, D. 

Day 4: Penang to Cameron Highlands 

Following a visit to the Kek Lok Si 

Temple you’ll bid farewell to Penang. 

Journey to the mainland and head south 

to the colonial city of Ipoh, stopping 

at limestone cave temples and royal 

palaces along the way. From here you 

will continue towards the picturesque 

Cameron Highlands, taking a break to 

enjoy one of the region’s highlights – the 

orangutan rehabilitation centre in Bukit 

Merah Laketown Resort. Continue on 

to the royal town of Kuala Kangsar to 

view the beautiful Ubudiah Mosque. 

Later, enjoy a visit to Sam Poh Thong 

Temple. The final leg of today’s journey 

takes you up into the beautiful Cameron 

Highlands where you will spend the next 

two nights. Approx. journey time: 3¾ 

hours (excluding stops). Stay: Cameron 

Highlands Resort (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Cameron Highlands Head out 

to explore the mossy forest of Gunung 

Brichang and hop aboard a 4x4 to 

journey through idyllic rolling hills 

covered in picturesque tea gardens. If 

the weather is fine you’ll make your way 

up the highest peak in South East Asia 

that’s accessible by road to take in the 

stunning panoramic views. In the Mossy 

Forest, learn about the pretty exotic flora 

and its medicinal uses during a leisurely 

20-minute walk. You’ll then visit the 

BOH tea plantation (closed on Mondays), 

founded by a British businessman in the 

1920s. This is the largest of its kind in 

Malaysia, and during a tour you’ll gain an 

insight into the manufacturing of tea. The 

afternoon brings yet another highlight, 

with a delicious afternoon tea served at 

the Smokehouse Hotel & Restaurant. Sit 

in the lush gardens as you savour scones 

smothered with fresh cream and sweet 

jam. Stay: Cameron Highlands Resort (or 

similar). B.

Day 6: Cameron Highlands to Kuala 

Lumpur There’s a distinct change of pace 

today as you leave the tranquil highlands 

for the nation’s capital, stopping at the 

Batu Caves along the way. On arrival 

in Kuala Lumpur, head out to explore 

the city by night. Start at the bustling 

market of China Town before proceeding 

to the Sri Mahamariamman Hindu 

temple. Tonight, dinner will be enjoyed 

at Kuala Lumpur Tower’s Atmosphere 

Penang

Georgetown, Penang Penang

South East Asia   •   Malaysia
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Guide price dates

19 Nov 2017

High season

05 Aug 2018 from £2599.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Singapore Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref KL080.

K departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Apr; 

May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Feb.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £435

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £923 per 

person, ref KL106

Optional excursions Day 7: Firefly 

Dinner from £96 per person. 

hat to e pect
•  Air-conditioned transport

• Frequent rest stops 

•  Cooler temperatures in the 

Cameron Highlands due to the 

higher altitude

•  Dress code at Atmosphere 360 

restaurant is smart-casual

•  From crossing the Malaysian 

border until your departure 

transfer, your time is completely 

independent.

h  Kuoni
We know that it’s the little 

experiences that add authenticity 

and a touch of elegance to 

any tour. That’s why we’ve 

included some superb premium 

experiences. From a refined 

afternoon tea at the Smokehouse 

Hotel & Restaurant in the 

Cameron Highlands, to a seat 

with a guaranteed window table 

at Atmosphere 360 restaurant in 

Kuala Lumpur, we’ve gone that 

extra mile.

uide price rom 

a

Penang

Penang Cameron Highlands

Kuala Lumpur

360 restaurant. With its revolving floor, 

we’ve secured the best seats, ensuring 

that everyone enjoys the stunning views 

on offer. This is a real highlight of the 

trip. Approx. journey time: 3 hours. 

Stay: Majestic Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 7: Kuala Lumpur Embark on an 

insightful city tour that includes the 

Jamek Mosque, Thean Hou temple, 

the gate of the King’s Palace and the 

colonial architecture of Merdeka Square. 

The afternoon is free allowing you to 

explore on your own, or perhaps embark 

on an optional excursion that takes 

you to Kuala Selangor to experience 

rural Malaysian life. Here, visit Bukit 

Melawati before savouring a delicious 

seafood dinner by the river and spotting 

the enchanting fireflies that inhabit the 

area. Stay: Majestic Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 8: Kuala Lumpur to Malacca Journey 

by road to the historic city of Malacca. 

On arrival, spend time exploring the city, 

declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

in 2008. Visit the delightfully-named 

Harmony Street, home to the Cheng 

Hoon Teng Temple – the oldest Chinese 

temple in Malaysia – the Kampung Kling 

Mosque and the Hindu Sri Poyyatha 

Vinayagar Moorthi Temple. The next stop 

will be the city’s historic Square of Malacca 

that is lined with fine examples of Dutch 

colonial architecture. Later this morning 

your group will head up to the top of 

Bukit China hill to soak in the views before 

visiting the cultural Portuguese Square, 

which is home to a number of food stalls 

and restaurants. Sample a traditional 

Peranakan lunch, a unique combination 

of Malay and Chinese cuisine. The day’s 

exploration concludes with some time 

spent wandering along Tun Tan Cheng 

Lok – a narrow road lined by ancient 

shop houses – before visiting the Baba 

Nyonya Museum, which highlights the 

local history of the region’s Chinese-Malay 

communities. Your day draws to a close 

with an cruise  along the Melaka River 

(the cruise is on a shared basis). Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Novotel Hotel 

(or similar). B, L.

Day 9: Malacca to Singapore Today, 

you’ll leave Malaysia behind to journey 

to Singapore (approx. 2¾ hours). From 

crossing the Malaysian border until your 

departure transfer to the airport, your time 

is unescorted, providing the opportunity 

for some independent exploration. Stay: 

Jen Hotel Singapore (or similar). B.

Day 10: Singapore Today, explore the 

cosmopolitan city of Singapore at your 

own pace. Here, you can visit the famed 

Merlion of Marina Bay Sands, kick back 

on the pretty sands of Sentosa, visit 

Raffles to savour the original Singapore 

Sling or see historical Clarke Quay. Stay: 

Jen Hotel Singapore (or similar). 

Day 11: Singapore Be transferred to the 

airport for your overnight flight back to 

the UK, arriving the next day.

Sta  longer
A Borneo beach stay is our most popular 

extension to a Malaysia tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p40-41.

Kota Kinabalu Beach Escape 3 nights from 

£473 per person ref KL103

Enjoy a relaxing beach break with 

three nights on the white-sand bays of 

picturesque Kota Kinabalu.

Mala sia      South ast sia
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This tour takes in both of Malaysian 

Borneo’s two states – Sabah and 

Sarawak – and is ideal for those 

looking for an active and immersive 

exploration of this intriguing island 

and its iconic wildlife.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
From jungle lodges to a luxury 

beach resort, each stay has been 

handpicked to provide a real 

variety, showcasing what the island 

has to offer. The Mulu Marriott is 

a beautiful retreat on the edge of 

the rainforest, while, as its name 

suggests, the Kinabatangan River 

Lodge sits right on the bank of 

Sabah’s longest river. Another 

highlight is the Kinabalu Pine 

Resort – wood cabins sat in the 

foothills of Mount Kinabalu. 

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Borneo Explorer
The island of Borneo evokes wonderful images of rainforests, exotic wildlife and 
of course its most famous inhabitant – the orangutan. This comprehensive small 
group tour covers Malaysian Borneo from west to east and includes a visit to 
one of the orangutan rehabilitation centres, the Mulu Caves, Kinabalu National 
Park and the Sukau Rainforest. 

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Kuching: 2 nights 

• Mulu: 2 nights 

• Sandakan: 1 night 

• Sukau: 2 nights 

• Kundasang: 1 night 

• Kota Kinabalu: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Kuching Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Kuching.

Day 2: Kuching On arrival in Kuching 

transfer to your hotel where you will 

spend the next two nights. Stay: Pullman 

Kuching (or similar). 

Day 3: Kuching Depending on the time 

of year you travel, today is the first of 

two visits to orangutan sanctuaries 

included on this tour. At the Semenggoh 

Nature Reserve, which is reached by a 

30-minute drive followed by 20-minute 

walk from the centre of Kuching, you 

may have the opportunity to view 

semi-wild orangutans that roam freely in 

the forest (orangutan sightings are not 

guaranteed as they can come and go to 

the feeding platforms as they choose). 

Alternatively, if you are travelling 

between June and September, you will 

join a dolphin-watching cruise during 

which you may be lucky enough to spot 

a number of resident wildlife species 

such as the Irrawaddy or snubfin dolphin. 

The evening will begin with a delightful 

sunset cruise on the Sarawak River. You’ll 

get a unique view over Kuching’s skyline 

and the historic buildings that line 

the river banks as the sun starts to set 

and then dips below the horizon. After 

disembarking, continue on to the popular 

waterfront restaurant James Brooke Café 

with your fellow guests and tour leader 

for a welcome dinner. Stay: Pullman 

Kuching (or similar). B, D. 

Day 4: Kuching to Mulu There’ll be a 

short flight to Mulu this morning and on 

arrival you will transfer to your hotel for 

a two-night stay. Located close to the 

border between Malaysia and Brunei 

is the UNESCO World Heritage Site of 

Gunung Mulu National Park, famous for 

its system of limestone caves and karsts, 

and verdant equatorial rainforest. This 

afternoon you will begin your exploration 

on this unique landscape with visits to 

the striking Lang’s and Deer caves which 

are reached by a two-mile walk along 

a raised plank walkway which passes 

across swamps, past limestone outcrops 

and through pristine rainforest. Late this 

afternoon, if it is not raining, you may be 

lucky enough to witness the incredible 

spectacle of thousands of bats flying out 

of the entrance of Deer Cave. Approx. 

journey time: 1½ hours. Stay: Mulu 

Marriott Resort & Spa (or similar). B, D. 

Day 5: Mulu Today, continue your 

discovery of this beautiful natural 

landscape. Travel by longboat to what is 

probably the most impressive of Mulu’s 

caves – Wind Cave. As you wander into 

the dark of the cave you will realise how 

the cave got its name, as a constant and 

welcome breeze cools you. The highlight 

here is the King’s Room where giant 

limestone stalactites and stalagmites 

reach down from the ceiling and up from 

the floor. The morning’s cave adventure 

continues at Clearwater Cave before a 

picnic lunch and a chance to take a dip 

in a swimming hole. Stay: Mulu Marriott 

Resort & Spa (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 6: Mulu to Sandakan Following a 

morning at leisure – or perhaps returning 

to the park and visiting the discovery 

centre (payable locally) – fly to Sandakan, 

the gateway to some of the island’s most 

prominent eco-tourism destinations in 

the state of Sabah, via Kota Kinabalu. 

Approx. journey time: 5 hours. Stay: Mulu 

Marriot (or similar). B, D. 
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Guide price dates

14 Oct 2017

High season

04 Aug 2018 from £3280.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Malaysia Airlines from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FF0008.

K departure onths
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar; 

Apr; May; Jun; Aug; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £525

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £378 per 

person, ref FF0009.

hat to e pect
•  Scheduled joint boat transfer 

from Sandakan to Sukau

•  At certain attractions you may 

be required to pay a small 

additional camera fee 

•  Very rustic rainforest 

accommodation in Kundasang

•  Air-conditioning at the hotel in 

Sukau (Days 7 and 8) is available 

at a supplement

•  This tour is only suitable for 

those with a good level of 

physical fitness.

h  Kuoni
The Borneo Explorer provides 

plenty of opportunities to witness 

the island’s famous wildlife 

with two visits to sanctuaries 

where you can see semi-wild 

orangutans, or one visit and a 

dolphin-watching cruise ( Jun-Sep 

departures). And best of all, you 

will enjoy the sights on a small 

group basis – a rarity in Malaysia. 

Guide price fro  

Kinabatangan River

Proboscis monkey

a

Mulu National Park Mount Kinabalu

Day 7: Sandakan to Sukau Today the 

focus is on the island’s incredible nature 

and wildlife. Enjoy the opportunity to 

see semi-wild orangutans at the world-

famous Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation 

Centre, before taking a walk through the 

lowland forest that typifies the region. 

Later this morning, the group will travel 

by boat along the Kinabatangan River 

toward the village of Sukau, stopping for 

lunch along the way at the Abai Jungle 

Restaurant, which is located at the 

Lower Kinabatangan River Sanctuary. As 

the boat makes its way up river, you may 

be able to spot a host of native wildlife 

species, including proboscis monkeys. 

On arrival at your lodge there’ll be some 

time at leisure to relax, unwind and 

wander along the boardwalk, taking in 

views of the river. Approx. journey time: 

3½ hours. Stay: Kinabatangan River 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 8: Sukau Rise early for another day 

on the river and visit the nearby Ox-Bow 

lakes where you will have a further 

chance to spot wildlife species. Return to 

the lodge for breakfast and enjoy the rest 

of the morning and early afternoon at 

leisure. Later this afternoon take one last 

trip along the river. Stay: Kinabatangan 

River Lodge, (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 9: Sukau to Kundasang Set out early 

for the journey by road to the town of 

Kundasang, stopping at the thought-

provoking Kundasang War Memorial 

and Gardens. These thoughtfully laid 

out gardens honour the 2345 Allied 

prisoners of war who died in World 

War II during the infamous Sandakan 

Death Marches. The memorial is 

made up of four beautiful gardens 

– the Australian Garden, the English 

Garden, the Borneo Garden and the 

Contemplation Garden and Pool. Lunch 

will be at a local restaurant before you 

arrive in Kundasang just after midday. 

The rest of the afternoon is free for 

some independent exploration. Approx. 

journey time: 5½ hours. Stay: Kinabalu 

Pine Resort (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 10: Kundasang to Kota Kinabalu 

The beautiful Kinabalu Park, which 

is centred on the distinctive Mount 

Kinabalu, is Malaysia’s oldest UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. Today you’ll visit 

the Poring Garden before heading 

up into the treetops on the Poring 

canopy walkway. Cross from platform 

to platform 100 feet above the forest 

floor, gazing in awe at the majestic giant 

trees and hearing the unique sounds 

of the forest. Lunch will be served at a 

nearby restaurant before you set off for 

Kota Kinabalu. Approx. journey time: 2½ 

hours. Stay: Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru 

Resort & Spa (or similar). B, L.

Day 11: Kota Kinabalu Your tour comes 

to a close this morning as you transfer 

to airport. Alternatively, you can opt 

to extend your holiday at your current 

resort, its sister resort of Shangri-La’s 

Rasa Ria Resort & Spa, or head to Kuala 

Lumpur for a spot of shopping and 

sightseeing. B.  

Sta  longer
A trip into the Danum Valley is one of 

our most popular extensions to a Borneo 

tour, but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p40-41. 

 

Danum Valley 2 nights from £1267 per 

person ref FF0022 

This active adventure into the almost 

untouched Danum Valley Conservation 

Area is a unique experience. 

Mala sia      South ast sia
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
On this tour we’ll show you famous 

landmarks and offer you a rounded 

cultural experience as you meet 

monks, traders and tribespeople 

and get your hands dirty on a farm. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders  

• Hand-picked itineraries  

• Flexible arrival times  

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach 

• Porterage and guide tips  

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently 

• All specified flights.  

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed  

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 10 guests  

• A maximum of 16 guests. 

Accommodation
The Sala Ayutthaya is one of 

Ayutthaya’s newest hotels. A 

boutique oasis with just 26 

individually-designed rooms and 

an on-site art gallery featuring 

the works of local artists, it’s 

a chic base in the heart of this 

historic region. In Chiang Mai, the 

RatiLanna Riverside Spa Resort is 

a luxurious retreat with traditional 

Thai teak wood, private balconies 

and a swim-up bar.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffff

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Thailand Explorer
Truly experience Thailand on this comprehensive tour through its exotic 
heartland. Witness the dramatic changes in landscape, cuisine and culture as you 
travel south to north, meeting local people and discovering renowned landmarks. 
To enhance your time in this enchanting country, memorable experiences include 
a Thai cooking class and a visit to the responsible Elephant Nature Park.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Bangkok: 2 nights 

• Ayutthaya: 1 night  

• Sukhothai: 2 nights  

• Chiang Rai: 1 night  

• Chiang Mai: 3 nights  

Day 1: UK to Bangkok Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Bangkok.  

  

Day 2: Bangkok On arrival, transfer 

to your hotel and enjoy some time 

at leisure ahead of an exciting first 

evening. You’ll be picked up to enjoy 

a cocktail at Banyan Tree Bangkok 

before heading to River City Pier 2 for a 

beautiful riverboat dinner cruise down 

the Chao Phraya River. Provided by 

Banyan Tree, the Apsara Cruise will give 

you the chance to see Bangkok’s famous 

sights from the water while indulging 

in authentic Thai cuisine. Stay: The 

Landmark Bangkok (or similar). D.  

  

Day 3: Bangkok A morning visit to the 

Samyan Market will introduce you to 

the ingredients used in Thai cooking and 

some of the most popular tropical fruits. 

Then step back in time at the century-old 

Nang Loeng Food Market before having 

lunch at a small but well-known local 

restaurant near Bangkok City Hall and 

continuing on to one of the city’s most 

famous sights – the Grand Palace. Here 

you will see the famed Emerald Buddha 

– one of the most revered images of 

Buddha in the whole of Thailand. You’ll 

also see the temple of Wat Po, the largest 

temple complex in Bangkok and home to 

the Reclining Buddha. This evening head 

to Chinatown which is rich in tradition, 

history and aromas. Wander past shops 

and bazaars, sample the street food and 

visit religious and cultural landmarks. 

Dinner tonight will be dim sum at a 

Chinese restaurant. Stay: The Landmark 

Bangkok (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 4: Bangkok to Ayutthaya Begin your 

journey north to the city of Ayutthaya, 

the capital of Thailand from the 14th to 

the 18th Century. On arrival you’ll head 

straight to the Ayutthaya Historical Park 

to see the UNESCO-listed temples and 

ruins of the old city. Governed by 35 

kings of Siam, the city was destroyed by 

the Burmese army in 1767 but today is 

still an impressive sight to behold. After 

lunch at a local restaurant – complete 

with the popular Thai cotton candy for 

dessert – head south to the 17th-Century 

Bang Pa-In Summer Palace. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours, 85 miles. Stay: 

Sala Ayutthaya (or similar). B, L.  

Day 5: Ayutthaya to Sukhothai The 

journey north continues to the city of 

Uthai Thani where you will visit Wat 

Sangkat Rattana Khiri and the striking 

temple of Wat Tha Sung. Later you will 

take a trip along the Sakae Krang River 

on a traditional rice barge, witnessing 

life on the water that has hardly changed 

throughout the centuries. Have lunch 

as you make your way along the river, 

observing the houses built on bamboo 

rafts with their floating gardens and fish 

farms. Your next stop is Phitsanulok to 

visit the riverside temple of Wat Phra 

Si Rattana Mahathat, home to one 

of Thailand’s most sacred images of 

Buddha, and the Cha Tawee folk museum 

(closed on Monday), before continuing 

on to Sukhothai. Approx. journey time: 

6 hours, 250 miles. Stay: Sukhothai 

Heritage Resort (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 6: Sukhothai Today’s visit to the 

Sukhothai Historical Park is one of the 

tour’s highlights. Explore the ruins of 

the first capital of the Kingdom of Siam. 

Built in the 13th Century, the beautiful 

buildings here – which include stupas, 

temples, a monastery and the royal palace 

– marked the beginning of the Thai 

style of architecture that you will have 

witnessed throughout the country. This 

Bangkok

Sukhothai Historical Park

Wat Po, Bangkok

South East Asia   •   Thailand
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Guide price dates

07 Apr 2018

High season

10 Nov 2018 from £2335.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Eva Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE1053.

UK de arture onth
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar; 

Apr; May; Jun; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017. 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £488

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £774 per 

person, ref FE9063.

hat to e e t
• Air-conditioned transport

•  Full days of sightseeing and 

cultural experiences as well as 

some long journeys

•  Visits to rural villages, temples 

and cultural sites

•  Encounters with monks, villagers 

and tribespeople.

hy Kuoni
We’ve chosen some memorable 

hands-on experiences to give a real 

insight into Thailand, particularly 

its all-important cuisine. You’ll 

learn about the rural industry 

during an organic lunch and rice 

planting workshop, where there’s 

even the opportunity to plough the 

paddies with water buffalo. A Thai 

cooking class will take you through 

the steps from purchasing fresh 

market ingredients to creating 

flavoursome, fragrant dishes.

uide ri e ro  

a

Bangkok

Sukhothai Historical Park

Akha tribeswomen

Ayutthaya

afternoon, enjoy lunch overlooking the 

rice fields and don the distinctive dress 

worn by Thai farmers and get to grips 

with the traditional farming methods in a 

rice planting workshop. There’s even the 

opportunity to plough the paddies with 

water buffalo. Stay: Sukhothai Heritage 

Resort (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 7: Sukhothai to Chiang Rai Rise 

early this morning to ‘make merit’ with 

the Buddhist monks by making offerings 

of food before returning to the hotel 

for breakfast. Much of the day will be 

spent on the journey north to the city of 

Chiang Rai, located just 37 miles south 

of the border with Burma. En route, stop 

at a pineapple plantation near Lampang 

before passing through Phayao. On arrival 

in Chiang Rai visit the Golden Triangle 

– the point on the Mekong River where 

Thailand, Burma and Laos meet. While 

here, visit the Opium House and learn 

about the region’s poppy cultivation. 

Approx. journey time: 7 hours, 300 miles. 

Stay: The Legend Chiang Rai Boutique 

River Resort & Spa (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 8: Chiang Rai to Chiang Mai A 

cultural morning begins with a visit 

to the two hill tribe villages of Akha 

and Yao where a Songthaew (two-row 

seated local truck) journey will take 

you to Mae Chan to meet some of the 

tribespeople of northern Thailand. 

Continue on to Chiang Mai and head 

to the San Kamphaeng district to visit 

a handicraft centre and watch the 

spinning and weaving of Thai silk. After 

lunch at a local restaurant, walk around 

Chiang Mai’s Old City. Begin at the 

reconstructed Tapae Gate and see Wat 

Chedi Luang and Wat Phan Tao with its 

peacock-adorned doorway. This evening, 

experience a Khantoke dinner – an 

authentic Thai affair with traditional 

dances and songs of ancient Thai hill 

tribes. Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 

180 miles. Stay: RatiLanna Riverside Spa 

Resort, Chiang Mai (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 9: Chiang Mai Another highlight is a 

full day spent at the Elephant Nature Park, 

around an hour outside of Chiang Mai. 

Here they provide a sanctuary for rescued 

elephants and other wildlife and you’ll be 

able to help with bathing and feeding the 

elephants. This responsible park provides 

the perfect opportunity to spend time 

observing these incredible creatures. 

There’s no strict schedule so you can 

spend the day relaxing in the company of 

the elephants. Stay: RatiLanna Riverside 

Spa Resort, Chiang Mai (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Chiang Mai Spend this morning 

at an insightful – and delicious – cooking 

class. Your first stop will be the Nong Hoi 

market to purchase fresh ingredients. 

The class takes place in an open Lanna-

style kitchen where you’ll learn how to 

make four authentic dishes including a 

Thai curry – which you’ll get to eat for 

lunch. You can also wander around the 

herb and vegetable gardens. After all of 

the morning’s cooking and tasting, return 

to the hotel and spend the afternoon at 

leisure. Stay: RatiLanna Riverside Spa 

Resort, Chiang Mai (or similar). B, L.

 

Day 11: Chiang Mai Transfer to the 

airport for your flight to the UK, arriving 

the following day. B. 

tay onger
Hua Hin is our most popular extension 

to a Thailand tour, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this tour on 

p40-41. 

Beaches of Thailand - Hua Hin 3 nights 

from £415 per person, ref FE9103

Extend your comprehensive tour with a 

beach stay at the summer residence of 

Thailand’s Royal Family. 

Th ai and      outh a t A ia
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you have a sense of adventure 

and are prepared for an intrepid 

experience, then this tour is 

perfect for you. Explore a land 

that for so many years lay behind 

locked doors. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

 • Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

• Small groups 

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
We have selected quality hotels 

that range in style from simple to 

elegant and are ideally located for 

local exploration. The Sule Shangri-

La offers a taste of luxury and fine 

facilities in the heart of Rangoon – 

a great way to begin and end your 

tour. The traditional ViewPoint Eco 

Lodge boasts a stunning setting 

overlooking rice paddies and a 

canal that leads to beautiful Inle 

Lake, with bungalows built on 

stilts over a private lake.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Burma Encounter
A unique country that has long been shrouded in mystery, Burma is emerging as 
one of the Far East’s must-see destinations. This small group tour provides the 
perfect introduction to Burma and focuses on showcasing the nation’s fascinating 
historic, natural and cultural treasures. Discover all of this as you journey by 
road and air, cruise along rivers and lakes, and ride traditional horse and carts.

Your itinerary – 13 nights

Route
• Rangoon (Yangon): 1 night 

• Maymyo: 2 nights  

• Mandalay: 2 nights  

• Bagan: 3 nights  

• Inle Lake: 2 nights  

• Rangoon: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Rangoon Depart from the 

UK on your overnight flight to Burma.  

 

Day 2: Rangoon On arrival, transfer 

to your hotel and head out for a stroll 

through the landmark Bogyoke Aung 

San Market (closed Mondays and public 

holidays), an indoor shopping precinct 

selling traditional Burmese handicrafts, 

jewellery and antiques. Take a drive to the 

Sule Pagoda, a stunning octagonal-shaped 

2000-year-old landmark and take a walk 

near the Maha Bandoola park and view its 

striking Independence Monument. Stay: 

Sule Shangri-La (or similar). 

  

Day 3: Rangoon to Maymyo Depart 

Rangoon for your morning flight to 

Mandalay (approx. 1½ hours). Drive 

to the historic city of Inwa (formerly 

called Ava) in the Shan Highlands. 

Once serving as the capital of British 

Burma, this city showcases some of 

the country’s most well-preserved 

colonial architecture. Take a short 

boat ride over the river, then soak up 

the atmosphere as you explore in a 

traditional horse-drawn carriage. Next, 

journey to your hotel in the historic hill 

station of Maymyo (Pyin Oo Lwin). Enjoy 

a welcome dinner at Feel Restaurant, 

hosted by your local tour leader. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 426 miles. Stay: 

Aureum Palace Resort (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 4: Maymyo Today you will spend 

the day discovering the sights of 

Maymyo from a horse-drawn carriage as 

you ride past the colonial buildings and 

visit the National Kandawgyi Park, the 

town’s graceful botanical garden. Stay: 

Aureum Palace Resort (or similar). B. 

 

Day 5: Maymyo to Mandalay Rise early 

for the drive back to Mandalay. On 

arrival, take a tour of Burma’s last royal 

city, visiting spiritual sites including 

the teak-built Shwe In Bin Monastery 

and the Kuthodaw Pagoda, housing 729 

marble slabs inscribed with the Buddha’s 

teachings. Journey to Sagaing Hills, 

where you’ll get a superb view at sunset 

as you gaze at the hills speckled with 

shining temples and pagodas. Approx. 

journey time: 4 hours, 76 miles. Stay: 

Mandalay Hill Resort (or similar). B. 

Day 6: Mandalay This morning, join a 

traditional ceremony of giving alms to 

local monks. Visit a music school (closed 

weekends) then drive to Amarapura and 

see the teakwood Bargaya Monastery. 

Keen photographers now have the chance 

to capture U Bein Bridge, the longest 

teak bridge which stretches across the 

Taungthaman River. Enjoy the ambient 

sunset with a boat ride on the lake. Stay: 

Mandalay Hill Resort (or similar). B. 

 

Day 7: Mandalay to Bagan Today’s 

journey is a real highlight of the tour. 

Cruise along the Irrawaddy River – 

dubbed the ‘Road to Mandalay’ by the 

British – to the ancient city of Bagan.

During your 8-10 hours on board (times 

vary depending on river levels), lunch 

will be served as you pass regions largely 

untouched by modern civilisation. In 

Bagan, a truly spectacular vista awaits 

with centuries’ old pagodas rising from 

the plains to create a majestic skyline. 

Approx. journey time: 8-10¼ hours, 135 

miles. Stay: Myanmar Treasure Resort 

(or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 8: Bagan Enjoy a horse and cart ride 

to the city’s most important temples 

including the 11th-Century Shwezigon 

Pagoda which was built by King 

Novice monks

Inle Lake

South East Asia   •   Burma (Myanmar)
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Guide price dates

22 Jan 2018

High season

29 Oct 2018 from £2780.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 13 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Thai Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref BU001.

 depar re mon h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Oct; 

Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

p ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £910

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £654 per 

person, ref BU002

Optional excursions Day 8: 

Balloons Over Bagan from £262 

per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £106 per person.

ha  o e pec
•  Some early starts, long days, a lot 

of walking and some cycling 

•  Time to get to know your tour 

group and local tour leader

•  Unsuitable for anyone with 

walking difficulties.

hy oni
This tour includes all of the 

highlights plus immersive local 

experiences; in Bagan you’ll 

explore the gleaming pagodas 

and also venture off the beaten 

track by bike to experience a taste 

of local village life. Highlights 

include high tea in Rangoon at 

the famous colonial heritage 

hotel, The Strand, and visits to the 

golden Shwedagon Padoga and 

the picturesque U Bein Bridge.

ide price rom 

a

Bagan Shwedagon Pagoda

Inle Lake

U Bein Bridge

Anawrahta to enshrine sacred relics of 

the Buddha. According to local legend, 

if you visit all four replicas in one day 

then good luck and prosperity will 

ensue. Later, visit a number of temples 

including Gubyaukgyi, famed for its 

murals of Jakatas (tales of Buddha) and 

Ananda Temple with its four standing 

Buddha statues. Watch the sunset from a 

temple top as it falls over the Irrawaddy 

River. An optional hot-air balloon ride 

at sunrise offers enchanting views of 

vast plains dotted with golden temples 

(available October to March). Stay: 

Myanmar Treasure Resort (or similar). B. 

Day 9: Bagan Learn a little more about 

local culture with a cycling excursion, 

passing temples and monasteries on 

your way to Myinkaba Village where 

you’ll visit a farmer’s house and 

traditional barber’s shop. In the village 

lacquerware and bamboo fence makers 

line the streets and the locals go about 

their business giving you a glimpse of 

their day-to-day lives. The rest of your 

day is at leisure. Stay: Myanmar Treasure 

Resort (or similar). B. 

Day 10: Bagan to Inle Lake Board a 

45-minute morning flight to Heho. You’ll 

then travel to the town of Ayetharyar 

for a wine tasting and lunch at one of 

the region’s vineyards – a relatively 

new industry in Burma. Next, drive to 

Nyaung Shwe, visiting the Shwe Yan 

Pyay Monastery en route. Visit a silk 

weaving workshop and silversmith’s 

in the village of Inn Paw Khon via a 

boat excursion (approx. 3 hours) before 

continuing to Phaungdaw Oo Pagoda, 

home to five small Buddha images 

which sit hidden beneath infinite layers 

of gold leaf applied by devotees. Approx. 

journey time: 4¼ hours, 33 miles. Stay: 

ViewPoint Eco Lodge (or similar). B, L. 

Day 11: Inle Lake After breakfast, take a 

boat ride to the lakeside village of Maing 

Tauk where you’ll take a walk (approx. 1 

hour) to a meditation centre. A local monk 

will teach you the ways of meditation; 

afterwards, enjoy time to reflect on your 

own. Have a local lunch then walk to the 

Nga Phe Kyaung Monastery with a visit 

en route to an orphanage (if possible). 

Another boat journey takes you to one 

of the lake’s most impressive sites, 

Shwe Indein Pagoda. Ascend an ancient 

stairway to find this hauntingly beautiful 

complex containing hundreds of padogas, 

crumbling and foliage-covered, beside 

their fully restored neighbours. Stay: 

ViewPoint Eco Lodge (or similar). B, L.

Day 12: Inle Lake to Rangoon Begin 

your return to Rangoon via boat to 

Nyaung Shwe and transfer to Heho 

airport for your flight to Rangoon 

(approx. 1¼ hours). Spend your last full 

day exploring Rangoon’s important 

landmarks, including Burma’s largest 

Catholic church, the High Court and 

Rander House before enjoying high 

tea at the heritage hotel The Strand. 

Complete your tour by spending time 

at the glorious golden pagoda – the 

Shwedagon Pagoda – which is said to 

house strands of Buddha’s hair. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours, 31 miles. Stay: 

Sule Shangri-La (or similar). B.

Day 13: Rangoon Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B.

ay longer
Bangkok is our most popular extension 

to a tour of Burma, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this tour on 

p40-41. 

Bangkok City sightseeing package 3 

nights from £472 per person, ref BU003

Discover the highlights of this vibrant 

city on foot and by river cruise. 

B rma Myanmar       o h a  A ia



On this Travelmarvel by APT river cruise you’ll journey between Siem Reap in Cambodia and Ho Chi Minh City in 
Vietnam aboard the elegant RV La Marguerite.

Route 
• Siem Reap, Cambodia

• Prek K’dam, Cambodia

•  Kampong Chhnang, Cambodia 

• Kampong Tralach, Cambodia 

• Oudong, Cambodia

• Koh Chen, Cambodia

• Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

• Tan Chau, Vietnam

• Sa Dec, Vietnam

• Cai Be, Vietnam

• Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Day 1: UK to Siem Reap Depart from the UK on your 

overnight flight to Siem Reap.

Day 2: Siem Reap Upon arrival, you’ll be met by a 

Travelmarvel by APT representative and transferred to 

your hotel. Stay: Shinta Mani Resort. D.

Day 3: Siem Reap Explore the temple of Ta Prohm with 

its intertwined trees before today’s Insider Experience, 

a visit to Opportunities of Development through Art. 

This evening, enjoy a Welcome Dinner and traditional 

Apsara dance performance. Stay: Shinta Mani Resort. B.

Day 4: Siem Reap Visit Angkor Archaeological Park. 

Explore its ancient wonders including the temple 

Bayon. This evening, watch a spectacular sunset over 

the iconic Angkor Wat, a real highlight of this itinerary. 

Stay: Shinta Mani Resort. B.

Day 5: Prek K’dam Transfer to Prek K’dam to board the 

RV Marguerite. This evening enjoy a delicious welcome 

dinner on board, savouring Asian or western fare. B, L, D.

Day 6: Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Tralach & 

Oudong Enjoy a small-boat excursion of the wetlands 

near Kampong Chhnang and travel past a number of 

fishing villages. Rejoin the ship and continue on to 

Kampong Tralach. Later enjoy an ox-cart ride through 

the countryside around Kampong Chhnang and receive 

a traditional Buddhist blessing in Oudong. B, L, D.

Day 7: Koh Chen & Phnom Penh Explore Koh Chen, a 

small village specialising in silver and copperware. Visit 

some home workshops before heading to Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia’s capital. B, L, D.

Day 8: Phnom Penh Join an excursion to the infamous 

Killing Fields and the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, on 

the site of the Khmer Rouge’s notorious Security Prison 

21 (S-21). This afternoon in Phnom Penh, a tour takes 

you to visit the magnificent Royal Palace. B, L, D.

Day 9: Phnom Penh & Tan Chau Today you can make 

the most of the on board facilities as you cruise 

towards the Cambodia-Vietnam border. B, L, D.

Day 10: Tan Chau Transfer to a small boat and travel 

along tiny tributaries, home to villages made up entirely 

of stilt houses. Go ashore for a tour of Tan Chau by 

rickshaw and explore an island lush with greenery. B, L, D.

Day 11: Sa Dec & Cai Be Take a boat ride to Sa Dec for a 

tour. Here you’ll see Huynh Thuy Le’s old house. After 

lunch a local boat takes you to the river-land town of 

Cai Be. B, L, D.

Day 12: Cu Chi Tunnels & Ho Chi Minh City Disembark 

at My Tho Port today and travel by coach to the Cu 

Chi Tunnels, a tunnel network built by Vietnamese 

resistance fighters during the Vietnam War. Stay: 

Fusion Suites Saigon. B, L.

Day 13: Ho Chi Minh City Today is at free for you to 

spend some time exploring the city independently. 

Enjoy a Farewell Dinner at KOTO Kumho in Ho Chi Minh 

City. Stay: Fusion Suites Saigon. B, D.

Day 14: Ho Chi Minh City After breakfast, transfer to 

the airport for your return flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B.

NB: This itinerary is also available in reverse. Water 

levels and local conditions necessitate variations to the

described itinerary the following day. 

Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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Tonle sap lake, Cambodia

Mekong River Cruise  – Duration: 14 nights 

  Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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Angkor Wat, Siem Reap, Cambodia

Dam Sen Park, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Phnom PenhPhnom Penh

(Saigon)(Saigon)(Saigon)(Saigon)Sihanoukville

OudongOudong

Your ship – RV La Marguerite

Guide price dates

06 Oct 2017

High season

12 Jan 2018 from £4015.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 people sharing 

for 14 nights including meal plan as detailed, economy 

flights on Thai Airways from London Heathrow and group 

transfers, ref FE0050.

 de a u e
2017 Cruises depart in: July; Aug; Sept; Oct; Nov; 

Dec

2018 Cruises depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar; Apr ; July; 

Aug; Sept; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Cruises depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Cruises depart regularly – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures. 

O ion
Cabin Upgrade to an Deluxe Balcony suite from 

£295 per person, ref FE0050.

Need to know
•  This itinerary also operates in reverse from Ho 

Chi Minh City to Siem Reap

•  In certain destinations you may be 

disembarking the ship across a wooden plank 

straight on to the river bank which at times can 

be uneven and muddy.

This boutique floating hotel is the perfect setting for 

the ultimate river cruise along the mighty Mekong 

River through Vietnam and Cambodia. 

Dining & drinks

Enjoy a superb dining experience in the air-conditioned 

Mekong Restaurant where all your meals are included 

during the river cruise. Dine on Asian fare each day 

which has been prepared by your on board chefs from 

the freshest ingredients. Western favourites are also 

available. International wine, local beer and spirits 

are available with lunch and dinner. Soft drinks, juice, 

tea and coffee are included all day and served in the 

Saigon Lounge and Bar. Please see itinerary for details 

of included meals (B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner).

Entertainment

The entertainment on board is low-key and has a 

cultural focus. Learn about Cambodian and Vietnamese 

culture and history with lectures from local guides. 

Cabins

Suite categories on board the RV La Marguerite range 

from charming Standard Suites (Category C), which are 

located on the Lower Deck, to the spacious Indochina 

Balcony Suites that are located on the Sun Deck, the 

highest deck on the ship. If you wish to have some 

outdoor space from which to watch the world go by, 

we recommend upgrading to one of the Deluxe Balcony 

Suites which are set on the Main Deck (Category B) or 

the Upper Deck (Category A).

Shore excursions

All the excursions mentioned in the itinerary – unless 

otherwise stated – are included in the cost of your 

holiday. There is a selection of optional excursions 

available in Siem Reap, Phnom Penh and Ho Chi Minh 

City which are available at an extra cost.

Dress code

The dress code during this cruise is casual. 

Comfortable clothing and good walking shoes are 

highly recommended as some excursions involve 

walking over uneven ground. When entering temples 

and mosques, shoes will need to be removed. Asia is 

very conservative and you should dress accordingly. 

As a general guideline shoulders and knees should 

be covered at all times (for both men and women). 

Wearing inappropriate clothing may mean you can’t 

enter buildings of a religious nature and family homes. 

Smart casual clothing is acceptable when you dine at 

restaurants, or on board.

Alternative ship
Upgrade to a five-Star luxury river cruise on board the 

boutique-style RV Amalotus to enjoy a host of upgrades 

including all on-board beverages served throughout 

the day, private butler service, hand-picked Signature 

Invitations and added flexibility with APT’s Freedom 

of ChoiceTM – choose a sightseeing programme with 

a range of activities that match your interests, fitness 

level and pace. This itinerary also includes five-star 

hotels in Siem Reap and Ho Chi Minh City.

Guide price from
£ e  e on
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See gold pagodas and green landscapes as you drift along the tranquil Irrawaddy (Ayerawaddy) on this insightful river 
cruise. Get off the beaten track and explore local villages and interact with members of the communities.

 

River scenes on the Irrawaddy River

Clay pot making  in Yandabo

Majestic Burma – Duration: 16 nights 

Day 1: UK to Rangoon (Yangon) Depart the UK on your 

overnight flight to Rangoon. 

 

Day 2: Rangoon On arrival board the RV Princess Panhwar. 

Visit the Shwedagon Pagoda before returning to the ship 

for this evening’s welcome dinner. D.

Day 3: Maubin Following lunch, embark on a walking tour 

of Maubin. See universities mingled in with imposing 

Buddhist pagodas and learn about the rich history of Ba 

Maw’s birthplace. B, L, D.

 

Day 4: Danuphyu After a visit to a local monastery 

in Danuphyu, enjoy a cheroot-making workshop and 

discover how the Burmese craft their cigars. B, L, D.

Day 5: Myanaung Embark on a walking tour of Myanaung 

to see some remarkably well-preserved colonial houses 

before exploring the wonders of the local market. B, L, D.

Day 6: Pyay (Prome) & Sri Kseta In Pyay visit a number of 

gilded pagodas topped by glittering stupas, including the 

Shwesandaw Pagoda. Cruise to Sri Ksetra where ancient 

brick stupas and temples can be seen. B, L, D.

 

Day 7: Thayetmyo Cruise to Thayetmyo where you’ll see 

the colonial influence on the city as you wander through 

the streets and see the town. B, L, D.

Day 8: Minhla & Magwe Stop in Minhla, the site of a 

significant battle of the Third Anglo-Burmese War. Board 

a small boat to the forts of Gwechaung and Minhla. Later 

disembark in the sleepy delta town of Magweto and visit 

their local market and the Myathalun Pagoda. B, L, D.

Day 9: Salay The ship will cruise towards religious 

centre of Salay where you’ll visit the region’s oldest 

surviving wooden monastery, Yoke Sone Kyaung. See 

Shinbin Maha Laba Man Paya, the largest lacquer 

Buddha image in the country. B, L, D.

Day 10: Tantkyi Hill & Bagan This morning begins with a 

visit to one of Burma’s most iconic sites with a climb up 

Tantkyi Hill to visit the Tantkyitaung Pagoda. Sail towards 

the city of Bagan and enjoy what will hopefully be a 

spectacular sunset at Ananda Temple. B, L, D.

Day 11: Bagan Mingle with the locals as your explore the 

bustling Nyaung-U market. Later, you’ll be taken to some 

of the city’s most important and impressive structures and 

visit a lacquerware workshop. B, L, D.

Day 12: Yandabo This afternoon, disembark in the village 

of Yandabo, which is famous for its pots made from clay 

sourced from the river bank. B, L, D.

 

Day 13: Inwa In Inwa head out on a horse drawn cart to 

see the Maha Aung Mye Bon Zan and Bagaya monasteries. 

Tonight there will be a cultural show performed by the 

Mandalay Fine Arts School. B, L, D.

Day 14: Sagaing & Mingun In Sagaing visit the Soon 

U Ponya Shin and Kaunghmudaw pagodas. Later, visit 

a silversmith’s workshop and then cruise onwards to 

Mingun. B, L, D.

 

Day 15: Mandalay Head out to see Mandalay’s Mahamuni 

Buddha Temple, Shwenandaw Monastery and Kuthodaw 

Pagoda. Ascend to the top of Mandalay Hill before 

enjoying a stroll along the iconic U Bein Bridge. B, L, D.

Day 16: Mandalay Disembark and transfer to the airport 

for your overnight flight back to the UK.

 

NB: This itinerary is also available in reverse. Water 

levels and local conditions necessitate variations to the 

described itinerary.

Route 
• Rangoon

• Maubin

• Danuphyu

• Myanaung

• Pyay (Prome)

• Thayetmyo

• Minhla

• Magwe

• Salay

• Tantkyi Hill

• Bagan

• Yandabo

• Inwa

• Sagaing

• Mingun

• Mandalay
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Bagan

U Bein Bridge, Mandalay
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Mandalay

 

 

Your ship – RV Princess Panhwar

Guide price dates

09 Feb 2018

High season

20 Oct 2017 from £4735.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 people sharing 

for 16 nights including meal plan as detailed, economy 

flights on Thai Airways from London Heathrow and group 

transfers, ref FE9676.

Guide price from
£ pe  pe on

 depa tu e
2017 Cruises depart in: Sept; Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Cruises depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar; Apr ; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Cruises depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Cruises depart regularly – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures.

ption
Cabin Upgrade to an Deluxe Balcony Suite from 

£410 per person, ref FE9676.

eed to know
•  This itinerary also operates in reverse from 

Mandalay to Rangoon

•  In certain destinations you may be 

disembarking the ship across a wooden plank 

straight on to the river bank which at times can 

be uneven and muddy.

The modern RV Princess Panhwar was purpose built to 

sail along the waters of Burma’s (Myanmar) Irrawaddy 

(Ayerawaddy) River and the ship has a sleek and 

sophisticated design. 

Dining & drinks

All meals are included on board and are served in the 

Mandalay Restaurant. Dine on local fare each day which 

has been prepared by your on board chefs from the 

freshest ingredients available. Western favourites are 

also available. International wine, local beer and spirits 

are available with lunch and dinner. Soft drinks, juice, 

tea and coffee are available all day in the Kipling Lounge. 

Please see itinerary for details of included meals 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner).

Entertainment

During your cruise, shore excursions are enhanced 

by a range of on board entertainment, including 

performances and lectures on Burma’s (Myanmar) 

culture and history by local guides. 

Cabins

Suite categories on board the RV Princess Panhwar 

range from Category C suites, which have a French 

Balcony and are located on the Main Deck, to the 

Princess Suites that can be found forward on the 

Upper Deck. If you wish to have some outdoor space 

from which to watch the world go by we recommend 

upgrading to a Deluxe Suite or a Princess Suite.

Shore excursions

All the excursions mentioned in the itinerary – unless 

otherwise stated – are included in the cost of your 

holiday. There’s a range of incredible land explorations 

which really focus on getting off the beaten track and 

interacting with members of the local communities that 

have been largely unaffected by the outside world.

Dress code

The dress code during this cruise is casual. Comfortable 

clothing and good walking shoes are highly recommended 

as some excursions involve walking over uneven ground. 

When entering temples and mosques, shoes will need 

to be removed. Asia is very conservative and you should 

dress accordingly. As a general guideline shoulders and 

knees should be covered at all times (for both men and 

women). Wearing inappropriate clothing may mean you 

cannot enter buildings of a religious nature and family 

homes. Smart casual clothing is acceptable when you 

dine on board.

Alternative ship
Upgrade to a 5-Star luxury river cruise ‘Hidden Wonders 

of Burma (Myanmar)’ on board the boutique ship RV 

Samatha. Enjoy a host of upgrades including hand-picked 

Signature Experiences and added flexibility with APT’s 

Freedom of Choice™ – choose a sightseeing programme 

with a range of activities that match your interests. There’s 

a Private Dining Room on board which accommodates 

just 8 guests. The menu here has been designed by the 

Vietnamese-Australian chef Luke Nguyen and it features 

dishes that showcase his favourite Burmese produce.



China, Japan  
& South Korea
Timeless traditions blend with modern 
sensibilities while  ancient shrines sit shoulder-
to-shoulder with gleaming  skyscrapers. These 
captivating nations offer intriguing contrasts,  
legendary landmarks and a rich cultural heritage. 

In this section
70 China

76 South Korea

78 Japan



General information
Flying time Beijing, China: 10 hours; Tokyo, 
Japan: 11¾ hours; Seoul, South Korea: 11 hours

Time diff erence China (Beijing): GMT +8 hours; 
Japan: GMT +9 hours; South Korea: GMT +9 hours

Currency Chinese Yuan; Japanese Yen; 
South Korea: Won

Language China: Chinese with a number of dialects 
including Mandarin and Cantonese; Japan: Japanese; 
South Korea: Korean

Visa info China: visa required; Japan & South Korea: 
a visa is not required

Key events
16-21 Feb 2018 & 05-10 Feb 2019 Spring Festival/
Chinese New Year – China’s most important festival/
national holiday.

20 May 2018 Sanja Matsuri, Japan – A weekend of 
festivities in Japan including tea ceremonies, Shinto 
music and dance performances that climaxes with 
a procession of fl oats, portable shrines and people 
dressed in traditional costume.

18 Jun 2018 Dragon Boat Festival, China – A 
traditional festival celebrated throughout China, with 
dragon boat racing.

Climate
As a general rule, April, May, Sepember and October 
are the most pleasant times to visit China. Beijing is 
cold late Novembe to February. July to August brings 
higher temperatures and increased rainfall, but the 
key sights will be less crowded. Japan has a temperate 
climate, experiencing four distinct seasons. June to 
August can be very hot, while November to January 
are not only cold, but often snowy. From March to 
May the climate is at its most comfortable, you may 
see cherry trees in blossom from mid-March to late 
April. June and July is monsoon season. The climate in 
South Korea is relatively similar to that of Japan.

 Average daily maximum temperature

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm
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Jan 2 9 18 1 7 5 6 10

6 2 5 6 4 4 3 6

2 9 25 22 43 6 78 43

Feb 4 11 19 3 8 8 6 10

7 3 4 6 4 4 4 6

4 13 48 26 60 11 83 58

Mar 11 16 21 10 12 14 10 13

8 4 4 7 5 5 5 6

7 25 74 45 84 27 111 94

Apr 20 22 25 17 18 20 17 19

8 5 4 8 5 6 6 5

18 55 161 102 103 50 134 119

May 27 26 28 23 23 26 22 23

9 5 5 8 6 6 6 6

29 94 298 90 115 66 142 132

Jun 30 28 30 26 27 31 25 25

9 5 6 7 6 7 5 4

65 114 366 133 159 54 228 181

Jul 31 30 31 28 31 32 29 29

8 5 7 6 7 7 5 5

152 245 325 358 135 97 214 128

Aug 30 30 31 29 31 31 30 31

8 6 7 6 8 7 6 6

143 239 377 288 136 72 126 147

Sep 26 25 30 25 27 24 26 27

8 3 6 7 6 5 4 4

42 142 253 161 152 109 181 181

Oct 19 20 28 20 22 19 20 21

7 3 6 7 5 4 5 4

18 51 130 49 58 66 111 158

Nov 10 15 24 11 17 12 14 17

6 2 6 5 5 4 4 5

7 23 35 48 52 26 78 84

Dec 3 11 20 4 10 x 8 12

6 2 6 5 5 4 4 6

2 7 28 21 37 6 65 44

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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China, Japan & South Korea: Stay longer
Our selection of small group tours are comprehensive ways to see this incredible part of the world. However, if 
you have more time we have a selection of ways to further immerse yourself in each destination – whether you’re 
interested in exploring further or are just looking for a bit of relaxation time at the begining and end of your tour 
Our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Combine two tours
If you have the time, this is the best way to get the most out of visiting this region.

Highlights of China & Highlights of South Korea
Duration: 17 nights; ref FF0035

China: 9 nights, South Korea: 7 nights (see p70-71 and p76-77)

Highlights

•  Discover two of Asia’s most diverse and contrasting countries. China has 

thousands of years of history, while South Korea is a modern destination that 

has developed rapidly following a turbulent past

•  Iconic wonders and a fast pace in China followed by a slower pace in South 

Korea.

Highlights of China & Highlights of Japan
Duration: 21 nights; ref FF0037

China: 9 nights, Japan: 11 nights (see p70-71 and 78-79)

Highlights

•    Visit China and witness its ancient iconic wonders such as the Great Wall and 

the incredible Terracotta Warriors

•  Explore the modern and high-tech cities of Japan, a few of the country’s 

lesser-visited destinations and witness the beautiful Japanese Alps.

Highlights of South Korea & Japan
Duration: 19 nights; ref KR003

South Korea: 7 nights, Japan: 11 nights (see p76-79)

Highlights

•  The opportunity to explore two countries that are in some ways very similar, 

from spring blossom and autumn colours to turbulent pasts, modern cities 

and a traditional way of life.

Highlights of China, South Korea & Japan
Duration: 28 nights; ref FF0039

China: 9 nights, South Korea: 7 nights, Japan: 11 nights (see p70-71 and p76-79)

Highlights

•  The ultimate journey through East Aisa, perfect for those with time to spend 

and want a flavour of three incredible countries

•  Discover ancient history and iconic sights in China and the turbulent history 

and scenic beauty of South Korea. Then head to fast-paced Tokyo before 

slowing down the pace in rural Japan. 

Great Wall of China

Teraccotta Warrior, Xi’an, China
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Explore cities
A few days in a city ahead of your tour gives you the chance to acclimatise while a post-tour city break allows for extra sightseeing time.

Tokyo
A heaving city of dizzying dimensions and flashing neon lights where gleaming 

skyscrapers tower over a swirling sea of people but tranquil gardens and serene 

temples lie just around the corner, Tokyo launches an exhilarating assault on the 

senses. A few pre-tour nights in the city allows you to recover from the long flight 

and adjust to the fast pace of life. Use your extra time to explore the city, perhaps 

taking a ride to the top of the Tokyo Skytree, picking up the latest gadgets in 

Akihabara area or exploring the tranquil Shinjuku Gyoen National garden. 

Shanghai
Shanghai is the essence of cosmopolitan China, from the elegant ‘Paris of the 

East’ to futuristic towering skyscrapers. This is China’s past, present and future 

in one amazing metropolis. A few extra nights in the city allows for a deeper 

exploration. Spend time discovering the famous Bund as well as wandering the 

streets and shopping in the boutiques of the charming French Concession.

Beijing
Bustling Beijing has over 3000 years of tumultuous history which has left an 

indelible mark. The city modernised in the build up to the 2008 Olympic Games, 

however grandiose palaces, ornate temples, lush gardens and quaint Hutongs 

remain. We recommend arriving in the Chinese capital a few days before the 

start of your tour if you want some time to recover from the long flight and soak 

up the unique atmosphere of this incredible city.

Hong Kong
Hong Kong is known for its fascinating harmony between old and new, east 

and west. With 5000 years of Chinese traditions, 150 years of British colonial 

influence and boundless energy for the future, this is a truly unique city that’s 

constantly changing and deserves a little more time for exploration following 

your tour of China. 

Add a short tour to the end of your  
small group escorted tour
Adding a short tour to follow on from the end of your small group tour 
is a way of getting a little further off the beaten track.

Tibet
Suggested extension to Highlights of China

Duration: 4 nights

Lhasa, Tibet: 3 nights, Beijing: 1 night

Highlights 

•  Explore the ‘Roof of the World’ and its capital Lhasa, the former home of the 

Dalai Lama

•  Discover the Sera Monastery and famous Potala Palace 

•  Spend an evening with a local Tibetan family to discover more about life  

in Tibet

Potala Palace, Lhasa

Hong Kong

Great Wal of China

Tokyo Tower
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This is a real first-timers 

experience with the country’s key 

cities and their sights covered as 

part of this small group tour. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom to 

explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless   

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests. 

Accommodation
We have selected quality city hotels 

that are perfectly located for local 

exploration as well as offering a 

comfortable base for post-excursion 

relaxation. In Beijing the Novotel 

Beijing Peace is located just five 

minutes from Wangfujing, the city’s 

most famous shopping street, and 

within walking distance of the 

Forbidden City and Tiananmen 

Square; while in Xi’an the hotel sits 

in a larger complex of properties 

within the ancient city walls.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of China
Iconic images of China such as the Great Wall, the Forbidden City, the Summer 
Palace and the Terracotta Warriors are complemented by the futuristic city of 
Shanghai and the beautiful natural landscapes that surround the city of Guilin. 
This is the perfect introductory tour for first time visitors to China.

Your itinerary – 10 nights

Route
• Beijing: 3 nights

• Xi’an: 2 nights

• Guilin: 2 nights

• Shanghai: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Beijing Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to China. 

Day 2: Beijing Transfer to your hotel 

for a three night stay. An early check-in 

is guaranteed so you’ll be able to get 

to your room and refresh after your 

journey as soon as you arrive. The rest 

of the day is free to relax or sightsee 

at your own pace. This evening you 

will have the opportunity to meet the 

rest of your group and your tour leader 

at a welcome dinner which includes 

a traditional Peking duck dish. Stay: 

Novotel Peace Beijing (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Beijing Your sightseeing begins 

with a visit to Beijing’s vast Tian’anmen 

Square and the Forbidden City, the 

former imperial palace which was once 

off limits to all but the 24 emperors of 

the Ming and Qing dynasties. Following 

lunch at a local restaurant, the city tour 

continues with a visit to the classical 

Summer Palace, which is home to a vast 

number of lakes, gardens and palaces. 

A boat ride on one of the lakes is 

included here (April to October; 

subject to weather conditions). The 

day concludes with a photo stop at the 

Bird’s Nest and Water Cube Olympic 

venues. Your evening is free for further 

exploration of the city. Stay: Novotel 

Peace Beijing (or similar). B, L. 

Day 4: Beijing Another full day of 

exploring the capital begins with an early 

morning visit to the beautiful Temple of 

Heaven, arriving at just as the gates are 

opening in order to avoid the crowds 

that head here later in the day. Another 

advantage of arriving early is that you 

may be able to watch some of the locals 

performing t’ai chi. The temple was 

originally where emperors of the Ming and 

Qing Dynasty held the Heaven Worship 

Ceremony and the complex is made up 

of three main collections of buildings 

surrounded by beautiful parkland. 

Surely the most iconic of China’s 

attractions is the Great Wall. This 

afternoon you will have the chance to 

visit the Mutianyu section, which is 

reached by a drive of approximately 1¾ 

hours from Beijing. Following lunch at a 

local restaurant and a shopping stop at 

a factory where they make traditional 

enamel pieces, take the cable car up 

on to the wall, which is noted for its 

meandering chain of Ming Dynasty guard 

towers. A visit to the Great Wall of China 

is incredibly rewarding, however it should 

be noted that walking along the wall 

requires ascending and descending lots 

of steep steps and cobbled slopes. Stay: 

Novotel Peace Beijing (or similar). B, L. 

Day 5: Beijing to Xi’an Early this 

morning transfer to the station for your 

high speed train journey to Xi’an. On 

arrival, the group will be met by your 

local guide who will take you on a tour 

of Xi’an’s historic city walls, where you 

can wander the bustling streets of the 

Muslim Quarter. 

Tonight’s traditional dumpling dinner is 

a highlight of your holiday. Dumplings 

are an essential part of Chinese cuisine 

and Xi’an is considered to be the home 

of this culinary tradition! Following 

dinner, catch a Tang Dynasty Show. This 

is a performance of Changan music and 

dance which originated during China’s 

Tang Dynasty over a thousand years ago. 

Approx. journey time: 5½ hours. Stay: 

Grand Mercure Xi’an (or similar). B, L, D. 

Guilin

Great Wall of ChinaTemple of Heaven, Beijing

China, Japan & South Korea   •   China
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CHINA

EAST 
CHINA SEA

Guide price dates

08 Jun 2018

High season

28 Sep 2018 from £2845.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 10 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers. Ref 

FE9603.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Apr; 

May; Jun; Aug; Sep; Oct

2019 Tours depart in: Mar

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £475

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £487 per 

person, ref FE9639.

What to expect
•  Special diets, including 

vegetarianism, cannot be 

adequately provided for in China

•  Many stairs and steep slopes at 

the Great Wall of China

•  A busy itinerary packed full of 

experiences allowing you to see a 

lot in a short space of time. There 

are also a few early morning and 

late evenings

•  Crowds at the main sights

•  20kg baggage allowance on 

internal flights.

Why Kuoni
You will have the opportunity 

to avoid the crowds at one of 

Beijing’s most popular attractions 

– the Temple of Heaven. With an 

early morning visit here you may 

have the chance to see the locals 

performing their daily morning t’ai 

chi. Another particular highlight 

of the tour is the traditional 

dumpling dinner in Xi’an – it’s both 

a sociable experience to enjoy with 

your group and a chance to sample 

the typical local cuisine.   

Guide price from 
£

Terracotta Warriors, Xi’an

a •

Guilin

Yu Gardens, Shanghai

Day 6: Xi’an An entire day of sightseeing 

in Xi’an awaits, beginning at the iconic 

Terracotta Warriors, (approx. 1½ hours 

from the city). In the mid-1970s a clay 

warrior was found buried under farmland 

on the outskirts of Xi’an and through 

further excavations thousands more 

warriors were discovered, all lined up in 

a battle formation. You can witness these 

incredible pottery figures at the Museum 

of the Terracotta Warriors and Horses 

and in a handful of the excavated pits. 

Later, visit a jade factory and then return 

to Xi’an and visit the Small Wild Goose 

Pagoda, an important Buddhist site that 

dates back almost 1300 years. Stay: Grand 

Mercure Xi’an (or similar). B, L.

Day 7: Xi’an to Guilin Today you will fly 

south to the picturesque city of Guilin, 

arriving in the early afternoon. Your first 

port of call in the city is one of Guilin’s 

scenic limestone karsts, Fubo Hill, also 

known as Wave-Subduing Hill, which 

sits on the west bank of the Li River. The 

hill itself contains a couple of caves, and 

during your visit you can discover some 

of the legends that are associated with 

the hill. Approx. journey time: 2 hours. 

Stay: Bravo Hotel (or similar). B, D. 

Day 8: Guilin A charming cruise 

along the River Li this morning takes 

you through the stunning scenery of 

limestone karsts towards the quaint 

town of Yangshuo. Disembark from 

the boat and explore the town on foot, 

witnessing the beautiful natural scenery 

that surrounds it. En route back to Guilin 

you’ll stop at a pearl shop. A packed 

lunch will be provided. Stay: Bravo Hotel 

(or similar). B, L. 

Day 9: Guilin to Shanghai Fly to 

Shanghai and enjoy some free time this 

afternoon to explore the city at your 

own pace. Your Shanghai hotel is located 

in the beautiful French Concession, a 

charming place to wander round and find 

a pleasant spot for dinner. Stay: Regal 

International East Asia (or similar). B.

Day 10: Shanghai Your last full day in 

China is spent exploring Shanghai in 

a little more depth. In the morning, a 

guided tour takes you to the beautiful 

Yu Garden, created in the 16th Century 

by a Ming Dynasty governor. You’ll then 

continue on to the Old Town which sits 

inside the ancient city walls, before 

enjoying a traditional tea tasting and a 

stroll along the waterfront Bund. 

This afternoon you will explore the 

French Concession – an area of Shanghai 

once administered by the French 

government. There will be a visit to a 

silk shop for some last-minute souvenir 

shopping. Stay: Regal International East 

(or similar). B. 

Day 11: Shanghai This morning, transfer 

by the high speed Maglev train or by road 

to the airport for your flight to the UK. B. 

Stay longer
Highlights of China can easily be 

combined with our Highlights of South 

Korea tour, however there are many 

extension options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p68-69.

Highlights Of South Korea 7 nights from 

£2199 per person ref FF0035

A unique experience to explore a country 

with fascinating ancient and modern 

history. Bursting with UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites and a bustling food scene, 

South Korea proivdes great value for those 

looking for something a little different.

China   •   China, Japan & South Korea
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
A perfect introductory tour for 

guests wanting to experience a 

cruise along the Yangtze river, 

alongside China’s most iconic sights.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We have selected quality city hotels 

that are perfectly located for local 

exploration and offer a comfortable 

base for post-excursion relaxation, 

including the Novotel Peace Beijing, 

which is located within walking 

distance of the Temple of Heaven 

and Tiananmen Square. On the 

luxurious Century Sun ship, your 

home as you cruise along the 

Yangtze River, each cabin features 

floor-to-ceiling windows and a 

balcony.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

Three Gorges of the Yangtze

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Gorges of the Yangtze
A small group tour combining the history of Beijing, the wonders of the 
Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an, and the sophistication of Shanghai. Time exploring 
these three iconic cities is perfectly complemented with an unforgettable cruise 
through the dramatic scenery of the Three Gorges of the Yangtze river.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Beijing: 3 nights

• Xi’an: 2 nights

• Yangtze Cruise: 3 nights

• Shanghai: 3 nights

Day 1: UK to Beijing Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to China.

Day 2: Beijing Transfer to your hotel for 

a three night stay. An early check-in is 

guaranteed so you’ll be able to get to 

your room and refresh after your journey 

as soon as you arrive. This evening you 

will have the opportunity to meet the rest 

of your group and your tour leader at a 

welcome dinner which includes a Peking 

duck dish. Stay: Novotel Peace Beijing (or 

similar). D

Day 3: Beijing Your sightseeing begins 

with an early morning visit to the 

beautiful Temple of Heaven; you’ll 

arrive at the temple just as the gates 

are opening, thus avoiding the crowds 

that head here later in the day. Another 

advantage of arriving early is that you 

may be able to watch some of the 

locals performing t’ai chi. Surely the 

most iconic of China’s attractions is the 

Great Wall and this afternoon you will 

have the chance to visit the Mutianyu 

section (approx. 1¾ hours from Beijing). 

Following lunch at a local restaurant and 

a shopping stop at a factory where they 

make traditional enamel pieces, take 

the cable car up on to the wall, which is 

noted for its meandering chain of Ming 

Dynasty guard towers. Stay: Novotel 

Peace Beijing (or similar). B, L.

Day 4: Beijing Today begins with visits 

to Tian’anmen Square and the Forbidden 

City. Following lunch at a local restaurant, 

the city tour continues with a visit to 

the classical Summer Palace, which is 

home to a vast number of lakes, gardens 

and palaces to the north west of central 

Beijing. A boat ride on one of the lakes is 

included here (April to October; subject to 

weather conditions). The day concludes 

with a photo stop at the Bird’s Nest and 

Water Cube Olympic venues. Stay: Novotel 

Peace Beijing (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Beijing to Xi’an Transfer to the 

station for your high speed train journey 

to Xi’an. On arrival, you will be met 

by your local guide who will take you 

on a tour of Xi’an’s historic city walls, 

where you can wander the streets of the 

Muslim Quarter. Tonight’s traditional 

dumpling dinner is a highlight of your 

holiday. Following dinner you’ll have 

the opportunity to catch a Tang Dynasty 

Show – a performance of Changan music 

and dance which originated in China’s 

Tang Dynasty. Approx. journey time: 5½ 

hours. Stay: Grand Mercure Xi’an (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

Day 6: Xi’an An entire day of sightseeing 

in Xi’an awaits, beginning at the iconic 

Terracotta Warriors (approx. 1½ hours 

from the city). In the mid-1970s a clay 

warrior was found buried under farmland 

on the outskirts of Xi’an and through 

further excavations thousands more 

warriors were discovered, all lined up in 

a battle formation. You can witness these 

incredible pottery figures at the Museum 

of the Terracotta Warriors and Horses in 

a handful of the excavated pits. Before 

returning to Xi’an you’ll visit a jade 

factory. Later visit the Small Wild Goose 

Pagoda, an important Tang Dynasty site. 

Stay: Grand Mercure Xi’an or similar. B, L.

 

Day 7: Xi’an to Chongqing Fly on to the 

sprawling city of Chongqing, the gateway 

to the Yangtze River. Following a short 

city tour and dinner in a local restaurant, 

board the Century Sun for your three-

night Yangtze River cruise. Stay: Century 

Sun (or similar). B, D.

China, Japan & South Korea   •   China
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Guide price from
£xxxx per person



CHINA

EAST 
CHINA SEA

Guide price dates

16 Jun 2018

High season

22 Sep 2018 from £3095.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE9615.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £660

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £489 per 

person, ref FE9641.

What to expect
•  Special diets, including 

vegetarianism, cannot be 

adequately provided for in China

•  At the Great Wall of China there 

are many steep steps and slopes

•  A busy itinerary packed full of 

experiences allowing you to see a 

lot in a short space of time. There 

are a few early morning and late 

evening excursions and journeys

•  Crowds at the main sights and 

attractions

•  20kg luggage allowance on 

internal flights.

Why Kuoni
What sets this tour apart from 

other introductory tours is the 

three night cruise along the 

Yangtze River on board the five 

star Century Sun river cruise ship. 

In Beijing you’ll also have the 

opportunity to avoid the crowds 

at the Temple of Heaven. With an 

early morning visit here you may 

have the chance to see the locals 

performing their daily morning 

exercise – the ancient art of t’ai chi.

Guide price from 
£

Great Wall of China

Yangtze River Cruise

a •

Terracotta Warriors, Xi’an

The Forbidden City, Beijing

Day 8: Yangtze Cruise Set sail this 

morning on your cruise downstream. 

Those looking for an early start to the 

day can enjoy coffee or tea and pastries 

on deck as well as a t’a chi exercise. 

Following breakfast there is an optional 

tour to the unique ‘Ghost City’ of Fengdu 

which is located on top of Ming Mountain 

(guests will need to climb approximately 

750 steps to reach Fengdhu). Following 

a buffet lunch on board, there is a shore 

excursion to the striking hill fortress of 

Shi Baozhai. Later in the day there is a 

captain’s welcome party followed by 

dinner. Stay: Century Sun (or similar). 

B, L, D.

Day 9: Yangtze Cruise Today begins with 

tea, coffee, pastries and t’ai chi on deck 

before breakfast is served. This morning’s 

optional tour is a visit to the Fengjie 

White King Town, a town full of legend 

which sits on the north bank of the river 

at the entrance to Qutang Gorge. It is 

this gorge that the Century Sun will sail 

along this morning before entering the 

beautiful Wu Gorge. This afternoon there 

will be a cruise on a smaller boat along 

the breathtaking Shennong Stream, a 

tributary of the Yangtze. Dinner this 

evening is the captain’s farewell banquet. 

Stay: Century Sun (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 10: Yichang to Shanghai Following 

a morning visit to the Three Gorge Dam 

and a scenic cruise through the Xiling 

Gorge, the ship will arrive in Yichang 

where you will disembark. Transfer to 

the airport for your evening flight to 

Shanghai where you will spend three 

nights. Your Shanghai hotel is located 

in the beautiful French Concession, a 

charming place to wander round and find 

a pleasant spot for dinner. Stay: Regal 

International East Asia (or similar). B.

Day 11: Shanghai In the morning, a 

guided tour takes you to the beautiful 

Yu Garden which was created in the 16th 

Century by a Ming Dynasty governor. You 

will then continue on to the Old Town 

which sits inside the ancient city walls, 

before enjoying a traditional tea tasting 

and a stroll along the waterfront Bund 

that’s lined with colonial era buildings. 

This afternoon, explore the French 

Concession – an area of Shanghai once 

administered by the French government 

– with its tree-lined avenues and French-

style architecture, and Pudong, which 

is the city’s modern district. There will 

be a visit to a silk shop for some last-

minute souvenir shopping. Stay: Regal 

International East Asia (or similar). B.

Day 12: Shanghai Enjoy another full day 

in Shanghai which will begin with a visit 

to the late 19th-Century Jade Buddha 

Temple. As the name would suggest, this 

lavish temple was built to house two jade 

statues of Buddha which were brought to 

Shanghai from Burma. Later, take a stroll 

along Nanjing Road, one of the country’s 

premier shopping streets. The rest of 

the day is free for some independent 

exploration. Stay: Regal International East 

Asia (or similar). B. 

Day 13: Shanghai to UK Transfer by the 

high-speed Maglev train or road to the 

airport for your flight to the UK. B.

Stay longer
TIbet is one of our most popular 

extensions to a China tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p68-69.

Tibet 4 nights from £2129 per person 

ref FE9675

A mix of culture and nature await 

in the breathtaking region of Tibet. 

Witness Himalayan peaks and grand 

monasteries, and uncover the cultures 

of the Buddhist people who call this land 

their home.

China   •   China, Japan & South Korea
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This is the perfect tour if you want 

to explore all China has to offer. 

Although there are full days of 

sightseeing throughout, there’s 

also free time set aside to explore 

independently.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We have selected quality city 

hotels that are perfectly located 

for local exploration. On the 

Century Sun ship, your home for 

three nights as you cruise along 

the Yangtze River, each cabin 

features floor-to-ceiling windows 

and a balcony. In Yangshou, our 

hand-picked hotel – the Green 

Lotus – sits on the bank of the 

beautiful River Li, and we have 

opted to feature river view rooms 

which feature a small balcony.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

Landscapes of Yangshuo

Tram to Victorias Peak, Hong Kong

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

China Explorer
Starting in Beijing and ending in Hong Kong, this all-encompassing tour offers 
days filled with ancient monuments, natural landscapes and scenic cruising. Visit 
the pandas of Chengdu, marvel at the magnificence of the Terracotta Army, cruise 
the Yangtze River, spend time in the Guilin region and finish in vibrant Hong 
Kong. This is the tour for those wanting to really get to the heart of China.

Your itinerary – 19 nights

Route
• Beijing: 3 nights 

• Xi’an: 2 nights 

• Lijiang: 2 nights 

• Chengdu: 1 night 

• Yangtze Cruise: 3 nights 

• Shanghai: 3 nights 

• Guilin: 1 night 

• Yangshou: 1 night 

• Hong Kong: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Beijing Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to China.

Day 2: Beijing Transfer to your hotel for 

a three night stay. An early check-in is 

guaranteed so you’ll be able to get to your 

room and refresh after your journey as 

soon as you arrive. This evening there’s 

a welcome dinner which includes a 

traditional Peking duck dish. Stay: Novotel 

Peace Beijing (or similar). D. 

Day 3: Beijing A full day of exploring the 

capital begins with visits to Tian’anmen 

Square and the Forbidden City. Following 

lunch at a local restaurant, the city tour 

continues with a visit to the classical 

Summer Palace. A boat ride on one of 

the lakes is included here (April-October; 

subject to weather conditions). Stay: 

Novotel Peace Beijing (or similar). B, L. 

Day 4: Beijing Your China sightseeing 

continues with an early morning visit to 

the beautiful Temple of Heaven; arrive at 

the temple just as the gates are opening, 

thus avoiding the crowds that head here 

later in the day. Surely the most iconic of 

China’s attractions is the Great Wall and 

this afternoon you will have the chance 

to visit the Mutianyu section (approx. 1¾ 

hours from Beijing). Following lunch at 

a local restaurant and a shopping stop 

at a factory where they make traditional 

enamel pieces, take the cable car up on to 

the wall. Stay: Novotel Peace Beijing (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 5: Beijing to Xi’an Transfer to the 

station for your high speed train journey 

to Xi’an. On arrival in the late afternoon, 

join a tour of Xi’an’s historic city walls. 

Tonight’s traditional dumpling dinner 

is a highlight of your holiday. Following 

dinner there is the chance to catch a Tang 

Dynasty Show. Approx. journey time: 

5½ hours. Stay: Grand Mercure Xi’an (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

Day 6: Xi’an An entire day of sightseeing 

in Xi’an awaits, beginning at the iconic 

Terracotta Warriors. You can witness these 

incredible pottery figures at the Museum 

of the Terracotta Warriors and Horses in 

a handful of the pits which have been 

excavated. Later you’ll visit a jade factory 

and the Small Wild Goose Pagoda. Stay: 

Grand Mercure Xi’an (or similar). B, L. 

Day 7: Xi’an to Lijiang After an early 

morning flight to the remote city of 

Lijiang, transfer to your hotel. Following 

lunch in a local restaurant there’ll be a 

walking tour of the UNESCO-listed Old 

Town. Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: 

Wangfu Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Lijiang Begin the day at the 

breathtaking Black Dragon Pool which 

is located in the Jade Spring Park. Your 

day continues with a visit to the Dongba 

Cultural Museum, the temples in the 

nearby village of Baisha, and the former 

residence of explorer Dr Joseph Rock. You 

are free to enjoy dinner in the town before 

taking in a traditional Naxi orchestra 

performance. Stay: Wangfu Hotel (or 

similar). B, L. 

Day 9: Lijiang to Chengdu Fly to the city 

of Chengdu and transfer to your hotel. 

Following lunch at a local restaurant you’ll 

visit the Wenshu Monastery and take a 

walk down the city’s ancient Jinli Street. 

Approx, journey time: 1½ hours. Stay: Tibet 

Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

China, Japan & South Korea  •   China
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Guide price dates

06 Jun 2017

High season

26 Sep 2018 from £4795.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 19 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref FE9600.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Apr; 

May; Jun; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £975

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1199 per 

person, ref FE9642.

What to expect
•  Special diets, including 

vegetarianism, cannot be 

adequately provided for in China

•  At the Great Wall of China there 

many steep steps and slopes

•  A busy itinerary packed full of 

experiences allowing you to see a 

lot in a short space of time. There 

are also a few early morning and 

late evenings excursions and 

journeys

•  Crowds at the main sights and 

attractions

•  20kg luggage allowance on 

internal flights.

Why Kuoni
This is an in-depth and immersive 

tour that certainly makes the 

most of your time in China. The 

main sights of Beijing, Xi’an and 

Shanghai, the natural beauty of 

the Yangtze River and the Lijiang 

and Guilin regions and the modern 

wonders of Hong Kong are all 

covered in a duration of just under 

three weeks. We’ve really packed 

the itinerary full of cultural, 

historical and natural experiences.

Guide price from 
£

Landscapes of Yangshuo

a •

Black Dragon Pool, LijiangTemple of Heaven, Beijing

Day 10: Chengdu to Chonqing Spend 

some time at the Panda Research Breeding 

Centre before transferring to the station 

for your high-speed rail journey to 

Chongqing, the gateway to the Yangtze 

River. Following a city tour, board the 

Century Sun for your three-night Yangtze 

River cruise. Approx. journey time: 2 

hours. Stay: Century Sun. B, D. 

Days 11-12: Yangtze River Cruise Set sail 

downstream and over the next two days 

enjoy a selection of excursions (for more 

information see our Gorges of the Yangtze 

tour p72-73). Stay: Century Sun. B, L, D.

Day 13: Yichang to Shanghai Disembark 

in Yichang and transfer to the airport 

for your evening flight to Shanghai. 

Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Regal 

International East Asia (or similar). B. 

Day 14: Shanghai In the morning, a guided 

tour takes you to the beautiful Yu Garden. 

Continue on to the Old Town which 

sits inside the ancient city walls, before 

enjoying a traditional tea tasting and 

walking along the waterfront Bund. This 

afternoon, explore the French Concession. 

There’ll also be a visit to a silk shop today. 

Stay: Regal International East Asia (or 

similar). B. 

Day 15: Shanghai Begin the day with 

a visit to the late 19th-Century Jade 

Buddha Temple. Later, take a stroll along 

Nanjing Road, one of the country’s 

premier shopping streets. The rest of 

the day is free for some independent 

exploration. Stay: Regal International 

East Asia (or similar). B. 

Day 16: Shanghai to Guilin Fly to Guilin 

for a two night stay. Depending on flight 

timings, you’ll visit one of Guilin’s scenic 

limestone karsts, Fubo Hill, on arrival. 

There will also be a stop at a local pearl 

shop. Approx. journey time: 3 hours. Stay: 

Bravo Guilin or similar. B.  

Day 17: Guilin to Yangshuo This morning’s 

charming cruise along the River Li takes 

you through the stunning scenery of 

limestone karsts towards the quaint town 

of Yangshuo. Disembark from the boat 

and transfer to your hotel. This evening 

watch the incredible ‘Impression of Liu 

Sanjie’ performance which takes place on 

rafts on the Li River. Stay: Green Lotus or 

similar. B, L.

Day 18: Yangshuo to Hong Kong Catch the 

high speed train from Guilin to Guangzhou 

and on arrival, transfer to the pier where 

you will catch the ferry to Hong Kong. 

Approx. journey time: 1¾ hours. Stay: 

Harbour Plaza 8 Degrees (or similar). B.

Day 19: Hong Kong to UK This morning 

is free for you to explore Hong Kong 

before an afternoon city tour. Head 

up to Victoria Peak on the tram before 

continuing on to Repulse Bay – one of 

the city’s beaches – and then the town 

of Aberdeen which is located on the 

southern coast of Hong Kong Island. This 

evening, transfer to the airport for your 

return flight to the UK. Alternatively, 

you could choose to extend your stay in 

Hong Kong. 

Stay longer
Hong Kong is our most popular 

extension to this China tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p68-69.

Hong Kong 3 nights from £510 per 

person ref FE9601

Add a few days in vibrant Hong Kong to 

the end of your tour to really finish off 

your journey in style. 

China  •   China, Japan & South Korea
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
For those who wish to visit a lesser-

visited part of Asia with an intriguing 

recent history, long-held traditions 

and a modern outlook on life.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom to 

explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests

• Tipping is not expected.

Accommodation
We have selected quality city hotels 

that are perfectly located for local 

exploration as well as offering a 

comfortable base for post-excursion 

relaxation. In Seoul you’ll stay at the 

sleek Courtyard Seoul Namdaemun 

which opened in mid 2016 and is 

located in Myeong-dong, the city’s 

main shopping district, just a few 

minutes from two metro stations. In 

Gyeongju your hotel is located close 

to the pretty Bomun Lake on the 

outskirts of the city.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

Jagalchi Fish Market, Busan

Seoul

Bulguksa temple

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of South Korea
A surprising nation in many senses, South Korea is a joy to explore for travellers 
with a keen interest in both ancient and modern history, culture and cuisine. With 
ten World Heritage Sites and a climate that creates beautiful colours in the spring 
and autumn, the country has many similarities with its neighbour, Japan. This is a 
great value option for those who want to experience something a little different.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Seoul: 3 nights 

• Gyeongju: 1 night 

• Busan: 1 night 

• Seoul: 2 nights  

 

Day 1: UK to Seoul Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Seoul. 

 

Day 2: Seoul On arrival, transfer to 

your hotel where you have guaranteed 

early check-in. The rest of the day is 

free to relax following your journey. 

You’ll meet your tour leader and fellow 

travellers this evening for dinner at a 

local restaurant. During the return to 

your hotel you’ll drive up to Naksan Park 

and witness far-reaching views out over 

the city at night. Stay: Courtyard Seoul 

Namdaemun (or similar). D. 

 

Day 3: Seoul Today begins with a photo 

stop at the Blue House, the official 

residence of the President of the 

Republic of Korea. Next is a walking 

tour of the Gyeongbokgung Palace, a 

reconstruction of the main 14th-Century 

royal palace of the Kingdom of Joseon. 

While here, you’ll have the opportunity 

to see a re-enactment of the changing 

of the guard ceremony and visit the 

National Folk Museum. Continue 

onwards to the neighbourhood of Insa-

dong where the group will take part in 

a cooking class. You’ll be taught how to 

cook the national cuisine of kimchi – a 

stewed vegetable side dish – or the 

grilled marinated beef dish bulgogi. 

You’ll then get to sample your creations 

at lunch! Take a stroll down Insa-dong 

Antique Shop Alley and visit one of the 

tea houses for a traditional tea tasting. 

Continue on to the Bukchon Hanok 

Village, once home to the nobility and 

government officials during the Joseon 

Dynasty. Today, it’s very much the trendy 

part of town. From here you’ll head to 

another of Seoul’s alleys before visiting 

the Buddhist temple of Jogyesa and the 

modern Gwanghwamun Plaza. The last 

couple of stops of the day include the 

pretty Cheonggyecheon stream and the 

observatory floor of the N. Seoul Tower 

Stay: Courtyard Seoul Namdaemun (or 

similar). B, L. 

 

Day 4: Seoul Today’s adventure is a 

real highlight of the tour. From Seoul, 

the group will transfer to Paju, a city 

in the far north of South Korea. It is 

from here that you will embark on your 

tour of the Korean Demilitarised Zone 

(DMZ). This two-and-a-half-mile wide 

and 155-mile-long buffer zone between 

North Korea and South Korea was 

established following the 1953 ceasefire 

in the Korean War and a visit here is a 

truly surreal, yet captivating experience. 

The first stop is Imjingak village where 

you’ll visit a park that’s home to several 

Korean War memorials. The village is 

adjacent to The Bridge of Freedom 

which spans the Imjin River and was 

the route home for many released 

prisoners following the end of the war. 

You’ll be able to view the bridge from an 

observation platform. Within the zone, 

visit the Tongilchon Unification Village, 

a small agricultural community, and the 

ultra-modern Dorasan train station that’s 

served by trains from Seoul that can 

proceed no further north. The bus then 

heads up to the peak of Mount Dora. 

From here you’ll be overlooking North 

Korea and the fascinating ‘settlement’ of 

Kijong-dong, referred to as ‘propoganda 

village’. You’ll also have the opportunity 

to travel down into the Third Infiltration 

Tunnel, one of the four known tunnels 

which passes under the border that was 

dug by the North Koreans. Depending 

on the schedule and availability, you 

may join a United Nations tour into 

the Joint Security Area ( JSA) and to 

Panmunjom. This is a part of the border, 

or military demarcation line, where 

China, Japan & South Korea   •   South Korea
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SOUTH
KOREA

NORTH
KOREA

Demilitarised zoneDemilitarised zoneDemilitarised zone

BusanBusan

GyeongjusiGyeongjusi

Seoul

Guide price dates

22 Oct 2017

High season

21 Oct 2018 from £2689.

Guide price in £ per person based 

on 2 people sharing for 8 nights 

including meal plan as detailed, 

economy flights on British Airways 

from London Heathrow and group 

transfers, ref KR001.

 de arture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Apr; 

Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £645

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1835 per 

person, ref KR002.

at to e e t
•  If you have a special diet, 

including vegetarianism, you 

should notify us prior to travel

•  The Panmunjeom tour at the 

Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) on 

Day 4 is subject to cancellation 

at short notice. In these cases 

a visit to Seoul’s war memorial 

museum and Itaewon Alley will 

be included instead.

y uoni
This is a fantastic opportunity to 

gain an insight into an intriguing 

country that is somewhat off 

the beaten track. In just a week 

you will see South Korea’s main 

highlights – from its bustling 

capital to the ever-present 

reminders of the country’s recent 

history – and take part in unique 

experiences which you are 

unlikely to encounter any where 

else in the world.

Guide ri e rom 

Anapji Pond

Bukchon Hanok Village

a

negotiations between the Republic of 

Korea (South Korea) and the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) 

occasionally take place. A visit here 

provides an incredible opportunity to 

actually step foot over the border into 

North Korea. In event of no Panmunjeom 

tour being available, the group will return 

to Seoul and visit the War Memorial of 

Korea and the neighbourhood of Itaewon. 

Stay: Courtyard Seoul Namdaemun (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 5: Seoul to Gyeongju Transfer to the 

train station and board the highspeed 

KTX train. Your destination is the 

beautiful and historic city of Gyeongju. 

On arrival head to the traditional Korean 

restaurant of Yoseokgung where lunch 

will be served. Then set out on a tour 

of the city which has been described 

as a ‘museum without walls’. There’ll 

be visits to the Tumuli Park, home to a 

dozen or so burial mounds surrounded 

by tranquil parklands, and the Gyeongju 

National Museum where you can learn 

more about the Silla period. The day 

ends with an evening visit to the pretty 

Anapji pond. Approx. journey time: 2 

hours. Stay: Gyeongju Suite Hotel (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 6: Gyeongju to Busan The day 

begins with a half-mile walk up to the 

Bulguksa Temple which sits to the 

south of the city. Nearby, on the peak 

of Mount Toham, is the 8th-Century 

stone Seokguram Grotto that was built 

to protect statues of Buddha and his 

disciples. Following your visit here, 

continue on to the port city of Busan. 

Visit the modern Nurimaru APEC 

House and the UN Memorial Cemetery, 

a sobering spot that is dedicated to 

soldiers of the United Nations that lost 

their life during the Korean War. Later 

you’ll head down to the coast to take 

a walk over the water on the Songdo 

Skywalk. Stay: Commodore Hotel (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Busan to Seoul This morning’s 

visit to the Jagalchi Fishery Market 

and the Gukje Market is a highlight 

for foodies. You’ll have the chance to 

sample some typical dishes such as 

eomuk (fishcakes) and hotteok (sweet 

pancakes). Following the market 

visits transfer to the station for your 

journey back to Seoul. This evening 

enjoy a showing of Nanta – a unique 

show that debuted at the Edinburgh 

Fringe Festival. Stay: Courtyard Seoul 

Namdaemun (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Seoul Your final full day in South 

Korea takes you to Suwon and the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site of Suwon 

Hwaseong Fortress. Built in the 18th 

Century, the fortress’ wall stretches for 

approximately three miles and there are 

four gates and various artillery towers 

and bastions along its length. You can 

try your hand at Korean archery before 

continuing on to a local restaurant for 

some traditional Chimaek – basically 

fried chicken and beer! The last stop of 

the day is the Korea Folk Village, a living 

museum in Yongin. Stay: Courtyard 

Seoul Namdaemun (or similar). B, L. 

Day 9: Seoul Transfer to the airport for 

your return flight to the UK.

Stay longer
This tour can easily be combined with 

our Highlights of Japan tour, however 

there are many extension options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p68-69.

Highlights of Japan 10 nights (p78-79) 

from £5690 per person, ref KR003

Take in Japan’s must-see sights and 

some of its lesser-visited destinations, 

the perfect complement to South Korea.

Sout  orea      ina  a an  Sout  orea
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Highlights of Japan
This unique small group tour takes in the main attractions of the iconic cities of 
Tokyo and Kyoto, as well as lesser-visited destinations, on a fascinating journey 
across Honshu – Japan’s main island. Journey through the breathtaking Japanese 
Alps and along the coast while enjoying a host of authentic cultural experiences, 
local traditions and intriguing insights into this captivating nation.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Tokyo: 3 nights

• Kiso Valley: 1 night 

• Takayama: 1 night 

• Kanazawa: 2 nights  

• Hiroshima: 1 night

• Kyoto: 3 nights 

Day 1: UK to Tokyo Depart from the UK 

on your overnight flight to Tokyo.

Day 2: Tokyo On arrival, you’ll be met by 

your tour leader before transferring to 

your hotel by rail or bus and a short taxi 

ride. This evening you can get to know 

your fellow travellers during a welcome 

dinner. Stay: Royal Park Hotel The 

Shiodome (or similar). D.

Day 3: Tokyo Begin your exploration of 

this fascinating city in Asakusa – the 

home of the Edokko (original residents 

of Edo/Tokyo) and Sensoji, Tokyo’s 

oldest temple. Explore the surrounding 

streets to get a sense of the local 

culture. Enjoy lunch here before taking 

the subway to the former merchant 

district of Fukagawa. Wander through 

the Kiyosumi Teien – pretty gardens 

with stepping stones over serene 

ponds – before visiting a small museum 

that recreates a late Edo-period local 

scene. Later, head out for an authentic 

Japanese dinner at a lively izakaya 

restaurant where you can sample lots of 

small dishes. Stay: Royal Park Hotel The 

Shiodome (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tokyo Begin your day at the 

Nezu Shrine and then stroll through 

the traditional neighbourhood of 

Yanaka. Discover a collection of art 

and antiquities at the Tokyo National 

Museum before continuing through 

the Ueno Park and Ameyoko-cho street 

market. Your next stop is Akihabara, 

a gadget lover’s dream that’s home to 

an abundance of electronic goods. End 

your day in the Ginza shopping and 

entertainment district. Stay: Royal Park 

Hotel The Shiodome (or similar). B.

Day 5: Tokyo to Kiso Valley Rise early 

to transfer by train – including the 

Shinkansen bullet train (approx. 3 

hours) – to the pretty Kiso Valley and 

the Nakasendo Way. Visit the Hiroshige 

Print Museum in Ena and try woodblock 

painting. Continue by coach to an old post 

town and visit a local history museum 

housed in a high-class inn. Spend the night 

in an excellent modern ryokan, or Japanese 

inn, with onsen – thermal hot spring baths. 

Stay: Kisoji Iwaya (or similar). B, D. 

Day 6: Kiso Valley to Takayama Visit 

the historic barrier station of Kiso-

Fukushima and continue to Matsumoto 

(approx. 1 hour) for a tour of the city’s 

castle. Learn about the samurai before 

admiring spectacular views of the 

Japanese Alps from the castle keep 

(weather permitting). Enjoy lunch at a 

traditional miso manufacturer. Journey 

through the Japanese Alps to the town 

of Takayama (approx. 2 hours) where 

you can enjoy another night in a ryokan 

or stay at a modern hotel. Enjoy wagyu 

beef for dinner at the hotel. Stay: 

Hiratakan (or a hotel). B, L, D.

Day 7: Takayama to Kanazawa Explore 

the historic Jinya. Stroll around the 

Sanmachi district and visit a local 

sake brewer before visiting the small 

village of Shirakawa-go. Continue on to 

Kanazawa which was spared from large 

scale bombing during the Pacific War 

and has retained its traditional charm 

(approx. 1 hour). Enjoy dinner at a local 

restaurant. Stay: Kanazawa Excel Tokyu 

Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Kanazawa Stroll through the old 

streets of Kanazawa. Visit the samurai 

district and the former pleasure quarters 

and temples. Stop at Kanazawa’s best 

Golden Pavilion, Kyoto

China, Japan & South Korea   •   Japan

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Great for first-time visitors with a 

good level of fitness as it covers 

some of Japan’s most famous 

attractions and includes lots of 

walking and cultural experiences. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests aged 16 and over 

(unless on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests

• Tipping is not expected in Japan.

Accommodation
Throughout your stay you’ll 

experience consistently high 

standards and superb service. 

In the Kiso Valley you’ll have an 

authentic taste of traditional life 

and Japan’s legendary hospitality 

with a stay in a modern inn. Slip 

off your shoes in Kisoji Iwaya, 

a family-run ryokan, and enjoy 

traditional features such as futon 

bedding, tatami (straw mat 

flooring), rice paper sliding doors 

and rooftop onsen, or hot springs.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffffg
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Hiroshima Castle

Shirakawa-go Hiroshima Peace Memorial Dome

Japanese inn for lunch and enjoy a feast 

of kaiseki ryori – a formal multi-course 

meal – overlooking the Saigawa river or 

charming Japanese gardens. Visit beautiful 

Kenroku-en – deemed one of the ‘Three 

Great Gardens of Japan’. Stay: Kanazawa 

Excel Tokyu Hotel, or similar. B, L.

Day 9: Kanazawa to Hiroshima Take 

the bullet train (approx. 4½ hours) to 

Hiroshima, a vibrant city with a haunting 

past. Ride one of Japan’s last remaining 

tram systems to the thought-provoking 

Peace Memorial Park and Peace Memorial 

Museum. This evening enjoy dinner 

at an okonomiyaki restaurant where 

diners sit around a hot plate and choose 

ingredients for savoury pancakes which 

are cooked in front of them. Your luggage 

will be sent ahead to Kyoto overnight 

so you’ll need to carry overnight items 

in your day bag. Stay: Hotel Sunroute 

Hiroshima (or similar). B, D. 

Day 10: Hiroshima to Kyoto Ride a tram 

to Miyajima-guchi and take a ferry to 

the beautiful island of Miyajima. Return 

to Hiroshima and ride the bullet train to 

the imperial city of Kyoto. Stretch your 

legs with a visit to Nijo Castle. After 

dinner, stroll through the evocative 

geisha district of Pontocho which is 

home to charming wooden merchant 

houses and traditional tea houses. If 

you’re lucky then you may spot geishas 

dressed in all their finery. Stay: Royal 

Park Hotel the Kyoto (or similar). B, D.

Day 11: Kyoto Visit the Rokuon-ji temple 

which offers a perfect example of a Zen 

rock garden and see the iconic Kinkaku-

ji (Golden Pavilion) which is coated in 

gold leaf and lies on the shores of a 

lake. Continue to the Ryoan-ji temple – 

famous for its meditation garden, before 

riding the light rail to Arashiyama. Walk 

through the low hills and visit the tiny 

picturesque Gio-ji Temple which is set 

in a moss garden, and pass Rakushisha, 

a quaint cottage that was home to one 

of the disciples of Basho, a haiku master 

regarded as Japan’s greatest poet. 

Return to the city by train. Stay: Royal 

Park Hotel the Kyoto (or similar). B, L.

Day 12: Kyoto Soak up the serene 

atmosphere at Daitoku-ji – a large 

walled temple complex, and learn 

about Japanese architecture and zen 

garden design. Meet a tea master 

and experience chado, a traditional 

Japanese tea ceremony before stopping 

for lunch at a restaurant specialising 

in shojin ryori – delicious vegetarian 

temple cuisine. Visit the 15th-Century 

Ginkaku-ji (Silver Pavilion) which is 

set in tranquil gardens. Stroll along 

the scenic Philosopher’s Path, through 

quiet suburbs, past temples and along 

a cherry tree-lined canal, to the Heian-

jingu Shrine where you’ll learn about 

Kyoto’s Shinto roots. Transfer by taxi to 

Nishiki, Kyoto’s bustling central market 

which features over a hundred vendors 

selling local delicacies, from octopus 

skewers to tofu doughnuts. Enjoy a 

farewell dinner and reminisce over your 

holiday highlights. Stay: Royal Park 

Hotel the Kyoto (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 13: Kyoto Enjoy time at leisure to 

before transferring to the airport for 

your flight to the UK. B.

o n w
This tour can easily be combined with 

our South Korea tour, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of suggestions 

to complement this tour on p68-69.

South Korea 8 nights from £2025

Discover the fascinating history, culture 

and cuisine of neighbouring South Korea 

before commencing your tour of Japan. 

This intriguing country offers something a 

little different from the rest of Asia.

a an na a an o Ko a

TokyoTokyoTokyoTokyoTokyo

JAPANSEA OF
JAPAN

PACIFIC
OCEAN

Kanazawa

Guide price dates

06 May 2018

High season

23 Sep 2018 from £6570.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref JP006.

K a on
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Apr; 

May; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

on
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £495

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £6025 per 

person, ref JP007.

a o
•  Travel by coach, car, tram, 

subway, taxi and the bullet train

•  Due to a number of steps in and 

around attractions, walking up to 

five miles a day, spending nights on 

a futon and having to handle your 

own luggage (no porters in Japan), 

this tour is only suitable for guests 

with a good level of fitness

•  Accommodation that varies from 

modern western-style hotels to 

traditional Japanese inns

•  Swimwear is not permitted in the 

single sex hot spring baths.

y K on
You’ll visit many of the must-see 

attractions in the main cities as well 

as some lesser-visited mountain 

towns. Travelling around on public 

transport and the iconic bullet 

train is a great way to experience 

Japan and immerse yourself in 

local life. Enjoy a taste of the local 

culture with experiences including 

sake-tasting with a local brewer, 

wood block painting, bathing in 

hot springs and an interactive 

okonomiyaki dining experience.

o
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal for active first timers or 

return visitors looking for a fresh 

perspective as you’ll visit some of 

Japan’s most famous attractions, 

as well as mountain towns, while 

enjoying cultural experiences. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests aged 16 and over (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests 

• Tipping is not expected in Japan.

Accommodation
Throughout your stay you’ll 

experience consistently high 

standards and excellent service. 

In Yudanaka Onsen you can enjoy 

an authentic taste of traditional 

life and Japan’s famous hospitality 

with a stay in a modern inn. 

Traditional features include 

futon bedding, tatami (straw mat 

flooring), rice paper sliding doors 

and both indoor and outdoor 

onsen, or hot springs.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffffff

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Winter Highlights of Japan
Discover enchanting landscapes and snow-dusted towns as well as iconic cities on 
this winter version of our popular ‘Highlights of Japan’ tour. This small group tour 
offers a unique perspective of Japan, from beautifully illuminated cities to mountain 
towns that have been transformed into a twinkling winter wonderland. Soak in hot 
springs, strap on snowshoes, sip hot sake, and watch playful snow monkeys.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Tokyo: 3 nights

• Yudanaka Onsen: 1 night 

• Takayama: 1 night 

• Kanazawa: 2 nights  

• Hiroshima: 1 night

• Kyoto: 3 nights 

Day 1: UK to Tokyo Depart from the UK on 

your overnight flight to Tokyo.

Day 2: Tokyo On arrival, transfer to your 

hotel by rail or bus and a short taxi ride. 

Get to know your fellow travellers during 

a welcome dinner. Stay: Royal Park Hotel 

The Shiodome (or similar). D.

Day 3: Tokyo Snow is rare in Tokyo in the 

winter but you will get to see some of the 

beautiful winter illuminations – thousands 

of LED lights twinkle in tree-lined streets 

and parks. Explore Asakusa – the home 

of the Edokko (original residents of Edo/

Tokyo) and Sensoji, Tokyo’s oldest temple, 

take the subway to the former merchant 

district of Fukagawa and discover the 

beauty of the Kiyosumi Teien – one of 

the best examples of a Japanese garden 

remaining in Tokyo. Visit a small museum 

that recreates a late Edo-period local 

scene before returning to your hotel. Enjoy 

an authentic Japanese dinner at a lively 

izakaya restaurant where you can sample 

lots of small dishes. Stay: Royal Park Hotel 

The Shiodome (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tokyo Visit the Nezu Shrine – one 

of Japan’s oldest shrines – and stroll 

through the traditional neighbourhood of 

Yanaka which offers a glimpse of how life 

was during the Edo Period (1603-1868). 

Discover art and antiquities at the Tokyo 

National Museum before continuing 

through Ueno Park and Ameyoko-cho. 

Stop at Akihabara, a gadget lover’s dream 

that’s home to an abundance of electronic 

goods. End your day in the Ginza shopping 

and entertainment district. Stay: Royal 

Park Hotel The Shiodome (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Tokyo to Yudanaka Onsen Rise 

early to transfer by train – including the 

Shinkansen bullet train (approx. 3 hours) 

– to Yudanaka Onsen, a picturesque hot 

spring resort. Head north west into Japan’s 

snow country and the Shiga Plateau. Equip 

yourself with snowshoes and poles, and 

follow your guide on an introductory but 

strenuous hike through the Shiga-kogen 

Highlands. Enjoy the beautiful scenery, 

with mountains and forests glistening in 

the snow. Alternatively, you can take a 

relaxing stroll through the town of Shibu 

Onsen. Immerse yourself in Japanese 

culture with a night in a modern ryokan, 

or Japanese inn, with onsen – hot spring 

baths. Sinking into the steaming waters 

with a blanket of snow all around you is 

very relaxing. Ryokans are made using 

centuries-old Japanese methods, with 

futon bedding and rice paper sliding doors. 

Stay: Ryokan Biyu no Yado (or similar) B, D. 

 

Day 6: Yudanaka Onsen to Takayama Visit 

Jigokudani Monkey Park to see Japanese 

macaques, known as ‘snow monkeys’, 

bathe in the hot springs. From the 

entrance it’s a gentle mile-long walk along 

a path and through forest to the park. 

Watch the red-faced wild monkeys as they 

play, groom, soak in the pools, and even 

throw snowballs at each other. Continue 

to Matsumoto (approx. 1½ hour) for a tour 

of the castle which is particularly beautiful 

when cloaked in snow. Learn about the 

samurai and admire views of the Japanese 

Alps from the castle keep (weather 

permitting). Continue to the mountain 

town of Takayama (approx. 2 hours) where 

you can enjoy another night in a ryokan 

with hot spring baths, or at a modern 

hotel. Stay: Hiratakan (or a hotel). B, D.

Day 7: Takayama to Kanazawa Visit Jinya 

– the shogunate’s local headquarters, 

and explore the Sanmachi district which 

Shirakawa-go

Togetsukyo Bridge, Kyoto

Kenrokuen Garden ,Kanazawa

China, Japan & South Korea   •   Japan
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Kanazawa

Guide price dates

17 Dec 2017

High season

07 Jan 2018 from £6345.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref JP009.

K a tu  ont
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures.

tion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £495

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £6079 per 

person, ref JP010.

at to t
•  Travel by coach, car, tram, 

subway, taxi and the bullet train

•  Due to a number of steps, walking 

up to five miles a day, spending 

nights on a futon and handling 

your own luggage, this tour is 

unsuitable for those less mobile

•  During heavy snowfall the 

Monkey Park may be closed

•  Snowshoeing is weather dependent

•  A warm waterproof coat and 

boots are essential

•  Accommodation varies from 

modern western-style hotels to 

traditional Japanese inns

•  Swimwear is not permitted in the 

single-sex hot spring baths.

y Kuoni
Winter is one of the quietest 

and most beautiful times of year 

to visit Japan. Explore the main 

attractions in Tokyo and Kyoto, 

along with enchanting winter 

landscapes in the mountains. The 

clear blue skies are perfect for 

photographs. Enjoy a taste of the 

local culture with experiences 

including bathing in hot springs, 

snowshoeing and hiking to see 

Japanese macaques.

ui  i  o  

a

Tokyo

Jigokudani Monkey Park, Yudanaka Onsen

is home to traditional shops, cafés and 

museums. Visit a local sake brewer to 

learn how the nation’s famous drink is 

made, and warm up with a glass of this 

popular drink which is served hot in the 

winter. Admire the mountain scenery as 

you continue to Kanazawa via the small 

village of Shirakawa-go which is famous 

for its A-framed thatched farmhouses. 

There are almost a hundred of these 

alpine-style houses and the sight of 

them twinkling from under a heavy 

blanket of snow is spectacular. Continue 

to Kanazawa which has retained its 

traditional charm (approx. 1 hour) and 

is renowned for its seafood. During the 

winter you’ll find crab, shrimp and oysters 

are all in season. Stay: Kanazawa Excel 

Tokyu Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Kanazawa Explore Kanazawa’s 

samurai district, former pleasure quarters 

and temples. During snowfall the timber 

buildings contrast beautifully against the 

snow. Stop at Kanazawa’s best Japanese 

inn for kaiseki ryori – a formal multi-course 

meal. Visit Kenroku-en – one of the ‘Three 

Great Gardens of Japan’, where yukizuri 

ropes form a conical shape around the 

pine trees in the winter to protect them 

from the snow. Stay: Kanazawa Excel Tokyu 

Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 9: Kanazawa to Hiroshima Take 

the bullet train (approx. 4½ hours) to 

Hiroshima, a vibrant city with a haunting 

past. Ride one of Japan’s last remaining 

tram systems to the Peace Memorial 

Park and Museum. Enjoy dinner at a 

okonomiyaki restaurant – sit around a hot 

plate and choose ingredients for savoury 

pancakes which are cooked in front of 

you. Your luggage will be sent ahead to 

Kyoto overnight so you will need to carry 

any overnight items in your day bag. Stay: 

Hotel Sunroute Hiroshima (or similar). B, D. 

Day 10: Hiroshima to Kyoto Ride a tram 

to Miyajima-guchi and take a ferry to the 

island of Miyajima, a historic site with 

red shrines including Shinto Itsukushima 

Shrine which is built over the water.

Return to Hiroshima and take the bullet 

train to the imperial city of Kyoto. Visit the 

Ginkaku-ji (Silver Pavilion) and stroll along 

the Philosopher’s Path to the Heian-jingu 

Shrine where you’ll learn about Kyoto’s 

Shinto roots. After dinner walk through 

the evocative geisha district of Pontocho 

which is home to wooden merchant 

houses and tea houses. Stay: Royal Park 

Hotel the Kyoto (or similar). B, D.

Day 11: Kyoto Visit the Rokuon-ji temple – 

a perfect example of a Zen rock garden and 

see the iconic Kinkaku-ji (Golden Pavilion). 

Continue to the Ryoan-ji temple – famous 

for its meditation garden, before riding the 

light rail to Arashiyama. Walk through the 

low hills and visit the tiny Gio-ji Temple 

which is set in a moss garden.  Return to 

the city by train. Stay: Royal Park Hotel the 

Kyoto (or similar). B, L.

Day 12: Kyoto Explore Daitoku-ji – a 

large walled temple complex and meet 

a tea master to experience chado, a 

traditional Japanese tea ceremony. Dine 

at a restaurant specialising in shojin ryori 

– vegetarian temple cuisine and visit the 

15th-Century Ginkaku-ji (Silver Pavilion). 

Explore Nishiki and visit Kyoto’s central 

market which sells local delicacies. This 

evening enjoy a farewell dinner. Stay: Royal 

Park Hotel the Kyoto (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 13: Kyoto Transfer to the airport for 

your return flight to the UK. B.

tay on
Tokyo is our most popular extension to a 

Japan tour, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of suggestions to 

complement this tour on p68-69.

Tokyo Pre-tour Extension 2 nights from 

£650 per person, ref JP011.
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East Africa
Intoxicating and enchanting, East Africa teems 
with life and plays host to some of the greatest 
wildlife experiences on earth, as well as stunning 
stretches of palm-fringed coastline.

In this section
86 Kenya

96 Tanzania



General information
Flying time Kenya: 8½ hours to Nairobi, 9½ hours 
to Mombasa; Tanzania: 10¼ hours to Dar Es Salaam 
and Zanzibar via Nairobi, 9½ hours to Kilimanjaro 
via Nairobi

Time diff erence Kenya & Tanzania: GMT +3 hours

Visa info Kenya: Required for UK passport holders. 
A new e-visa service has been introduced. UK 
holidaymakers now need to apply for visas in advance 
of arrival into Kenya via the e-visa portal at www.
ecitizen.go.ke. Tanzania: Required for UK passport 
holders. We recommended obtaining one in advance 
but they are available on arrival, currently US$50. 

Currency Kenyan Shilling, Tanzanian Shilling, US$ 
are widely accepted.

Language Kenya & Tanzania: Swahili and English

Key events
July to October Great Migration, Maasai Mara, 
Kenya
November to June Great Migration, Serengeti, 
Tanzania.

Climate
In Kenya there are two rainy seasons from April to 
June and October to December. The hottest months 
are February to March and the coolest July to August. 
Tanzania also has two rainy seasons: November to 
December and February to May. January is hot and 
dry, June to October is warm and dry with cooler 
evenings. 

 Average daily maximum temperature

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Jan 32 25 29 32

9 9 8 8

29 57 63 86

Feb 32 26 30 32

9 9 8 8

17 49 64 54

Mar 32 26 29 32

9 8 8 7

58 93 144 150

Apr 31 24 26 30

8 7 6 6

176 244 339 385

May 29 23 24 29

7 6 6 6

275 186 169 254

Jun 28 22 23 29

8 5 6 8

104 42 39 70

Jul 28 21 23 28

7 4 6 8

83 22 21 50

Aug 28 21 24 29

8 4 7 8

64 27 16 48

Sep 29 24 26 30

9 6 8 8

66 29 16 52

Oct 29 25 28 31

9 7 9 8

89 67 38 96

Nov 31 23 28 31

9 7 8 8

96 151 126 216

Dec 31 24 28 31

9 8 8 8

63 99 91 184
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East Africa: Stay longer
Our escorted small group safaris offer a comprehensive way to see this incredible part of the world. If you have more 
time, we’ve suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your holiday – but the options are endless. Whether 
you’re interested in exploring further or are looking for a bit of relaxation time at the beginning and end of your 
safari, our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Add a short tour to the end of your escorted small group tour
Adding a two- or three-night short tour to follow on from your escorted small group tour is a great way of getting  
a little further off the beaten track.

Volcanoes & Gorillas
Suggested extension to any Tanzania safari

Duration: 3 nights

Volcanoes National Park: 2 nights, Kigali: 1 night

Highlights 

•    Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see mountain gorillas up close in their own 

environment

•     Two days of trekking in the remarkable mountain scenery of Rwanda’s 

Volcanoes National Park, home to over 400 habituated mountain gorillas

•    Exclusive experience; a limited number of permits are available each day, 

there’s a maximum of eight people per group, and only one visit to each 

gorilla family per day

•     Stay at the comfortable Gorilla Mountain View Lodge or luxurious Sabyinyo 

Silverback Lodge – both are well located for entering the national park.

Mikeno volcano
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Relax on the beach
A few days in a beach destination after your safari gives you the chance to relax and unwind.

Zanzibar
Zanzibar is our most popular extension to Kenya and Tanzania safaris – it’s just a 

short flight from Nairobi or Arusha. This exotic island offers a fantastic range of 

resorts to suit all budgets. The capital, Stone Town, is a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site and home to a fascinating maze of narrow streets. This is where you’ll 

find the island’s main cultural sightseeing, but the ‘stay longer’ reason here is 

Zanzibar’s palm-fringed sands, lapped by warm Indian Ocean waters. Regularly 

voted among the world’s best beaches, you can spend your days soaking up the 

sun, enjoying pampering spa treatments, trying your hand at watersports and 

snorkelling among the colourful corals.

Mombasa
Kenya’s tranquil coast offers an affordable beach extension to any Kenya safari.

The vibrant city of Mombasa is the gateway to the coast, where over 300 miles 

of palm-fringed beaches include Diani Beach with its glistening white sands, and 

where the warm, clear waters are excellent for snorkelling and diving.

Maldives 
With private islands of dazzling white sands and swaying palms surrounded by 

marine-rich crystal blue waters, the Maldives is the ultimate beach stay following a 

Kenya or Tanzania safari. This picture-perfect archipelago has a great choice of island 

resorts and is perfect for honeymooners or those travelling for a special occasion.

Combine two tours
If you have the time, this is the best way to get the most out of  
this region. 

Kenya & Tanzania Safari
Duration: 12 nights; ref AK9626

Kenya: 5 nights, Tanzania: 5 nights

Highlights

•    Combine the Big Five Safari (p86) and Taste of Tanzania (p96) for an ultimate 

East African safari experience

•     Ideal for wildlife enthusiasts who are keen to discover northern Tanzania 

alongside Kenya in a single trip

•    Visit the wilderness of Kenya’s largest national park, Tsavo West, followed by 

Amboseli, backed by Mount Kilimanjaro

•     After the Big Five Safari, travel to Namanga to cross the border, where you’ll 

be picked up to join Taste of Tanzania

•     Discover the popular parks of Tanzania’s northern circuit: Lake Manyara, the 

Serengeti and Ngorongoro Crater

•     Safaris can be combined on a group basis on selected dates or a private basis 

on the date of your choice.

Zanzibar
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Safari

Is this for you?
Ideal if you’re short on time or 

looking to combine Kenya with 

other destinations to create a 

longer tailor-made itinerary.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Minibus safari vehicles 

exclusively for Kuoni customers, 

with guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly.

Accommodation
We’ve chosen a traditional 

lodge and a tented camp to 

make sure you still get the full 

safari experience on this shorter 

itinerary. In Tsavo West, you’ll 

stay at the tranquil Voyager 

Ziwani Tented Camp in a private 

conservancy with an interesting 

history at the edge of the national 

park. In Amboseli, Ol Tukai Lodge 

has chalet-style rooms, a lovely 

pool, rooftop bar and wonderful 

views of Kilimanjaro.

Nature ffffff

Culture fggggg

Active fffggg

Amboseli

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Big Five Safari
The Big Five Safari is a short, value-for-money itinerary ideal for first timers or 
those with time constraints. You’ll get to visit the wilderness of  Tsavo West followed 
by Amboseli, which is backed by Kilimanjaro. Then there’s the option to extend with 
a relaxing beach escape or further wildlife viewing – selected dates connect with our 
Taste of Tanzania itinerary to create an extensive Kenya & Tanzania Safari.

Your itinerary – 6 nights

Route
• Nairobi: 1 night 

• Tsavo West: 2 nights 

• Amboseli: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Nairobi Depart the UK on 

your flight to Nairobi. On arrival, transfer 

to your hotel for a relaxing overnight 

stay. Stay: Eka Hotel (or similar).

Day 2: Nairobi to Tsavo West Set off to 

Tsavo West National Park, located in the 

Coast province in south-east Kenya. The 

landscape of Tsavo West is spectacularly 

varied, with semi-arid plains, open 

grasslands, dense woodlands, rocky 

outcrops and lava flows. The soil is rich 

and red in colour and this creates the 

illusion of magnificent red elephants 

– which are actually covered in dust 

from the soil. The park is also home to 

wildlife including rhino, buffalo, leopard, 

lion, waterbuck, lesser kudu, giraffe and 

gerenuk. Arrive in time for lunch with 

your group at Voyager Ziwani Tented 

Camp. Situated on a private sanctuary at 

the western edge of Tsavo, the camp sits 

on a secluded dam on the Sante River, 

which is home to crocodile and hippo. 

Enjoy views of Kilimanjaro and a tranquil 

atmosphere, and stay in one of the 25 

classic safari tents. Each canvas tent 

has a protective thatched roof, en-suite 

bathroom and deck overlooking the 

river. Tonight there’ll be a welcome 

dinner for you and your group. Approx. 

journey time: 6½ hours. Stay: Voyager 

Ziwani Tented Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 3: Tsavo West Head out on three 

game drives in historic Tsavo West 

spotting its dust red elephants! Voyager 

Ziwani’s location allows for some other 

interesting sightseeing. Once the site 

for the German Schutztruppe garrison in 

the First World War, there are World War 

I and II battle sites nearby. Climb the 

Roaring Rocks for breathtaking views 

over the park and listen to the wind 

whistling up the escarpment, hike the 

volcanic Chaimu crater nature trail, and 

visit popular Mzima Springs – a series 

of pools fed by underground streams. 

Stay: Voyager Ziwani Tented Camp (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tsavo West to Amboseli Leave 

Tsavo and head to Amboseli National 

Park at the foot of snowcapped Mount  

Kilimanjaro. Located in the Rift Valley 

province of southern Kenya, close to the 

Tanzanian border, Amboseli has some of 

the most dramatic views of ‘Kili’ – more 

so even than in Tanzania. Sunrise and 

sunset are spectacular in many national 

parks, but here, over Mount Kilimanjaro, 

are some of the best. The park has 

a large concentration of wildlife, 

particularly in the dry season. There are 

over 1000 elephants, including some of 

the largest in Africa. As well as the huge 

herds, catch sight of buffalo and lions 

in the open savannah, rolling hills and 

swamplands. Other wildlife inhabiting 

the grasslands includes cheetah, 

rhino, waterbuck, zebra and warthog. 

Though largely dry and dusty, Amboseli 

is also home to swamplands, fed by 

underwater springs from the meltwaters 

of Mount Kilimanjaro. These lush green 

swamplands attract wallowing elephants 

and hippo, as well as buffalo and 

birdlife. More than 400 species of bird 

can be found, including the rare Taita 

falcon and the southern banded harrier 

eagle. You’ll arrive at Ol Tukai Lodge in 

time for lunch. Ol Tukai has one of the 

best spots inside Amboseli, backed by 

Mount Kilimanjaro. 

Ol Tukai Lodge

East Africa   •   Kenya
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Guide price dates

11 Nov 2017

High season

04 Aug 2018 from £2643

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 6 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Kenya Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AK957.

K de arture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Safaris depart in: Feb; Apr; 

Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Safaris depart in: Feb.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £150

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £562 per person

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £733 per 

person, ref AK9625

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £85 per person.

W at to e ect
•  A short safari that can be tailored 

to create a longer holiday

•  Some long drives of 5½-6½ 

hours, but you will see wildlife 

along the way

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment.

W y Kuoni
The Big Five Safari is a popular 

itinerary, offering a manageable 

duration without compromising 

on the full safari experience. 

Watching the sun rise over Mount 

Kilimanjaro from your lodge 

in Amboseli is one of the most 

special experiences in Africa, and 

a full-day game drive in Tsavo 

West with a picnic lunch will allow 

you to venture into a 

real wilderness.

uide rice rom 

a

Ol Tukai Lodge

Voyager Ziwani Tented Camp

Monkeys and baboons roam the 

grounds and the rooms are chalet-style 

with wonderful views of the wetlands 

or Kilimanjaro. After refuelling and 

refreshing, enjoy an afternoon game 

drive in Amboseli, spotting some of its 

many elephants and perhaps catching 

sight of buffalo, lions and hippo in 

the open savannah and swamplands. 

Approx. journey time: 5½ hours. Stay: 

Ol Tukai Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Amboseli Today you’ll head out 

on early morning, mid-morning and 

afternoon game drives in Amboseli’s 

often arid plains. You will hopefully see 

buffalo and some of the big cats, with 

plenty of time to also enjoy the facilities 

at the lodge. Stay: Ol Tukai Lodge (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Amboseli to Nairobi Depart 

Amboseli after breakfast and return to 

Nairobi. Approx. journey time: 4 hours. 

In Nairobi you’ll have the option to 

enjoy the use of a day room until you 

transfer to the airport for your return 

flight to the UK, arriving the following 

day. Alternatively, we highly recommend 

that you extend your time in Africa. B.

ombine it
Selected Big Five Safari departure dates 

connect with our Taste of Tanzania 

itinerary (p96-7) to form an 11-night 

Kenya & Tanzania Safari. This itinerary 

is ideal for wildlife enthusiasts who 

are keen to discover northern Tanzania 

alongside Kenya in a single trip. After 

the Big Five Safari, you’ll travel to 

Namanga to cross the border, where 

you’ll be picked up to join the Taste of 

Tanzania itinerary. After a relaxing night 

in Arusha – the springboard town for 

Tanzania’s northern circuit parks – 

you’ll head off to experience Lake 

Manyara, the Serengeti and Ngorongoro 

Crater. Add on a short beach stay and 

you’ll have an impressively varied 

two-week holiday. 

Stay lon er
Zanzibar is our most popular extension to 

a Kenya safari, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this safari on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £644 per 

person, ref AK959

Just a short flight from Nairobi, the 

exotic ‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the 

perfect post-safari tonic. The historic 

part of its capital (Zanzibar Town) is 

UNESCO World Heritage-listed Stone 

Town. Stone Town is where you’ll find 

Zanzibar’s main cultural sightseeing, 

but the ‘stay longer’ reason here is 

Zanzibar’s palm-fringed sands, lapped 

by warm Indian Ocean waters. Regularly 

voted among the world’s best beaches, 

you can spend your days soaking up the 

sun, enjoying pampering spa treatments, 

trying your hand at watersports and 

snorkelling among the colourful corals.

   Kenya      East A rica
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Safari

Is this for you?
This is a rewarding and good-value 

overland journey visiting four 

very different national parks and 

reserves, travelling with a small 

group of like-minded wildlife 

enthusiasts in a 4x4 vehicle.

 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

•  A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly. 

Accommodation
All of the accommodation on this 

safari is superbly located. A stay  

at The Ark is an experience in 

itself. Deep in the forests of 

Aberdare National Park, this 

viewing perch sits overlooking a 

salt lick and floodlit waterhole – 

so the wildlife comes to you. As 

is the case at the Lake Naivasha 

Sopa Lodge where, in the 150-acre 

lakefront grounds, giraffe and 

hippo are regularly spotted.

Nature ffffff

Culture fggggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Cheetah Safari
The Cheetah Safari is our most popular itinerary, covering a wide area and 
showcasing the very best of Kenya including Samburu, the Rift Valley and the 
world-famous Maasai Mara. Mileages are quite long and road conditions can 
be poor on occasion, but you’ll get to see much more of this diverse country and 
the wildlife viewing is unforgettable.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Nairobi: 1 night 

• Samburu: 2 nights 

• Aberdares: 1 night 

• Lake Naivasha: 1 night 

• Maasai Mara: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Nairobi Depart the UK 

on your flight to Nairobi. On arrival, 

transfer to your comfortable hotel to 

relax ahead of your safari adventure. 

Stay: Southern Sun Mayfair (or similar).

Day 2: Nairobi to Samburu Drive to 

Samburu with lunch en route at the 

Trout Tree Restaurant – a unique 

dining venue set inside and around 

a giant fig tree. When you reach 

Samburu’s arid landscape, you’ll have 

an afternoon game drive to get to your 

accommodation – the Samburu Sopa 

Lodge, which perches on a hill inside 

the reserve with far-reaching views and 

rooms housed in traditional Samburu 

cottages. Tonight there’ll be a welcome 

dinner for you and your group. Approx. 

journey time: 6 hours. Stay: Samburu 

Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 3: Samburu Head out with your 

group into the Samburu reserve on 

morning and afternoon game drives. 

Lesser visited than its more southerly 

neighbours, this relatively small 

reserve’s arid landscape is home to ‘dry 

country’ animals rarely found outside 

the park. Its ‘special five’ are the  

long-necked gerenuk, Somali ostrich, 

Grevy’s zebra, beisa oryx and reticulated 

giraffe. Stay: Samburu Sopa Lodge (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Samburu to Aberdares Drive 

south to the Aberdare Mountain Ranges. 

The Aberdare National Park was created 

in 1950 to protect the forested slopes 

of the ancient Aberdare Range, with 

wildlife ranging from elephant and lion 

to the black and white Colobus monkey 

and beautiful but lesser-sighted bongo 

– a horned antelope with distinctive 

white stripes. Once you reach Aberdare 

you’ll check in at the Aberdare Country 

Club in order to transfer to its unique 

sister property, The Ark, which will be 

your viewing perch for the night. In the 

heart of the Aberdare National Park, The 

Ark’s design is based on Noah’s Ark. It 

overlooks a floodlit waterhole and salt 

lick, attracting wildlife day and night. 

Four viewing decks with balconies allow 

up-close wildlife viewing without even 

leaving your accommodation. There’s 

also a ground-level photo hide and 

an on-call viewing service to ensure 

that you don’t miss a thing. Rooms are 

known as ‘cabins’, set over three ‘decks’. 

Approx. journey time: 3 hours. Stay: The 

Ark (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Aberdares to Lake Naivasha Have 

breakfast before driving via Thomson’s 

Falls – a scenic waterfall on the Uaso 

Nyiro River – to Lake Nakuru National 

Park for lunch and a game drive. The 

park is a haven for bird lovers, with 

over 400 species of bird, and provides 

habitat for lion, leopard and Rothschild 

giraffe. It also offers fantastic chances of 

spotting herds of white rhino. Continue 

on to Lake Naivasha for the night and 

the Lake Naivasha Sopa Lodge, which 

has resident monkeys, giraffe and 

hippo inhabiting its 150-acre grasslands. 

Approx. journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Lake 

Naivasha Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Lake Naivasha to Maasai Mara 

After breakfast, set off for the Maasai 

Mara – home to the Big Five, big cats, 

and a whole host of other wildlife 

amongst its rolling plains and open 

savannah. Arrive for lunch at your 

lodge, then head out on an afternoon 

game drive before returning for dinner. 

With splendid views across the Mara 

The Ark

East Africa   •   Kenya

Sarova Mara Game Camp
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Guide price dates

30 Apr; 04 Jun 2018

High season

23 Jul 2018 from £3717

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AK9120.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £190

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £712 per person

Optional excursions Day 7: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £85 per person.

What to e ect
•  Time to get you know your group 

and guide

•  Road journeys can be long 

(typically 3-6 hours) and bumpy 

but are scenic and rewarding

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment; casual, comfortable 

clothing is fine even in the 

evenings.

Why Kuoni
We’ve chosen a 4x4 vehicle 

for this safari to offer the ideal 

balance of comfort and cost. This 

overland journey – where you’ll 

have a guaranteed window seat – 

visits four very different national 

parks and reserves, including Lake 

Naivasha known for its birdlife, 

Samburu with its rare species and 

finally the most famous wildlife 

region of all, the big cat territory 

of the Maasai Mara.

uide rice rom 

a

Maasai Mara

plains, Sarova Mara Game Camp offers 

the classic safari experience with the 

comfort of a hotel-style residence. The 

camp has 73 premium canvas tents 

with canopied beds, and facilities here 

include a pool with poolside bar, a 

wellness tent for massages and a buffet-

style restaurant. In the evenings, relax 

around the roaring camp fire with your 

fellow guests. Approx. journey time: 5 

hours. Stay: Sarova Mara Game Camp 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Maasai Mara This may be the 

last day of your safari, but it could be 

the most thrilling as today there’s the 

opportunity to take a hot-air balloon 

safari to gain a whole new perspective 

of the Maasai Mara. This is our 

most highly recommended optional 

experience in Kenya. Wake early and 

watch as the balloon is prepared, then 

take flight and drift upwards as the sun 

rises; the bright pink-orange haze visible 

for miles across the vast savannah 

and the wildlife roaming below you. 

This will be followed by an impressive 

Champagne breakfast that will be set up 

for your group wherever you land. Then 

head out on morning and afternoon 

game drives into the heart of this 

wildlife-rich reserve – a fitting end to 

an exciting safari. Stay: Sarova Mara 

Game Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Maasai Mara to Nairobi If you’re 

travelling on to Kenya’s coast, you’ll 

fly directly from the Mara to Mombasa 

in the afternoon. Otherwise, leave the 

Mara after breakfast, arriving in Nairobi 

in time for lunch. Approx. journey time: 

5 hours. You’ll then be taken to a central 

hotel for the afternoon where you might 

like to pre-book a day room before your 

return flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B.

Stay lon er
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Kenya safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £931 per 

person, ref AK9135

Just a short flight from Nairobi, the 

exotic beaches of the ‘spice island’ are 

the perfect post-safari tonic. 

When to see the Mi ration 
The largest mass movement of land 

mammals on earth, the annual Great 

Migration sees over one million 

stampeding wildebeest and other grazing 

herbivores journey approximately 1800 

miles from the Serengeti in Tanzania over 

the border into Kenya’s Maasai Mara and 

back. Driven by ancient instinct, a rough 

pattern occurs each year as the herds 

follow the rains to secure a good water 

supply and fertile grass. The migration 

can usually be seen in the Mara from July 

to October. When the masses arrive, lines 

of animals stretch across the plains as far 

as the eye can see. High above, vultures 

and eagles soar; in the long grasses, lion, 

cheetah, leopard and hyena lie in wait. 

But the most dramatic moments take 

place at the Mara River, which bisects 

the reserve and must be crossed to 

reach new grazing ground. This provides 

the ultimate test, with strong currents 

and predatory crocodiles lying in wait. 

Once the first animal has plunged into 

the waters, thousands follow. August 

is typically the best month to witness 

this extraordinary event. In some years, 

the migration can also be seen during 

September and October – when there’s 

the benefit of fewer vehicles witnessing 

the river crossings, too.

Kenya      East A rica
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Taste of Kenya
Taste of Kenya offers a wonderful introduction to this wild country. Travel to the 
Eastern Rift Valley’s scenic lakes, best known for their birdlife and large rhino herds. 
Then head deep into the world’s most famous wildlife reserve, the Maasai Mara, 
where there’s the opportunity to take to the skies on an optional hot-air balloon ride. 
This shorter safari is a cost-effective way to fulfil a bucket-list dream.

Your itinerary – 6 nights

Route
• Nairobi: 1 night 

• Lake Naivasha: 2 nights 

• Maasai Mara: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Nairobi Depart the UK 

on your flight to Nairobi. On arrival, 

transfer to your hotel to relax ahead of 

your safari. Stay: Southern Sun Mayfair 

(or similar). 

Day 2: Nairobi to Lake Naivasha After 

breakfast, drive to Lake Naivasha, 

arriving in time for lunch. This 

afternoon, there’s the option to take 

a boat ride or relax at your lodge, the 

Lake Naivasha Sopa Lodge. Set in 150 

acres of grasslands, this sprawling 

Sopa lodge sits on the shores of Lake 

Naivasha. Extensive facilities – including 

two swimming pools, tennis courts, 

a spa, main restaurant and pizzeria – 

are dotted throughout the grounds, 

sensitively designed to have minimum 

impact on the natural environment.  

84 rooms are housed in 21 characterful 

cottages built of local stone and set 

close to charming rock gardens and 

colourful plants with birds and playful 

monkeys flitting through the shade of 

the acacia trees above. You might  

even be lucky enough to see a giraffe 

wandering through the gardens. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Lake 

Naivasha Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 3: Lake Naivasha Today you’ll 

head out on a day trip to Lake Nakuru 

National Park. The park is a haven 

for bird lovers, with over 400 species 

of bird – although be aware that 

the number of birds here fluctuates 

dependent on water level, so it’s best 

to check with the park if this is your 

primary reason for visiting. Lake Nakuru 

National Park also provides habitat for 

lion, leopard, buffalo and Rothschild 

giraffe, as well as white rhino and the 

endangered black rhino. After enjoying 

game drives and a picnic lunch, you’ll 

return to the Lake Naivasha Sopa Lodge 

for dinner and overnight. Stay: Lake 

Naivasha Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Lake Naivasha to Maasai Mara 

After an early breakfast, drive to the 

Maasai Mara National Reserve with 

lunch en route at the Sarova Mara Game 

Camp. The most famous reserve in the 

world, the Maasai Mara is what safari 

dreams are made of – rolling grasslands 

and wide open savannah, rich in African 

wildlife. Here is the place to witness the 

incredible annual wildebeest migration 

between June and October as over a 

million animals thunder across the 

plains in search of water and grazing – 

but the Mara has mass appeal all year 

round. Spot lions basking in the shade 

or seek out an elusive solo leopard. Your 

accommodation here is the Mara Serena 

Safari Lodge, spectacularly located high 

on a hill with amazing views over the 

Mara River in one of the best locations 

for game viewing. Created to echo the 

feel of a traditional Maasai manyatta –  

a cluster of domed huts encircled by a 

boma of brushwood – this is a unique 

lodge, with twin rows of individual 

rooms and a rock-surround swimming 

pool. Soak up the views by day, and 

in the evening take a seat around the 

campfire for post-dinner drinks. The 

lodge’s ‘modular’ style rooms blend 

seamlessly into the landscape and offer 

uninterrupted views across the Mara 

from their private terraces. Inside, you’ll 

find earthy tones and swirling patterns, 

to echo the colours and shapes of the 

bush. Outside your room you might spot 

mongoose, warthogs and baboons, with 

bigger wildlife in the distance. Approx. 

journey time: 7 hours. Stay: Mara Serena 

Safari Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

View from Mara Serena Safari Lodge
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Safari

Is this for you?
This safari offers an excellent 

introduction to Kenya and its most 

famous national reserve – a classic 

taster safari that can be combined 

with a beach stay.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

•  A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly.

Accommodation
The lodges on this safari are full of 

character. In Naivasha, the Sopa 

lodge has characterful cottages in 

150-acre grasslands on the shores 

of Lake Naivasha. In the Mara, the 

Mara Serena is a unique Maasai-

style lodge at the centre of the 

Mara Triangle. It has some of the 

best views in the reserve, reaching 

all the way down to the Mara 

River, and is superbly situated for 

migration watching in particular 

(typically from July to October).

Nature ffffff

Culture fggggg

Active fffggg
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Day 5: Maasai Mara A full day in the 

Mara awaits, with the option of a hot-air 

balloon ride this morning. Take flight 

and drift upwards as the sun rises for 

an entirely different perspective of the 

Mara, when the bright pink-orange 

haze is visible for miles across the 

vast savannah and wildlife becomes 

distinguishable from their silhouette 

forms below. Afterwards, you’ll head out 

on morning and afternoon game drives. 

The reserve offers fantastic chances of 

seeing the Big Five – and even better 

opportunities for viewing big cats. 

Other wildlife to spot includes elephant, 

giraffe, hyena, impala, wildebeest and 

buffalo. Stay: Mara Serena Safari Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Maasai Mara to Nairobi After 

an early breakfast, you’ll begin the long 

drive back to Nairobi. Approx. journey 

time: 7 hours. Transfer to the airport for 

your return flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B.

tay lon er
Zanzibar is our most popular extension to 

a Kenya safari, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this safari on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £896 per 

person, ref KE021

Just a short flight from Nairobi, the exotic 

‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the perfect 

post-safari tonic. The historic part of its 

capital (Zanzibar Town) is UNESCO World 

Heritage-listed Stone Town. This coastal 

city is a real mix of cultural influences, 

with labyrinthine alleyways, Sultan’s 

palaces, weathered historic buildings, 

intricate architectural details and vibrant 

markets. Stone Town is where you’ll find 

Zanzibar’s main cultural sightseeing, 

but it’s also worth taking a tour of the 

traditional farms, which grow cloves, 

cinnamon, vanilla and nutmeg, for an 

insight into the spices that have such an 

influence on the local cuisine. The ‘stay 

longer’ reason here is Zanzibar’s palm-

fringed sands, lapped by warm Indian 

Ocean waters. Regularly voted among 

the world’s best beaches, you can spend 

your days soaking up the sun, enjoying 

pampering spa treatments, trying your 

hand at watersports and snorkelling 

among the colourful corals. 

hen to see the Mi ration 
The largest mass movement of land 

mammals on earth, the annual Great 

Migration sees over one million 

stampeding wildebeest and other grazing 

herbivores journey approximately 1800 

miles from the Serengeti in Tanzania over 

the border into Kenya’s Maasai Mara and 

back. Driven by ancient instinct, a rough 

pattern occurs each year as the herds 

follow the rains to secure a good water 

supply and fertile grass. The migration 

can usually be seen in the Mara from July 

to October. When the masses arrive, lines 

of animals stretch across the plains as far 

as the eye can see. High above, vultures 

and eagles soar; in the long grasses, lion, 

cheetah, leopard and hyena lie in wait. 

But the most dramatic moments take 

place at the Mara River, which bisects 

the reserve and must be crossed to 

reach new grazing ground. This provides 

the ultimate test, with strong currents 

and predatory crocodiles lying in wait. 

Once the first animal has plunged into 

the waters, thousands follow. August 

is typically the best month to witness 

this extraordinary event. In some years, 

the migration can also be seen during 

September and October – when there’s 

the benefit of fewer vehicles witnessing 

the river crossings, too.
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MombasaMombasaMombasaMombasaMombasa

Guide price dates

14 May 2018

High season

06 Aug 2018 from £3205

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 6 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref KE018.

K e art re months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct; 

Nov; Dec

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb.

Safaris depart regularly − see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £105

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £498 per person

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £596 per 

person, ref KE019

Optional excursions Day 5: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £85 per person.

hat to e e t
•  Time to get to know your group 

and guide

•  Journeys of between 2 and 7 

hours between destinations

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment.

hy K oni
On this shorter safari, we’ve 

chosen to include the world-

famous Maasai Mara for a classic, 

wildlife-rich safari experience. 

Instead of flying in and out of the 

Maasai Mara reserve, a couple of 

long drives make this itinerary 

more cost-effective. We’ve offered 

plenty of departure dates, with 

a great choice during August in 

particular – ideal for summer 

honeymoons and for chances of 

seeing the Great Migration.

i e ri e rom 
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Safari

Is this for you?
This luxurious safari offers incredible 

wildlife viewing and a high level of 

comfort – both for your journeys and 

accommodation, with a light aircraft 

flight into the Mara and exclusive 

hotels and camps throughout.  

It’s a fantastic honeymoon option.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees

• Guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags 

weighing a maximum of 15kg.

Accommodation
Accommodation is exclusive and 

elegant. The Fairmont The Norfolk 

Hotel sets the scene for what’s 

to come, with its rich history and 

classic charm, and The Fairmont 

Mount Kenya was once the retreat 

of a Hollywood movie star. At 

Lake Elmenteita Serena Camp in 

the Soysambu Conservancy, tents 

have a four-poster bed, while Little 

Governors’ Camp is an intimate 

tented camp in one of Africa’s best 

wildlife viewing spots.

Nature ffffff

Culture fggggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Kenya in Style
This luxury safari takes in Kenya’s breathtaking lakes, mountains and most 
iconic wildlife reserve, staying at exclusive hotels and camps along the way. After 
travelling to the foothills of Mount Kenya and a wildlife sanctuary on the shores of 
sapphire-blue Lake Elmenteita, a light aircraft flight will whisk you to a wonderful 
unfenced tented camp in an exceptionally wildlife-rich corner of the Maasai Mara.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Nairobi: 1 night 

• Mount Kenya: 2 nights 

• Lake Elmenteita: 2 nights 

• Maasai Mara: 2 nights

 

Day 1: UK to Nairobi Depart the UK 

on your flight to Nairobi. On arrival, 

transfer to your hotel to relax ahead of 

your safari adventure. The Norfolk is 

something of a Nairobi icon. Dating back 

to 1904, this secluded gem in the heart 

of Nairobi has played host to presidents, 

explorers, actors and authors and 

remains a celebrated landmark. Stay: 

Fairmont The Norfolk Hotel (or similar).

Day 2: Nairobi to Mount Kenya After 

breakfast, set off north towards 

Mount Kenya – an extinct volcano and 

Africa’s second highest mountain – to 

your accommodation for the next 

two nights: the Mount Kenya Safari 

Club. In the foothills of Mount Kenya, 

with the equator running through 

the grounds, this exclusive hotel was 

once the retreat of a Hollywood movie 

star. There’s a relaxed and refined 

atmosphere here, with a pool for taking 

it easy and afternoon tea served on the 

lawn terrace. Optional activities this 

afternoon include nature walks with a 

wildlife ranger and playing rounds of 

golf across the equator on a 9-hole golf 

course. Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. 

Stay: Fairmont Mount Kenya Safari Club 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 3: Mount Kenya After breakfast, 

leave with a packed lunch on an 

extended morning game drive to the Ol 

Pejeta Conservancy. One of only four 

private game conservancies to have 

been founded in Kenya, the sanctuary 

is the only place in Kenya where the 

endangered chimpanzee can be seen. 

It also houses the largest black rhino 

sanctuary in East Africa, where you can 

see the world’s three remaining northern 

white rhino. Stay: Fairmont Mount Kenya 

Safari Club (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Mount Kenya to Lake Elmenteita 

This morning you’ll travel on to Lake 

Elementaita, arriving in time for lunch. 

This sapphire-blue soda lake of is one 

of the Eastern Rift Valley lakes, lying 

between Naivasha and Nakuru. The 

48,000-acre Soysambu conservancy on 

the west of the lake covers two thirds 

of its shoreline and is East Africa’s only 

nesting site for the great white pelican. 

In total, the conservancy protects over 

450 bird species. Rothschild giraffe 

also breed here, and other wildlife 

includes eland, warthog and zebra. The 

conservancy is home to the exclusive 

Lake Elmenteita Serena Camp. Intimate 

and classic, the camp sits in gardens 

dotted with acacia trees that lead down 

to the lake. Spacious ‘tents’ are more 

like small houses, sitting on stone 

platforms with a wooden front door, 

glass windows and canvas roof. All are 

traditionally furnished with a nod to 

safaris of old and feature a four-poster 

bed. There’s the option this afternoon 

to take a boat ride or relax at the camp. 

Approx. journey time: 5½ hours. Stay: 

Lake Elmenteita Serena Camp (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Lake Elmenteita Head to Lake 

Nakuru National Park, which offers one 

of the best chances to see rhino as well 

as migratory birds. Enjoy a game drive 

and take in the views from the park’s 

viewpoints. Stay: Lake Elmenteita Serena 

Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Lake Elmenteita to Maasai 

Mara Transfer to Loldia airstrip for your 

flight to the Musiara airstrip in the 

Maasai Mara. On landing in the Maasai 

Mara, you’ll spot wildlife from the 

outset. This corner of the reserve is so 

Little Governors’ Camp

East Africa   •   Kenya   
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Guide price dates

25 Apr 2018

High season

01 Aug 2018 from £5228

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref KE024.

K e arture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Apr; Jun; Aug; Sep; Nov

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb.

Safaris depart regularly − see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £490

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £443 per person, 

ref KE026

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £677 per 

person, ref KE025

Optional excursions Day 7: Balloon 

Safari from £465 per person. 

at to e e t
•  Time to get to know your group 

and guide

•  Journeys of between 3 and 5 

hours between destinations

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment; casual, 

comfortable clothing is fine 

even in the evenings.

y Kuoni
While the wildlife is undoubtedly 

the highlight of this luxury safari, 

the hotels and camps that we’ve 

chosen add a new perspective to 

your experience, capturing the 

romance of the classic safaris of old. 

A light aircraft flight into the heart 

of the Maasai Mara means following 

in the footsteps of the early 

adventurers from the golden age of 

African aviation, and the reduced 

travelling time leaves more time for 

you to enjoy wildlife viewing.

ui e ri e rom 
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Fairmont Mount Kenya Safari Club

Great wildebeest migration

exceptionally wildlife-rich that it attracts 

the makers of wildlife documentaries 

and programmes including the BBC’s 

Big Cat Diary and Planet Earth Live. 

This is where you’ll stay for two nights, 

in one of the much-loved Governors’ 

camps. Nestled in the forest by the Mara 

River bank, the stunning setting was 

once reserved exclusively for Kenya’s 

colonial governors, and now plays host 

to three authentic tented camps. Little 

Governors’ Camp has just 17 deluxe 

tents and lies a small boat ride across 

the river from its sister camps. There’s 

no vehicle access, with safari jeeps left 

on the far side of the riverbank, so it 

remains quiet and undisturbed. In fact 

the most commotion you’ll witness is if 

an elephant decides to wander through 

camp at lunchtime – it’s unfenced, so 

grazing animals often pass through. It’s 

more than likely that you’ll hear hippos 

at night, and get up close with the 

resident family of warthogs. Breakfast 

and lunch buffets are served al fresco, 

there’s an open-sided bar tent and 

restaurant tent for candlelit dinners, and 

the campfire is lit at sunset. You’ll spend 

some unforgettable days heading out 

on game drives on the Mara’s famous 

rolling plains – which offer fantastic 

opportunities to see big cats and the 

Big Five – and memorable nights under 

canvas. Tents are set around a large 

watering hole. Each has a double or twin 

beds, an en-suite bathroom area, electric 

lamps and charge points for cameras and 

phones, plus a deck that provides the 

perfect spot for relaxed wildlife viewing. 

On going to bed you’ll find a hot water 

bottle waiting for you, and each morning 

before your first game drive there’ll be 

a welcome hot drink brought to your 

tent to ease you into the day. Stay: Little 

Governors’ Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Maasai Mara This morning 

there’s the opportunity for a hot-air 

balloon ride over the plains at sunrise. 

Governors’ balloon safari could just 

be the most beautiful balloon flight in 

the world. And wherever you land, a 

Champagne breakfast will be laid out for 

you to enjoy. It’s one of the most iconic 

experiences in Kenya – we recommend 

pre-booking. Afterwards, head out 

on further game drives in the Mara, 

discovering more about the lives of its 

resident big cats and other wildlife. Stay: 

Little Governors’ Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Maasai Mara to Nairobi Drive 

back to the airstrip for your flight to 

Nairobi’s Wilson Airport. Transfer to the 

international airport for your return flight 

to the UK, arriving the following day. B.

tay lon er
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Kenya safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £987 per 

person, ref KE028

Just a short flight from Nairobi, the 

exotic beaches of the ‘spice island’ are 

the perfect post-safari tonic. 
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Safari

Is this for you?
Leopard Safari is ideal if you have 

a little more time and are looking 

for a longer overland 4x4 safari 

that combines cultural experiences 

with iconic wildlife viewing.

 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly.

Accommodation
This itinerary features a mix of 

tented camps and lodges. At 

Sweetwaters Serena Camp and 

Sarova Mara Game Camp, you’ll 

sleep under canvas in charming 

bush camps, while at Amboseli 

Serena Safari Lodge you’ll 

experience a traditional lodge. And 

then there’s The Ark. Based on 

Noah’s Ark, with rooms known as 

‘cabins’, this is a unique viewing 

perch where you can watch wildlife 

from the decks and photo hide.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Leopard Safari
This is an extensive and beautiful journey across Kenya. You’ll travel in a 4x4 
vehicle to many of the main parks, culminating in the rolling plains of the Maasai 
Mara. As well as wildlife viewing, insightful excursions range from a full day 
discovering Nairobi’s attractions – including the Daphne Sheldrick Elephant 
Orphanage – to visiting a local school and lion-proof boma supported by Born Free.

Your itinerary – 13 nights

Route
• Nairobi: 2 nights 

• Amboseli: 2 nights 

• Aberdares: 1 night 

• Samburu: 2 nights 

• Ol Pejeta: 2 nights 

• Lake Nakuru: 1 night 

• Maasai Mara: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Nairobi Depart the UK on 

your flight to Nairobi. On arrival, transfer 

to your modern hotel to relax. Stay: 

Radisson Blu Nairobi (or similar).

Day 2: Nairobi Enjoy a leisurely breakfast 

before an insightful full day trip to four of 

Nairobi’s key attractions. Your first stop 

will be the Giraffe Centre, a conservation 

centre for the endangered Rothschild’s 

giraffe where you’ll have the chance to 

feed these friendly giants. Next you’ll drive 

to the world-famous Daphne Sheldrick 

Elephant Orphanage. Spend some time 

with the elephants as they are fed by 

staff, who are on hand to answer any 

questions and talk about their experiences 

with these rescued baby elephants. The 

elephants are inquisitive, so expect a trunk 

heading in your direction! Have lunch at 

Tamarind Tamambo, and then visit the 

Karen Blixen Museum; the simple farm 

house home of Karen Blixen, author of 

Out of Africa. Your final visit of the day 

will be Kazuri Beads – a bead-making shop 

founded in 1975 to create employment 

for local single mothers. You’ll see how 

the beads are hand-shaped from clay, 

kiln-fired and glazed before being strung 

together to create a colourful bracelet or 

necklace. Dinner tonight is at your own 

arrangement. Stay: Radisson Blu Nairobi 

(or similar). B.

Day 3: Nairobi to Amboseli After 

breakfast, drive to one of the most popular 

parks in Kenya – Amboseli National Park, 

known for its huge elephant herds and 

dramatic backdrop of Mount Kilimanjaro. 

You’ll arrive at the Amboseli Serena Safari 

Lodge in time for lunch. This a traditional 

lodge, where rooms are housed in single-

storey buildings. In the afternoon, head 

out on a game drive. Amboseli’s low 

vegetation makes for excellent wildlife 

spotting. Look out for lion, buffalo and 

zebra, as well as hippo in the swamplands. 

The park’s dry and dusty form is due 

to the volcanic ash that came from 

Mount Kilimanjaro on its last eruption, 

yet the lush green areas are a result of 

a continuous water supply from the 

mountain’s melting snow. Approx. journey 

time: 3 hours. Stay: Amboseli Serena Safari 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Amboseli This morning you’ll 

visit Ol Moti School, supported by the 

Born Free Foundation (you may like to 

bring small gifts for the children such as 

pens, books and posters). Then visit one 

of the lion-proof Maasai bomas created 

by Born Free in collaboration with the 

Kenya Wildlife Service. Amboseli is a 

region of high human-wildlife conflict, 

with lions destroying livestock, and the 

local community destroying the lions in 

return. Typically, Kenyan livestock is held 

in enclosures made of thorn bushes − 

which lions can find a way through. The 

difference with a lion-proof boma is that 

it is constructed of chain fences. So far, 

this method – piloted in Amboseli – has 

proved to be 100% lion proof. Drive back 

to your lodge for lunch and head out on 

a game drive in Amboseli. Stay: Amboseli 

Serena Safari Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Amboseli to Aberdares After 

breakfast travel back to Nairobi and then 

out towards the Aberdare Mountain 

Range, with lunch en route at the Safari 

Park Hotel. Once you reach Aberdare 

you’ll check in at the Aberdare Country 

Club in order to transfer to its unique 

sister property, The Ark, which will be 

your viewing perch for the night. Based 

on Noah’s Ark, The Ark overlooks a floodlit 

The Ark

View at Amboseli Serena Safari Lodge

East Africa   •   Kenya
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a

Guide price dates

12 Nov 2017

High season

05 Aug 2018 from £5529

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 13 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AK965.

K de arture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Nov

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Jul; Aug; Sep; Nov

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

O tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £330

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £559 per person

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £870 per 

person, ref AK9923

Optional excursions Day 12: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £85 per person.

W at to e ect
•  Time to get to know your group

•  Journeys of 3-5 hours

•  During visits to Born Free 

projects on Day 4, guests will be 

asked to make a small donation.

W y Kuoni
As this is a more extensive safari, 

we’ve included two nights in 

Nairobi on arrival – one night 

to relax, and a full day to gain 

an insight into local cultural and 

conservation projects. On this 

safari you’ll also visit a lion-proof 

Maasai boma project in Amboseli, 

spot rare wildlife in Samburu and 

travel to East Africa’s largest black 

rhino sanctuary in Ol Pejeta – home 

to the world’s three remaining 

northern white rhino.

uide rice rom 

Daphne Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage

The Ark

View at Amboseli Serena Safari Lodge

waterhole and salt lick, attracting wildlife 

both day and night. Approx. journey time: 

5 hours. Stay: The Ark (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Aberdares to Samburu Travel back 

to the Aberdare Country Club for check-

out and continue north to the Samburu 

National Reserve and the Samburu Game 

Lodge on the western banks of the Uaso 

Nyiro River. This is the dry north of Kenya 

and the reserve attracts wildlife not often 

seen elsewhere. Look out for the gerenuk 

– a rare gazelle with a long neck that 

stands on its hind legs to feed. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Samburu 

Game Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Samburu Make the most of a full 

day in Samburu with early morning and 

afternoon game drives offering further 

chances to seek out the ‘special five’: the 

gerenuk, Beisa oryx, reticulated giraffe, 

Grevy’s zebra and Somali ostrich. Stay: 

Samburu Game Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Samburu to Ol Pejeta Drive 

south to Sweetwaters Serena Camp for 

lunch and a game drive, then visit the 

Chimpanzee and Rhino Sanctuaries. 

Within the Ol Pejeta Conservancy, the 

sanctuary is the only place in Kenya where 

the endangered chimpanzee can be seen. 

It also houses the world’s three remaining 

northern white rhino. Head back to 

Sweetwaters for dinner and to experience 

the charm of under-canvas living. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Sweetwaters 

Serena Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Ol Pejeta Today offers the 

opportunity for further game drives in the 

Ol Pejeta conservancy. Stay: Sweetwaters 

Serena Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 10: Ol Pejeta to Lake Nakuru Drive via 

Thomson’s Falls to Lake Nakuru for lunch 

at Sarova Lion Hill Game Lodge. Lake 

Nakuru National Park offers one of the 

best chances to see rhino. Enjoy a game 

drive and take in the views from the park’s 

viewpoints. Stay at the Sarova Lion Hill 

Lodge overlooking Lake Nakuru. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Sarova Lion 

Hill Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 11: Lake Nakuru to Maasai Mara Drive 

to the Maasai Mara and explore the rolling 

plains on an afternoon game drive. You’re 

likely to spot prides of lion basking in the 

shade, and may even be able to seek out 

an elusive solo leopard and other species 

including cheetah and hyena. Stay at the 

Sarova Mara Game Camp – a classic bush 

camp with traditionally-furnished canvas 

tents housed under tiled roofs. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours. Stay: Sarova Mara 

Game Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 12: Maasai Mara Today there’s the 

option of a hot-air balloon safari over the 

Mara at sunrise. Then head out on early 

morning, mid-morning and afternoon 

game drives in the Maasai Mara. Stay: 

Sarova Mara Camp (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 13: Maasai Mara to Nairobi If you’re 

travelling on to Kenya’s coast, you’ll fly 

directly from the Mara to Mombasa in the 

afternoon. Otherwise, return to Nairobi. 

Approx. journey time: 5 hours. Spend 

the afternoon at the Eka Hotel where 

you might like to pre-book a day room to 

freshen up before your return flight to the 

UK, arriving the following day. B.

Stay lon er
Zanzibar is our most popular extension to 

a Kenya safari, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this safari on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £993 per 

person, ref AK998

Just a short flight from Nairobi, the exotic 

beaches of the ‘spice island’ are the 

perfect post-safari tonic. 

Kenya      East A rica
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Safari

Is this for you?
This is the perfect option if you’re 

looking to combine a safari with a 

beach stay of your choice.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

• For guests over 7

•  A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle

•  Luggage must be in soft bags –  

try to pack lightly

•  Extra luggage can be left in Arusha 

by arrangement prior to travel.

Accommodation
The lodges on this safari all come 

with a view. You’ll stay at two 

deluxe lodges, where classically-

furnished suites and afternoon tea 

come as standard. Lake Manyara 

Kilimamoja Lodge is a rustic-luxe 

lodge overlooking the lake, while 

Oldeani Mountain Lodge is colonial-

style with far reaching views. In the 

Serengeti, the Sopa Lodge has 

a flat roof that provides the perfect 

spot for sundowners and views 

across the Serengeti plains.

Nature ffffff

Culture ffgggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agentsIn store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Taste of Tanzania
This concise safari is ideal for those seeking to discover the highlights of northern 
Tanzania, including the breathtaking Ngorongoro Crater and open savannah 
of the Serengeti. With lovely lodges to stay in and a final night bush dinner 
experience, it’s the ideal itinerary ahead of a beach stay. Selected dates connect 
with our Big Five Safari (p86) to create an extensive Kenya & Tanzania Safari.

Route
• Arusha: 1 night 

• Lake Manyara: 1 night 

• Serengeti: 2 nights 

• Ngorongoro: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Arusha Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Arusha. 

Day 2: Arusha On arrival, transfer to the 

Kibo Palace Hotel – a welcoming hotel 

with a refreshing pool in landscaped 

grounds and views of Mount Meru and 

Kilimanjaro. Tonight you’ll have your 

safari briefing. Stay: Kibo Palace Hotel 

(or similar).

Day 3: Arusha to Lake Manyara Set off 

on safari, boarding your 4x4 vehicle for 

the two-hour drive to Lake Manyara and 

enjoying the first glimpses of Tanzania’s 

villages, coffee, maize and banana 

plantations as you go. Arrive at the Lake 

Manyara Kilimamoja Lodge for lunch. 

Opened in 2015 and nestled on the rim of 

the Great African Rift Valley, this rustic-

luxe lodge has stunning views over Lake 

Manyara. 50 classic suites all have stone 

feature walls, a fireplace, bathtub, indoor 

and outdoor shower and private balcony-

with-a-view. In the main house you’ll find 

a lounge, dining room with table d’hote 

dining, spa, internet café, children’s 

activity room and TV room, while 

outside there’s a large rim-flow pool 

and fire pit. As a little extra, afternoon 

tea is included. After lunch enjoy an 

afternoon game drive in Lake Manyara 

National Park, home to hippos, elephants, 

flamingos, plains game and the famous 

tree-climbing lions that reside here. 

The landscape is a mix of dense forest, 

small open plains and lush waterside 

grasses, a feast for herbivores such as 

buffalo. Tonight there’ll be a welcome 

dinner for you and your group. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Lake Manyara 

Kilimamoja Lodge (or similar). L, D.

Day 4: Lake Manyara to Serengeti This 

morning begin the long scenic drive 

north through the highlands to the 

world-renowned Serengeti National 

Park, arriving at the Serengeti Sopa 

Lodge in time for lunch. The design 

of the lodge is distinctly different to 

its fellow African lodges, with a flat 

roof that provides the perfect spot for 

sundowners, and a warm and colourful 

interior. The views from the lodge are 

one of its real highlights, reaching far 

across the Serengeti plains, and there’s 

good wildlife viewing year-round thanks 

to the surrounding acacia woodland and 

water supply. This afternoon, board your 

safari vehicle for a game drive exploring 

the open plains in search of abundant 

wildlife. Return to the camp for dinner 

and overnight. Approx. journey time: 5 

hours. Stay: Serengeti Sopa Lodge (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Serengeti Today there’s the 

option to take a hot-air balloon flight 

over the plains at sunrise to gain a 

whole new perspective of the Serengeti. 

Take flight and drift upwards as the sun 

rises; the bright pink-orange haze visible 

for miles across the vast savannah and 

the wildlife roaming below you. Then 

morning and afternoon game drives in 

the Serengeti await, seeking out the 

big cats, rhino, buffalo and giraffe that 

inhabit the vast open plains of this huge 

park which borders the Maasai Mara in 

its north-east corner. The sheer scale and 

seemingly endless horizon in this part 

of Africa is spellbinding. Stay: Serengeti 

Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Serengeti to Ngorongoro After 

breakfast depart for Ngorongoro, 

viewing game across the vast Serengeti 

plains, with the option to visit to the 

archaeological marvel of Olduvai 

Gorge − the discovery site of some of 

Oldeani Mountain Lodge Ngorongoro Crater

Lake Manyara

East Africa   •   Tanzania

Your itinerary – 7 nights
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Guide price dates

19 Apr 2018

High season

02 Aug 2018 from £3576

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Qatar Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AK801.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Nov

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct; Nov.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £120

Private vehicle Upgrade to a 

private vehicle on the same 

itinerary from £570 per person

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £872 per 

person, ref AK814

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £48 per person.

What to e ect
•  Time to get you know your group 

and guide

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment; casual, 

comfortable clothing is fine even 

in the evenings.

Why Kuoni
This small group safari goes 

beyond offering unforgettable 

wildlife encounters. Little extras 

include afternoon tea at the 

lodges we’ve chosen in Lake 

Manyara and Ngorongoro and as a 

fitting end to your safari, a special 

ravine dinner experience will be 

arranged for you and your group. 

After a gentle walk to a secluded 

bush ravine site, you’ll enjoy a 

boma-style barbecue complete 

with Maasai dancing.

uide rice rom 

a

Ngorongoro Crater

Tree-climbing lions in Manyara

the earliest hominid remains. Lunch is 

a picnic en route. Continue on for an 

afternoon game drive in the Ngorongoro 

Crater, one of nature’s wonders. Its 

collapsed volcanic crater is 12 miles in 

diameter and 600 metres deep. The 

fertile soil and lake attract a huge range 

of wildlife, and you’ll seek to discover 

them amongst the floor’s forests, grasses 

and plains. Dinner and overnight is at 

Oldeani Mountain Lodge, a colonial-style 

lodge located on a hillside above the 

quiet town of Karatu with far-reaching 

views. Accessed by a bridge over a 

pond, the property is set on 40 acres of 

lush gardens and is home to over 130 

species of bird. Like at sister property 

Lake Manyara Kilimamoja Lodge, there 

are 50 traditionally-furnished suites 

with indoor and outdoor showers, and 

a main stone house with a lounge, 

beamed dining room offering table 

d’hote dining, spa, internet café, 

children’s activity room and TV room. 

Outside there’s a large rim-flow pool 

and cosy fire pit area. This evening, a 

special ravine dinner experience will be 

arranged for you and your small group. 

After a gentle walk to a secluded bush 

ravine site at the southern edge of the 

lodge’s grounds, you and your group will 

enjoy a traditional boma-style barbecue 

dinner complete with Maasai dancing 

and a bonfire to keep you warm. 

It’s a memorable end to your safari 

experience. Approx. journey time: 4½ 

hours. Stay: Oldeani Mountain Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 7: Ngorongoro to Arusha This 

morning return to Arusha (approx.  

journey time: 3 hours) for lunch before 

your return flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. Alternatively, choose to 

extend your time in Africa with a beach 

stay. B, L.

Combine ith
Selected Taste of Tanzania departure 

dates connect with our Big Five Safari 

(p86) to form an 11-night Kenya & 

Tanzania Safari. This itinerary is ideal 

for wildlife enthusiasts who are keen 

to discover Kenya alongside northern 

Tanzania in a single trip. You’ll visit the 

wilderness of Kenya’s largest national 

park, Tsavo West, followed by Amboseli, 

which has a spectacular backdrop of 

Mount Kilimanjaro. Then you’ll travel 

to Namanga to cross the border, where 

you’ll be picked up to join the Taste of 

Tanzania itinerary. Add on a short beach 

stay and you’ll have an impressively 

varied two-week holiday.

Stay longer
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Tanzania safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £787 

per person, ref AK802

Just a short flight from Arusha, the 

exotic ‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the 

perfect post-safari tonic. The historic 

part of its capital (Zanzibar Town) is 

UNESCO World Heritage-listed Stone 

Town. This coastal city is a real mix of 

cultural influences, with labyrinthine 

alleyways, Sultan’s palaces, weathered 

historic buildings, intricate architectural 

details and vibrant markets. Stone Town 

is where you’ll find Zanzibar’s main 

cultural sightseeing, but it’s also worth 

taking a tour of the traditional farms, 

which grow cloves, cinnamon, vanilla 

and nutmeg. The ‘stay longer’ reason 

here is Zanzibar’s palm-fringed sands, 

lapped by warm Indian Ocean waters. 

Regularly voted amongst the world’s 

best beaches, you can spend your days 

soaking up the sun, enjoying pampering 

spa treatments, trying your hand at 

watersports and snorkelling amongst the 

colourful corals.

   Tan ania      ast A rica
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Safari

Is this for you?
A comprehensive discovery of 

the northern circuit, staying in 

great quality lodges with some 

thoughtful extras included.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags 

weighing a maximum of 15kg

•  Extra luggage can be left in Arusha 

by arrangement prior to travel.

Accommodation
One of East Africa’s most 

recognised hotel groups, Serena’s 

lodges, camps and hotels all have a 

strong cultural influence and sense 

of place, with characterful designs 

and local touches. Ngorongoro 

Serena is a unique stone lodge that 

seems to rise out of the crater rim, 

and on your final night you’ll stay 

at Kirawira – a premium tented 

camp that emulates the classic ‘Out 

of Africa’ experience.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Classic Tanzania Safari
The Classic Tanzania Safari offers the ultimate all-round experience of 
Tanzania’s popular northern circuit. It combines quality lodges that sit in 
fantastic locations with scenic overland journeys and superb wildlife viewing, 
and includes the convenience of a thrilling light aircraft flight from the 
Serengeti back to Arusha on your final day.

Your itinerary – 9 nights

Route
• Arusha: 1 night 

• Lake Manyara: 1 night 

• Ngorongoro: 2 nights 

• Serengeti (central): 2 nights 

• Serengeti (western corridor): 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Arusha Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Arusha. 

Day 2: Arusha On arrival, transfer to the 

Lake Duluti Serena Hotel just outside 

Arusha. At the gateway of Tanzania’s 

northern circuit, nestled at the foot 

of Mount Meru, this Serena hotel sits 

in beautiful gardens on the shores of 

tranquil Lake Duluti and makes for a 

lovely relaxed first night ahead of your 

safari. Built on the site of a colonial 

coffee farm, it’s designed to echo 

its traditional origins with rooms in 

thatched cottages grouped around the 

flower-filled ‘village square’. Tonight 

there’ll be a welcome dinner and safari 

briefing for you and your group. Stay: 

Lake Duluti Serena Hotel (or similar). D.

Day 3: Arusha to Lake Manyara 

After breakfast you’ll depart for Lake 

Manyara National Park, passing through 

African villages and coffee and banana 

plantations en route. The national park 

is located at the base of the Rift Valley 

Escarpment with a seasonal shallow 

soda lake that attracts numerous 

animals. A small but scenic park, it is 

richly populated, home to lions lazing in 

sausage trees, herds of elephant, large 

troops of baboons, pods of wallowing 

hippo and clouds of pink flamingo – 

although the number of birds here 

fluctuates depending on the water 

level, so it’s best to check if this is your 

main reason for visiting. After lunch at 

the Lake Manyara Serena Safari Lodge, 

enjoy a game drive in the park and 

then return to the lodge for the night. 

Standing high on a bluff, the Serena 

has some of the best views around and 

offers easy access to the national park. 

The infinity pool is a focal point, with 

a pool bar encouraging you to soak up 

the views for longer. Comfortable rooms 

are housed in traditional, yet quite 

quirky, white-washed rondavels dotted 

throughout the pretty grounds. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours. Stay: Lake Manyara 

Serena Safari Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Lake Manyara to Ngorongoro  

Set off on a morning game drive around 

the shores of Lake Manyara. Then depart 

for Ngorongoro, stopping for lunch en 

route at Gibb’s Farm – a 1920s coffee 

farm that has been sensitively restored 

to become a peaceful guesthouse that 

sits in floral gardens. Afterwards, you 

will have the privilege to visit the Iraqw 

tribespeople for the chance to learn 

about their culture, beliefs and even 

join them for a spot of dancing, before 

travelling on to the Ngorongoro Serena 

Safari Lodge. This unique low-rise stone 

lodge is the only lodge on the western 

edge of the crater and seems to rise out 

of the natural environment. Its position 

makes for witnessing glorious sunrises. 

During your stay here you’ll have access 

to your own rock-enclosed balcony with 

uninterrupted crater views. Tonight, 

together with your group, decide what 

time you wish to start your full-day 

game drive in the Ngorongoro Crater. If 

you leave around 5.30am you’ll be one 

of the first vehicles into the crater, and 

a picnic breakfast will ensure that you 

won’t go hungry. Approx. journey time: 

2 hours. Stay: Ngorongoro Serena Safari 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Ngorongoro The early start this 

morning will be more than worth it for 

the chance to spend a full day in the 

Ngorongoro Crater with a picnic lunch 

overlooking a small hippo lake. Descend 

600 metres down the rim to explore 

Serengeti Serena Lodge
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Serengeti Serena Safari Lodge

Kirawira Serena Tented CampKirawira Serena Tented Camp

Guide price dates

14 Apr 2018

High season

22 Jul 2018 from £5315

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 9 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Qatar Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AT950.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Dec

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £115

Private vehicle Upgrade to a private 

vehicle on the same itinerary from 

£679 per person, ref AT958

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1063 per 

person, ref AT974

Optional excursions Day 7: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £54 per person.

What to e ect
•  Time to get you know your group 

and guide

•  A relaxed and informal 

environment.

Why Kuoni
You’ll stay in two different areas of 

the vast Serengeti, and a full-day 

game drive in the Ngorongoro 

Crater with picnic lunch will give 

you extra time to spot its rich 

wildlife. Convenient extras will help 

you feel relaxed and unrushed. On 

arrival in Arusha you’ll have a night 

in a tranquil lakefront hotel ahead 

of your safari, and on your final 

day we’ve included a light aircraft 

flight from the Serengeti to Arusha 

to reduce travelling time.
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Ngorongoro Serena Safari Lodge

Kirawira Serena Tented Camp

the stunning crater and its wildlife. 

Discover landscapes of forest, lakes 

and open grassland and hope to spot 

a large number of wildlife – the crater 

is home to the densest concentration 

of wildlife in Africa after all. Return to 

the Ngorongoro Serena Lodge late in 

the afternoon. Stay: Ngorongoro Serena 

Safari Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Ngorongoro to Central Serengeti 

Today you’ll visit Olduvai Gorge – a 

steep-sided ravine that is one of the 

world’s richest and best preserved 

archaeological and paleontological 

sites – before entering the world-

famous Serengeti National Park that 

offers the chance to spot the Big Five, 

big cats and some unforgettable sights. 

After lunch, enjoy a game drive in the 

park and overnight at the Serengeti 

Serena Safari Lodge. With panoramic 

views across the Serengeti plains and 

a series of charming domed rondavels 

blending into the hillside landscape, 

this is one of Serena’s most picturesque 

lodges. Although there are 66 rooms, 

the African-style rondavels are so well 

spaced out in the acacia groves that 

there’s an air of privacy, and there’s no 

mistaking that you’re right in the middle 

of the bush. Approx. journey time: 4½ 

hours. Stay: Serengeti Serena Safari 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Central Serengeti This morning 

you may like to take an optional balloon 

flight over the Serengeti, offering some 

amazing views of the Serengeti’s vast 

open plains. Then enjoy morning and 

afternoon game drives, looking out for the 

big cats and much more. Stay: Serengeti 

Serena Safari Lodge (or similar). B L, D.

Day 8: Central Serengeti to Serengeti 

Western Corridor The Serengeti is 

broadly divided into four areas, with the 

annual great migration passing through 

the areas at different times of year. The 

western corridor is possibly the most 

famous and you’ll get to appreciate the 

vastness of the park on a game drive 

en route to your next destination for 

lunch followed by an afternoon game 

drive. Tonight you will stay at the 

Serena group’s most exclusive safari 

accommodation – Kirawira Serena 

Tented Camp. This colonial-style camp 

aims to emulate the classic ‘Out of 

Africa’ experience. It’s a member of 

the Small Luxury Hotels of the World 

and has just 25 tents that are raised on 

timber platforms. Kirawira has superb 

views over the plains and offers the 

classic tented camp safari experience. 

Stay: Kirawira Serena Tented Camp 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Serengeti Western Corridor to 

Arusha Set off for the Grumeti airstrip, 

where you’ll fly by light aircraft to 

Arusha, gaining a different perspective 

of Tanzania’s landscape. This is a 

wonderfully classic way – following 

in the footsteps of the adventurers of 

the 1920s – to complete your Tanzania 

safari. Approx. journey time: 2½ hours. 

On arrival in Arusha you will then have 

lunch and transfer to the airport for 

your return flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B, L.

Stay longer
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Tanzania safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £760 

per person, ref AT954

Just a short flight from Arusha, the 

exotic ‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the 

perfect post-safari tonic.

Tan ania      ast A rica
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Safari

Is this for you?
This comprehensive overland safari 

will suit first-timers and repeat 

visitors. It’s ideal for those who 

want to fully experience Tanzania’s 

northern circuit.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly

•  Extra luggage can be left in Arusha 

by arrangement prior to travel.

Accommodation
On arrival, the Kibo Palace is a 

welcoming and well-located hotel 

to feel refreshed after your flight. 

On safari, all accommodation is 

managed by Sopa – a reputable 

brand with seven lodges that 

are all designed to reflect their 

surroundings. At Tarangire Sopa 

Lodge, there are no fences for up-

close wildlife viewing; elephants 

can often be seen wandering 

through the grounds.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Ngorongoro Safari
A classic and affordable overland safari, the Ngorongoro Safari visits the key 
natural wonders of Tanzania’s northern circuit – the Ngorongoro Crater, the 
Serengeti and Tarangire – and stays at good quality lodges in prime locations. 
Wake early as the sun rises to make the most of each enchanting day on this 
comprehensive itinerary.

Your itinerary – 9 nights

Route
• Arusha: 1 night 

• Ngorongoro: 2 nights 

• Serengeti: 2 nights 

• Tarangire: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Arusha Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Arusha. 

Day 2: Arusha On arrival, transfer to the 

Kibo Palace Hotel – a welcoming hotel 

with a refreshing pool in landscaped 

grounds and views of Mount Meru and 

Kilimanjaro. Tonight you’ll have your 

safari briefing. Stay: Kibo Palace Hotel 

(or similar).

Day 3: Arusha to Ngorongoro After 

breakfast depart in your 4x4 safari 

vehicle towards the awe-inspiring 

Ngorongoro Crater. You’ll pass through 

maize, coffee and banana plantations 

and a scenic escarpment on the edge of 

the Rift Valley with stunning views over 

the distant Lake Manyara. After a short 

stop, you’ll continue on your way to 

Ngorongoro and the Ngorongoro Sopa 

Lodge in time for lunch. This large lodge 

is the only accommodation located on 

the quieter eastern rim of the crater and 

enjoys spectacular sunsets. Its design 

is themed around traditional circular 

African houses with stone walls and  

conical roofs. The rooms here are 

traditional, with earthy colours, exposed 

brickwork and wood-panelled ceilings, 

and have an indoor balcony area with 

floor-to-ceiling windows so that you 

can make the most of the view without 

being exposed to the chilly evening air. 

After lunch, you can enjoy the afternoon 

at leisure or embark on a guided walk 

along the crater rim with a driver/guide. 

Tonight there’ll be a welcome dinner for 

you and your group. Approx. journey 

time: 3½ hours. Stay: Ngorongoro Sopa 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Ngorongoro Head out into 

the early morning mist and make the 

600-metre descent into the crater on 

a morning game drive. Explore the 

distinct areas of forest, lakes and open 

grassland, hopefully spotting wildlife 

including the Big Five, cheetah and 

hyena. You’ll have to wait another day 

to see giraffe, topi and impala, which 

are interestingly absent due to the steep 

crater walls and lack of acacia trees. 

Return to the lodge for lunch and in the 

afternoon, visit a local Maasai village. 

This two-hour cultural experience 

will introduce you to a local manyatta 

where generations of Maasai live along 

with their cattle and other livestock. 

You’ll meet with the village elder or 

guide and gain an insight into local life, 

speaking to the Maasai and watching a 

traditional song and dance performance. 

Afterwards, there’s the option to buy 

local curios. Stay: Ngorongoro Sopa 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Ngorongoro to Serengeti Drive to 

Olduvai Gorge, the ‘cradle of mankind’ 

where some of the earliest hominid 

remains were found, before continuing 

to the Serengeti plains for lunch at 

the Serengeti Sopa Lodge. Enjoy an 

afternoon game drive in the Serengeti 

National Park – Tanzania’s most iconic 

national park that is rich in both views 

and wildlife. Keep your eyes peeled for 

big cats lounging in the shade, herds of 

elephant, buffalo, eland, hyena, impala – 

and much more. You’ll then return to the 

Serengeti Sopa Lodge for the night. The 

design of the lodge is distinctly different 

to its fellow African lodges, with a flat 

roof that provides the perfect spot for 

sundowners, and a warm and colourful 

interior. The views from the lodge are 

one of its real highlights, reaching far 

across the Serengeti plains, and there’s 

good wildlife viewing year-round thanks 

to the surrounding acacia woodland and 

Maasai in the Serengeti Tarangire Sopa Lodge

East Africa   •   Tanzania
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Guide price dates

14 May 2018

High season

04 Aug 2018 from £4261

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 9 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Qatar Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AT940.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar. Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £275

Private vehicle Upgrade to a private 

vehicle on the same itinerary from 

£631 per person, ref AT939

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £998 per 

person, ref TK050

Optional excursions Day 6: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £54 per person.

What to e ect
•  Time to get you know your group 

and guide

•  A couple of long but rewarding 

days, with journeys of 1-6 hours.

Why Kuoni
A night in Arusha gives you the 

chance to relax after your flight. 

Fully refreshed, you’ll set off on 

scenic journeys with one of our 

expert local driver/guides. And 

while this itinerary is obviously 

focused on incredible wildlife 

viewing, we’ve included extra 

experiences including a Maasai 

village visit, a stop at Olduvai 

Gorge and lunch at Gibb’s Farm 

– a renovated 1920s coffee farm – 

to enhance your time in Tanzania.
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Ngorongoro Crater

water supply. Approx. journey time: 

4½ hours. Stay: Serengeti Sopa Lodge 

(or similar).  B, L, D.

Day 6: Serengeti A full day in the world-

famous Serengeti awaits today with 

morning and afternoon game drives in 

search of the resident big game. There’s 

also the option to take an early morning 

hot-air balloon ride over the Serengeti 

plains. Sunrise in the Serengeti is a 

magical time of day and this is one of 

our most highly recommended safari 

experiences, perfectly finished off with 

a Champagne breakfast. Stay: Serengeti 

Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Serengeti to Tarangire Depart 

for the Rift Valley this morning with a 

beautiful lunch stop at Gibb’s Farm near 

Karatu in the heart of the highlands. 

Established as a coffee farm in the 

1920s, this peaceful guesthouse is a 

charming property overlooking the Great 

Rift Valley and Ngorongoro forest. After 

lunch, continue on to Tarangire National 

Park. Dominated by baobab trees and 

huge elephant herds, this beautiful park 

is a haven for wildlife. It experiences 

distinct seasons, with the dry season 

( July to November) witnessing a 

large number of animals attracted to 

the reducing river – the area’s only 

permanent source of water. Tarangire’s 

lions and leopards can be spotted 

lounging in the branches of sausage 

trees and diverse birdlife here includes 

the ashy starling and yellow-collared 

lovebird. You’ll stay at the Tarangire 

Sopa Lodge, built to blend harmoniously 

with its bushland surroundings with an 

earthy-brown-roofed main building and 

rooms tucked away in traditional circular 

cottages. With no fences around the 

lodge, you’ll hopefully be able to witness 

up-close wildlife viewing – elephants 

can regularly be seen wandering through 

the grounds. Approx. journey time: 

7 hours. Stay: Tarangire Sopa Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Tarangire Embark on morning 

and afternoon game drives exploring 

the stunning riverine ecosystems of 

Tarangire. Stay: Tarangire Sopa Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Tarangire to Arusha After 

breakfast, pass through the Maasai 

Steppe on your way back to Arusha 

(approx. journey time: 2½ hours) for 

lunch (unless travelling onwards for 

a beach stay, in which case you’ll go 

straight to the airport to waste no time 

in getting to Zanzibar’s white sands). 

Transfer to the airport for your return 

flight to the UK, arriving the following 

day. B, L.

Stay longer
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Tanzania safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £790 

per person, ref AT946

Just a short flight from Arusha, the 

exotic ‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the 

perfect post-safari tonic.
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Safari

Is this for you?
If you have time to really 

experience the region, this 

comprehensive safari visits five 

national parks and provides an 

insight into local life along the way.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local driver/guides 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  4x4 safari vehicles exclusively 

for Kuoni customers, with 

guaranteed window seats

• Park fees 

• Guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over 7 

• A maximum of 6 guests per vehicle 

•  Luggage must be in soft bags – 

try to pack lightly

•  Extra luggage can be left in Arusha 

by arrangement prior to travel.

Accommodation
In Tarangire, hidden amidst 

grasslands and ancient baobabs, 

Tarangire Sopa Lodge is unfenced 

for up-close wildlife viewing. In 

the Serengeti you’ll stay both 

under canvas and at a hotel-style 

lodge; in the western corridor, 

Mbalageti Serengeti has sweeping 

views across the vast plains, while 

in the south-west the Serengeti 

Sopa Lodge has a vibrant design, 

with a flat roof that provides the 

perfect spot for sundowners.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Ultimate Tanzania
This breathtaking overland journey offers a rare extensive safari experience 
of northern Tanzania. Highlights include discovering the dry savannah of 
Tarangire, lesser-visited Lake Victoria, the animal-rich plains of the Serengeti 
and the beautiful Ngorongoro Crater, while staying in a selection of superbly 
located camps and lodges.

Your itinerary – 15 nights

Route
• Arusha: 1 night 

• Tarangire: 2 nights 

• Ngorongoro Crater: 2 nights 

• Serengeti (western corridor): 2 nights 

• Lake Victoria: 2 nights 

• Serengeti (south west): 2 nights 

• Lake Manyara: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Arusha Depart the UK on 

your overnight flight to Arusha. 

Day 2: Arusha On arrival, transfer to 

your hotel. The Mount Meru Hotel sits 

in nine acres of landscaped gardens in 

the foothills of Mount Meru and is ideal 

for a relaxed stay ahead of your safari. 

Tonight there’ll be a welcome dinner and 

safari briefing for you and your group. 

Stay: Mount Meru Hotel (or similar). D.

Day 3: Arusha to Tarangire This morning 

set off on a tour of the often overlooked 

Arusha National Park, dominated by a 

beautiful backdrop of Mount Meru. Visit 

Ngurudoto Crater and the Momella lakes 

– a group of shallow alkaline lakes, which 

are home to many water birds including 

flamingos, Egyptian geese and fowls. 

Have lunch in Arusha before departing 

for Tarangire with a game drive en route 

to your lodge, which lies hidden amidst 

the ancient baobabs and grasslands of 

the National Park. Tarangire Sopa Lodge 

was built to blend harmoniously with its 

surroundings, and no fences around the 

lodge allows for up-close wildlife viewing. 

Approx. journey time: 2½ hours. Stay: 

Tarangire Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tarangire Embark on morning 

and afternoon game drives in Tarangire 

National Park, a highly dense bushland 

dominated by the valley of the Tarangire 

River and attracting abundant wildlife. 

It’s likely that you’ll encounter elephants 

and brightly coloured birds who love 

the dry savannah. Stay: Tarangire Sopa 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Tarangire to Ngorongoro On your 

journey to the Ngorongoro Crater, you’ll 

stop for a home-cooked lunch at Gibb’s 

Farm; a historic, organic coffee growing 

plantation. You’ll then get to take a 

look around this working farm, which 

dates back to 1929, on a coffee roasting 

tour and garden walk. Continue to the 

Ngorongoro Sopa Lodge, perched on 

the northern crater rim with traditional 

circular African houses, a swimming pool 

and spectacular sunsets. Approx. journey 

time: 4½ hours. Stay: Ngorongoro Sopa 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Ngorongoro Wake early for a 

morning game drive in the Ngorongoro 

Crater; the largest intact crater in the 

world with forest areas inhabited by 

elephants and open savannah where 

lions roam. An early start will allow you 

to be one of the first vehicles into the 

crater. This afternoon you’ll make a short 

visit to a Maasai village for an insight 

into local life. Stay: Ngorongoro Sopa 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Ngorongoro to Serengeti Western 

Corridor Depart with a picnic lunch and 

enter the Serengeti National Park. Hope 

to spot the Big Five as well as cheetah, 

giraffe, hippo and warthog. Tonight 

you’ll stay at Mbalageti Serengeti in the 

Serengeti’s famous western corridor. This 

charming camp has panoramic views of 

the Serengeti plains and the seasonal 

Mbalageti River. There’s a large main 

lodge with rooms, but we’ve chosen 

accommodation in the tented chalets. 

Under thatch, with a back wall of local 

rock, a wooden floor, thatched roof and 

tented sides, the chalets offer a secluded 

safari experience in the Serengeti. After 

a day’s game drive, relax in the lounge 

loft or take a refreshing dip in the pool. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. Stay: 

Mbalageti Serengeti (or similar).  B, L, D.

East Africa   •   Tanzania
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Serenity on the Lake 

a

Guide price dates

15 Apr 2018

High season

22 Jul 2018 from £6708

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Qatar Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref AT968.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Safaris depart in: Nov; Dec

2018 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; 

Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Safaris depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Safaris depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed − see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £405

Private vehicle Upgrade to a private 

vehicle on the same itinerary from 

£1273 per person, ref AT0991

Private safari Upgrade to a private 

safari with a driver/guide on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1656 per 

person, ref AT979

Optional excursions Day 12: Balloon 

Safari from £462 per person

Day-use room Pre-book a day-

room to relax and freshen up on 

arrival or before your return flight 

from £53 per person.

What to e ect
•  Time to get you know your group 

and guide

•  Long but rewarding days, with 

journeys of between 1 and 5 hours.

Why Kuoni
We’ve included Lake Victoria on 

this longer itinerary – it’s a lovely 

leisurely destination for enjoying 

less traditional safari activities 

such as canoe rides, nature walks 

and village visits. You’ll also have 

lunch at Gibb’s Farm and see 

Olduvai Gorge. We’ve combined 

these experiences with Tanzania’s 

most iconic wildlife viewing, with a 

morning game drive in the wildlife-

rich Ngorongoro Crater and stays in 

two different areas of the Serengeti.

uide rice rom 

Lake Manyara Kilimamoja

Ngorongoro Sopa Lodge

Day 8: Serengeti Western Corridor 

Head out on morning and afternoon 

game drives in the wildlife-rich western 

corridor close to the Grumeti River. Stay: 

Mbalageti Serengeti (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Serengeti Western Corridor to 

Lake Victoria Drive through the western 

corridor to Serenity on the Lake – an 

eco-resort that sits in lush gardens on the 

shores of Lake Victoria. After lunch enjoy a 

guided nature walk and go bird watching. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours. Stay: 

Serenity on the Lake (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 10: Lake Victoria This morning 

you’ll be picked up from your lodge by 

local fishermen and rowed along the 

shore bank on a traditional canoe ride to 

a nearby village. Here you’ll learn about 

the different methods of fishing and the 

local way of life. Return to the lodge for 

lunch. How you spend your afternoon 

is up to you, with time at leisure or a 

further opportunity to go bird watching 

along the shore. Stay: Serenity on the 

Lake (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 11: Lake Victoria to South-west 

Serengeti Drive back into the Serengeti, 

viewing wildlife and enjoying a picnic 

lunch en route to your second Serengeti 

lodge, set in an area of outstanding natural 

beauty overlooking the plains of the south-

western Serengeti. The main building’s flat 

roof allows space for sundowners, there 

are excellent views from the dining area. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. Stay: 

Serengeti Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 12: South-west Serengeti Today 

there’s the option of taking flight on a hot-

air balloon safari over the plains at sunrise. 

Alternatively, head back into the National 

Park on a full day game drive. Stay: 

Serengeti Sopa Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 13: South-west Serengeti to Lake 

Manyara Drive to the archaeological 

site of Olduvai Gorge and the Cradle of 

Mankind before continuing on to Lake 

Manyara with a picnic lunch en route. Your 

accommodation here is the Lake Manyara 

Kilimamoja Lodge. Opened in 2015 and 

nestled on the rim of the Great African Rift 

Valley, this rustic-luxe lodge has stunning 

views over Lake Manyara. 50 classic suites 

all have a fireplace, bathtub, indoor and 

outdoor shower and private balcony. 

Outside there’s a large rim-flow pool and 

fire pit. As a lovely little extra, afternoon 

tea is included. Approx. journey time: 4½ 

hours. Stay: Lake Manyara Kilimamoja 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 14: Lake Manyara Set off on a 

morning game drive around the lakeshore 

in Lake Manyara National Park. After 

lunch, there’ll be an afternoon visit to the 

colourful market town of Mto wa Mbu 

which has been used as a trading post by 

several tribes for centuries. It’s the only 

place where you can hear the four major 

African language groups spoken in the 

same area. Enjoy a guided tour, with visits 

to local homes, farmlands, resident bars, 

a school and church. Stay: Lake Manyara 

Kilimamoja Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 15: Lake Manyara to Arusha Return 

to Arusha (approx. journey time: 

2 hours) for lunch then transfer to 

Kilimanjaro for your return flight to the 

UK, arriving the following day. B, L.

Stay longer
Zanzibar is our most popular extension 

to a Tanzania safari, but there are many 

options. You’ll find a range of other 

suggestions to complement this safari 

on p84-5.

Zanzibar beach 3 nights from £965 per 

person, ref AT978

Just a short flight from Arusha, the 

exotic ‘spice island’ of Zanzibar is the 

perfect post-safari tonic. 

Tan ania      ast A rica 



Southern Africa
From endless desertscapes to labyrinthine 
waterways, this huge region is home to a world-
class city, unique flora and fauna, and a mighty 
natural wonder – it is truly a land of adventure.

In this section
108 South Africa

114 Namibia

116 Madagascar



General information
Flying time South Africa: 11½ hours to 
Johannesburg, 13¾ hours to Cape Town; Namibia: 
12 hours from Frankfurt, or 13½ via Johannesburg; 
Madagascar: 11½ hours to Antananarivo

Time diff erence South Africa: GMT +2 hours; 
Namibia: GMT +1 hour; Madagascar: GMT +3 hours

Currency South Africa: Rand; Namibia: Dollar; 
Madagascar: Ariary

Language South Africa: Afrikaans and English; 
Namibia: English; Madagascar: Malagasy

Visa info South Africa: Visa not required for UK 
passport holders, two full clear pages together 
required in passport; Namibia: Visa not required for 
UK passport holders; Madagascar: Visas are required 
and are obtainable on arrival. 

Key events
March Malagasy New Year, Alahamady Be, 
Madagascar.

March - October Game viewing, Etosha National 
Park, Namibia – Visit the Fish River Canyon.

June - November Whale watching season, Cape 
coast, South Africa.

26 June Independence Day, Madagascar.

Climate
For spectacular safaris in South Africa’s Kruger area, 
the UK summer is the best time to visit. In Namibia, 
April to October is warm, sunny and has minimal 
rainfall; the wet season is December to March.
Madagascar’s cooler, dry months are from May to 
October, with the rainy season from November-April.

 Maximum daytime temperature 

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Jan 26 30 25 27 26

7 9 11 6 8

279 73 32 140 135

Feb 26 29 25 28 26

6 9 10 7 8

260 85 31 125 93

Mar 25 27 24 27 25

6 8 9 7 8

201 85 43 118 92

Apr 25 26 22 26 22

7 9 7 7 8

61 33 82 68 56

May 23 23 19 24 20

7 10 6 7 9

27 6 136 56 15

Jun 20 20 17 23 17

7 10 5 7 9

14 1 189 31 9

Jul 20 21 17 22 18

7 10 6 8 9

19 1 164 30 4

Aug 20 23 17 23 20

7 11 7 7 10

20 1 163 54 8

Sep 23 27 18 23 23

8 11 7 6 10

15 3 96 76 28

Oct 25 29 20 24 24

8 10 9 6 9

69 12 61 98 76

Nov 26 30 22 25 25

8 10 10 6 9

171 25 40 116 112

Dec 26 31 24 27 26

6 10 11 7 9

310 34 43 101 113
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Southern Africa: Stay longer
Our escorted small group safaris offer a comprehensive way to see this incredible part of the world. If you have 
more time, we’ve suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your holiday – but the options are endless. 
Whether you’re interested in exploring further or are looking for a bit of relaxation time at the end of your tour, 
our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Add a short tour to the end of your small group escorted tour
Adding a short tour to follow on from your escorted small group tour is a great way of getting a little further off the beaten track.

Eastern Cape
Suggested Tour: Classic South Africa

Duration 2 nights

Kariega Game Reserve: 2 nights

Highlights 

•    Fabulous wildlife and birdlife sightings including the famed Big Five: lion, 

elephant, leopard, Cape buffalo and rhino

•    Game viewing in a malaria-free private game reserve – ideal for a more 

intimate and worry-free safari experience

•    All game drives are included.

Victoria Falls
Suggested Tour: South Africa Explorer

Duration 2 nights

Livingstone, Victoria Falls: 2 nights

Highlights

•    Visit the mighty Victoria Falls, the largest curtain of falling water in the world 

•     A stunning sundowner river cruise offers close encounters with resident 

wildlife including hippo, crocodile, elephant and the African Fish Eagle, the 

national animal of Zambia 

•    Stay on the banks of the great Zambezi River.

Namibian Deserts
Suggested Tour: Namibian Explorer

Duration 4 nights

Lüderitz: 1 night, Fish River Canyon: 2 nights, Kalahari Desert: 1 night

Highlights

•    Four-night miniature adventure into Namibia’s breathtaking natural landscapes

•      Walk with a local bushman and discover a unique culture in the Kalahari

•    Visit Africa’s largest canyon – Fish River Canyon. An impressive sight to behold, 

you’ll stay at Canyon Lodge which is embedded in the majestic rocks. 

Namibia

Cape buffalo

Victoria Falls
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Relax on the beach
A few days in a beach destination after your tour gives you the chance to relax and unwind.

Mauritius
Found east of Madagascar in the pristine Indian Ocean, Mauritius is an idyllic 

escape of white sand beaches, sumptuous cuisine and world-class resorts 

offering all-inclusive experiences – the perfect recipe for sublime relaxation. 

A harmony of African, Indian, European and Oriental influences, Mauritius is 

a eclectic paradise of people and cultures. And although there is more to the 

island than just white sands, there’s no denying that these are some of the most 

incredible beaches in the world. 

Nosy Be 
Off the coast of the mainland, Madagascar’s island beaches are gloriously 

undeveloped, with golden and pure white sands, lush rainforest and crystal clear 

turquoise waters inhabited by abundant marine life. Spend your days revelling 

in the island’s slow, easy way of life as the heady scents of ylang ylang and 

vanilla plantations fill the air.

Mozambique 
For the ultimate beach destination in southern Africa, look no further than 

the enigmatic Mozambique. Tropical climes, lucid blue-green waters and a 

largely unspoilt coastline offers an off-the-beaten-track Eden waiting to be 

discovered. With little more than a handful of resorts in comparison to other 

beach destinations in the area, the exclusivity is reflected in the price – however 

with direct flights from Kruger and Johannesburg, it is one of our favourite 

destinations to twin with South Africa.

Mauritius

Hawksbill turtle

Nosy Be
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This is the perfect introduction to 

South Africa. With everything from 

Cape Town to the Winelands and 

the Garden Route, you can enjoy 

all the diverse wonders on offer. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

 • Insightful local tour leaders 

 • Hand-picked itineraries 

 • Flexible arrival times 

 •  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
On this enchanting journey, the 

accommodation has been hand-

selected based on its location and 

proximity to the sights. A touch of 

luxury has also been considered 

as you enjoy easy access to some 

of the region’s most famous 

areas from a variety of properties 

including the contemporary 

feel of the Townhouse Hotel in 

Cape Town and the boutique 

style of the Oude Werf Hotel in 

Stellenbosch.

Nature ffffff

Culture ffgggg

Active fggggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Classic South Africa
Lush rolling vineyards, jagged peaks and winding coastal roads edged by verdant 
forests make up the landscapes of this beautiful country. With plenty of wine 
tasting on offer and stops along Cape Town and the Garden Route, this presents 
the perfect experience of South Africa. You can even extend your journey to 
experience the Big Five in one of the region’s most renowned private game reserves.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Cape Town: 3 nights  

• Stellenbosch: 2 nights  

• Oudtshoorn: 1 night  

• Knysna: 2 nights  

• Port Elizabeth: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Cape Town Depart the UK 

on your overnight flight to Cape Town.  

  

Day 2: Cape Town On arrival, you’ll 

be met at the airport and transferred 

to your hotel. Enjoy your afternoon at 

leisure. This evening provides the perfect 

opportunity to get to know your fellow 

travellers over a welcome dinner at the 

iconic Gold Restaurant. With cuisine that 

transports you from Table Mountain to 

Timbuktu, this is a superb and authentic 

culinary experience that’s accompanied 

by a unique cultural experience. Listen 

to the hypnotic rhythm of the djembe 

drums and enjoy a hand-washing 

ceremony before your delicious 

14-course Cape Malay and African meal 

is served, with each dish’s origin and 

heritage explained by the friendly staff. 

Stay: Townhouse Hotel (or similar). D.  

  

Day 3: Cape Town Today promises to 

be action-filled with a full-day Cape 

Peninsula tour on the schedule. Weather 

permitting, your first stop is Table 

Mountain for a panoramic cable car to 

the top where you can walk to all the 

different viewpoints and get some great 

pictures of the city below. You’ll then 

head for Hout Bay, passing Camps Bay 

and Llandudno along the way. Continue 

travelling over Chapman’s Peak and 

perhaps opt to take the funicular up 

to the Cape Point Lighthouse (extra 

cost). From here, follow the coast to 

Cape Point Nature Reserve. As the 

day draws to a close, we’ve saved the 

most endearing sight for last – a trip to 

Boulders Beach Penguin Colony. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 4: Cape Town With the morning at 

leisure, you may wish to head out on an 

optional tour of Robben Island, where 

Nelson Mandela spent 18 of his 27 years 

in prison. In the early afternoon, you’ll 

enjoy one of our favourite highlights 

of this tour – the Cape Malay Cooking 

Experience. Pay a visit to a friendly 

local family where you will enjoy a 

fully-interactive, hands-on cooking 

demonstration. Delight in the delicious 

flavours of what you’ve created as you 

indulge in a filling traditional meal. 

You’ll then have a chance to walk-off 

your superb lunch with a guided tour 

of the Bo-Kaap area to uncover more 

of the interesting culture of the Cape 

Malay people and their food. As lunch 

is a filling affair, we’ve ensured that you 

have the evening at leisure so you can 

eat as much or as little as you wish. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 5: Cape Town to Stellenbosch 

Travel to the Cape Winelands to explore 

various wine estates and enjoy a cellar 

tour where you can indulge in two wine 

tastings and a cheese tasting. You’ll then 

travel on to Stellenbosch. This evening, 

head out as a group to enjoy dinner at a 

local restaurant. Approx. journey time: 8 

hours including Winelands tour and stops. 

Stay: Oude Werf Hotel (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 6: Stellenbosch/Cape Winelands 

Today, a special highlight awaits – a 

journey aboard the famed Franschhoek 

Wine Tram. On this hop-on hop-off tour, 

you’ll experience the beautiful essence 

of the Franschhoek Valley. Journey past 

rolling landscapes covered in vineyards, 

stopping a total of seven times to enjoy 

a range of activities, from wine tasting 

to cellar tours. With so much indulgence, 

today allows for both lunch and dinner 

at your leisure so that you can select 

what suits you best, and allows for those 

Cape Town

Cango Caves, OudtshoornStellenbosch

Southern Africa   •   South Africa
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Knysna

Kariega Game ReserveKariega Game Reserve

Guide price dates

23 Nov 2017

High season

25 Oct 2018 from £3890.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on South African Airlines from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref ZA000.

K epar re mon s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

p ions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £320

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1441 per 

person, ref ZA001

Optional excursions Day 4: Robben 

Island from £50 per person. 

a  o e pe
• Air-conditioned transport

• Frequent rest stops will be made

•  We recommend extending your 

stay in the malaria-free Eastern 

Cape for a safari experience 

to complete your South Africa 

adventure.

y K oni
Every detail has been considered 

when putting together this 

comprehensive itinerary – from 

delicious dinners, to stunning 

journeys that make the most of the 

scenery and superb opportunities 

to taste the local wine and 

cuisine. We know that everyone 

is different, which is why we have 

also added a variety of options for 

those that wish to extend their 

journey and experience the famed 

wildlife of Africa.

G i e pri e rom 

a

Boulders Beach

Cape Town

KnysnaCango Caves, Oudtshoorn

who simply want to savour all that the 

region has to offer in their own way. 

Stay: Oude Werf Hotel (or similar). B.

 

Day 7: Stellenbosch to Oudtshoorn 

Travel via the scenic Route 62 to 

Oudtshoorn. This area is a lush oasis 

rich with adventure, culture and geology 

and is one of the most visited towns in 

the country. Visit Karusa, a premium 

private winery where you will enjoy a 

delicious wine tasting and tapas-style 

lunch in the wine gardens, enjoying 

spectacular views of the towering 

Swartberg Mountains. This afternoon, 

visit the Cango Caves for a guided tour 

through the incredible fairyland of 

columns, crystal curtains and flowstone 

formations. As evening draws in, head 

to a local restaurant for dinner. Approx. 

journey time: 6 hours including stops. 

Stay: Hlangana Lodge (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 8: Oudtshoorn to Knysna Visit 

the CP Nel Museum for a guided tour 

before travelling over the Outeniqua 

Pass, following the coastline to Knysna. 

Nestled on the banks of a beautiful 

lagoon in the heart of the ‘Garden Route 

‘of South Africa, Knysna is surrounded 

by a paradise of indigenous forests, 

tranquil lakes and golden beaches. 

Here, you’ll have the option to embark 

on a boat cruise on the Knysna Lagoon 

(weather permitting). Others may like 

to take a stroll around the waterfront or 

do a spot of shopping. The afternoon is 

at leisure to explore at your own pace. 

Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: The 

Rex Hotel (or similar). B. 

 

Day 9: Knysna Your day begins at 

a leisurely pace, embarking on the 

Featherbed Eco Experience after 

breakfast. This four-hour experience 

features a tour of the privately-owned 

nature reserve, including a ferry and 

nature trail walk, ending with a delicious 

buffet lunch at the Forest Restaurant. 

Hop back on the ferry to return to the 

mainland for an evening at leisure. Stay: 

The Rex Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 10: Knysna to Port Elizabeth 

Travel to the town of Plettenberg Bay 

to visit Monkeyland, the world’s first 

free-roaming multi-species primate 

sanctuary. Spanning an area of 30 

acres, it allows the resident primates 

to forage freely as they would in the 

wild. You could also consider a visit 

to the Birds of Eden, great for any 

budding birdwatchers. From here you’ll 

travel on to Tsitsikamma National Park, 

which in Khoisan means ‘place of much 

water’. The park incorporates 49 miles 

of rocky coastline with spectacular sea 

and landscapes, a remote mountainous 

region with secluded valleys covered in 

mountain fynbos, and temperate high 

forests with deep river gorges leading 

down to the sea. From here you’ll 

continue on to Port Elizabeth. Approx. 

journey time: 4-5 hours including stops. 

Stay: The Beach Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 11: Port Elizabeth After breakfast, 

transfer to the airport for your flight back 

to the UK arriving the following day. For 

those eager to see more of this beautiful 

country, we recommend extending your 

stay to enjoy a safari experience to spot 

the Big Five. B. 

ay onger
Eastern Cape is our most popular 

extension to a South Africa tour, 

but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p106-107.

Eastern Cape 2 nights from £764 per 

person, ref ZA005

Explore the beautiful bushveld with game 

drives in the Kariega Game Reserve.

o  ri a      o ern ri a
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect for those that want to enjoy 

a more in-depth discovery of South 

Africa and its many hidden secrets. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fggggg

Accommodation
Embodying the diverse 

nature of this itinerary, the 

accommodation selected for 

this exclusive adventure offers 

the finest locations, making it 

easier to access the many sights. 

An undeniable highlight is the 

Mjejane River Lodge, located 

in the Mjejane Private Game 

Reserve, adjacent to the iconic 

Kruger National Park.

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

South African Explorer
This in-depth small group tour offers an unparalleled insight into the wonders 
of South Africa. It showcases the very best that each compelling region has 
to offer, including the famous Kruger National Park, the stunning natural 
scenery of Swaziland, and the beauty of KwaZulu-Natal, the Garden Route and 
Cape Town.

Your itinerary – 16 nights

Route
• Cape Town: 3 nights  

• Stellenbosch: 1 night  

• Oudtshoorn: 1 night  

• Knysna: 2 nights  

• Durban: 1 night  

• St Lucia: 2 nights  

• Swaziland: 1 night  

• Near Kruger National Park: 2 nights  

• Pretoria: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Cape Town Depart the UK 

on your overnight flight to Cape Town.  

  

Day 2: Cape Town On arrival in Cape 

Town, you’ll be transferred to your 

hotel, with your afternoon at leisure. 

This evening, get to know your fellow 

guests at a delicious welcome dinner at 

Richard’s Supper Stage & Bistro. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). D.  

  

Day 3: Cape Town Today promises to 

be action-filled with a full day Cape 

Peninsula tour on the schedule including 

a cable car ride up Table Mountain 

(weather permitting) and a trip to 

Boulders Beach Penguin Colony. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 4: Cape Town With the morning at 

leisure, you may wish to head out on 

an optional tour of Robben Island. This 

afternoon, you’ll enjoy one of our tour 

highlights – the Cape Malay Cooking 

Experience. Pay a visit to a friendly 

local family where you will enjoy a 

fully-interactive, hands-on cooking 

demonstration. Delight in the delicious 

flavours of your creation as you indulge 

in a filling traditional meal. You’ll then 

take a guided tour of the Bo-Kaap area 

before an evening at leisure. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 5: Cape Town to Stellenbosch 

Today, a special highlight awaits – a 

journey aboard the famed Franschhoek 

Wine Tram. Stop a total of seven times 

to enjoy wine tastings and cellar tours, 

savouring the region’s delicious produce. 

Later, you’ll travel to Stellenbosch 

to enjoy dinner at a local restaurant. 

Approx. journey time: 8 hours including 

Winelands tour and stops. Stay: Oude 

Werf Hotel (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 6: Stellenbosch to Oudtshoorn 

Travel via the scenic Route 62 to 

Oudtshoorn. Visit Karusa, a premium 

private winery where you will enjoy 

a delicious wine tasting and tapas-

style lunch in the wine gardens. This 

afternoon, visit the Cango Caves for 

a guided tour before dinner at a local 

restaurant. Approx. journey time: 6 

hours including stops. Stay: Hlangana 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 7: Oudtshoorn to Knysna Head to 

the CP Nel Museum for a guided tour 

this morning before travelling over the 

Outeniqua Pass to George, following the 

coastline to the lagoon town of Knysna. 

Here, you’ll have the option to embark 

on a boat cruise on the Knysna Lagoon 

(weather permitting). Others may like 

to take a stroll around the waterfront or 

do a spot of shopping. The afternoon is 

at leisure to explore at your own pace. 

Approx. journey time: 2 hours. Stay: The 

Rex Hotel (or similar). B.  

  

Day 8: Knysna Your day begins at 

a leisurely pace, embarking on the 

Featherbed Eco Experience after 

breakfast. This four-hour experience 

includes a tour of the privately-owned 

nature reserve, ending with a delicious 

buffet lunch at the Forest Restaurant. 

Enjoy the evening at leisure. Stay: The 

Rex Hotel (or similar). B, L.  

  

Day 9: Knysna to Durban Travel to 

the town of Plettenberg Bay to visit 

Monkeyland, and perhaps the Birds of 

 Table Mountain, Cape Town

Southern Africa   •   South Africa
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Guide price dates

30 Nov 2017

High season

18 Oct 2018 from £5427.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 16 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on South African Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref AS9170.

 epa e on
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

p on
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £610

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £2704 per 

person, ref AS9173

Optional excursions Day 4: Robben 

Island from £50 per person. 

a  o e pe
• Air-conditioned transport

• Frequent rest stops will be made

•  Your local leader will leave you 

at Mjejane (where you will enjoy 

the company of an expert safari 

guide) and re-join you as you 

travel to Pretoria

• Check-in at hotels is after 2pm

• A visa is required for Swaziland.

e p e o  

 on
More inclusive than ever before, 

this in-depth adventure through the 

diverse landscapes of South Africa 

promises an unrivalled journey 

of discovery. With thoughtful 

touches incorporated throughout, 

including a welcome dinner at 

Richard’s Supper Stage & Bistro and 

immersive cultural experiences, 

such as a visit to Matsamo Cultural 

Village, you’re guaranteed the 

adventure of a lifetime.

a

Boulders Beach

Kruger National Park

Eden. From here you’ll continue on to 

Port Elizabeth airport for your flight to 

Durban, enjoying dinner on arrival at 

your hotel. Approx. journey time: 4-5 

hours including stops. Stay: Protea Hotel 

Umhlanga Ridge (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 10: Durban to St Lucia Embark 

on a city tour that takes in many of 

Durban’s major sites, including a visit 

to the pretty Botanical Gardens. You’ll 

then travel north towards the intriguing 

iSimangaliso Wetland Park. Arriving at 

the St Lucia Estuary, embark on a boat 

safari (water levels permitting) and try 

to spot the hippos and birdlife. Approx. 

journey time: 4 hours. Stay: Lidiko Lodge 

(or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 11: St Lucia/KwaZulu-Natal Journey 

to the Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Game Reserve 

where you will embark on a three-hour 

open-vehicle game drive in search of the 

Big Five. Indulge in a delicious barbecue 

lunch in the park before returning to 

your hotel to enjoy the rest of the day at 

leisure. Stay: Lidiko Lodge (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 12: St Lucia to Swaziland Head 

northward and visit the Swazi Candle 

Factory and the Ngwenya Glass Works. 

While en route, take the time to ask your 

knowledgeable local leader any questions 

you have about your experiences so far. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours. Stay: 

Mountain Inn (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 13: Swaziland to Kruger National 

Park Leaving the tiny Kingdom of 

Swaziland, a former British Protection 

Territory now ruled by the Swazi Royal 

Family, travel towards the ‘Land of the 

Rising Sun’, Mpumalanga Province. En 

route, enjoy a Swazi cultural experience 

at the Matsamo Cultural Village. Arrive at 

the Mjejane Private Game Reserve, which 

borders Kruger National Park, and embark 

on a thrilling game drive. Approx. journey 

time: 6 hours including stops. Stay: 

Mjejane River Lodge (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 14: Kruger National Park Rise early 

this morning for your game drive in 

Kruger National Park and absorb the 

captivating surrounds of the bushveld 

guided by experienced rangers. After 

lunch, head out in either the Mjejane 

Private Game Reserve or Kruger 

National Park. Stay: Mjejane River Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 15: Kruger National Park to Pretoria 

After an early breakfast this morning, 

meet your local leader for a drive along 

the picturesque Panorama Route. See 

the Blyde River Canyon Nature Reserve, 

the third largest canyon in the world, 

and Bourke’s Luck Potholes. The Three 

Rondavels are easily identifiable, while 

God’s Window offers unparalleled 

views. On arrival in Pretoria, head out 

on an orientation tour. This evening, 

you’ll enjoy a spectacular three-course 

dinner complete with wine pairings and 

accompanied by local drumming as you 

enjoy your last night with your group. 

Approx. journey time: 9 hours. Stay: Court 

Classique Suite Hotel (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 16: Pretoria Travel to Johannesburg 

and depart on your overnight flight back 

to the UK, arriving the following day. B. 

 

a  on e
Victoria Falls is our most popular 

extension to a tour of South Africa, 

but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p106-107.

Victoria Falls 2 nights from £983 per 

person, ref AS9171

Known as the ‘Smoke that Thunders’, 

water cascades into a gorge over 100 

metres below – an absolute must-see. 

o  a      o e n a
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re eager to uncover the 

wonders of these diverse and varied 

countries in one trip, this is the 

ideal adventure for you. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests 

• A maximum of 12 guests.

Accommodation
As each destination has its 

own identity, so does the 

accommodation that you’ll enjoy 

in each. Hand-selected to give 

you an experience in keeping 

with the diverse itinerary, you’ll 

stay in the contemporary uptown 

Townhouse Hotel in Cape Town, 

on the banks of the Zambezi 

River in Livingstone Safari Lodge 

& Spa and in the charming 1920s 

andBeyond Kirkman’s Kamp in 

Sabi Sands Game Reserve.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fggggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Southern Africa Panorama
Delve into four of Southern Africa’s most captivating countries on this 
comprehensive tour. See Victoria Falls, explore Cape Town and go on 
thrilling safari game drives as you discover South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe 
and Botswana by rustic roads, river boat, steam train and on foot for an 
extraordinary adventure to remember. 

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• Cape Town: 4 nights 

• Kruger National Park: 2 nights 

• Victoria Falls (Zambia): 3 nights 

Day 1: UK to Cape Town Depart the UK 

on your overnight flight to Cape Town.  

  

Day 2: Cape Town On arrival in Cape 

Town, transfer to your hotel and enjoy 

your afternoon at leisure. This evening, 

you’ll have the opportunity to get to 

know your fellow guests and local tour 

leader at a delicious welcome dinner at 

Richard’s Supper Stage & Bistro, greeted 

with a glass of sparkling wine. Offering 

a vibrant musical experience that 

blends engaging storytelling with song, 

you’ll enjoy a spectacular show that 

includes every form of entertainment 

from cabaret to jazz as you dine. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). D.  

  

Day 3: Cape Town This morning heralds 

your first full day in Cape Town, and 

there is no way to get better acquainted 

with the local landscape than on a  

Cape Peninsula Tour. Head to the top 

of Table Mountain in a cable car before 

heading for Hout Bay, passing Camps 

Bay and Llandudno along the way. 

Continue travelling over Chapman’s  

Peak and perhaps opt to take the 

funicular up to the Cape Point 

Lighthouse (extra cost). From here, 

follow the coast to Cape Point Nature 

Reserve. With so much to see today, 

you’ll enjoy lunch en route. As the 

day draws to a close, we’ve saved the 

most endearing sight for last – a trip 

to Boulders Beach Penguin Colony, an 

unusual setting for a creature usually 

associated with snowy habitats. Stay: 

Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

  

Day 4: Cape Town With the morning at 

leisure, you may wish to head out to on 

an optional tour of Robben Island, where 

Nelson Mandela spent 18 of his 27 years 

in prison. In the early afternoon, you’ll 

enjoy one of our favourite highlights 

of this tour – the Cape Malay Cooking 

Experience. Pay a visit to a friendly 

local family where you will enjoy a 

fully-interactive, hands-on cooking 

demonstration. Delight in the delicious 

flavours of what you’ve created as you 

indulge in a filling traditional meal. 

You’ll then have a chance to walk off 

your superb lunch with a guided tour of 

the brightly coloured Bo-Kaap area to 

uncover more of the interesting culture  

of the Cape Malay people and their  

food. As lunch is a filling affair, we’ve 

ensured that you have the evening at 

leisure so you can eat as much or as little 

as you wish. Stay: Townhouse Hotel (or 

similar). B, L. 

  

Day 5: Cape Town Travel to the 

renowned Cape Winelands to explore 

various wine estates. Enjoy a cellar tour 

where you can indulge in cheese and 

wine tasting. Have lunch and then spend 

a free evening as you please – perhaps 

discovering Cape Town’s spectacular 

restaurants or taking a stroll along the 

popular Victoria & Alfred Waterfront. 

Stay: Townhouse Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

Day 6: Cape Town to Kruger National 

Park Transfer to the airport for your flight 

to Kruger (approx. 2½ hours). On arrival, 

journey to the charming andBeyond 

Kirkman’s Kamp. You’ll experience game 

drives in Sabi Sands Game Reserve, 

a private unfenced concession which 

borders Kruger National Park. Although 

sightings can’t be guaranteed, Sabi Sands 

is one of South Africa’s most exclusive 

reserves and is famous for its amazing 

leopard sightings. You’ll have some time 

to get settled before your first game 

drive. Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. 

Stay: andBeyond Kirkman’s Kamp (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Cape TownKruger National Park

Chobe National Park

Southern Africa 
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LivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstoneLivingstone

Guide price dates

15 Jan 2018

High season

08 Oct 2018 from £8183.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on South African Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref 

AS9194.

 epa t e ont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; May; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £800

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £405 per 

person, ref AS9195

at to e pe t
• Air-conditioned transport

• Frequent rest stops will be made

•  Your trips to Victoria Falls in 

Zimbabwe on Day 9 and Chobe 

National Park in Botswana on 

Day 10 will require a passport 

and visa

•  There are several border 

crossings involved in this 

itinerary, and these can 

sometimes be time consuming

• Check-in at hotels is after 2pm.

 oni
A multi-country journey that ticks 

off 4 stunning Southern African 

destinations, this tour takes in 

a vast array of landscapes and 

cultures while retaining a leisurely 

feel, meaning you will feel truly 

immersed in each place with 

optional excursions and time to 

explore on your own. Highlights 

include a Cape Malay Cooking 

Experience with a local family and 

thrilling game drives.

i e p i e o  

a

Royal Livingstone Express

Victoria FallsCape Town

Chobe National Park

Day 7: Kruger National Park Another day 

in the beautiful bush awaits today. Go 

on morning and afternoon game drives 

where you can keenly search for wildlife 

from your open safari vehicle, away from 

the crowds. An all-encompassing safari 

destination, Kruger offers great first-time 

game viewing with the Big Five, giraffe, 

hippopotamus and cheetah all living 

in the game reserve. Stay: andBeyond 

Kirkman’s Kamp (or similar). B, L, D.

 

Day 8: Kruger National Park to 

Livingstone (Victoria Falls) Transfer to 

the airport for your flight to Zambia 

(approx. 1¾ hours). On arrival, head to 

your hotel in Livingstone, named after 

the Scottish missionary and explorer. 

This afternoon, take in the surrounding 

natural beauty as you enjoy a sundowner 

cruise along the Zambezi River aboard 

the Lady Livingstone. Supporting 

various species of wildlife, the river is 

excellent for game spotting. Look out for 

crocodile, hippopotamus and elephant as 

you sip on a refreshing drink and enjoy 

some snacks while the sunset reflects 

beautifully off the water. Return to 

your hotel on the banks of the Zambezi 

River for dinner. Approx. journey time: 

4 hours. Stay: David Livingstone Safari 

Lodge & Spa (or similar). B, D.

Day 9: Livingstone (Victoria Falls) Travel 

to see the colossal natural wonder of 

Victoria Falls on the Zimbabwe side, 

where the water falls continuously even 

in drier seasons. The largest curtain of 

falling water in the world, Victoria Falls 

dispels up to 500 million litres of water 

per minute. Stand and watch in awe as 

the tremendous roar of the plummeting 

water creates a great cloud of spray that 

can be seen from miles away. Named 

by Livingstone after Queen Victoria, its 

original name ‘Mosi-oa-Tunya’ is still 

used, which translates to ‘the smoke 

that thunders’ in Tonga. With the 

afternoon at leisure, you can relax and 

admire your surrounds or enjoy any of 

the optional tours on offer. This evening, 

climb aboard the Royal Livingstone 

Express for an entirely different view 

of Zambia. Restored to its former glory, 

this classic steam train is the epitome of 

bygone luxury where you’ll indulge in a 

gourmet five-course meal prepared by 

your on-board chefs. Approx. journey 

time: 1 hour. Stay: David Livingstone 

Safari Lodge & Spa (or similar). B, D.

Day 10: Livingstone to Chobe After 

breakfast, depart for a full day trip to 

Chobe in Botswana. Travel by road and 

boat across the Zambezi River and on 

arrival, begin with a game viewing river 

cruise (approx. 3 hours) on the Chobe 

River. Look out for peacefully grazing 

elephants and waterfowl among the 

abundant wildlife who frequent the 

area. Spend the afternoon in a 4x4 safari 

vehicle for game viewing on land in 

Chobe National Park for another chance 

to spot the Big Five as well as other 

wildlife including elegant impala and the 

delightful vervet monkey. Approx. journey 

time: 4 hours. Stay: David Livingstone 

Safari Lodge & Spa (or similar). B, L.

 

Day 11: Livingstone Your adventure 

draws to a close today as you are 

transferred to the airport for your 

overnight flight back to the UK. B.

ta  onge
Mozambique is our most popular 

extension to a tour of Southern Africa 

but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p106-107.

Mozambique Beach 3 nights from £2130 

per person, ref AS9198

Wind down on the serene beaches 

of Mozambique for a relaxed end to 

your tour. 

o t e n i a
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Namibian Explorer
Red sand dunes that seem to sweep across the landscape in waves is the image 
that the word ‘Namibia’ evokes in most people’s minds. A remarkable land 
of dramatic contrast defines the scenery and a journey here really is unlike 
anywhere else on earth. Travelling with a small group of like-minded people, 
uncover the remote delights of this little-explored land.

Your itinerary – 14 nights

Route
• Windhoek: 1 night  

• Central Namibia: 1 night  

• Etosha National Park: 3 nights  

• Damaraland: 1 night  

• Swakopmund: 3 nights  

• Sossusvlei: 2 nights  

• Windhoek: 1 night  

  

Day 1: UK to Windhoek Depart the UK 

for your overnight flight to Windhoek.  

  

Day 2: Windhoek On arrival, you’ll be 

met and transferred to your hotel with 

the rest of the day to spend as you 

please. This evening, get to know your 

group as you head to the famed Joe’s 

Beerhouse for a welcome dinner. Stay: 

Hilton Windhoek (or similar). D.  

  

Day 3: Windhoek to Central Namibia 

Following breakfast, meet your local tour 

leader and take in some of Windhoek’s 

signature buildings including the 

Christuskirche (Christ Church), the Alte 

Feste (old fort) and the Tintenpalast 

(Ink Palace), remnants of Namibia’s past 

under German rule between 1884 and 

1915. Travel to the town of Okahandja to 

see the Kavango woodcarvers and their 

wonderful animal and bird carvings. On 

arrival at the Erindi Game Reserve you 

will have some time to get settled before 

heading out on your first Namibia game 

drive or wild leopard bush walk. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours, 111 miles. Stay: 

Old Traders Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 4: Central Namibia to Etosha 

National Park Depart Erindi after 

breakfast and travel towards Etosha 

National Park, stopping at the Okonjima 

AfriCat Centre to learn all about the 

amazing conservation work that this 

non-profit organisation does in helping 

to rescue, rehabilitate and release 

Namibia’s powerful big cats back into 

the wild. Continue to your lodge in 

Etosha National Park and enjoy the rest 

of the day at leisure. Approx. journey 

time: 4¾ hours, 290 miles. Stay: Mokuti 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 5: Etosha National Park This 

remarkable landscape is home to a 

salt pan so large that it can be seen 

from space. Add to this a collection of 

waterholes, an abundance of wildlife 

and a mix of habitats, and you have 

something truly special just waiting to be 

explored. You’ll be staying in the luxurious 

Mokuti Lodge and enjoying game drives 

in a close-sided safari vehicle. Stay: 

Mokuti Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.  

Day 6: Etosha National Park Spend a 

full day traversing the park from east to 

west in your closed-sided safari vehicle, 

stopping at waterholes along the way to 

view the big game. The park is home to 

an abundance of wildlife, including the 

endangered black rhino and the elusive 

leopard. While we cannot guarantee 

sightings, there is always the possibility 

that you may be lucky enough to spot 

one of these rare and beautiful animals. 

Arrive at your lodge in the afternoon 

and enjoy some free time to embark on 

various optional activities. Stay: Eagle 

Tented Lodge & Spa (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 7: Etosha National Park to 

Damaraland Leave the beautiful 

landscapes of Etosha behind as you 

travel south into Damaraland for one 

night at the Mowani Mountain Camp. 

En route, visit an eerie petrified forest 

formed by the extremely dry climate 

and hot sun of the region scorching 

and blackening the trees. You’ll also 

visit the striking ‘Organ Pipes’ rock 

formation and see the ancient rock art of 

Twyfelfontein, a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site of engravings from the Late Stone 

Age depicting the local wildlife. Visit 

the Burnt Mountain, and if you are 

lucky, see the famous desert elephants. 

Christuskirche, Windhoek

Damaraland

Etosha National Park

Southern Africa   •   Namibia

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re looking for something 

a little more untouched and 

authentic, Namibia is the ideal 

destination, unlike anywhere else. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests. 

Accommodation
A mix of remote desert lodges and 

well-placed city hotels make up 

the accommodation on this tour. 

Each unique in their own right, the 

lodges include Eagle Tented Lodge 

& Spa, where each tent has a 

raised wooden platform complete 

with splash pool, while Mowani 

Mountain Camp offers a luxurious 

haven set amid rocky plains with 

unrivalled Damaraland views.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active ffgggg
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Damaraland

Etosha National Park

Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 203 

miles. Stay: Mowani Mountain Camp (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 8: Damaraland to Swakopmund Rise 

early this morning and head south-west 

to Swakopmund, Namibia’s premier 

holiday retreat. Along the way, you’ll stop 

off to visit the impressive yet noisy Cape 

Cross seal colony, home to up to 100,000 

Cape fur seals. Here, you can watch 

these remarkable creatures as they 

soak up the sun on the rocks and sand 

before slipping gracefully into the ocean. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours, 203 

miles. Stay: Hansa Hotel (or similar). B. 

 

Day 9: Swakopmund Enjoy a day to 

explore at your own pace, perhaps 

enjoying a range of optional activities. 

Head out on a Walvis Bay Dolphin 

& Seal Cruise or alternatively, take 

a scenic desert flight to enjoy the 

wondrous landscapes of Namibia from 

the air. There are also plenty of extreme 

activities and 4x4 adventures on offer 

for you to enjoy (all at extra cost). Stay: 

Hansa Hotel (or similar). B. 

 

Day 10: Swakopmund Head out on 

a city tour today to see the best of 

Namibia’s coastal city playground. 

Wedged between the cool refreshing 

breeze of the ocean and the scorching 

heat of the Namib Desert, you’ll uncover 

the history of this extraordinary place. 

See historic buildings and colonial-style 

architecture before enjoying some time 

at leisure. Perhaps embark on a stunning 

‘Living Desert’ tour where you can see 

the fascinating wildlife that live in the 

desert. Or head out on an adrenaline-

fuelled 4x4 ride to explore the 

fascinating coastal dune belt (at extra 

cost). Stay: Hansa Hotel (or similar). B. 

 

Day 11: Swakopmund to Sossusvlei Today 

you’ll have the opportunity to delve deep 

into the fearsome Namib Desert to seek 

out the unique Welwitschia Mirabilis 

desert flower, with some specimens 

estimated to be between 1500 to 3000 

years old. Visit the Welwitschia and 

Moon Valley before stopping at Rostock 

Ridge Lodge for lunch. You’ll then 

continue towards Solitaire and onwards 

to your lodge. Approx. journey time: 4½ 

hours, 213 miles. Stay: Sossusvlei Lodge 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 12: Sossusvlei Rise early to witness 

a magnificent desert sunrise followed 

by an exploration of the massive dunes 

both by 4x4 and on foot, with the early 

hour making this the coolest time to 

explore. Scale Dune 45, one of the most 

popular dunes to climb in the area, 

and walk on the ancient clay pans of 

Sossusvlei and the Dead Vlei. Later, 

you’ll visit the gorges of Sesriem Canyon, 

a natural canyon carved by the Tsauchab 

River where many of the animals in the 

vicinity come to drink. Stay: Sossusvlei 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 13: Sossusvlei to Windhoek After 

breakfast, travel back to Windhoek and 

enjoy the rest of your day at leisure. 

Approx. journey time: 4¼ hours, 321 km. 

Stay: Hilton Windhoek (or similar). B. 

 

Day 14: Windhoek Transfer to the airport 

for your flight back to the UK, arriving 

the following day. B. 

Stay longer
A visit to the Namibian deserts is our 

most popular extension to a tour of 

Namibia but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions 

to complement this tour on p106-107. 

Namibian Deserts 4 nights from £1735 

per person, ref AK876

Explore some of Namibia’s most 

breathtaking natural landscapes. 
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Guide price dates

21 Apr 2018

High season

13 Oct 2018 from £4387.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 14 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on South African Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref AK840.

 departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Sep; Oct; Nov.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £585

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1998 per 

person, ref AK874

What to e pe t
• Air-conditioned transport

• Frequent rest stops will be made

•  All optional excursions are 

payable locally

• Check-in at hotels is after 2pm

•  Some long journey times and 

dusty roads.

Why uoni
Everything is taken care of when 

you embark on a small group 

journey through Namibia with 

Kuoni, and each detail has been 

carefully considered to provide 

the most immersive experience 

possible. Scale towering dunes, 

walk on ancient clay pans and visit 

outstanding national parks. The 

balance of included sightseeing, 

optional experiences and free time 

makes this tour a great choice.

Guide pri e from 
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Madagascar Explorer
Largely unspoilt, Madagascar is a nature lover’s paradise unlike anywhere else 
on earth. Discover the island’s ancient and unique flora and fauna, with more 
than 70 species of lemur, diverse landscapes including highland rice fields, 
and a fascinating culture steeped in rituals and tradition. This is an excellent 
introduction to a lost world, well and truly off the beaten track.

Your itinerary – 13 nights

Route
• Antananarivo: 2 nights 

• Toliara: 1 night  

• Ranohira/Isalo National Park: 2 nights  

• Ranomafana National Park: 2 nights  

• Antsirabe: 1 night  

•  Andasibe National Park: 2 nights 

• Antananarivo: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Antananarivo Depart 

from the UK on your overnight flight to 

Antananarivo.  

  

Day 2: Antananarivo On arrival, you’ll 

be met by your local tour leader and 

transferred to your hotel. The day is at 

leisure, giving you the option to rest or 

to discover the city. Stay: Palissandre 

Hotel & Spa (or similar). B, D.  

 

Day 3: Antananarivo Enjoy breakfast 

before embarking on an orientation tour 

of Antananarivo. Madagascar’s capital 

city is built on 12 hills and is filled with 

traditional markets, churches and a mix of 

architecture typical of a developing city. 

Enjoy a welcome dinner this evening led 

by your local tour leader. Stay: Palissandre 

Hotel & Spa (or similar). B, L, D.  

Day 4: Antananarivo to Toliara Transfer 

to the airport for your flight to Toliara 

(approx. 1¼ hours) on the southwest 

coast. With colonial, tree-lined avenues 

giving way to narrow sandy alleyways 

and unfinished buildings, hot and dry 

Toliara is known as the ‘white city’ 

because of its light-coloured buildings. 

You’ll enjoy an interesting city tour 

before arriving at your beachfront hotel 

where you’ll have lunch overlooking 

the glistening Indian Ocean. In the late 

afternoon, you’ll visit the Arboretum of 

Antsokay, devoted to the conservation of 

plants from southwest Madagascar. Stay: 

Caliente Beach Hotel (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 5: Toliara to Ranohira/Isalo 

National Park Today you’ll journey 

to Ranohira by road, passing through 

savannah and bush landscapes, villages 

of local sapphire miners, and tombs of 

the southern tribes. Stop to photograph 

the impressive giant Baobab trees 

en route. Arrive at the Isalo Rock 

Lodge – perched high in the Sandstone 

Mountains with breathtaking views – 

and enjoy some time at leisure. This 

afternoon, visit Isalo National Park’s 

interpretation centre and witness sunset 

at a natural rock formation, the ‘Window 

of Isalo’. Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 

155 miles. Stay: Isalo Rock Lodge (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

Day 6: Ranohira/Isalo National Park 

A full day in the beautiful Isalo National 

Park awaits today. A vast area of eroded 

sandstone formations, the Jurassic 

landscape is home to dramatic mountains, 

gorges and canyons. You’ll take a morning 

walk to the Piscine Naturelle (natural 

swimming pool) – an oasis amidst the 

hot plateau, where a waterfall cascades 

into a glorious deep green pool. You 

will also see sacred tombs of the Bara 

tribe, the Namaza Site, and the Cascade 

de Nymphes waterfall. Possible wildlife 

sightings include the ring-tailed lemur, 

charismatic sifakas known as ‘dancing 

lemurs’ and various birdlife such as the 

paradise flycatcher, Benson’s rock thrush 

and Madagascar hoopoe. Stay: Isalo Rock 

Lodge (or similar). B, L, D. 

  

Day 7: Ranohira/Isalo National Park to 

Ranomafana Travel north, crossing the 

Horombe Table Land and plains towards 

Ranohira, and you’ll begin to notice 

the change in scenery. Pass through 

the ‘Gateway to the South’ mountain 

and into the pretty countryside of the 

highland Betsileo and semi-nomadic 

Bara people where granite outcrops 

dominate the skyline. Your driver will 

stop for various photo opportunities, 

including at the Horombe Table Land 

Antananarivo

One of Madagascar’s many lemurs
Piscine Naturelle,  

Isalo National Park

Southern Africa   •   Madagascar

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Intrepid nature lovers and keen 

walkers will love this in-depth tour 

of southern Madagascar. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• Park fees

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
•  All departure dates are 

guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests 

• A maximum of 12 guests.

Accommodation
A once-in-a-lifetime adventure 

that’s truly off the beaten track, 

the accommodation on offer here 

does not meet luxury standards. 

Yet there is something endearing 

about the rustic and charming 

places you’ll stay as you journey 

across Madagascar. While they may 

be basic, your hotels and lodges 

will always be clean. And although 

the electricity supply can be 

intermittent, you’ll enjoy a unique 

experience shared by few others.

Nature ffffff

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg
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Antananarivo

Giant Baobab

Piscine Naturelle, 
Isalo National Park Chameleon

where the Réunion Harrier and the 

African marsh owl may be spotted. 

Continue to Ambalavao. Enter the Anja 

Reserve to spot the famed ring-tailed 

lemur. Enjoy a visit to a handmade paper 

factory followed by a local vineyard 

if time permits. In the afternoon, you 

will continue through Ranomafana’s 

pretty stepped rice fields and traditional 

highland villages. Approx. journey time: 

8-9 hours, 224 miles. Stay: Setam Lodge 

or Centrest Sejour (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 8: Ranomafana National Park 

Today you’ll spend a full day in the 

picturesque Ranomafana National 

Park, a mountainous rainforest reserve. 

Explore the main forest to spot local 

birds, lemurs (including three species 

of bamboo lemur), the common brown 

lemur and red-bellied lemur, and the 

world’s largest chameleon: the Parson’s 

chameleon – only found in Madagascar. 

In the afternoon, journey to Vohiparara 

forest and search for endemic bird life 

such as the Madagascar forest fody and 

the cryptic warbler. Stay: Setam Lodge or 

Centrest Sejour (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 9: Ranomafana to Antsirabe Today 

you’ll drive up into the scenic highlands 

en route to Ambositra, where many 

Malagasy handicrafts are produced. 

Visit local craft shops and watch the 

craftsmen at work before enjoying 

lunch at a local restaurant. Travel on 

to Antsirabe for the night. Approx. 

journey time: 7-8 hours, 143 miles. Stay: 

Chambre Du Voyageur. B, L, D. 

 

Day 10: Antsirabe to Andasibe This 

morning, visit the small spa town of 

Antsirabe, known for its gemstones and 

hot springs. It’s the agricultural capital 

of Madagascar and is littered with 

tiny craftsmen’s workshops. Approx. 

journey time: 8-9 hours, 199 miles. Stay: 

Andasibe Hotel (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 11: Andasibe-Mantadia National Park 

Journey to Andasibe-Mantadia National 

Park for a forest walk along the winding 

trails, where you may be lucky enough 

to spot diademed sifaka and black and 

white ruff lemurs. Spend the afternoon 

in Vakona Private Reserve, where there 

is a small island sanctuary for lemurs. 

Later, enjoy a thrilling evening walk to 

spot nocturnal species such as the tiny 

mouse lemur with its huge amber eyes, 

greater dwarf lemur, hairy-eared lemur 

and eastern woolly lemur, as well as 

various reptiles and amphibians. Stay: 

Andasibe Hotel (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 12: Andasibe to Antananarivo Embark 

on a morning walk in the Analamazaotra 

Reserve for an exciting chance to see the 

largest living lemur: the endangered indri, 

known for its loud territorial song-like calls 

that can last for more than three minutes. 

Stand still and listen as the different 

families call to each other through the 

treetops. Return to Antananarivo for an 

evening at leisure. Approx. journey time: 

3-4 hours, 93 miles. Stay: Palissandre 

Hotel & Spa (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 13: Antananarivo Enjoy the day at 

leisure, with a day room at your disposal 

until 10pm. At approx. 10pm, you will 

transfer to the airport for your return flight 

to the UK, arriving the following day. B, D.

Stay longer
Nosy Be is our most popular extension 

to a Madagascar tour, but there are 

many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p106-107. 

Nosy Be 4 nights from £1223 per person, 

ref AS557

Extend your time in Madagascar with 

some post-tour relaxation time on the 

beach. Those extending their stay in 

Nosy Be will be transferred on Day 13. 

Madagas ar      Southern Afri a

Diego Suarez
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MOZAMBIQUE
CHANNEL

MADAGASCAR
Guide price dates

28 Apr 2018

High season

25 Aug 2018 from £4021.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 13 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Kenyan Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref AS556.

 de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; Jun; Jul; 

Aug; Sep.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £630

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1173 per 

person, ref AS558

hat to e e t
• Air-conditioned transport

•  Frequent rest stops will be made

•  Road journeys can be long and 

bumpy but scenic

•  The hotels featured are the 

best available but are low 

by international standards. 

Rooms are clean and adequate 

with private facilities and 

hot water. Some have fans 

or air-conditioning; others – 

particularly in the highlands – do 

not have either 

•  Electricity supply can be 

intermittent.

hy uoni
Exploring a country renowned 

for its compelling natural beauty 

is always best done with a small 

group. Not only do you have a 

more personalised adventure, 

with time to ask your guide plenty 

of questions, you’re also less 

likely to disturb the captivating 

wildlife. Covering the breadth of 

Madagascar, you’re assured of a 

comprehensive journey that takes 

in a range of this little-visited 

country’s breathtaking vistas.

uide ri e from 
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Highlights of Morocco
This short tour is an excellent introduction to Morocco, combining the capital city 
Marrakech and its lively souks with the boutique beach destination of Essaouira. 
Experience the flavours of Morocco in a unique cooking class, take in dramatic 
views as you travel through the mountains and discover the stunning intricacy of 
Moroccan architecture on a journey across this wonderfully diverse landscape.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Marrakech: 3 nights 

• Ouarzazate: 1 night 

• Taroudant: 2 nights 

• Essaouira: 2 nights 

Day 1: Marrakech On arrival in 

Marrakech transfer to your riad where 

you will spend three nights. Enjoy a 

traditional mint tea in the hotel as a 

welcome to this remarkable city. Stay: 

Sofitel Marrakech (or similar). D.  

  

Day 2: Marrakech Your first stop is the 

Jardin Majorelle, one of Marrakech’s 

most visited attractions. Home to cacti, 

water lilies, palm trees and bamboo, this 

garden is a celebration of flora from five 

continents, created by the artist Jacques 

Majorelle. Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre 

Bergé discovered the rundown garden 

years later and were so enchanted by 

it that they saved it from its fate of 

becoming a hotel complex. Instead 

they restored the garden and continued 

to add new plant species, reinstating 

its position as one of the city’s gems. 

Next you’ll visit the iconic 12th-Century 

Koutoubia Mosque, a Marrakech 

landmark and an example of Morocco’s 

rich religious history. Walk around the 

minaret, the 77-metre tower from which 

the adhan sounds, signalling time for 

prayer for Muslims. Then head to the 

Saadian Tombs, built under the rule of 

Sultan Ahmed el Mansour between 1578 

and 1603 and largely forgotten about 

after it was sealed up by a successor – 

only to be rediscovered by aerial images 

taken in 1917. As you enter the perfectly 

preserved tomb, admire the intricate 

carvings and colourful zellige tiles – 

Islamic geometric tile designs – which 

adorn the walls and tombs. Your final 

stop of the day is another beautiful relic 

of Marrakech’s past: the Bahia Palace 

and museum. A contrast to the lively 

sights and sounds of the city, this  

grand vizier’s (prime minister to the 

sultan) former home showcases the 

finest of Moroccan architectural design 

at the end of the 19th Century. Though 

it has been emptied of its lavish 

furnishings, the palace still evokes 

grandeur. Complete your day by  

enjoying a welcome dinner at a local 

restaurant. Stay: Sofitel Marrakech (or 

similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 3: Marrakech Today you will learn 

the art of making a traditional tagine in 

a hands-on, tailor-made cooking class. 

A dish originating from the Berbers, 

the indigenous people of North Africa 

before the arrival of the Arabs, tagine 

is traditionally cooked in a dish with 

a conical lid of the same name. This 

cooking method retains the moisture 

of the ingredients as the condensation 

is circulated in the tagine back into the 

dish – a resourceful way of cooking 

particularly useful in areas where water 

is often scarce. Discover first-hand the 

spices used to create the deep flavours 

of this typical Moroccan dish and enjoy 

your homemade tagine for lunch. In 

the afternoon, visit the old Medina and 

the souks – a quintessential part of 

Moroccan culture – where the air is filled 

with heady scents and the stalls are 

laden with fascinating items. Whether 

you’re looking for fragrant spices, 

colourful fabrics, souvenirs or just a few 

local snacks, you’ll find it here. Stay: 

Sofitel Marrakech (or similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 4: Marrakech to Ouarzazate 

Departing from Marrakech, today you 

will travel up and over Atlas Mountains 

through the Tizi n’Tichka pass. Enjoy the 

views of the rugged peaks, covered with 

snow in the winter months, and see the 

historic kasbahs of Aït Benhaddou, a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site of earthen 

houses with high defensive walls. Arrive 

in Ouarzazate on the edge of the Sahara 

Fishing boats of Essaouira

Kasbah of Aït Benhaddou Essaouira beach

North Africa & Middle East   •   Morocco

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Brimming with history, a colourful 

culture and incredible food, this 

tour is a perfect introduction of 

Morocco’s cities and beaches. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
•  All departure dates are 

guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Nature fggggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffgggg

Accommodation
Relaxed, modern and tastefully 

decorated in Moroccan style, 

these hotels have been chosen 

for their convenient locations and 

superb quality. Hôtel Dar Zitoune 

in particular is a highlight en 

route. A calm oasis in Taroudant, 

the hotel’s gardens are fragrant 

with roses and orange trees and 

are home to charming residents – 

tortoises are often spotted as  

they wander languidly across  

the paths.
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Fishing boats of Essaouira

Desert, known as the Hollywood of 

Morocco for providing the backdrop for 

films including Lawrence of Arabia. Enjoy 

dinner at your hotel. Approx. journey 

time: 3¾ hours, 122 miles. Stay: Le 

Berbère Palace (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 5: Ouarzazate to Taroudant After 

breakfast, journey from Ouarzazate to 

Taroudant, passing through craft town 

Taliouine, which is also known for being 

a producer of the most expensive spice 

in the world: saffron. See the Glaoui 

Kasbah, a crumbling building which 

still retains the majesty of its former 

days as a governor’s home. Arrive in 

Taroudant where you will stay for two 

nights. Approx. journey time: 4½ hours, 

181 miles. Stay: Hôtel Dar Zitoune (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 6: Taroudant Explore the ancient 

city of red ramparts, which briefly 

served as the capital under part of the 

Saadi dynasty. Often said to be a smaller, 

more relaxed version of Marrakech, 

you can experience the finer details of 

Moroccan culture and daily life here 

as you walk around the city. Highlights 

include the souks, which have more of 

a laidback vibe to Marrakech’s buzzing 

markets, and a Berber Women’s Co-

Operative where you are shown the 

traditional method in which Argan oil 

is made. Stay: Hôtel Dar Zitoune (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 7: Taroudant to Essaouira After 

breakfast, drive to the beautiful harbour 

city of Essaouira for two nights here, 

with a stop in Morocco’s largest beach 

destination, Agadir. Perhaps take a walk 

down the promenade and choose from 

Agadir’s vast selection of fine dining 

and rustic eateries for lunch before 

continuing on your journey to Essaouira. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours, 159 

miles. Stay: Le Medina Essaouira & Spa 

by MGallery (or similar). B, D. 

Day 8: Essaouira Your day begins with 

an introductory tour of this historic city. 

View the old Portuguese battlement and 

experience the contrast of the relatively 

peaceful medina in comparison to the 

livelier cities of Morocco. Wander around 

the souk where you can see artisans at 

work crafting their wares. This distinctive 

bohemian vibe has long appealed 

to artists including the likes of Jimi 

Hendrix, who famously visited in 1969. 

Enjoy a trip to a gorgeous sand beach 

(approx. 3 miles) and visit the crumbling 

Jewish quarter and government craft 

centre for silver. Spend the afternoon 

at leisure, perhaps stopping by the 

fishing port to watch the city’s signature 

blue boats unload their catch. Or, head 

for the beach to take advantage of 

Essaouira’s famous trade winds which 

make it ideal for windsurfing. Return 

to your hotel for a farewell dinner with 

your fellow guests and local tour leader. 

Stay: Le Medina Essaouira & Spa by 

MGallery (or similar). B, D.

Day 9: Essaouira to Marrakech Transfer 

to the airport for your onward flight 

back to the UK. Alternatively, enjoy 

some extra time on Morocco’s coast. 

Approx. journey time: 2¾ hours, 111 

miles. B.

ta on er
Beaches of Morocco 3 nights from £365 

per person, ref MO355

Extend your relaxation with more time 

on Essaouira’s beaches. 

Morocco orth rica Midd e East
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SPAIN

Guide price dates

02 Nov 2018

High season

25 May 2018 from £2159.

Guide price in £ per person based 

on 2 people sharing for 8 nights 

including meal plan as detailed, 

economy flights on British Airways 

from London Gatwick and group 

transfers, ref MO353.

de arture onths
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; May; 

Oct; Nov.

Tours depart regularly – see

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

O tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £575

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £365 per 

person, ref MO356.

hat to e ect
• Air-conditioned transport

•  Long journeys but frequent rest 

stops will be made

•  Your riad in Marrakech may 

be within the city walls at the 

Medina, meaning that it is not 

possible for your coach to pull 

up outside

•  There are limited vegetarian 

options available in Morocco.

uide rice ro

h uoni
Experience the diversity of this 

captivating country from the 

vibrant souks of Marrakech, to 

the alternative calmer ambience 

in Essaouira. Passing UNESCO 

World Heritage sites including 

Aït Benhaddou, the snow-capped 

Atlas Mountains and Ouarzazate, 

the ‘Hollywood of Morocco’, 

this intimate small group tour 

gives you an in-depth look into 

the major historic sites that are 

essential for a first trip to Morocco.
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
For a mix of ancient tradition, 

beautiful landscapes and superb 

cuisine, this immersive adventure 

is the perfect choice. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
•  All departure dates are 

guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 8 guests 

• A maximum of 14 guests.

Accommodation
The accommodation on offer in 

Morocco is unlike anywhere else. 

From house-like riads to relaxing 

resorts, the variety here reflects 

the diversity of the landscapes. 

The Xaluca Auberge La Belle 

Étoile tented camp is a definite 

highlight here. A mobile camp in 

the middle of the dunes, you’ll 

stay in a tented haima beneath 

a star-studded desert sky for a 

truly authentic Arabian nights 

experience.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg
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Moroccan Explorer
From Marrakech to Tangier, this comprehensive journey through fascinating 
Morocco offers a truly immersive experience. Wander through imperial cities, 
explore the natural wonders of the desert complete with traditional Moroccan 
Berber villages, savour delicious cuisine and indulge in the history and 
authenticity of Moroccan accommodation on this fast-paced, in-depth tour.

Your itinerary – 13 nights

Route
• Marrakech: 2 nights 

• Rabat: 1 night 

• Tangier: 1 night 

• Fes: 3 nights 

• Erfoud: 1 night 

• Ouarzazate: 1 night 

• Taroudant: 1 night 

• Essaouira: 2 nights

 • Marrakech: 1 night 

Day 1: Marrakech On arrival in 

Marrakech transfer to your riad where 

you will spend two nights. Enjoy a 

traditional welcome with mint tea at 

your riad within the city walls. Stay: Riad 

Amina or Angzana Riads (or similar). D. 

 

Day 2: Marrakech Today begins with a 

full day’s exploration of Marrakech. The 

first stop is the Majorelle Gardens, a 

botanical garden designed by a French 

artist in the 1920s and 30s. Stop outside 

the 12th-Century Koutoubia Mosque, the 

largest mosque in Marrakech and known 

for its 77-metre-high minaret, then 

continue to the historic Kasbah Quarter. 

You will also visit the 16th-Century 

Saadian Tombs and the Bahia Palace and 

museum before a welcome dinner at a 

local restaurant this evening. Stay: Riad 

Amina or Angsana Riads (or similar). B, D. 

Day 3: Marrakech to Rabat Today you 

will travel north to the coastal city of 

Rabat. En route there’s the option to 

visit the modern Hassan II Mosque in 

Casablanca. Discover Muslim traditions 

on a guided tour in one of the largest 

mosques in the world. Approx. journey 

time: 4 hours, 210 miles. Stay: Sofitel 

Rabat Jardin des Roses (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 4: Rabat to Tangier Tour Rabat’s 

old medina and Oudaya Kasbah this 

morning and view the well-preserved 

minaret and the Mausoleum of Sultan 

Mohammed V, which contains the tombs 

of the Moroccan king and his two sons. 

Visit Chellah en route, the crumbling 

remains of an ancient Roman city and 

Islamic complex that were destroyed in 

the 18th Century by an earthquake, and 

see the impressive ruins of the Chellah 

Fort. Continue to Tangier via the Caves 

of Hercules – or Grottes d’Hercule – a 

part natural and part man-made cave 

300 metres below the Cape Spartel 

promontory. On arrival in Tangier, transfer 

to your hotel. Approx. journey time: 3 

hours, 155 miles. Stay: Mövenpick Hotel & 

Casino Malabata Tangier (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 5: Tangier to Fes Your day starts 

with a visit to the Dar-el-Makhzen 

(Sultanate Palace) – a 17th-Century 

building overlooking the old medina. 

You will also visit the old medina of 

Tangier and a couple of the city’s many 

souks. Your next stop on the way to Fes 

is the lucid blue city of Chefchaouen. 

Spend your time here wandering 

through the labyrinth of streets 

and lanes of the old medina before 

continuing south to Fes. This incredible 

city seems to be suspended in time and 

at its heart there are a tangle of alleys 

and souks to explore. Approx. journey 

time: 6 hours, 192 miles. Stay: Palais 

Ommeyad (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 6: Fes Spend time exploring the city, 

visiting the Medina of Fes where you 

can see the religious schools and souks. 

During the day there will be photo 

stops at the 20th-Century Bab Bou 

Jeloud, the most famous of the city’s 

numerous gates; the beautiful Fondouk 

el-Nejjarine, home to the Museum of 

Wooden Arts and Crafts; and the Royal 

Palace of Fes. You’ll have the chance to 

visit one of the many tanneries where 

most of the city’s famous leather is 

produced and visit local factories where 

they make jewellery and the typical 

Moroccan robe known as a djellaba. 

Stay: Palais Ommeyad (or similar). B, D.  

Hassan Il Mosque, Casablanca

Kasbah of Aït Benhaddou

North Africa & Middle East   •   Morocco
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Guide price dates

10 Nov 2017

High season

18 May 2018 from £2889.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 13 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref MO310.

 de arture onths
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; Apr; 

May; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £940

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £555 per 

person, ref MO311.

hat to e ect
• Air-conditioned transport

•  Long journeys but frequent rest 

stops will be made

•  Your riad in Marrakech is within 

the city walls at the Medina, 

meaning that it is not possible for 

your coach to pull up outside

•  There are limited vegetarian 

options available in Morocco.

hy uoni
Offering the intimacy that only 

comes when travelling with a small 

group, you can enjoy personalised 

attention as you explore the length 

and breadth of this fascinating 

country from Agadir to Tangier. 

Journey past the towering Alps, be 

immersed in the complex cultural 

history and relax on beautiful 

beaches on this all-encompassing 

adventure. And while you’ll see 

a lot in a short space of time, the 

pace will never feel rushed.

Guide rice fro  

a

Essaouira

Djemma El Fna, Marrakech

Rabat

Kasbah of Aït Benhaddou

Day 7: Fes Today you will travel west 

to the imperial city of Meknes. Your 

exploration begins with a visit to the 

Moulay Ismail Royal Stables and the vast 

chambers of the 17th-Century Heri el 

Souani granary. Spend some time in the 

main square soaking up the atmosphere 

of this modest and laid-back city. Visit 

the nearby Volubilis to see the incredible 

Roman ruins before your final stop at 

the nearby sacred town of Moulay Idriss. 

Stay: Palais Ommeyad (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Fes to Erfoud Journey to the 

oasis town of Erfoud, stopping at the 

limestone caves of Ifrane en route, 

once home to Ifrane’s founders. You 

will then transfer by 4x4 from Erfoud 

to Merzouga where you’ll spend a night 

at a tented desert camp. During your 

stay in the desert you will have the 

opportunity to have mint tea with the 

indigenous Berbers and learn more 

about their culture in this truly unique 

experience. Approx. journey time: 7½ 

hours, 290 miles. Stay: Xaluca Auberge 

La Belle Étoile (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Erfoud to Ouarzazate Begin your 

day with a visit to the striking Todgha 

Gorge before continuing to Tinerhir 

where you will learn how they create 

the famous Moroccan rugs. A highlight 

of today’s journey is following the Road 

of 1000 Kasbahs, which links the high 

peaks of the Atlas Mountains and the 

Sahara Desert. Transfer to your hotel in 

Ouarzazate on arrival. Approx. journey 

time: 4½ hours, 192 miles. Stay: Le 

Berbère Palace (or similar). B, D.

Day 10: Ouarzazate to Taroudant 

Continue your journey west toward 

the ancient town of Taroudant which is 

located in the Sous Valley and known 

for its red ramparts and gardens 

full of eucalyptus, olive trees and 

pomegranate trees. Here you’ll have the 

chance to visit a popular market before 

transferring to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 4½ hours, 181 miles. Stay: 

Hôtel Dar Zitoune (or similar). B, D.

Day 11: Taroudant to Essaouira Today 

you will return to the Atlantic coast and 

the beautiful harbour city of Essaouira. 

Famed for its blue fishing boats and 

bohemian vibe, Essaouira offers a perfect 

balance between relaxation and cultural 

discovery. En route you will stop in the 

famous modern beach resort of Agadir 

to visit the Berber Women’s Co-operative 

where they produce the renowned Argan 

oil, which has been a staple of life in 

Morocco for centuries. Approx. journey 

time: 4½ hours, 159 miles. Stay: Le 

Medina Essaouira & Spa by MGallery (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 12: Essaouira This morning partake 

in a short introductory tour of this 

fascinating city with plenty of tradition 

and cultural history, fortified walls, 

vibrant souks and sweeping, yet often 

windswept beaches. Visit The Mellah, 

the crumbling Jewish quarter, before 

returning to your hotel. The rest of the 

day is free for you to explore at your 

own pace. Stay: Le Medina Essaouira & 

Spa by MGallery (or similar). B, D.

Day 13: Essaouira to Marrakech Enjoy 

some free time this morning before 

returning to Marrakech. Stay: Riad Amina 

or Angzana Riads (or similar). Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours, 111 miles. B.

Day 14: Marrakech Transfer to the 

airport for your onward flight back to 

the UK. 

tay longer
Marrakech 2 nights from £335 per 

person, ref MO312

Explore Marrakech at your own leisure 

before your tour.

Morocco      orth Africa  Middle East
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Highlights of Jordan
Discover Jordan’s rich cultural heritage and compelling archaeological sites as 
you visit the must-see icons of this beautiful country on a leisurely small group 
tour. Providing the perfect blend of exploration and relaxation, an undoubtable 
historical highlight is the ‘Rose Red City’ of Petra, carved into the rock thousands 
of years ago, while the rejuvenating qualities of the Dead Sea soothe the soul.

Your itinerary – 9 nights

Route
• Amman: 2 nights  

• Dead Sea: 2 nights  

• Petra: 2 nights  

• Aqaba: 3 nights  

Day 1: UK to Amman On arrival in 

Amman, you will be met and transferred 

to your hotel by your local tour leader. 

The remainder of the evening is yours 

to spend as you please. Stay: Grand 

Millennium Amman (or similar).  

  

Day 2: Amman Today begins with an 

insightful tour of Amman, the capital 

city of the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan. The oldest part of Amman is 

crowned by the ancient Citadel, and 

from here, you’ll enjoy a panoramic view 

of the city. Layer upon layer of history 

is evident throughout this remarkable 

place, with archaeological remains from 

ancient Bronze Age tombs through 

to the AD161-180 ruins of the Roman 

Temple of Hercules. You can also visit 

the fascinating Archaeological Museum 

which houses an excellent collection of 

some of the country’s most important 

antiquities. Later, you’ll continue north 

to visit the fabulously well-preserved 

Roman city of Jerash, which is often 

referred to as the ‘Pompeii of the East’. 

Enter through the monumental South 

Gate, where you will come across the 

lovely Oval Plaza, the Temple of Zeus 

and the South Theatre, which seats more 

than 3000 spectators. After lunch at a 

local restaurant in Jerash you’ll return 

to Amman before getting to know 

your fellow travellers over a welcome 

dinner at a local restaurant. Stay: Grand 

Millennium Amman (or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 3: Amman to the Dead Sea This 

morning you will depart Amman for 

the shores of the famous Dead Sea. En 

route visit Bethany Beyond the Jordan 

– a sacred site where it is believed that 

Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist. 

This incredible site was only found at 

the end of the 20th Century and during 

excavations they uncovered a 1st- 

Century settlement and a 5th-Century 

Byzantine settlement. Later, travel to 

your resort on the shores of the Dead 

Sea. At 417 metres below sea level, 

this is the lowest place on earth. The 

unique environment found here makes 

this the only place in the world with 

this particular combination of exclusive 

spa benefits: peculiar sun radiation 

(ultraviolet filtered), an enriched oxygen 

atmosphere, mineral-rich mud and sea 

salt. According to legend, Cleopatra 

harnessed the area’s natural resources to 

create perfumes to bewitch men. Stay: 

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Dead Sea (or 

similar). B, D.  

  

Day 4: Dead Sea With the next two 

days providing the perfect opportunity 

to relax and be immersed in your calm 

surrounds, we recommend making the 

most of your resort’s award-winning spa 

set right on the shore of the Dead Sea. 

Float in the salty waters and enjoy the 

Dead Sea’s reputed restorative powers 

as you take in the stunning natural 

landscapes. Stay: Mövenpick Resort & 

Spa Dead Sea (or similar). B, D.  

  

Day 5: Dead Sea to Petra After breakfast, 

head to Petra along the King’s Highway 

which has been in continuous use for 

the past 5000 years and is considered 

one of the oldest roads in the world. En 

route you will stop at the sacred site of 

Mount Nebo, an elevated ridge on which 

it is believed Moses viewed the Promised 

Land. It is said that Moses is also buried 

somewhere on the mountain, according 

to Christian and some Islamic traditions. 

Continue to Madaba, home to the 

Madaba Archaeological Park where you 

will see the famous Byzantine mosaics. 

Continue through the spectacular Wadi 

North Africa & Middle East   •   Jordan

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re looking for a leisurely tour 

packed with history followed by 

plenty of time to relax, then this is 

the itinerary for you. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times  

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 6 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected the best 

accommodation to suit each 

destination. In Amman, it’s less 

about indulgence and all about 

the location. Contrastingly, at 

the Dead Sea and in Aqaba, the 

emphasis is on luxury resorts that 

help you to make the most of your 

relaxing beach-style setting. At 

Petra, we’ve gone for a balance 

– selecting the highest standard 

hotel within proximity of the 

famous historical site.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffffg

Active fggggg

Red Sea

Roman Temple of Hercules, Amman Al Siq, the famous entrance to Petra
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Mujib to the city of Kerak where you 

will visit the imposing 12th-Century 

Crusader castle – one of the largest of 

its kind in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Explore the castle’s Lower Court and 

underground galleries. Following lunch 

at a local restaurant you will continue 

on to Petra ahead of a two-night stay 

at the Mövenpick Resort Petra which is 

fantastically located right at the entrance 

to the ancient city of Petra. Stay: 

Mövenpick Resort Petra (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 6: Petra Explore the iconic UNESCO 

World Heritage-listed city of Petra which 

was carved out of the rose-red sandstone 

some 2000 years ago, and was voted one 

of the New Seven Wonders of the World. 

Carved out of the sheer rock face by the 

Nabataeans – an ancient group of Arabic 

people – this impressive archaeological 

city must be seen to be believed. To 

reach the iconic façade of The Treasury 

you will walk through the Siq, a narrow 

gorge that is no more than three metres 

wide in places and between 90 and 

180 metres high. Explore the Street of 

Façades, the Theatre, the Royal Tombs 

and the Monumental Arch. You’ll enjoy 

lunch at Petra’s popular Basin Restaurant, 

set amid the mountains of the Petra 

region. In the afternoon, should you 

wish, you can climb a flight of 900 steps 

up to the gigantic monument known as 

‘The Monastery’ (self-guided). Standing 

an impressive 47 metres wide and more 

than 48 metres high, this last climb offers 

unrivalled views over the red sandstone 

landscapes of Wadi Araba. Stay: 

Mövenpick Resort Petra (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 7: Petra to Aqaba Following 

breakfast continue on to Al Beidha, 

or ‘Little Petra’ as it is commonly known, 

located just a few miles from Petra. 

You will pass through another siq – 

smaller than that at Petra – to reach the 

well-preserved ruins which are hidden 

away in the mountains. Here you can 

discover the lifestyle and history of the 

Nabataean people and experience a 

more peaceful atmosphere than at the 

renowned Petra ruins. There are plenty 

of rock-cut stairs leading off the main 

valley that you can explore during your 

time here before continuing to the Red 

Sea resort of Aqaba. Stay: Mövenpick 

Aqaba Resort & Residences (or similar). B. 

Day 8: Aqaba Your time in Aqaba is 

at leisure to relax at your beachside 

resort, soaking up the Jordanian sun 

and making the most of the wellness 

facilities on offer. Those looking to 

keep active can partake in a number of 

sport and leisure tours offered by the 

Mövenpick Aqaba Resort & Residences, 

including a hike into the desert 

landscapes of Wadi Rum, which is also 

known as the Valley of the Moon. There 

are plenty of opportunities to experience 

the underwater world of the Red Sea, 

perhaps on a glass bottom boat trip or 

a snorkelling or diving expedition. Stay: 

Mövenpick Aqaba Resort & Residences 

(or similar). B. 

 

Day 9: Aqaba Enjoy the day at leisure 

before a walking tour with your guide 

and a farewell dinner at Ali Baba 

Restaurant. Stay: Mövenpick Aqaba 

Resort & Residences (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 10: Aqaba A very early start this 

morning takes you back to Amman for 

your onward flight back to the UK. 
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Guide price dates

20 Jan 2018

High season

22 Sep 2018 from £2498.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 9 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

Royal Jordanian from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref DX1935.

K de arture months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Sep; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £595

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £753 per 

person, ref DX1967.

What to e e t
• Air-conditioned transport 

• Frequent rest stops will be made

• Check-in at hotels is after 3pm.

Why Kuoni
Slow-paced and leisurely, this 

adventure unusually combines 

the best of classic Jordan with 

both a relaxing resort stay at the 

Dead Sea and a beach break at 

Aqaba. Uncover Jordan’s wealth 

of compelling and significant 

history on an action-filled tour 

that showcases the region’s 

spellbinding scenery before 

kicking back and indulging in 

luxurious spa treatments and 

soaking up the warm Aqaba sun.

uide ri e rom 

The Treasury, Petra

Red Sea

Roman Temple of Hercules, Amman 



This cruise is perfect for those who are looking for an in-depth exploration of the sights that line the River Nile. Between Aswan 
and Cairo you’ll cruise a distance of 546 miles, including a stretch of the river that’s only been reopened for a few years.

Route 
• Aswan

• Edfu

• Luxor

• Qena

• Sohag

• Tel el Amarna

• Minya

• Beni Suif

• Cairo

Day 1: UK to Aswan On arrival in Egypt, transfer to Aswan 

pier where you will board the Mövenpick MS Darakum. 

Spend your first night on board this stylish vessel in the 

port of Aswan. D.

Day 2: Aswan Today, visit the High Dam and the Philae 

Temple, before an afternoon visit to Aswan’s popular 

Nubian Museum. This evening, enjoy a cocktail party and 

Nubian show on board. B, L, D.

Day 3: Aswan to Edfu You will have the morning at leisure 

en route to Kom Ombo before lunch is served on board. 

After lunch, visit the unique Kom Ombo Temple. Back on 

board, dinner will be served. B, L, D. 

Day 4: Edfu to Luxor Today the Mövenpick MS Darakum 

will sail to Luxor via Esna Lock. In the evening you could 

enjoy cocktails and live music in the Lounge Bar. B, L, D.

Day 5: Luxor Today begins with a visit to the 

archaeological paradise that is the West Bank of Luxor. 

Home to the spectacular Valley of the Kings, the area 

offers a wealth of ancient treasures with Pharaohs’ tombs 

dating back between the 16th and 11th Century BC. The 

magnificent Mortuary Temple of Queen Hatshepsut (Deir 

el-Bahri) also sits within the valley. Later, return to Luxor 

for a visit of the Karnak and the Temple of Luxor before 

re-boarding your ship for dinner. B, L, D. 

 

Day 6: Luxor to Qena The morning will be spent sailing 

north from Luxor. Following lunch, visit the Dendera 

Temple to discover beautifully-preserved temples which 

were constructed during the 4th Century BC. B, L, D. 

 

Day 7: Qena to Sohag This morning, sail towards Sohag 

via the Nag Hammadi Bridge and Abu Homar’s Lock. Later 

travel by coach to Abydos, where you’ll visit the Abydos 

Temple. Return to the ship for dinner and the evening’s 

entertainment as the ship continues to Sohag. B, L, D. 

Day 8: Sohag to Tel El Amarna Today you can spend 

the day relaxing as the ship sails towards Tel El Amarna, 

cruising through Asuit’s Lock en route. B, L, D.

Day 9: Tel El Amarna to Minya A full day of sightseeing 

includes a visit to Tel El Amarna tombs, the northern 

tombs of Ahmose, Meryre, Pentu, Panehesy and the 

Royal Tomb of Akhenaten. Continue your tour with the 

Great Palace of King Akhenaten and the Small and Great 

temples of Aten. Following lunch back on board, visit Tuna 

El Gebel and el-Ashmunein. B, L, D. 

 

Day 10: Minya to Beni Suef Head to Beni Hasan to 

visit the fascinating rock-cut Middle Kingdom tombs of 

Baqet, Khety, Amenemhet and Khnumhotep. Spend the 

afternoon on board, sailing onwards to Beni Suef. B, L, D. 

 

Day 11: Beni Suef to Cairo This morning visit Fayoum, the 

most significant centre of the cult of Sobek, the crocodile-

god, a protective deity who was believed to protect 

against the dangers of the Nile. Travel to view the ancient 

Dahshour and Maydom Pyramids, which out date the 

famous Pyramids of Giza. B, L, D.

 

Day 12: Cairo Today, explore the Museum of Egyptian 

Antiquities in Cairo, home to the world’s largest collection 

of Paranoiac antiquities. Later, visit the iconic Pyramids 

of Giza, the only surviving wonder of the Ancient World. 

You’ll also see The Great Sphinx of Giza. B, L, D. 

 

Days 13-14: Cairo Disembark after breakfast and transfer 

to your hotel for a two night stay. Your time here is free 

to explore at your own pace. Stay: Le Meridien Pyramids 

Hotel & Spa. B. 

 

Day 15: Cairo to UK Transfer to the airport for your return 

flight to the UK. B.

Hieroglyphs at Kom Ombo
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Abydos Temple

Feluccas near Aswan

The Original Nile Cruise – Duration: 14 nights 

Main Restaurant,Mövenpick MS Darakum
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Your ship – Mövenpick MS Darakum

Guide price dates

04 May 2018

High season

27 Sep 2018 from £2900.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 people sharing 

for 14 nights including meal plan as detailed, economy 

flights on Egypt Air from London Heathrow and private 

transfers, ref EX429.

Guide price from
£2545 er erson

K de artures
2018 Cruises depart in: Feb; Mar; Apr; May; Sep

2019 Cruises depart in: Feb; Mar

Cruises depart regularly – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures.

O tions
Single travellers Single supplement from £925

Cabin Upgrade to an Upper Deck cabin from £122 

per person, ref EX430.

eed to know
•  Suitable for children over 12 years 

•  Itineraries are subject to change.

One of the largest ships to cruise the iconic Nile, this 

exquisite river ship features an array of facilities and a 

beautiful Moroccan-inspired design. 

Dining & drinks 

All of your meals are included throughout the 

cruise. Breakfast, lunch and dinner are served at the 

delightfully-designed Main Restaurant. The buffets 

are themed and there’s plenty of variety on offer 

throughout your two-week cruise. At the Lounge Bar 

afternoon tea and evening cocktails are served while 

on the Sun Deck you can enjoy drinks and snacks while 

taking in the views of the river. Please see itinerary 

for details of included meals (B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner).

 

Entertainment 

The itinerary allows for plenty of local entertainment 

which immerses you in the traditions of the region. 

There are also a few nights where the shows are more 

interactive, which give you the perfect opportunity to 

get to know your fellow guests. Evening entertainment 

includes a cocktail party, a treasure hunt, belly dancing, 

a black and white party and a Galabya party – an 

opportunity to dress in traditional Egyptian costume. 

Some nights are more low-key with live music in the 

Lounge Bar. 

Cabins

The Moroccan-inspired décor extends to the 44 cabins 

and 8 suites, all of which have floor-to-ceiling windows 

and modern facilities such as a flat-screen television. 

The Standard Cabins have either twin beds or one 

queen bed and are located on the lowest deck. Superior 

Cabins are located on the deck above the Standard 

Cabins, while Junior Suites are on the same deck, 

however they are slightly more spacious. The Senior 

and Panorama Suites are situated on the two highest 

decks and are between 34m2 and 40m2 in size. 

 

Shore excursions 

All shore excursions and entrance fees to the sites 

visited are included in the price of your holiday. Tours 

will be conducted by English-speaking guides.

Dress code 

As with many river cruises around the world, the dress 

code on board is casual throughout the day and into 

the evening. When on excursions you should dress 

respectfully, covering the legs and upper arms. This is 

especially important if you are visiting a place of worship.

Alternative itineraries 
The Original Nile Cruise also operates in reverse. An 

alternative 9 or 11-night cruise – The Cultural Nile – also 

operates on board the Mövenpick MS Darakum. This 

itinerary follows the same route as The Original Nile 

Cruise between Luxor and Cairo. Our 10-night Jewels 

of the Nile itinerary begins with a stay in Cairo before 

flying south for a week-long round trip cruise from 

Luxor. For more information please see online or speak 

to a Personal Travel Expert.



Europe
Europe is a melting pot of cultures, climates, 
contrasting panoramas and a rich tapestry of  
fascinating history and enchanting landscapes.

In this section
132 Italy

142 Iceland

144 Russia

146 Croatia



General information
Flying time Italy – Sicily: 3 hours; Bari (Puglia): 
3 hours; Pisa (Tuscany): 2¼ hours; Sardinia 2¾ 
hours; Iceland – Rekjavik: 3 hours; Russia – Moscow: 
4½ hours; Croatia – Dubrovnik: 2¾ hours; 

Time diff erence Iceland: GMT; Italy and Croatia 
GMT +1 hour; Russia: GMT +3 hours

Visa info Russia: Visa required; Italy, Iceland and 
Croatia: Visa not required for UK passport holders

Currency Italy and Croatia: Euro; Iceland: Icelandic 
króna; Russia: Ruble

Language Italian; Croatian; Icelandic; Russian

Key events
July-August Dubrovnik Summer Festival, Croatia 
– Enjoy open-air performances of classical music, 
folk dancing, ballet, opera and theatre, set against 
enchanting backdrops such as palaces, parks, 
churches and beaches.

May Porto Cervo Wine Festival, Sardinia – visitors 
are tempted with wines from top wineries. In 
addition to wine tasting, there are workshops, talks 
and fashion shows.

Climate
The best time to visit Sicily is March to October, 
although touring in Nov-Feb can be more relaxing and 
less crowded. The island of Sardinia has a wonderful 
Mediterranean climate with a lovely long summer. 
The best time to visit Puglia is April to Octobrt when 
it is sunniest; spring and autumn are less crowded. 
May, June and September are the best months to 
visit Croatia when the weather is pleasantly warm 
and it is less crowded. July and August can be very 
hot. Autumn and winter in Iceland can be cold, with 
average January temperatures of approximately 
0 degrees celsius. In Russia, it is pleasantly warm from 
late spring to summer and the cities are less crowded 
in the autumn. The winter months can be very cold 
with temperatures dropping well below freezing but 
the snowy landscapes are beautiful.

 Maximum daytime temperature 

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Jan 13 14 9 12 1 -6 7

4 4 3 4 1 1 3

83 55 69 54 99 41 141

Feb 13 15 11 13 2 -4 9

5 5 4 5 2 3 4

67 65 67 59 97 35 128

Mar 15 16 14 15 2 1 12

6 6 5 6 3 4 5

57 58 71 55 99 33 116

Apr 18 18 18 18 5 10 16

7 7 6 7 4 6 6

47 48 69 40 75 43 108

May 21 22 23 23 9 19 21

9 9 8 8 6 9 8

22 31 67 38 60 51 84

Jun 25 26 26 26 11 22 25

10 10 9 10 5 9 9

11 21 51 32 67 74 71

Jul 28 29 30 29 13 23 28

11 12 10 11 6 9 10

5 5 35 27 66 93 51

Aug 28 29 29 29 12 22 28

10 10 9 10 5 8 9

17 18 60 34 83 76 62

Sep 26 26 26 26 9 16 24

8 8 7 8 4 5 8

37 30 73 56 86 64 93

Oct 22 22 20 21 6 8 19

7 6 5 6 2 3 6

84 71 77 64 115 58 129

Nov 18 17 14 17 2 1 13

5 5 3 5 1 1 4

82 66 114 60 97 57 175

Dec 14 15 10 13 1 -3 8

4 4 3 4 0 1 3

88 90 76 65 100 54 167
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Europe: Stay longer
Our selection of small group tours are comprehensive ways to see this incredible part of the world. However, if 
you have more time we have a selection of ways to further immerse yourself in each destination – whether you’re 
interested in exploring further or just looking for a bit of relaxation time at the begining and end of your tour Our 
Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Explore cities
A few days in a city ahead of your tour gives you the chance to acclimatise while a post-tour city break allows for extra sightseeing time.

Lecce
Sitting in the ‘heel’ of Italy, Lecce is renowned for its striking Baroque architecture. 

Wander through the cobbled streets and squares of the city and admire the ornate 

honey-coloured buildings and the beautiful Piazza del Duomo which is home 

to the city’s impressive 12th-Century cathedral. Our Highlights of Puglia tour 

concludes in Leece and you can easily add on a few more days of exploration.

Florence
Set in the heart of the beautiful Tuscan countryside and revered for its graceful 

beauty and classic history, Florence is one of the best known and most loved 

cities in Italy. The birthplace of the Renaissance offers a unique blend of art and 

architecture, along with a treasure-trove of fabulous sights. A stay in Florence is 

the perfect addition to our Highlights of Tuscany itinerary.

Dubrovnik
The walled city of Dubrovnik is Croatia’s most easily recognised and iconic city, 

baptised by Byron as the ‘Pearl of the Adriatic’. With a captivating enclosed 

car-free plaza, the breathtaking Sponza Palace is a spectacular place for a stroll 

– decorated with an intricate combination of Gothic and Renaissance-style 

architecture. Add a few extra days in the city following our Highlights of Croatia 

& Montenegro tour.

Alberobello
Declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, charming Alberobello is home to over 

1500 white-washed Trulli, fascinating little circular buildings with conical, white-

tipped roofs. And if you’re planning on visiting this delightful town then where 

better to stay than in one of these whimsical little houses? We highly recommend 

a few nights at the Tipico Resort following our Highlights of Puglia tour.

Reykjavík
The northernmost city of the world, Iceland’s capital is small yet surprising. Quaint 

colourful roofs are backed by snow-capped mountains and in the summer, you 

can head off on whale watching tours to try and spot whales, including orcas and 

the majestic blue whale. And perhaps best of all, Reykjavík is one of the few cities 

where you can see the magical Northern Lights. It’s the perfect excuse to extend 

our Iceland in Style tour with a few extra nights.

Trulli houses, Puglia

Basilica di Santa Croce, Lecce

Dubrovnik
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Relax on the beach
A few days in a beach destination after your tour gives you the chance 
to relax and unwind.

Taormina Mare, Sicily
Picturesque Taormina is perched high on Mount Tauro in sight of Mount Etna, 

while sitting in its shadow is the charming seaside village of Taormina Mare. 

Following our Highlights of Sicily tour, we can’t think of anything better than a 

few days relaxing and exploring pebble beaches, coves and rocky inlets.

South coast, Sardinia
Sardinia’s beautifully-rugged coastline and unhurried pace of life make it the 

perfect destination for a relaxing post-tour beach break. Sardinia’s breathtaking 

beaches are renowned the world over, and some of the most beautiful bays and 

coves can be found along the island’s incredible southern coast.

Viareggio, Tuscan Riviera
Following your tour, head to the beautiful Tuscan Riviera which is dotted with 

colourful fishing villages and shuttered houses. Viareggio is the region’s largest 

town and a popular seaside resort with long sandy beaches, verdant pine 

forests, stunning architecture and a traditional harbour. 

Florence
Taormina Mare, Sicily
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Sketching Sicily
More and more we are seeing the world through a screen and taking pictures but 
often not really ‘seeing’ our destination. This seven-night expert-led tour of eastern 
Sicily allows you to take a step back and take time to immerse yourself in the 
island’s landscapes and culture, through the medium of sketch. Enjoy the laid-back 
approach and come away with a unique record of your travels.

Escorted Small 
Group Tour

Is this for you?
This tour is accessible for all, 

although it offers guests with a 

creative side to see a beautiful 

destination in a bit more depth.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

•  Workshops, exercises and one-

to-one guidance

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itinerary

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

 
Need to know
•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Your itinerary – 7 nights

Route:
• Syracuse: 2 nights 

• Ragusa: 1 night

• Agrigento: 1 night

• Taormina: 3 nights

Day 1: UK to Syracuse Upon arrival, 

transfer to your hotel in Syracuse where 

you will spend two nights. Stay: Grand 

Hotel Villa Politi (or similar). D.

 

Day 2: Syracuse Today is dedicated to 

the city of Syracuse which was once 

the most important Greek colony in the 

western Mediterranean. Highlights of 

the region include the Archaeological 

Park of Neapolis. Here, you can 

witness an incredible collection of 

ruins including the ancient quarry of 

Latomia del Paradiso, with its deep and 

narrow cavern, also known as the ‘Ear of 

Dionysius’; the Greek Theatre, one of the 

largest of its kind in the world; and the 

1st-Century Roman Amphitheatre, once 

the scene of gory gladiator fights. 

The old centre of the city is located on 

the island of Ortigia and it is a joy to 

explore. You can witness the remains of 

the 6th-Century BC Temple of Apollo, 

the Arethuse fountain, and the Syracuse 

Cathedral which was built incorporating 

the 5th-Century BC Temple of Athena. 

Following a morning briefing at the hotel, 

there will be time to get to grips with 

the basics of sketching, or refresh and 

develop your existing skills, as Adam 

leads a number of informal workshops in 

various settings throughout the city. Stay: 

Grand Hotel Villa Politi (or similar). B.

 

Day 3: Syracuse to Ragusa The day 

will begin with a visit to the town 

of Modica. As well as taking in the 

baroque architecture, you’ll visit a local 

pastry shop, or pasticceria, where you 

will sample some of the town’s famed 

chocolate – the perfect start to your day. 

Continue on to Ragusa which consists of 

the old town – the hillside Ragusa Ilba 

– and the new town, Ragusa Superiore, 

which is set on the plateaued peak of 

a limestone hill. Spend some time here 

exploring the old town and witnessing 

the Cathedral of San Giorgio and some 

fine examples of the town’s various 

architectural styles. There’ll be a number 

of sketching opportunities in and around 

Ragusa, with plenty of time to sit and 

take in the buildings, landscapes and 

daily life in the city. Approx. journey 

time: 1¾ hours. Stay: Poggio del Sole (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 4: Ragusa to Agrigento Journey 

on from Ragusa towards the ancient 

city of Agrigento. Established in the 6th 

Century BC as the vast Greek city of 

Akragas, this archaeological site has a 

rich history and you will explore it with a 

local guide. The major attraction here is 

the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the 

‘Valley of the Temples’ which is located 

on a ridge on the south side. Here, seven 

Doric-style Greek temples can be seen, 

including the Temple of Concordia – 

one of the finest and best preserved 

examples of Ancient Greek architecture 

in the world. 

The afternoon will be spent at the ruins 

on a guided tour and there will also be 

time to sketch. With the skills you have 

gained throughout the tour so far you 

should be able to capture some lovely 

images in your sketch book of this 

incredible site. Adam will be on hand to 

offer one-to-one guidance on elements 

such as perspective, tone and colour. 

Return to temples after dark to see 

them beautifully lit before enjoying a 

refreshing gelato. Approx. journey time: 

2½ hours. Stay: Dioscuri Bay Palace (or 

similar). B.

Accommodation
We’ve selected excellent quality 

boutique hotels that are well 

placed for local exploration. The 

unique 19th-Century Hotel Villa 

Politi in Syracuse was built on the 

on the site of one of the island’s 

oldest archaeological sites, 

Latomie dei Cappuccini. If it’s 

spectacular views you’re after, you 

will love the historic rural home 

of Hotel Villa Sonia in Castelmola, 

which has views of the Sicilian 

coast towards Mount Etna.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffgggg

Taormina with Mt. Etna

Ragusa
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Guide price dates

16 Oct 2017

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref IT7021.

 e arture mont s
16 Oct 2017 (guaranteed to 

operate).

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £260.

at to e ect
•  You will require a sketch kit for 

this trip which we can provide at 

an extra cost. Alternatively, you 

can purchase your own kit

•  No pressure to take part in the 

workshops and demonstrations 

•  Also suitable for those who wish 

to spend time exploring at their 

own pace

•  This tour is unsuitable for those 

with walking difficulties; during 

sketch workshops you may have to 

sit for extended periods of time

•  The trip to Mount Etna on Day 

7 is subject to weather and 

volcanic conditions and the 

optional Jeep excursion visits 

high altitudes.

our s etc  e ert
This exclusive tour offers the 

unique opportunity to explore 

Sicily with the award-winning 

illustrator Adam Stower. He is 

incredibly passionate about 

sketch and has a very relaxed 

and informal approach to passing 

on his knowledge, skills and 

enthusiasm.

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

SICILY Taormina

Ragusa

Agrigento

Mt Etna

Syracuse

Day 5: Agrigento to Taormina Drive 

through the hills of central Sicily as you 

make your way back to the east coast. 

Arrive in the ancient port city of Catania, 

which sits in a spectacular position 

between the Ionian Sea and the slopes 

of the active volcano, Mount Etna. Here 

you’ll possibly visit the central market. 

There’ll be time to sketch at one or two 

locations within the city, or perhaps at 

a beautiful coastal spot nearby. Later 

continue along the coast to the popular 

and charming resort town of Taormina. 

Your hotel for the next three nights 

is the charming Villa Sonia, which is 

located in nearby Castelmola. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Villa Sonia 

(or similar). B.

Day 6: Taormina A leisurely day begins 

with a visit to the ancient village of 

Forza d’Agrò, located just a short drive 

away from Taormina. The warren of 

narrow streets are a joy to explore, and 

of course sketch, as are the typically 

Sicilian architecture, stone houses and 

beautiful, far-reaching views of the Straits 

of Messina from its hilltop setting. Film 

lovers might recognise the town from all 

three of the Godfather movies. 

Following your morning in Forza d’Agrò, 

return to Taormina for an afternoon of 

exploration and drawing. This historical 

town is buzzing with intimate piazzas, 

chic boutiques, jewellery and antique 

shops, street cafés and restaurants plus 

a fine Greco-Roman amphitheatre which 

is a prime setting for a sketch workshop. 

Approx. journey time: 1 hour. Stay: Villa 

Sonia (or similar). B.

Day 7: Taormina This morning you’ll visit 

Mount Etna, Europe’s highest and most 

active volcano. Enjoy the drive through 

the Alcantara River valley and the town 

of Randazzo which is built almost entirely 

of lava stone. As you approach the slopes 

of the volcano, witness the enormous 

lava stream created by the 2002 eruption 

before stopping at an elevation of 1900 

metres above sea level. 

Those who want to get closer to the 

crater can join an optional excursion, 

continuing by jeep up to the observatory 

station which is situated below the 

summit (payable locally; dependent on 

both weather and volcanic conditions). 

En route back to your hotel you will visit 

a local wine cellar where you will have 

the opportunity to enjoy a wine tasting. 

The rest of the day can be spent 

in Taormina, either exploring 

independently or finding some hidden 

spots to do some final sketches. This 

evening there’ll be a delicous seafood 

dinner served at a local restaurant. 

Approx. journey time: 2¼ hours. Stay: 

Villa Sonia (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Taormina Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK. B.

Stay onger
A beach stay is the most popular 

extension to a Sicily tour, but there are 

other options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions on p130-131.

Beaches of Sicily 2 nights from £420 

per person

Extend your stay with a beach break at 

the beautiful Belmond Villa San’t Andrea 

in Taormina Mare.

y uoni
Adam will be be travelling with you 

and experiencing all of what eastern 

Sicily has to offer with the group. 

As well as running laid-back and 

informal workshops and exercises 

that help with the technical side 

of sketching, he’ll be on hand to 

offer one-on-one support to help 

you develop your confidence, as 

well as the skill of drawing; so 

whether you are a beginner or 

an accomplished sketcher, the 

guidance can be tailored to you.

ui e rice rom 

 

Adam Stower, (credit Paul Winter) 

Agrigento

Taormina with Mt. Etna
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
The perfect itinerary for food and 

culture lovers. An ideal choice for 

both first timers and those who 

may have visited before yet want to 

experience more than the beaches. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 13 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected excellent quality 

boutique hotels that are well 

placed for local exploration. One 

of our favourite properties is the 

Baglia della Luna which has just 23 

rooms and suites and an incredible 

setting overlooking Agrigento’s 

spectacular Valley of the Temples. 

And if it’s more spectacular views 

you’re after,  you’ll love the rural 

home of Hotel Villa Sonia in 

Castelmola, which has views of the 

Sicilian coast towards Mount Etna.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffgggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Sicily
This seven-night small group tour is a mouth-watering culinary exploration of 
this beautiful Italian island. Reflecting the multicultural history of the island, 
local dishes have Italian, North African, Greek and Arabic influences. Sample the 
best Sicilian cuisine and experience the island’s rich and varied history as you 
travel through beautiful landscapes and visit the less-frequented western coast.

Your itinerary – 7 nights

Route
• Syracuse: 1 night 

• Modica: 1 night 

• Agrigento: 1 night 

• Palermo: 2 nights 

• Taormina: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Syracuse Upon arrival, 

transfer to your hotel in Syracuse where 

you will spend one night. This evening 

join your group and local tour leader for 

a welcome dinner at a local restaurant. 

You’ll have the opportunity to meet your 

fellow travellers and ask your tour leader 

any questions you may have. Stay: Villa 

Politi Hotel (or similar). D. 

Day 2: Syracuse to Modica Following 

breakfast, embark on a tour of the city 

of Syracuse which was once the most 

important Greek colony in the western 

Mediterranean. Visit the Archaeological 

Park of Neapolis and witness an 

incredible collection of ruins. While in 

the park you’ll see the ancient quarry of 

Latomia del Paradiso, with its deep and 

narrow cavern, which is also known as 

the ‘Ear of Dionysius’; the Greek Theatre, 

which is one of the largest of its kind in 

the world; and the 1st-Century Roman 

Amphitheatre, once the scene of gory 

gladiator fights. Continue on to the old 

centre of the city, which is located on 

the island of Ortigia, where you can 

see the remains of the 6th-Century BC 

Temple of Apollo, the Arethuse fountain, 

and the Syracuse Cathedral which was 

built incorporating the 5th-Century BC 

Temple of Athena. Before departing, 

wander through the vibrant vegetable 

and fish markets. The final part of 

today’s journey takes you to the town 

of Modica. As well as taking in the 

baroque architecture, visit a local pastry 

shop, or pasticceria, and sample some 

of the town’s famed chocolate – the 

perfect end to your first full day in Sicily. 

Approx. journey time: 2¼ hours. Stay: 

Modica Palace Hotel (or similar). B, D. 

Day 3: Modica to Agrigento Begin the 

day with a visit to the town Ragusa 

which consists of the old town – the 

hillside Ragusa Ilba – and the new town 

Ragusa Superiore, set on the plateaued 

peak of a limestone hill. Spend some 

time exploring the old town, witnessing 

the Cathedral of San Giorgio and some 

fine examples of the town’s various 

styles of architecture. Journey on 

from Ragusa towards the ancient city 

of Agrigento. Established in the 6th 

Century BC as the vast Greek city of 

Akragas, this archaeological site has a 

rich history and you will explore the site 

with a local guide. The major attraction 

here is the UNESCO World Heritage Site 

of the ‘Valley of the Temples’ which is 

located on a ridge on the south side of 

the ancient city. Here, seven Doric-style 

Greek temples can be seen, including 

the Temple of Concordia, one of the 

finest and best preserved examples 

of Ancient Greek architecture in the 

world. Return at night when the ruins 

are beautifully lit. Your evening visit will 

be followed up with a delicious gelato. 

Approx. journey time: 3 hours. Stay: 

Baglio della Luna (or similar). B, D. 

Day 4: Agrigento to Palermo Today is 

dedicated to the towns, islands and 

sights of the island’s west coast. The 

first stop is the western-most town of 

Marsala, renowned for the dessert wines 

that are produced in the surrounding 

countryside. This introduction of this 

famous variety of wine to the outside 

world has been credited to the English 

trader John Woodhouse in the year of 

1773. Today it remains a popular drink 

throughout Italy as well as further afield. 

Later, take a short boat trip across to 

the island of Mozia which is located in 

the Stagnone Lagoon. During your time 

on the island you’ll be able to witness 

Views of Mount Etna from Taormina

Concordia Temple, Agrigento

Europe   •   Italy
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Palermo

Taormina
Mt Etna

Catania

Agrigento

Syracuse

Modica

Milazzo

Mozia

Erice

Valley of the
Temples

Randazzo

Guide price dates

07 Jun 2018

High season

30 Aug 2018 from £1775.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref IT6090.

 departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: May; Jun; 

Aug; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures and itineraries.

ptions
Single Travellers Single room 

supplement from £275

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £2075 per 

person, ref IT7000 

Creative tour Explore Sicily with an 

award-winning illustrator on our 

Sketching Sicily tour (departs in 

2017; see page 132-133).

hat to e pect
•  This tour is unsuitable for those 

with walking difficulties 

•  The trip to Mount Etna on Day 7 

is subject to weather and volcanic 

conditions and the optional 

Jeep excursion to the summit is 

perfect for active guests who do 

not mind visiting high altitudes.

hy uoni
The setting of your hotel in 

Agrigento – overlooking the 

incredible Valley of the Temples – 

allows you to visit the ruins both in 

the day and night. Following your 

evening visit you can sample some 

of the island’s best gelato! The next 

day, as you explore the lesser-

visited west coast, you will have 

the opportunity to take a boat trip 

over to the island of Mozia where 

you can see the excavated remains 

of an ancient settlement.

uide price from 

a

Palermo market

Concordia Temple, Agrigento

Mount Etna

Cefalù

the remains of an ancient Phoenician 

settlement. Visit the island’s small 

museum to see the Greek statue of the 

‘young man of Mozia’ before returning 

to the mainland and continuing along 

the coast to the medieval town of Erice, 

which is located on the peak of Mount 

Erice at 750 metres above sea level. The 

city is dominated by the Venus Castle 

and from here you can enjoy panoramic 

views over the western coastline and 

the Egadi Islands. Travel onwards to the 

island’s main city of Palermo where you 

will stay two nights. This evening is free 

to discover your own spot for dinner 

in the heart of the city – there is no 

shortage of restaurants to try. Approx. 

journey time: 2½ hours. Stay: Principe di 

Villafranca (or similar). B.

Day 5: Palermo Today, explore the city of 

Palermo and the hill town of Monreale, 

which is located just outside of Palermo, 

witnessing architecture from the ancient 

to the Medieval. In both Palermo 

and Monreale you can view beautiful 

buildings from the Norman-Byzantine 

period, including the grand Norman 

Palace, the breathtaking mosaics of the 

Palatine Chapel and the beautiful 12th-

Century Monreale Cathedral. There’ll 

then be a leisurely walk around a food 

market in the city. This is the perfect 

place to buy some food for your lunch. 

Again the evening is free allowing you to 

try another of the city’s many restaurants. 

Stay: Principe de Villafranca (or similar). B. 

Day 6: Palermo to Taormina Travel east 

along the coast from Palermo to the 

pretty seaside resort of Cefalù. Spend 

some time discovering its charming 

harbour, winding alleyways and its 

typical Norman cathedral. Afterwards 

continue east once again to the most 

famous of Sicily’s resort towns – 

Taormina. This historical town is buzzing 

with intimate piazzas, chic boutiques, 

jewellery and antique shops, street cafés 

and restaurants plus a fine Greco-Roman 

amphitheatre. There’ll be some time 

to explore before visiting the Italian 

national monument Casa Cuseni. Built 

in the early 20th Century, this charming 

casa is now a museum as well as a bed 

and breakfast. Approx. journey time: 3¼ 

hours. Stay: Villa Sonia (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Taormina Today you will visit 

Mount Etna, Europe’s highest and 

most active volcano. Enjoy the drive 

through the Alcantara River valley and 

the town of Randazzo which is built 

almost entirely of lava stone. As you 

approach the slopes of the volcano 

witness the enormous lava stream 

created by the 2002 eruption before 

stopping at an elevation of 1900 metres 

above sea level. Those that want to get 

closer to the crater can join an optional 

excursion, continuing by jeep up to the 

observatory station which is situated 

below the summit (payable locally). On 

the journey back to the hotel visit a local 

wine cellar for the opportunity to enjoy 

a wine tasting. Your final evening will 

be spent enjoying a seafood dinner at 

a local restaurant. Stay: Villa Sonia (or 

similar). B, D. 

Day 8: Taormina Transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK. B.  

Stay longer 
A beach stay is the most popular 

extension to a Sicily tour, but there are 

other options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions of p130-131.

Beaches Of Sicily 3 nights from £430 

per person ref IT7020

Extend your stay in beautiful Taormina, 

exploring the historic streets and visiting 

the beach at Taormina Mare. 
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal if you’re looking for a relaxing 

tour of the lesser-visited region of 

Puglia. There’s plenty of sightseeing 

but at a leisurely pace, and you’ll 

get to stay in traditional Puglian 

farmhouses and enjoy a sociable 

atmosphere in an intimate group. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

• Small groups 

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departure dates are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 13 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected charming masserie 

– traditional farmhouses – to 

offer you an authentic taste of 

rural Italy, a beautiful countryside 

setting and home-cooked 

meals. Casale del Murgese is a 

Mediterranean-style boutique 

hotel just a five-minute drive 

from the coast of Savelletri di 

Fasano. The 18th-Century Masseria 

Chicco Rizzo is set just outside the 

stunning city of Lecce and is one 

of the region’s oldest farmhouses.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Puglia
Immerse yourself in the culture and traditions of Puglia, or Apulia as it’s known 
locally, and discover what makes this stunning region so special. Set in the heel of 
Italy’s ‘boot’, Puglia offers a taste of traditional Italy, beautiful countryside and 
coast, historic towns and superb cuisine. On this leisurely-paced tour you’ll stay in 
just two places but explore surrounding areas including Alberobello and Matera.

Your itinerary – 7 nights

Route
• Savelletri di Fasano: 4 nights 

• Lecce: 3 nights

Day 1: UK to Pisa & Savelletri di Fasano 

Depart from the UK on your flight to 

the port city of Bari. Enjoy the scenery 

as you leave the city and drive past 

rolling vineyards, olive groves and fruit 

orchards on the way to the traditional 

fishing village of Savelletri di Fasano in 

the Province of Brindisi. Enjoy a four-

night stay in a masseria – a traditional 

farmhouse that has been lovingly 

restored and converted into a small and 

charming hotel. The tranquil masseria 

boasts a picturesque countryside setting 

surrounded by olive trees and is just a 

five minute drive from the Adriatic Coast 

and Savelletri Marina. If you can’t wait 

to explore then you could borrow one of 

the masseria’s bikes and cycle through 

olive groves to the rugged coast. Enjoy 

your first taste of traditional Puglian 

cuisine and warm hospitality during 

dinner at your masseria. Stay: Casale del 

Murgese (or similar). D.

Day 2: Alberobello This morning 

you’ll visit Bari and explore the 

maze of narrow winding streets in 

its evocative old quarter. Discover 

striking Romanesque-Pugliese churches 

including the Cathedral of San Sabino 

which is overlooked by the imposing 

Castello Svevo. Visit the elegant 

shopping district in Murattiano before 

an afternoon visit to the enchanting 

town of Alberobello. This UNESCO World 

Heritage Site is home to over 1500  

white-washed Trulli, fascinating circular 

buildings with conical, white-tipped roofs. 

These 14th-Century limestone dwellings 

serve as homes, restaurants and shops, 

and a stroll through the town feels as 

though you have entered a fairytale 

land. Enjoy some free time to wander 

through the lanes and browse the little 

souvenir shops, perhaps visit the small 

museum or walk up the hill to the Trullo 

church of St Anthony. Return to your 

masseria for dinner. Stay: Casale del 

Murgese (or similar). B, D.

Day 3: Ostuni Foodies are in for a real 

treat today as you’ll get to enjoy cooking 

and tasting experiences. Head to the 

nearby hillside town of Ostuni, known 

as the ‘White City’ due to its many 

white-washed houses that gleam in the 

sunshine. Here you’ll learn how to knead 

orecchiette, a variety of home-made 

pasta typical of Puglia that translates 

as ‘little ears’ and has a distinctive 

ear shape. You’ll also discover how to 

prepare another traditional Puglian 

dish – braciole, meat rolls cooked in 

tomato sauce, before sitting down to 

enjoy your dishes. Stretch your legs 

after lunch with a stroll through Ostuni’s 

medieval streets, alleys, staircases and 

arches which give way to beautiful 

far-reaching views. Continue to the 

small and charming town of Cisternino 

to visit an oil mill where you can taste a 

quality extra-virgin olive oil. Return to 

your masseria early evening and enjoy 

an evening at leisure. This is a great 

opportunity to hop in a cab to Savelletri 

and try one of the excellent waterfront 

restaurants. Stay: Casale del Murgese (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 4: Trani This morning you’ll visit the 

small port town of Trani which is rich 

in history and traditions. Wander the 

narrow streets and admire the beautiful 

12th-Century cathedral which has a 

picturesque setting at the water’s edge. 

Enjoy some free time at the harbour to 

watch fishermen bring their fresh catch 

to shore to sell to the locals. Continue 

to Andria and the UNESCO-listed Castel 

del Monte, which was built by Emperor 

Frederick II in the mid-13th-Century. 

This octagonal-shaped castle is built 

Alberobello

Gallipoli
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Guide price dates

04 Oct 2017

High season

22 Aug 2018 from £1652.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref IT8000.

departure ont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate.

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: May; Jun; 

Aug ; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £245

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1564 per 

person, ref IT8001

at to e pect
 •  Plenty of sightseeing at a 

leisurely pace with no early 

mornings or late nights

•  A relaxed and intimate group 

environment

•  Stay in traditional Puglian 

farmhouses in a tranquil setting

•  Home-cooked meals in a 

sociable setting. 

uoni
Cuisine is very much at the forefront 

of this tour. Enjoy taking your time 

over traditional home-cooked meals 

served in a sociable environment in 

your masseria. Learn how to knead 

orecchiette, a variety of home-made 

pasta typical of Puglia, and how 

to prepare braciole, a traditional 

Puglian dish of meat rolls cooked 

in tomato sauce. Visit an olive oil 

mill for a tasting of some of Italy’s 

finest olive oil which the Apulians 

consider ‘liquid gold’.

Guide price ro

a

 

Gallipoli

Matera

 

on a rocky promontory and features 

Romanesque and gothic influences. 

Return to your masseria for dinner. Stay: 

Casale del Murgese (or similar). B, D.

Day 5: Savelletri di Fasano to Lecce 

This morning you’ll leave the Province 

of Bari and journey to the UNESCO 

World Heritage-listed pre-historic city of 

Matera in the remote southern region of 

Basilicata. This remarkable city is famous 

for its atmospheric sassi – 8th-Century 

cave-dwellings which are carved into 

the cliff face of a river gorge. You’ll feel 

as though you have been transported to 

another century as you wander the city’s 

underground labyrinth of streets and 

churches – where roofs become streets 

as the dwellings are stacked upon one 

another and it is easy to see why it was 

chosen as the perfect setting for Mel 

Gibson’s epic biblical film, Passion of the 

Christ. Learn about the town’s fascinating 

history with an expert local guide during 

a tour of the remarkable Sassi Barisano 

and Caveoso. This afternoon, continue 

south to the small town of Sternatia in 

the Province of Lecce. Enjoy dinner at 

your masseria which is nestled amid 

acres of olive groves. Stay: Masseria 

Chicco Rizzo (or similar). B, D.

Day 6: Lecce This morning you can look 

forward to a full-day excursion to the 

stunning city of Lecce which is known as 

the ‘Florence of South’ and is famous for 

its magnificent baroque architecture. 

Admire striking churches and buildings 

that are carved from beautiful 

honey-coloured local stone and discover 

some interesting places built under the 

rule of Hadrian, such as the theatre and 

the amphitheatre, the ruins of which can 

still be seen in the central square, Piazza 

Sant’Oronzo. Visit the beautiful 

16th-Century Palazzo, a historic palace 

with a gorgeous garden, and discover a 

collection of antiques and period 

furniture and clothing at the small 

museum. Return to the masseria in time 

for dinner. Stay: Masseria Chicco Rizzo 

(or similar). B, D.

Day 7: Otranto & Gallipoli Today you 

can enjoy exploration of the east and 

west coasts of Lecce. Begin your day in 

picturesque Otranto, Italy’s easternmost 

town. If the weather is clear then 

you can enjoy views of the Albanian 

coast which is just 850 miles from 

Italy. Discover the highlights of this 

charming city, including the 11th-Century 

Romanesque cathedral which is home 

to beautiful 12th-Century mosaics. This 

afternoon you’ll journey to the west 

coast and the town of Gallipoli which is 

located on a promontory. The town is 

divided into a modern part, known as 

borgo and a charming old town which 

is set on a small island, protected by a 

13th-Century fortress, that’s connected 

to the mainland by a bridge. Return to 

the masseria for dinner. Stay: Masseria 

Chicco Rizzo (or similar). B, D.

Day 8: Lecce Transfer to Bari airport for 

your return flight to the UK. B.

Sta lon er
Alberobello is one of our most popular 

extensions to an Italy tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

suggestions to complement this tour 

on p130-131. 

Alberobello 3 nights from £380 per 

person, ref IT8002

Stay in a traditional trullo house at the 

Tipico Resort in Trullo which is just a 

five-minute walk from the charming 

UNESCO-listed town of Alberobello.
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Great for foodies and wine buffs 

looking for a relaxed pace and a base 

for the whole week. There’s plenty 

of time at leisure and a great mix of 

culture, sightseeing and local food 

and wine experiences.  

 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

• Small groups 

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
•  All departure dates are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 6 guests 

• A maximum of 12 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected a charming 

traditional-style hotel at the foot of 

the Monti Pisani hills. Surrounded 

by countryside, Albergo Villa Marta 

is a 19th-Century former hunting 

lodge that offers a tranquil base 

for exploration of Tuscany and it’s 

just a ten-minute drive from Lucca 

and 20 minutes from Pisa. The cosy 

restaurant serves traditional Tuscan 

cuisine and the pool is tucked away 

in a pretty Renaissance garden.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Tuscany
Discover Tuscany’s culinary, cultural and scenic highlights on this leisurely-paced 
tour that focuses on the region’s food and wine. Explore key sights, from medieval 
walled cities to beautiful coastal villages, and draw inspiration from Italy’s ‘Slow 
Food’ movement by taking the time to savour fresh flavours as you immerse yourself 
in the region’s gastronomy with a cooking class and several food and wine tastings.

Your itinerary – 7 nights

Route
• San Lorenzo a Vaccoli, Lucca: 7 nights 

Day 1: UK to Pisa & San Lorenzo a Vaccoli 

Depart from the UK on your flight to Pisa. 

Explore the city’s beautiful square, the 

Piazzi dei Miracoli, which houses four 

masterpieces of medieval architecture 

– the cathedral, the baptistery, the 

cemetery and the iconic ‘Leaning Tower’. 

Soak up the rural scenery as you pass 

vineyards, farmhouses and small villages 

on the way to your hotel which has a 

peaceful setting in a small hamlet. Enjoy 

your first experience of authentic Tuscan 

dining this evening at your hotel. Stay: 

Albergo Villa Marta. D. 

 

Day 2: San Gimignano Visit the 

picturesque medieval hilltop town of San 

Gimignano which is dominated by 13 

square towers – its distinctive skyline can 

be admired from miles around. Wander 

around the main lanes and winding alleys 

of this charming town which is rich in 

works of art, historic piazzas, beautiful 

medieval buildings, and fine shops and 

restaurants. Follow in the footsteps of 

16th-Century pilgrims at the Ancient Herb 

Pharmacy and Herbarium of Santa Fina. 

This former apothecary helped to heal 

pilgrims on their way to Rome with its 

medicinal herbs. Breathe in the aromatic 

scents of the herbs and spices as you stroll 

through the fragrant garden. Continue 

the sensory theme with a food and wine 

experience at an organic farmhouse. Enjoy 

regional delicacies, taste flavoured olive 

oils and local wines such as Vernaccia 

– a dry white wine with aromas and 

flavours of citrus, peach and almond. This 

afternoon, visit the tiny fortified village 

of Monteriggioni. This quintessential 

medieval village has retained many of its 

original architectural features and is home 

to a 13th-Century castle. Enjoy dinner at 

your hotel. Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D. 

 

Day 3: Lucca Begin your day in the wine-

producing community of Montecarlo, a 

hilltop village surrounded by vineyards 

and olive groves. Visit a local winemaking 

estate to learn about the farm and 

vineyard before tasting some local wines, 

extra virgin olive oils and traditional 

recipes. Enjoy lunch at the estate before 

spending the afternoon in Lucca, a small 

medieval city surrounded by Renaissance 

walls. Soak up the history and beauty of 

this charming ‘city of 100 churches’ during 

a guided tour. Wander along the narrow 

lanes and walk along the tree-lined avenue 

that’s set above the city’s imposing walls. 

Head to the centre of the town to discover 

its historical treasures, learn about Lucca’s 

successful silk trade during the Middle 

Ages and take the time to enjoy some local 

flavours. Typical traditional dishes include 

garmugia, a soup made with bacon, 

onions, peas, artichokes, asparagus and 

fresh beans, and bucellato, sweet bread 

made with aniseed and sultanas. Enjoy free 

time here before returning to your hotel. 

Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D. 

Day 4: La Spezia Discover neighbouring 

Liguria’s coastline with a visit to The 

Gulf of Poets, also known as the Bay of 

La Spezia, which stretches between the 

picturesque villages of Portovenere and 

Lerici. This spectacular coastline has 

attracted writers such as Shelley and Byron 

with its natural beauty and pastel-coloured 

houses, and the clifftop Castle of Lerici is 

believed to have inspired Mary Shelley’s 

gothic horror novel, Frankenstein. Stroll 

around the town of La Spezia and visit a 

local market, stopping to enjoy a taste of 

farinata – a Ligurian chickpea flan. Take 

the ferry over to the picturesque UNESCO-

listed village of Portovenere which is 

famous for its colourful tower houses 

and the 12th-Century St Peter’s Church 

that is perched on a rocky promontory 

with incredible views over the bay. Enjoy 

local specialities during a meal at a typical 

Marble workshop, Pietrasanta

Europe   •   Italy
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Guide price dates

14 Oct 2017

High season

19 May 2018 from £2113.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref IT2170.

 eparture mont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £835

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1260 per 

person, ref IT2171.

at to e pect
•  A number of local culinary 

experiences

•  Plenty of sightseeing at a 

leisurely pace with short transfer 

times and no early mornings or 

late nights

•  Stay in just one place and explore 

the region without moving 

around each night 

•  A relaxed and intimate group 

environment

•  Stay in traditional Tuscan hotel in 

a tranquil, rural setting.

 uoni
Tuscany’s gastronomic delights 

provide the focus on this tour and 

we’ve included culinary tastings and 

experiences that can’t be booked 

independently. The relaxed pace and 

small group setting help to create 

an intimate yet sociable setting for 

these special experiences. You can 

look forward to daily sightseeing, 

including a full day in Florence, and 

you’ll only need to unpack once as 

we’ve selected a charming hotel to 

be your base for the whole week.

Gui e price rom 
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Lucca

Farinata (chickpea flan)

San Gimignano

Florence

trattoria. Return to La Spezia by boat and 

journey by road back to your hotel for 

dinner. Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D.

Day 5: San Lorenzo a Vaccoli This morning 

is at leisure. Relax at the hotel and enjoy 

the views over the valley, take a dip in the 

pool, treat yourself to a olive oil massage, 

or hire a bike and explore the countryside. 

This afternoon’s gastronomic experience 

is a cooking lesson with the hotel’s chef. 

Try your hand at a typical Tuscan dish 

enhanced by fresh Mediterranean flavours 

and then sit down to enjoy your tasty 

creation. Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D.

Day 6: Florence A trip to Tuscany wouldn’t 

be complete without a visit to Florence, 

the region’s enchanting capital. Admire 

Brunelleschi’s iconic dome which 

dominates the city’s skyline, and Piazza 

della Signoria – arguably Florence’s most 

beautiful square, which is dotted with 

magnificent statues including David, 

Michelangelo’s marble masterpiece. Stroll 

along the narrow streets and discover 

some of Dante’s favourite places, which 

often featured in his great works such as 

The Divine Comedy. Dante is considered the 

father of modern Italian language and you 

will learn about the origin of some of the 

city’s more unusual street names. Stop for 

lunch at the Mercato Centrale, the city’s 

central market. The stalls sell freshly baked 

bread, seafood, fruit and vegetables, while 

specialty artisan shops offer local olive oils, 

meats and cheeses. Watch locals bartering 

with the stall holders and enjoy the mix of 

aromas as you stroll around the stalls and 

learn about traditional Tuscan recipes. Visit 

one of the small shops to taste some 

unconventional flavour combinations. The 

afternoon is at leisure so you could explore 

more of the city’s sights. Discover 

masterpieces by Leonardo da Vinci at the 

world-famous Uffizi Gallery, cross the 

Ponte Vecchio bridge, or stroll through the 

beautiful Boboli Gardens. Enjoy a final 

panoramic view of the River Arno and 

Florence’s red rooftops from the Piazza 

Michelangelo before returning to your 

hotel. Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D.

Day 7: Pietrasanta Enjoy a relaxing 

morning at leisure. You could arrange a 

shuttle (extra cost) to Lucca and spend the 

morning wandering the evocative streets, 

perhaps visiting Puccini’s childhood home 

or climbing the Torre Guinigi – a 

45-metre-tall tower crowned by oak trees 

– to enjoy panoramic views over the city’s 

red rooftops to the Apuan Alps beyond. 

This afternoon is a real treat for art lovers 

as you’ll visit the charming medieval town 

of Pietrasanta, renowned for its marble 

and bronze workshops. Set at the foot of 

the Apuan Alps, the town was home to 

Michelangelo in the 15th Century and its 

quarries provided him with high quality 

marble for his sculptures. Dubbed ‘Little 

Athens’ due to the number of international 

artists that establish themselves here, this 

unique town offers you the chance to see 

art in its purest form. As you explore the 

historic streets and piazza you feel as 

though you’re walking through an open-air 

art studio – sculptures and works of art are 

scattered all around. Visit a marble 

workshop to watch master craftsmen as 

they chisel, chip and polish sculptures. 

Explore the town’s galleries, handicraft 

shops and boutiques before dining at a 

trattoria. Stay: Albergo Villa Marta. B, D. 

 

Day 8: San Lorenzo a Vaccoli Transfer 

to the airport for your return flight to 

the UK. B.

Sta  longer
Florence is our most popular extension to 

an Italy tour, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of suggestions to 

complement this tour on p130-131.

Florence 3 nights from £693 per person, 

ref IT2172
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you are looking for a small 

group tour with a relaxed pace 

and a focus on authentic Sardinian 

food and drink, then Highlights of 

Sardinia is the perfect choice. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey) 

• Average group size of 13 guests

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
Reflecting this tour’s focus on food 

and drink, our chosen hotels have 

a particular emphasis on traditional 

dining. The Hotel Su Gologone 

in Oliena is a beautiful hotel that 

features a wine bar and cellar where 

regular olive oil, wine and cheese 

tasting sessions are held; and its 

own vegetable garden. The Hotel 

Santa Lucia Capoterra is surrounded 

by a nature reserve and perfectly 

located to explore Capoterra and 

Cagliari.

Nature ffgggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffgggg

Maddalena Archipalego Bastione Remy, Cagliari

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Sardinia
This laid-back small group tour provides you with the perfect blend of modern-
day Sardinia – its food, wine and long-held traditions – with the island’s long 
and rich history. From Cagliari in the south, to the Arzachena in the north, 
this tour takes you around the island, into the mountainous interior, and to its 
vineyards, 3500 year old ruins and famed beach resorts.

Your itinerary – 7 nights

Route
• Capoterra: 2 nights 

• Alghero: 2 nights

• Arzachena: 1 night 

• Oliena: 2 nights

Day 1: UK to Capoterra Depart on your 

flight to Cagliari, Sardinia and on arrival 

transfer to your hotel. This evening you 

will have the opportunity to taste some 

local specialities while you get to know 

your fellow travellers and ask your tour 

leader any questions you may have about 

the upcoming itinerary. Stay: Hotel Saint 

Lucia Capoterra (or similar). D.

Day 2: Capoterra Your exploration of 

Sardinia begins following a leisurely 

breakfast at your hotel. Head out on a 

tour of the nearby city of Cagliari, the 

capital of Sardinia. Begin the day at 

the viewpoint at Monte Urpinu for an 

overview of the city, before heading 

down into the old town where you 

will see the hilltop castle, the Royal 

Palace and the 13th-Century cathedral. 

Following lunch at a local restaurant 

head south along the coast to the Nora 

Archaeological site to see the ruins of a 

once-important Roman trading town. On 

return to your hotel you will have time 

to yourselves before meeting your group 

for dinner at your hotel. Stay: Hotel 

Saint Lucia Capoterra (or similar.) B, L, D.

Day 3: Capoterra to Alghero Travel by 

train from Cagliari to Mandas, a town 

at the very heart of the island, passing 

through the unspoilt landscapes of 

central Sardinia. From Mandas, continue 

to Su Nurazi di Barumini, the ruins 

of a 17th-Century BC settlement to 

discover more about Sardinia’s Nuragic 

civilisation. The tour continues to the 

island’s west coast and one of the 

island’s prettiest towns, Bosa. Take 

a walk around the town, witnessing 

the colourful houses and the historic 

tanneries on the banks of the river 

Temo. The day’s final leg takes you north 

along the coast to Alghero. Tonight’s 

dinner is at a charming trattoria in town, 

providing you the perfect opportunity to 

sample hearty, simple and flavoursome 

dishes. Approx. journey time: 3½ hours. 

Stay: Hotel Catalunya (or similar). B, D.

Day 4: Alghero The day begins with a 

walking tour of Alghero’s historic centre, 

which is encompassed by fawn-hued 

fortified city walls. The tour begins at 

the 14th-Century Porta Terrace tower, 

the ancient entrance to the city, before 

continuing along the city walls. Over 

the next couple of hours take in the 

highlights of the city, including churches 

and the narrow streets of the former 

Jewish quarter. The first of the tour’s two 

wine tasting experiences takes place this 

afternoon at a winery in the countryside 

surrounding Alghero. Here you can 

sample some mouth-watering varieties 

as you enjoy an early, light lunch. This 

afternoon you will head out on a boat 

trip to Neptune’s Grotto, a marine 

cave carved into the cliff face located 

approximately 20 minutes along the 

coast. On return to Alghero you’ll have 

a free evening to explore the city by 

night and find your own perfect spot for 

dinner and drinks. Stay: Hotel Catalunya 

(or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Alghero to Arzachena The next 

stop is the town of Castelsardo on 

the island’s north coast. This typically 

Sardinian town has a breathtaking 

setting on the hilltop of a headland 

overlooking the Mediterranean. As 

you wander through its historic streets 

you can gain an insight into traditional 

life. After spending some time visiting 

some of the handicrafts shops, continue 

along the coast to Palau, a lively resort 

and gateway to the islands of the 

Maddalena Archipelago. Board the ferry 

Europe   •   Italy
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TYRRHENIAN
SEA

SARDINIA

Alghero

Oliena

Arzachena

Capoterra

La Maddalena Island

Tempio Pausania

Tharros

Barumini

Chia

Cagliari

Villasimius

Santa Teresa Gallura
Capo Dorso

Santa Margherita Di Pula

Guide price dates

04 Oct 2017

High season

13 Sep 2018 from £1578.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 7 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref IT2151.

 departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £275

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £2355 per 

person, ref IT2154.

hat to e pect
 •  A laid-back pace with free time 

to relax

•  Plenty of food and wine as well 

as time to really appreciate the 

dining experience.

h  uoni
This tour allows you to experience 

both the traditions and history of 

Sardinia, with a particular focus 

on the island’s mouth-watering 

food and drink. You will visit 

two wineries to taste the local 

varieties, and your included meals 

have been tailored to ensure you 

get a true taste of the island – 

from dinner at a local trattoria in 

Alghero to an al fresco lunch in 

the Supramonte highlands.

Guide price rom 

Bastione Remy, Cagliari Alghero

a

in the harbour and cross the Straits of 

Bonifacio to the largest of the islands, 

La Maddalena. You will have free time 

for lunch here, before joining a short 

walking tour with your local leader and  

then returning by ferry to Palau. Dinner 

this evening is at your hotel. Overlooking 

the stunning Gulf of Cannigione, this 

charming village-esque property is located 

just 700 metres from the beach. Approx. 

journey time: 2½ hours. Stay: Hotel Airone 

(or similar). B, D.

Day 6: Arzachena to Oliena The journey 

back south begins today, but not before 

you have driven along the coast to the 

famous Costa Smeralda region. This 

exclusive coastline has long been a 

haven for the rich and famous and it 

boasts luxury hotels and some of the 

most expensive real estate in Europe. 

There will be time to stop and explore 

Porto Rotondo, once a small hamlet and 

now a lively resort and stylish port. It’s 

then time to head south to the island’s 

wine lands which surround the town of 

Dorgali. This afternoon you will have 

another opportunity to visit a winery 

and of course taste some of Sardinia’s 

most famous produce, alongside some 

appetizers. Following your tasting the 

group will continue on to Oliena, where 

you will spend two nights. Although your 

evening is free to do as you choose, we 

highly recommend enjoying dinner at 

your hotel, the Hotel Su Gologone. The 

property is renowned for its restaurant 

and beautiful natural setting within the 

mountainous Supramonte district. The 

Restaurant serves simple, authentic 

Sardinian dishes which can be enjoyed 

on the open-air terrace with views out 

over the surrounding countryside. If 

you happen to be travelling on a tour 

between June and September you can 

treat yourself to dinner at the King’s 

Court, a delightful terrace adorned with 

historic tiles and stone columns where 

you can enjoy freshly baked bread, spit-

roast meats and other traditional island 

dishes. Approx. journey time: 1¾ hours. 

Stay: Su Gologone (or similar). B, L.

Day 7: Oliena Your final full day 

in Sardinia begins with a delicious 

breakfast at the hotel, setting you up 

perfectly for a day where the focus is 

on the traditions of island life. Travel 

to the town of Nuoro where a visit to 

the Museum of Sardinian Life and Folk 

Traditions is included. The museum is 

home to a fascinating and rich collection 

of exhibits chronicling life on the island, 

mainly between the late 1800s to the 

mid-1900s. Lunch will be served at a 

local restaurant before a visit to the 

village of Orgosolo which is known for 

its elaborate murals that document the 

social discontent in the region in the 

latter half of the 20th Century. Early in 

the evening return to your hotel, where 

you’ll have time to relax before your 

farewell dinner. Stay: Su Gologone (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Oliena Following breakfast you’ll 

transfer to the airport for your return 

flight to the UK. 

Sta  longer
A beach stay is the most popular 

extension to a Sardinia tour, but there 

are other options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions on p130-131. 

 

Beaches Of Sardinia 3 nights from £523 

per person, ref IT2154

Sardinia’s coastline is world-renowned, 

and this tour is easy to combine with 

some beach time. Southern Sardinia is 

famous for its sheer cliffs, golden sand 

dunes and sleepy villages.

Ital       urope
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Iceland in Style
Discover an epic landscape of fiery volcanos, glistening glaciers and waterfalls 
that cascade into ice-blue lakes. Brimming with eccentric culture and distinctive 
cuisine, this luxury-led tour takes you on a journey around Iceland’s most 
intoxicating sights where you will meet locals, sample unique Scandinavian cuisine 
and experience Iceland’s geographical wonders including the famous Blue Lagoon. 

Your itinerary – 5 nights

Route
 • Reykjavík: 1 night 

 • Selfoss: 3 nights 

 • Grindavík: 1 night  

Day 1: UK to Reykjavík On arrival, 

transfer to your hotel in Reykjavík  

where you will spend the night. The  

rest of the day is at leisure. Stay: 

Icelandair Hotel Natura (or similar). 

  

Day 2: Reykjavík to Selfoss Meet your 

local tour leader for an exploration 

of the city. Visit the spectacular 

Hallgrímskirkja church, a sweeping 

concrete landmark which can be seen 

from all around the city. Ascend its 

observation tower for panoramic views 

of colourful buildings and mountains in 

the distance which are dusted with snow 

in winter. Next, learn about Icelandic 

cheese and skyr, a unique dairy staple 

in the Icelandic diet, before enjoying a 

light lunch in the cheese school. Depart 

for Þingvellir National Park, one of the 

stops on the Golden Circle. A rugged 

landscape of grass and volcanic rock, the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site is home to 

original meeting site of Alþingi, Iceland’s 

parliament. Established in AD930, 

the Alþingi is one of the oldest extant 

parliamentary institutions in the world. 

Stop in Laugarvatn for a relaxing 

wellness retreat in the Fontana 

Geothermal Baths before heading 

to your luxury country retreat, Hótel 

Grímsborgir, where you’ll be staying for 

three nights. Plush and elegant, you’ll 

have comfortable beds to sink into after 

a day of discovering the Golden Circle 

and beyond. Enjoy a gourmet welcome 

dinner with your local tour leader who 

will provide photography tips. For guests 

travelling between mid-September 

and mid-April, you can step into the 

outdoor hot tub after dinner and, if you 

are lucky, witness the phenomenon 

of the Northern Lights as neon lights 

dance across through the dark night sky. 

Sightings of the Northern Lights can’t be 

guaranteed, however the Golden Circle 

is a popular destination for catching this 

magical display. Approx. journey time: 3 

hours, 93 miles. Stay: Hótel Grímsborgir 

(or similar). B, L, D.  

  

Day 3: Selfoss Head to the second 

stop of the Golden Circle, the Gullfoss 

waterfall. Watch as melted glacial 

water powerfully cascades down two 

consecutive drops in this impressive 

natural wonder. Visit the nearby Geysir 

geothermal field and its hot springs 

where you can see the spectacular 

vertical burst of water as a geyser 

erupts. Stop at Kerið, a deep volcanic 

crater with a calm lake that sits at 

the bottom of its bowl-like shape. In 

Hveragerði, meet a local Icelander for 

an insight into the challenges of living 

in this rugged, earthquake-prone area. 

Here you’ll also experience an unusual 

way to cook an egg – by boiling it in a 

hot spring. Try another local delicacy: 

‘volcano bread’, or hverabrauð, a dense 

rye that is cooked by the steam of a 

hot spring by burying it in the ground 

nearby. Travel to the coast to visit 

some of Iceland’s colourful seashore 

villages where you’ll enjoy a private 

tour of a local folk museum and historic 

wooden church. The culinary adventure 

continues as you sample Icelandic 

delicacies including shark meat, dried 

fish and Brennivín, Iceland’s signature 

schnapps liquor – also ominously known 

as ‘Black Death’. Produced by only one 

distillery in Iceland, Brennivín was 

introduced after a partial lift on the 

prohibition of alcohol in 1935 and has 

remained a favourite ever since. Dine 

on langoustines in a restaurant by the 

coast. Approx. journey time: 3½ hours, 

124 miles. Stay: Hótel Grímsborgir (or 

similar). B, D.

 

Northern Lights

Reykjavík

Seljalandsfoss

Europe   •   Iceland

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re looking for a luxury-led 

adventure with breathtaking 

scenery, unique culinary 

experiences and eccentric culture, 

this is the perfect tour for you. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
Our hand-selected hotels have 

been chosen to give you the best 

of Scandi comfort combined with 

excellent locations for exploring 

the highlights of Iceland. In 

naturally beautiful surrounds, 

Hótel Grímsborgir provides a 

modern and elegant base for your 

Icelandic adventures while the 

quirky Northern Light Inn is just 

minutes away from the amazing 

Blue Lagoon.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffgg

Active fffggg
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Blue Lagoon

Eyjafjallajökull

Northern Lights

Reykjavík

Day 4: Selfoss Never short on 

astounding natural attractions, your next 

stop is one of Iceland’s most unique 

waterfalls, Seljalandsfoss. You’ll get a 

rare and exhilarating experience as you 

walk behind the tremendous waterfall 

(weather permitting) – just make sure 

you bring your waterproofs! Explore 

the southern coast where you can visit 

the Eyjafjallajökull Information Centre. 

Here you can learn about what it’s like 

living close to an active ice-capped 

volcano like Eyjafjallajökull – which 

garnered attention when it erupted in 

2010, heavily disrupting flights across 

Europe. Choose between two options 

for the duration of your day; don your 

crampons (gripping spike attachments 

for shoes) and take a guided hike 

on Sólheimajökull glacier (approx. 3 

hours) or drive to a black lava beach 

where in the summer you can look out 

for puffins on the cliffs and admire 

Reynisdrangar, basalt sea stacks that in 

Icelandic folklore are said to be trolls 

who were pulling a boat ashore and 

turned to stone when they were caught 

by sunlight. Return to the hotel for 

dinner. Approx. journey time: 4¼ hours, 

179 miles. Stay: Hótel Grímsborgir (or 

similar). B, D. 

  

Day 5: Selfoss to Grindavík Travel to 

Reykjanes, a UNESCO Global Geopark of 

geological wonders including moon-like 

terrain, bird cliffs and, of course, hot 

springs. Take a look into Viking history 

with a visit to Viking World Museum 

where you can see a life-size Viking 

ship replica which sailed to New York in 

2000. Enjoy a lavish seafood and crab 

feast before one of the highlights of your 

Icelandic expedition – the famous Blue 

Lagoon. Relish in what is undoubtedly 

the ultimate Icelandic experience as 

you bathe in the milky blue geothermal 

waters – which is said to aid all manner 

of ailments – surrounded by black 

volcanic rock. Soften your skin with 

a silica mud mask while you enjoy a 

refreshing swim and a drink. Afterwards, 

a short drive takes you to your hotel, 

Northern Light Inn. Spend your last 

night in Iceland nestled in a landscape 

of moss and lava rocks in a quirky, 

Scandi hotel and enjoy a delicious lamb 

dinner. Approx. journey time: 2¼ hours, 

74 miles. Stay: Northern Light Inn (or 

similar). B, L, D.

 

Day 6: Grindavík Enjoy breakfast before 

transferring to the airport for your 

return flight to the UK. B.  

Nort ern Lig ts 

A natural phenomenon, the Northern 

Lights (aurora borealis) occurs as the 

result of solar wind particles getting 

through the Earth’s magnetic field 

and colliding with particles in our 

atmosphere. The result of the collision  

is a colourful spectacle that dances 

across the night sky that has been 

known to appear in pink, yellow, blue, 

violet and white – however it is most 

commonly sighted in neon green. If 

you are keen to spot the enchanting 

display, head away from higher levels 

of light pollution found in cities and 

plan your visit in the winter between 

mid-September and mid-April to 

increase your chances. It’s important to 

bear in mind that the Northern Lights 

are notoriously unpredictable and it’s 

not guaranteed that you will see them. 

However, you can always request 

a special Northern Lights wake-up 

call, offered at many hotels, so you 

can be sure not to sleep through the 

phenomenon! 

eland      Euro e

Reykjavík

Grindavík

Blue Lagoon Selfoss
Hveragerði

 Þingvellir National Park

Eyjafjallajökull

ICELAND

Guide price dates

25 Jan 2018

High season

20 Sep 2018 from £4515

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 5 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref IC047.

 de arture ont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; May; Jun; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

tions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £695

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £4764 per 

person, ref IC047.

at to e e t 

•  Late nights to make the most 

of the dark nights and spot the 

beautiful aurora

•  Cold weather – be sure to bring 

plenty of warm clothes

•  Narrow streets in Reykjavik 

means it may not be possible for 

your coach to pull up outside your 

hotel (approx. 10 minutes’ walk)

• Some long days 

• Plenty of seafood on the menu

• Remember swimwear. 

y uoni
It’s not often that you get the 

chance to combine a city stay 

with a visit to a geothermal 

playground – be immersed in 

nature with visits to glistening 

glaciers, tumbling waterfalls and 

untouched rolling landscapes. 

We’ve included plenty of meals 

and unforgettable excursions to 

ensure that you’ll see the best of 

Iceland at great value.

Guide ri e fro  
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Highlights of Russia
With the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution in 2017, there is no better 
time to discover the rich history and fascinating culture of this unique country. 
Sample vodka at a dedicated museum, admire the colourful onion domes of 
cathedrals and wander around the unbelievable splendour of Catherine Palace 
in an utterly absorbing journey between Russia’s two most influential cities.

Your itinerary – 5 nights

Route
• Moscow: 2 nights 

• St. Petersburg: 3 nights 

Day 1: UK to Moscow Arrive in the 

capital city of Moscow, where you will 

be met by your local English-speaking 

tour leader. Transfer to your hotel where 

you’ll be staying for two nights. On 

arrival, you’ll be greeted with a traditional 

Russian welcome of bread and salt, a 

sign of hospitality and respect. Enjoy a 

welcome dinner tonight led by your local 

tour leader, giving you the opportunity 

to meet the rest of your group. Stay: 

Kadashevskaya Hotel (or similar). D.  

  

Day 2: Moscow Enjoy a leisurely 

breakfast before meeting your local tour 

leader to see some of the capital’s most 

iconic sights. Walk through the UNESCO 

World Heritage Site of Red Square, a 

site of significant political history. 

Hosting events from military parades 

to music concerts, Red Square remains 

a symbol of Russia and is filled with 

beautiful architecture, including the 

castle-like State Historical Museum and 

Lenin’s Mausoleum. View the unusual 

St. Basil’s Cathedral, built in the 16th 

Century by the first Tsar of Russia, Ivan 

the Terrible. Made up of nine chapels 

of different heights, each is topped 

with an onion-shaped dome that is 

swirled, lined or dotted with fantastical 

colours creating a landmark like no 

other. You will also get to visit the 

handsome Alexander Gardens to watch 

the Changing of the Guard at the Eternal 

Flame. Unveiled in 1967, the Tomb of 

the Unknown Soldier memorial features 

an eternal flame commemorating the 

Soviet soldiers killed during World War 

II and their immortal deed for their 

country. Have a light local lunch before 

a tour of the Kremlin, a fortified 15th-

Century complex of towers, cathedrals 

and palaces including Ivan the Great 

Bell Tower and the Great Kremlin Palace. 

Once one of the residences of the 

Russian Tsars, the Kremlin is now the 

home of the President of Russia. Visit 

the Armoury Museum and view the 

enormous collection of artefacts that 

include intricate royal carriages, gold 

and silver relics dating back to the 12th 

Century and ten of the famous Imperial 

Fabergé Eggs commissioned by the 

Russian Royal Family. Return to your 

hotel for an evening at leisure; your local 

tour leader will be happy to provide 

suggestions of restaurants and activities 

should you need it. Stay: Kadashevskaya 

Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

Day 3: Moscow to St. Petersburg 

Today is your trip to St. Petersburg 

but before you leave, enjoy a tour of 

Moscow’s famed Metro System. Known 

as the ‘Palaces of the People’, you’ll be 

able to explore some of the grandest 

stations – complete with stained glass 

windows and ornate plasterwork fit 

for a royal residence – which easily 

outshine any other metro stations in the 

world. Then transfer to the train station 

for your journey in business class on 

board the high-speed Sapsan train to 

St. Petersburg. Lunch will be provided 

during your smooth journey through 

the Russian countryside. On arrival in 

St. Petersburg, make the short transfer 

to your hotel. Approx. journey time: 

4 hours, 395 miles. Stay: Demetra Art 

Hotel (or similar). B, L. 

  

Day 4: St. Petersburg With the 100-year 

anniversary of the Russian Revolution 

in 2017, the former imperial capital of 

St. Petersburg remains as entrancing as 

ever. Filled with resplendent buildings 

that stand as reminders of an opulent 

past, your day today is spent touring 

the city to soak up the rich history 

that the Russia dynasty left behind. 

See the Bronze Horseman Statue, 

commemorating the city’s founder Peter 

Europe   •   Russia

Komsomolskaya Metro station

Catherine Palace, St. Petersburg

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal if you want to unlock Russia’s 

powerful history and intriguing 

culture in a relaxed and concise 

introductory tour of its two key 

cities: Moscow and St. Petersburg. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve chosen hotels close to  

main attractions and restaurants 

so you can make the most of 

your free time in each city. 

Kadashevskaya Hotel is located 

just 15 minutes from Red Square 

while in St. Petersburg, the early 

20th-Century Demetra Art Hotel 

offers a modern twist on the city’s  

regal charm.

Nature fggggg

Culture ffffgg

Active fffggg
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the Great, and the Church of the Saviour 

on the Spilled Blood, a Russian-style 

memorial built by the imperial family 

for Tsar Alexander II who was fatally 

wounded on the site in 1881. See Palace 

Square, the setting for some of Russia’s 

most momentous historic events. 

Bordered on one side by the stunning 

Winter Palace, the main residence of 

the Russian Imperial Family, and the 

bow-shaped General Staff Building on 

the other, the immense square is now 

a relatively peaceful place to wander 

in and view the splendid architecture 

of Tsarist Russia. Head to the modern 

Korushka restaurant for lunch where 

you can enjoy wonderful views of 

the Neva River. After lunch, take a 

tour of the enormous Peter and Paul 

Fortress. Designed to protect his newly 

established city of St. Petersburg in 1703, 

Peter the Great’s fortress now houses 

the remains of the last of the royal 

Romanov family in its cathedral. Other 

buildings include the St. Peterburg’s 

Mint – where coins and medals 

are still produced today – and the 

maximum-security prison Alexeevskiy 

Ravelin, the location of novelist Fyodor 

Dostoyevsky’s incarceration. Return 

to your hotel for an evening at leisure. 

Stay: Demetra Art Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: St. Petersburg Return to 

Palace Square to spend the day in the 

Winter Palace, now home to the State 

Hermitage Museum. Enter the gold and 

mint-green baroque palace and explore 

one of the biggest art museums in the 

world with over 2.7 million items. The 

museum was founded by Catherine the 

Great, the longest ruling female leader of 

Russia who began the collection in 1764. 

Today is a real highlight for art lovers as 

you spend hours viewing masterpieces 

of Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, 

Rubens and Raphael among many other 

celebrated artists. Visit the General 

Staff Building to view its extensive 

collection of French Impressionist art 

including rooms of Matisse and Picasso, 

and discover even more treasures at 

the Staraya Derevnya Restoration and 

Storage Centre where the overflow of 

art and artefacts that are not on public 

display are held. After a culture-filled 

day, sample an integral part of Russian 

tradition with a visit to the Vodka 

Museum and learn about the distilled 

spirit as you try some for yourself. This 

evening you have the option to return 

to the hotel or remain in the city and 

explore on your own, making your own 

way back at your leisure. Stay: Demetra 

Art Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 6: St. Petersburg Spend your 

final day experiencing one of the 

most regal spectacles in Russia as you 

drive to the small town of Pushkin 

to visit the captivating Catherine 

Palace. Redesigned to rival the Palace 

of Versailles, this lavish Rococo-style 

building exudes absolute splendour from 

its blue, white and gold façade. Named 

after Catherine I, wife of Peter the 

Great, the palace is just as impressive 

within and its standout feature is the 

Amber Room where a mosaic of amber 

adorns the walls – created using six 

tonnes of the gemstone. The beauty 

of this chamber isn’t the only thing 

that draws interest to it – the Amber 

Room in Catherine Palace is a replica 

of an original Amber Room that was 

dismantled and taken by the German 

Army during the Nazi invasion Operation 

Barbarossa in 1941. Though the location 

of the original remains a mystery, 

20 years were spent meticulously 

recreating the awe-inspiring Amber 

Room in time for St. Petersburg’s 300-

year anniversary. As your tour of this 

magnificent country comes to an end, 

transfer to the airport for your onward 

flight back to the UK. B.

Russia   •   Europe

Kremlin

 St. Basil’s Cathedral, 
Red Square, Moscow

 Peter and Paul Fortress 

BELARUS

RUSSIA

FINLAND

Guide price dates

17 Feb 2018

High season

18 Aug 2018 from £1714.

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 5 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref RU001.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Apr; 

May; Aug; Sep; Oct; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £280

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £509 per 

person, ref RU002

Optional excursions Russian Ballet 

price on request per person. 

What to expect
•  Plenty of sightseeing at a 

leisurely pace

•  Most evenings offer free time to 

spend as you wish

•  Cold weather – be sure to bring 

plenty of warm clothes. 

Why Kuoni
Uncover historical intrigue and 

spellbinding architecture in this 

relaxed tour. Travelling by high-

speed train, experience the key 

attractions of Moscow and St. 

Petersburg including Red Square, 

the world-class State Hermitage 

Museum and enjoy a tour of the 

‘Palaces of the People’ – Moscow’s 

beautiful metro system. Plenty of 

free time means you can wander 

around these enchanting cities at 

your own leisure.

Guide price from 
£
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Offering the perfect blend of  

leisure time and sightseeing, this 

laid-back itinerary allows you to 

relax and reconnect and get off  

the beaten track. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 11 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve hand-picked hotels to 

ensure a balance between 

relaxation and a close proximity 

to city centres for exploring. 

An excellent base located 

conveniently close enough to 

Dubrovnik, yet far enough away 

to have the tranquillity of an 

outer-city hotel, Hotel More has 

direct sea access and an amazing 

natural cave bar.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffffg

Active ffgggg
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Highlights of Croatia & Montenegro
The laid-back, leisurely feel of this journey enables you to seamlessly experience 
the wonders of Croatia and Montenegro with a day trip across the border into 
Albania for spellbinding lake views. Spend time on the glittering Adriatic on 
this relaxing and restorative journey as you take a scenic cable car ride over the 
medieval city of Dubrovnik and discover the tranquil beaches of Budva.

Your itinerary – 5 nights

Route
• Dubrovnik: 3 nights  

• Budva: 2 nights  

Day 1: UK to Dubrovnik Depart the UK 

for Dubrovnik, one of Croatia’s most 

famous coastal cities. On arrival, you’ll 

be met at the airport and transferred 

to your hotel by your English-speaking 

local tour leader who will offer some 

interesting introductory facts about this 

beautiful and historic city. Tonight, you’ll 

enjoy the opportunity to get to know 

your fellow guests and your local tour 

leader over a delicious welcome dinner. 

Approx. journey time: ½ hour, 16 miles. 

Stay: Hotel More (or similar). D.  

  

Day 2: Dubrovnik Reflecting the 

leisurely pace of the itinerary, most of 

your mornings will begin between 9 and 

10am, meaning you can enjoy regular 

lie-ins if you wish. Following breakfast, 

you’ll be met by your local leader in 

the lobby of your hotel at 10am for a 

walking tour of Dubrovnik. Strolling 

around this beautiful medieval walled 

city, you’ll visit a historic Franciscan 

Monastery with a 14th-Century 

pharmacy, Rector’s Palace and Cathedral. 

Take in the sights that this beautiful  

 

city has to offer over two to three 

hours. With everything inside the walls 

classified as a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, there is plenty to see. Wander 

through the Old Town, seemingly 

frozen in the past with its romantic, 

Renaissance-era architecture. Walk 

along the limestone-paved pedestrian 

Main Street (locally known as Stradun 

or Placa), marked at each end by a 

15th-Century fountain, and watch as 

local life unfolds. Encircling the city, 

the ancient walls are interrupted by 

two main gates that are watched over 

by statues of the Saint Blaise, the city’s 

patron saint. During your tour, you’ll 

enjoy a stroll around part of the city 

walls, looking down over the bustling 

streets. While in the Old Town, you’ll 

have the opportunity to enjoy lunch at 

leisure. With such a variety of cuisine on 

offer here, there’s a great choice, and 

your local tour leader will be on hand to 

offer recommendations for those that 

would like them. This afternoon is a real 

highlight as you board a cable car for a 

scenic ride to the top of Srđ Mountain. 

One of the city’s most popular 

highlights, the trip to the top is all about 

the view you’ll enjoy once you get there 

– providing the perfect spot to snap  

 

some enviable photographs of the 

picturesque terracotta roofs. After 

descending back into the city, you’ll 

enjoy the afternoon at leisure to explore 

at your own pace. You could take this 

opportunity to visit some of Dubrovnik’s 

forts, enjoy the peaceful view of the 

harbour, or visit the Museum of the 

Croatian War of Independence. Stay: 

Hotel More (or similar). B.  

  

Day 3: Dubrovnik Enjoy breakfast at the 

hotel before departing for the Trsteno 

Arboretum. Established in the 15th 

Century, the pretty landscaped gardens 

and the summer residence are idyllic 

spots on a warm summer’s day. Game 

of Thrones fans will also enjoy spotting 

some filming locations as they wander 

around. Leaving the arboretum, head 

out on another short journey to the 

walled town of Ston at the south of 

the Pelješac peninsula. Here, you will 

see the oldest salt pans in Europe and 

afterwards enjoy a superb seafood lunch 

in a place renowned for its tasty oysters 

and mussels. From Ston, you’ll continue 

along the peninsula for an indulgent 

45-minute wine tasting. Pelješac is 

famed for its fine local wines, and those 

who appreciate a good red will  
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St. Stefan, Montenegro

Cable car, Srđ Mountain

ALBANIA

DubrovnikDubrovnik

BOSNIA-
HERZEGOVINA

ADRIATIC
SEA

BudvaBudva

ShkodraShkodra

MONTENEGRO 

CROATIA

Guide price dates

21 Apr 2018

High season

06 Sep 2018 from £1597

Guide price in £ per person based on 

2 people sharing for 5 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref HR001.

d ar ur on h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most 

up-to-date departures.

ion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £285

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1148 per 

person, ref HR002.

ha o
• No early starts or long days

•  Dinner cruise on Day 3 runs 

May-Sep; tour groups travelling 

at other times will enjoy dinner 

in the city.

h uoni
Providing a subtle blend of culture, 

sightseeing and an abundance 

of relaxation time, this leisurely 

journey encompasses the 

highlights of each spectacular 

destination while offering plenty of 

time to explore at your own pace. 

We really take our time to show 

you each destination in depth, and 

offer a range of extensions if you 

want to explore more of Croatia at 

the end of your journey.

uid ri ro

a

Dubrovnik Old Town of Kotor

certainly enjoy this experience. Drive 

back to Dubrovnik in the afternoon. 

This evening, you’ll experience a sunset 

dinner cruise like no other (available May 

- September). Step on board a karaka, a 

traditional wooden ship complete with 

majestic sails – a replica of the 16th-

Century ships of Dubrovnik’s powerful 

naval past. Sip on Champagne as you sail 

around Dubrovnik and Lokrum Island 

under the moonlight. Then enjoy the 

traditional cuisine of the Dalmatian coast 

for dinner on board in the perfect way to 

say farewell to Croatia. Approx. journey 

time: 3¾ hours, 124 miles. Stay: Hotel 

More (or similar). B, L, D.

 

Day 4: Dubrovnik to Budva After 

breakfast, head southeast towards 

Montenegro. Stop at Dubrovnik 

Airport, though not for a flight, as 

directly beneath the runway sits one 

of Dubrovnik’s most quirky attractions 

– a wine cellar in a cave. Descend into 

the vast Đurović cave and visit the 

Skycellar, where you can taste some 

superb Croatian wine among ancient 

stalactites and stalagmites. Continue to 

Kotor where you’ll visit the 12th-Century 

Cathedral and the intriguing Maritime 

Museum which contains artefacts from 

the town’s former days as a naval 

power. Another medieval city on the 

shimmering Adriatic coast, Kotor has 

long been a hub of activity for traders 

and sailors, filled with compelling 

history. Its many architectural and 

historic cultural sites mean that Kotor 

has also received UNESCO World 

Heritage status. Here, you’ll enjoy some 

time to explore and have lunch at your 

leisure. From Kotor, follow the road that 

meanders along the coast towards the 

mountain, enjoying stunning views of 

the Bay of Kotor. On arrival in Budva, 

you’ll embark on a walking tour. Sitting 

on a small peninsula, tranquil beaches 

and historic monuments define this 

beautiful, old city. Tonight, enjoy dinner 

in the Old Town in the company of your 

fellow guests and local tour leader. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours, 105 

miles. Stay: Hotel Budva (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 5: Budva Breakfast this morning is 

a leisurely affair with your journey to 

Shkodra (Skadar) beginning at 10am. 

Drive by the renowned resort town 

of St. Stefan, a hotspot for royalty 

and celebrity sightings. You’ll have 

the chance to linger at the shore for 

photographs of this impressive islet, 

topped with 15th-Century villas and 

connected to the mainland by a slender 

isthmus. Cross the border into Albania 

and continue into one of the country’s 

most historic cities. Enjoy a picnic lunch 

by the shores of Lake Skadar, the largest 

lake in Southern Europe, and enjoy far-

reaching views that stretch across the 

length of this vast body of water, which 

sits astride the border of Montenegro 

and Albania. Take some time to admire 

your pretty surrounds and enjoy a 

serene moment amid the stillness of 

the lake and its surrounding mountains 

before leaving Shkodra (Skadar) and 

journeying back to Budva for your 

farewell dinner at the hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 6½ hours, 137 miles. Stay: 

Hotel Budva (or similar). B, L, D.

S a on r
Dubrovnik 3 nights from £353 per 

person, ref HR003

Meander through the walled city of 

Dubrovnik, baptized by Byron as the 

‘Pearl of the Adriatic.’

roa ia on n ro uro



Central America
This captivating region boasts intriguing history, 
distinct cultures and incredible landscapes. 
Mexico and Cuba offer an exotic side of the 
Caribbean while Costa Rica is a naturalist’s 
paradise.

In this section
150 Costa Rica

154 Cuba

158 Mexico



General information
Flying time Havana, Cuba: 10¼ hours; Cancun, 
Mexico: 10¾ hours; Mexico City, Mexico 11¾ hours; 
San Jose, Costa Rica: 11 hours

Time diff erence Cuba: GMT -5 hours; Mexico: GMT 
-6 hours; Costa Rica: GMT -6 hours

Currency Cuban Convertible Peso (CUC) most widely 
used by tourists in Cuba; Mexican Peso; Costa Rican 
Colon

Language Spanish

Visa info Visas are required for Cuba 

Travel to Cuba Cuba has seen an unprecedented 
increase in visitors in the past year or so since 
the thawing of political relations with the United 
States of America. Together with the fact that the 
island’s infrastructure being not as developed 
as other nations in the region, this has created 
challenges when it comes to touring Cuba. We highly 
recommend that if you wish to travel on a tour you 
book early. Outside Havana and the beach resorts 
accommodation can be very basic; you should also 
be prepared for last minute changes of hotels that 
are beyond our control.

Key events
April Old Havana, Cuba: City in Movement – 
National and international dancers and companies 
perform in this dance festival. 

21 March and 21 September Mexico: Spring and 
autumn equinox at Chichen Itza – The sun’s shadows 
create the illusion of a serpent sliding down the 
famous pyramid. 

Climate
In Cuba July to August are the hottest months while 
February is the coolest; hurricane season lasts 
from June to November. On Mexico’s Yucatán 
Peninsula December to April is the dry season; 
in Mexico City most rain falls June to October. In 
Costa Rica it rains for much of the year, the heaviest 
being in September; the Pacifi c coast has a dry season 
December to April. 

 Maximum daytime temperature 

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Jan 26 29 23 28 22 29 30

7 7 7 6 6 8 7

68 39 6 69 8 7 32

Feb 26 29 24 28 24 31 31

7 7 7 7 7 9 8

54 39 7 55 4 4 13

Mar 28 30 25 30 26 32 31

8 7 7 8 7 9 8

50 50 9 36 11 4 11

Apr 29 30 25 32 27 33 32

9 8 7 8 6 9 7

63 97 56 43 22 16 77

May 30 30 25 32 27 32 31

9 6 7 8 6 8 6

130 206 261 109 52 154 263

Jun 31 31 25 32 25 30 29

8 6 7 7 5 6 6

194 153 296 185 108 212 256

Jul 32 32 24 32 24 30 30

9 7 6 7 5 7 6

149 115 205 127 131 140 272

Aug 32 32 24 33 24 30 29

8 7 6 7 5 7 5

157 138 282 148 125 149 265

Sep 31 32 24 32 23 30 29

10 6 6 6 4 7 5

174 164 372 229 109 233 265

Oct 30 31 24 30 23 30 29

9 6 6 7 5 6 5

164 191 343 193 44 237 333

Nov 28 30 24 29 23 29 28

7 6 6 6 6 7 5

75 87 155 91 15 54 311

Dec 27 29 23 28 22 29 29

7 6 6 6 5 7 6

55 39 36 84 6 16 135



150

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This short tour is a perfect 

introduction to Costa Rica. It’s ideal 

if you’re a wildlife-lover with a sense 

of adventure but you’d rather not 

sacrifice any creature comforts – 

you’ll stay in some of the best 

available hotels in each destination. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over the age of 16 

• Average group size of 14 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected comfortable hotels 

of a good standard that have a 

boutique feel and are centrally 

located. The San José hotel is set 

in the mountains overlooking the 

city while the hotel in La Fortuna 

has hot springs and views of 

Arenal Volcano. The simple but 

elegant lodge in Monteverde’s 

cloud forest offers an excellent 

restaurant and private dinners in 

the butterfly garden.

Nature fffffg

Culture fggggg

Active ffffgg

San Luis Waterfall in Monteverde

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Costa Rica
Costa Rica is the perfect destination for an immersive nature experience and this 
small group tour offers a fantastic introduction to some of the highlights without 
compromising on comfort. Discover incredible scenery and diverse wildlife as you 
explore La Fortuna’s tropical rainforest and the mighty Arenal Volcano before 
heading to the misty mountains and cool cloud forest of Monteverde.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• San José: 2 nights 

• La Fortuna: 3 nights 

• Monteverde: 2 nights  

Day 1: UK to San José Depart from the 

UK on your daytime flight to San José. 

Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Stay: 

Hotel Alta Las Palomas (or similar). 

Day 2: San José Begin your exploration 

with a visit to Poás Volcano. Drive north 

through the city of Alajuela, passing 

small villages and coffee plantations 

before reaching Poás Volcano National 

Park which is surrounded by cloud forest 

and is home to one of the world’s largest 

active craters. It’s just a short walk 

to the main crater and if the weather 

is good then you’ll be able to see the 

turquoise sulphur lake inside the crater. 

As you hike through forest to the second 

crater, take time to enjoy the beautiful 

scenery and keep an eye out for native 

birds. Return to San José and discover 

the capital’s highlights on a city tour 

which includes visits to the Metallic 

School, the National Museum and the 

early 19th-Century National Theatre. 

 

This evening you’ll have the opportunity 

to get to know your fellow travellers 

during a welcome dinner at a traditional 

restaurant. Enjoy authentic Costa Rican 

cuisine made with fresh, locally-grown 

vegetables as the renowned chef explains 

the origins and recipes of your meal. This 

is also a great opportunity to ask your 

tour leader any questions you may have 

about the adventure ahead. Stay: Hotel 

Alta Las Palomas (or similar). B, D.

 

Day 3: San José to La Fortuna This 

morning, journey northwest to the 

tranquil town of La Fortuna which is set 

beneath the impressive Arenal Volcano 

and surrounded by mountains. Stop 

off en route in the small picturesque 

town of Zarcero which is renowned for 

its incredible topiary gardens, pretty 

turreted church and organic produce. 

Upon arrival in La Fortuna, soak up the 

beauty and tranquillity of the rainforest 

during a two-hour chocolate tour. 

Enjoy views of the magnificent volcano 

while discovering the ancient secrets of 

cocoa, from its discovery and uses, to 

the creation of the chocolate products 

that we know and love today. You will 

have the chance to get hands on as you 

participate in the production process, 

from the harvesting of the fruit, to the 

drying and grinding of the seed, and the 

creation of the traditional drink. And 

the best part is that you’ll get to enjoy 

your high quality organic chocolate bar. 

Transfer to your hotel. Approx. journey 

time: 3½ hours, 90 miles. Stay: Arenal 

Kioro Suites & Spas (or similar). B.

Day 4: La Fortuna Rise early for a 

hike along the Arenal 1968 trail which 

follows a network of trails along the 

original 1968 lava flow. Learn about 

the transition of primary to secondary 

forest and enjoy views of the volcano 

and emerald lagoon. Keep an eye out for 

wildlife such as glass frogs, pacas, sloths, 

white-faced monkeys, eyelash pit vipers 

and over 200 species of birds including 

the crimson-fronted parakeet. 

This afternoon you can admire the 

region’s beautiful landscapes during 

a sunset bird-watching boat tour on 

Lake Arenal, Costa Rica’s largest lake. 

The surrounding forested hills and 

pastureland are dominated by the 

volcano and you may spot local water 

birds such as great blue herons and 

snowy egrets, as well as wildlife on 

the shores such as toucans, coatis and 

howler monkeys. Stay: Arenal Kioro 

Suites & Spas (or similar). B.

San José 

Central America   •   Costa Rica
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La FortunaLa FortunaLa FortunaLa Fortuna

Poás VolcanoPoás VolcanoPoás VolcanoPoás Volcano

Arenal VolcanoArenal VolcanoArenal VolcanoArenal VolcanoArenal Volcano

MonteverdeMonteverdeMonteverdeMonteverde Guide price dates

15 Sep 2018

High season

13 Nov 2018 from £2590.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref CR020.

 de arture ont s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly – see kuoni.

co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures.

t ons
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £865

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £979 per 

person, ref CR021.

at to e ect
• Some early starts

•  Easy to medium level jungle and 

forest hikes of up to 2½ hours

• Driving times are approximate

•  Some of the roads are quite 

rough and bumpy

•  Insect repellant, warm clothes, 

waterproofs, comfortable walking 

shoes and layers are essential 

as you will experience varying 

climates (hot, steamy rainforests 

and cool, misty cloud forests)

•  A departure tax of US$29 is 

payable in San José.

 uon
This introductory tour offers a real 

flavour of Costa Rica and perfectly 

complements our Manuel National 

Park beach extension. Discover 

the main highlights and enjoy 

immersive local experiences 

including a chocolate-making 

tour and a visit to a family-owned 

coffee plantation. Being part of 

a small group means that there’ll 

be plenty of opportunities to view 

the incredible wildlife.

u de r ce ro  

a

Keel billed toucan

Hot Springs in La Fortuna

San José 

Poás Volcano

Day 5: La Fortuna Today is at leisure so 

you can choose how to spend your time. 

Make the most of the wonderful 

surroundings by relaxing in the numerous 

hot springs or, if you’re seeking 

adventure, then there’s a great range of 

local excursions available. You could hike 

across lava fields or through tropical 

forest to the 70-metre-high La Fortuna 

Waterfall where you can cool off with a 

refreshing dip in the natural pool below. 

Alternatively, you could walk through the 

rainforest canopy over the Arenal Hanging 

Bridges – a series of bridges that form a 

two-mile loop through primary rainforest 

and offer a bird’s eye view of the treetops 

and wildlife including toucans, howler 

monkeys and poison-dart frogs. You could 

also go on a horse riding excursion 

through the forest and across creeks to 

the base of the volcano, ride the rapids 

while river rafting or enjoy an adrenalin-

pumping zip-lining experience. This 

evening, enjoy a relaxing soak in the hot 

springs of your hotel. Stay: Arenal Kioro 

Suites & Spas (or similar). B, D.

Day 6: La Fortuna to Monteverde 

Drive along the northern shore of 

Lake Arenal and through the charming 

town of Tilarán before heading along a 

bumpy track that will take you up into 

the mountains and cool cloud forests 

of Monteverde which are 1400 metres 

above sea level. This afternoon, visit a 

local coffee plantation and learn how 

the beans are grown, milled and roasted. 

Enjoy tastings as you discover the history, 

culture and traditions of coffee growing 

in Costa Rica on this family farm which 

grows coffee, cocoa and sugar cane. Learn 

about the family’s history from your warm 

host as well as the important role that 

chocolate and sugar cane play in Costa 

Rica’s rich culture. Approx. journey time: 

5½ hours, 137 miles. Stay: Monteverde 

Lodge & Gardens (or similar). B.

Day 7: Monteverde Today you can 

experience a thrilling rainforest adventure 

with a visit to the world-famous Hanging 

Bridges in Selvatura Park. Walk right into 

the heart of the rainforest canopy on 

the Tree Top Walkways which consist of 

a 1.9 mile trail that crosses through the 

Monteverde Cloud Forest. Make your way 

across eight different bridges of various 

lengths with altitudes of up to 60 metres 

above the forest floor. 

Enjoy incredible views of the forest and 

look for exotic birds. You will also visit 

the hummingbird garden to see over 100 

of these beautiful iridescent birds darting 

around tropical flowers. There are a 

number of optional tours available here, 

including a butterfly garden and a reptile 

and frog garden. Stay: Monteverde Lodge 

& Gardens (or similar). B.

Day 8: Monteverde to San José This 

morning, transfer back to San José for 

your overnight flight to the UK. If you 

want to spend some time unwinding 

after your tour then you can choose 

from two beach extensions, either set 

above Manuel Antonio National Park or on 

the stunning Papagayo Peninsula. Approx. 

journey time: 4½ hours, 84 miles. B.

ta  lon er
Manuel Antonio National Park is our 

most popular extension to a Costa Rica 

tour, but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour online.

National Parks & Beaches 4 nights from 

£995 per person, ref CR022

Relaxing on golden sands near Manuel 

Antonio National Park is the perfect way 

to unwind after your tour.

   osta ca      entral A er ca
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
You’ll love this tour if you want to 

discover the contrasts between 

Costa Rica’s cloud forest, volcanic 

regions, coastal areas and rainforest 

while spotting incredible wildlife. A 

sense of adventure and reasonable 

level of fitness are required. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation 

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

• For guests over the age of 16 

• Average group size of 14 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
This tour takes you as close to 

nature as possible for an authentic 

rainforest experience. The small 

and rustic eco-friendly lodges 

are basic, with limited facilities 

and no modern luxuries such as 

air-conditioning but they have 

incredible natural surroundings, 

views and wildlife-viewing 

opportunities. Waking up to 

birdsong and forest views is a 

wonderful way to begin your day. 

Nature ffffff

Culture fggggg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Costa Rica Explorer
Costa Rica is a nature-lover’s paradise and this wildlife-focused small group 
tour takes you on an unforgettable adventure to one of the most bio-diverse 
places on earth. Get back to nature as you stay in rustic lodges and explore 
tropical rainforest, cloud forest, national parks and wild beaches that are home 
to an astonishing diversity of wildlife, from howler monkeys to hummingbirds.

Your itinerary – 11 nights

Route
• San José: 2 nights 

• Tortuguero: 2 nights 

• Sarapiquí: 2 nights 

• Arenal: 2 nights 

• Monteverde: 2 nights  

Day 1: UK to San José Depart from the UK 

on your daytime flight to San José. Upon 

arrival, transfer to your hotel. Stay: Park 

Inn by Radisson San José (or similar). 

Day 2: San José Experience your first 

taste of Costa Rica’s incredible natural 

landscapes with a visit to Poás Volcano. 

Drive north through the city of Alajuela, 

tranquil villages and coffee plantations 

before reaching Poás Volcano National 

Park. A short walk will take you to the 

main crater which is believed to be one of 

the world’s largest geyser craters. If the 

weather is good then you’ll be able to see 

the blue sulphur lake inside the crater. 

Hike to the second crater, taking time to 

admire the scenery and look for native 

birds along the way.  

 

Return to San José and explore the city 

on a tour including visits to the Metallic 

School, the National Museum and early 

19th-Century National Theatre. This 

evening you’ll have the opportunity 

to get to know your fellow travellers 

during a welcome dinner at a traditional 

restaurant. Enjoy authentic Costa Rican 

cuisine made with fresh, locally-grown 

vegetables as the renowned chef explains 

the origins and recipes of your meal. This 

is a great opportunity to ask your tour 

leader any questions you may have about 

the adventure ahead. Stay: Park Inn by 

Radisson San José (or similar). B, D.

Day 3: San José to Tortuguero Rise early 

to travel by road through Braulio Carrillo 

National Park into the Caribbean Lowlands 

and continue through the jungle by a boat 

transfer to Mawamba Lodge. Nestled in 

rainforest on a sandbar overlooking the 

Caribbean, this remote lodge is an ideal 

base from which to explore Tortuguero 

National Park. The park is an area of 

significant biological diversity, which 

includes toucans, monkeys, crocodiles 

and colourful frogs. Enjoy the rest of the 

day at leisure. You could stroll down to 

the beach, explore the butterfly, frog 

and iguana gardens or relax by the pool. 

Approx. journey time: 3½ hours, 75 miles. 

Stay: Mawamba Lodge, (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tortuguero Rise early for a thrilling 

boat trip through the canals of Tortuguero 

National Park. At this time of day you 

have a greater chance of spotting wildlife 

and exploring in small open boats gives 

better visibility. Your tour leader will 

be able to tell you all about the diverse 

wildlife including sloths, endangered 

manatees and the green turtles which 

nest here every year. Return to the lodge 

in time for breakfast and take a walk 

through the garden. This afternoon you’ll 

have the option of going on a second 

boat trip to spot even more wildlife. Stay: 

Mawamba Lodge (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Tortuguero to Sarapiquí Travel 

by boat to Pavona or Caño Blanco 

and continue by road to Chilamate de 

Sarapiquí where you can spend time 

with some locals and learn about the 

cultivation of crops. Enjoy a warm 

welcome from the Gómez family and a 

fresh fruit juice before exploring their 

Finca Surá eco-plantation. Learn how the 

plants are grown without any negative 

impact on the local wildlife as Don 

Rodolfo guides you around the pineapple 

and sugar cane plantations. You’ll get the 

chance to plant some pineapple seedlings 

before heading to your hotel which lies 

in the foothills of Braulio Carrillo National 

Park. Enjoy a leisurely evening. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours, 87 miles. Stay: 

Hacienda La Isla (or similar). B, L, D.

Sloth

Arenal Volcano

Selvatura Hanging Bridges

Central America   •   Costa Rica
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Tortuguero

Braulio Carrillo N. P.Braulio Carrillo N. P.Braulio Carrillo N. P.Braulio Carrillo N. P.

Manuel Antonio N. P.

TamarindoTamarindo

Corcovado N. P.Corcovado N. P.Corcovado N. P.Corcovado N. P.

Guide price dates

18 Oct 2017

High season

01 Dec 2018 from £2895.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref CR000.

 de arture mont
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate.

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Oct; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 itineraries 

may differ from those displayed – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures and itineraries.

tion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £655

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1119 per 

person, ref CR009.

at to e ect
• Some early starts and bumpy roads

•  Easy to medium level hikes

•  The lodges are very basic with 

minimal facilities and some 

transfers are by boat so be 

prepared for possible wet landings

•  Insect repellent, warm clothes, 

waterproofs, walking shoes and 

layers are essential as you will 

experience varying climates

•  12kg luggage allowance when 

travelling to Tortuguero. The rest 

will be stored in San José and 

returned at the end of your stay 

in Tortuguero.

 uoni
Being part of a small group 

means that there’ll be plenty of 

wildlife-viewing opportunities 

and a relaxed setting for quizzing 

your guide about the incredible 

flora and fauna in the national 

parks. You’ll see all of the main 

highlights and also get to enjoy 

some fantastic local experiences 

including a visit to a family-

owned pineapple plantation and 

chocolate, coffee and ant colony 

tours.

uide rice rom 

a

 Strawberry poison-dart frog

Violet sabrewing hummingbird

Day 6: Sarapiquí Chocoholics are in for a 

treat today on a chocolate tour where you 

can learn about the history of chocolate 

in Mesoamerica and enjoy some tastings. 

Discover the important role that cacao 

played in Mayan and Aztec ceremonies 

and how chocolate was used as a 

medicine and even a currency! Continue 

to La Quinta de Sarapiquí for a tour of 

a leaf-cutter ant farm. These farmers of 

the insect world are one of the world’s 

most complex civilisations. Learn how 

they carry leaves to their nest and grow 

a fungus underground that they then use 

for food. Return to your hotel for dinner. 

Approx. journey time: 1½ hours, 50 miles. 

Stay: Hacienda La Isla (or similar). B, D.

Day 7: Sarapiquí to Arenal Journey west 

to the peaceful town of La Fortuna and 

enjoy views of Arenal Volcano from your 

hotel. Admire the region’s landscapes 

during a boat trip on Arenal Lake. The 

surrounding hills and pastureland are 

dominated by the volcano and you may 

spot local water birds such as great blue 

herons and snowy egrets, as well as 

wildlife on the shores such as toucans 

and howler monkeys. Return to your 

hotel for a soak in the hot springs. 

Approx. journey time: 2½ hours, 81 

miles. Stay: Arenal Manoa (or similar). B.

Day 8: Arenal Hike along the Arenal 1968 

trail which follows a network of trails 

along the original 1968 lava flow. Admire 

views of the volcano and emerald lagoon 

and keep an eye out for wildlife such as 

sloths, white-faced monkeys, eyelash 

pit vipers and over 200 species of birds 

including the crimson-fronted parakeet. 

Stay: Arenal Manoa (or similar). B, D.

Day 9: Arenal to Monteverde Drive along 

the northern shore of Arenal Lake and 

through the charming town of Tilarán 

before heading along a bumpy track that 

will take you up into the mountains and 

misty cloud forests of Monteverde. This 

afternoon, visit a local coffee plantation 

and learn how the beans are grown, 

milled and roasted. Enjoy tastings as you 

discover the history, culture and traditions 

of coffee-growing in Costa Rica on this 

family farm which grows coffee, cocoa 

and sugar cane. Approx. journey time: 5½ 

hours; 137 miles). Stay: Monteverde Lodge 

& Gardens (or similar). B.

Day 10: Monteverde Today you can look 

forward to a thrilling rainforest adventure 

with a visit to the Hanging Bridges in 

Selvatura Park. You’ll be able to walk right 

into the heart of the rainforest canopy on 

the Tree Top Walkways which consist of 

a 1.9 mile trail that crosses through the 

Monteverde Cloud Forest. Make your way 

across eight different bridges of various 

lengths with altitudes of up to 60 metres 

above the forest floor. Enjoy incredible 

views of the forest and watch exotic birds 

flying by. Stay: Monteverde Lodge & 

Gardens (or similar). B, D.

Day 11: Monteverde to San José This 

morning, transfer back to San José for 

your overnight flight to the UK. If your 

rainforest adventure has left you in 

need of some relaxation time then you 

can choose from two beach extensions, 

both in four star hotels, either set above 

Manuel Antonio National Park or on the 

stunning Papagayo Peninsula. Approx. 

journey time: 4½ hours, 84 miles. B.

ta  longer
Manuel Antonio National Park is our most 

popular extension to a Costa Rica tour, 

but there are many options. You’ll find a 

range of suggestions to complement this 

tour online.

Beaches Of Costa Rica 4 nights from 

£1198 per person ref CR012

Relax on golden sands on the beautiful 

Papagayo Peninsula.

Co ta ica      Central America
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you’re looking for an insightful 

tour of Mexico, experiencing its 

culture and history, as well as 

sampling some of the nation’s 

cuisine, then this is the tour for you. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
You’ll stay in a combination of 

beautiful colonial properties 

and modern hotels which are 

ideally situated for sightseeing. 

In Mexico City, the Hampton 

Inn and Suites is set within easy 

walking distance of the city’s main 

square – the Zocalo. In Oaxaca 

and San Cristobal de las Casas you 

can really immerse yourself in the 

colonial ambience at traditional 

style hacienda hotels.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffffg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Mexico Explorer
This small group escorted tour really gets you under the skin of this beautiful 
Central American country, allowing you to immerse yourself in Mexico’s colourful 
culture and explore its captivating Aztec, Mayan and colonial history. Embrace 
your sense of adventure as you travel across country from the capital to the Yucatán 
Peninsula, and discover some of the country’s most intriguing sites on your way. 

Your itinerary – 15 nights

Route
• Mexico City: 3 nights 

• Oaxaca: 2 nights 

• Tehuantepec: 1 night 

• San Cristobal de las Casas: 2 nights 

• Palenque: 2 nights 

• Campeche: 1 night 

• Merida: 2 nights 

• Chichen Itza: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Mexico City Depart the 

UK on your daytime flight to Mexico. 

On arrival, transfer to your hotel. Stay: 

Hampton Inn & Suites (or similar).

Day 2: Mexico City Your sightseeing 

begins today with a full day of city 

discovery. The first stop is the Museum 

of Anthropology, which offers an 

unbeatable introduction to Mexican 

culture. Continue on to the beautiful 

gardens of Xochimilco, a neighbourhood 

criss-crossed with canals. Board one of 

the vibrantly-decorated boats on which 

you can enjoy a picnic lunch as you 

cruise along the waterways. On the way 

back to central Mexico City, stop in the 

district of Coyoacàn, the seat of the first 

Spanish government in 1521. Visit the 

Frida Kahlo Museum before heading to 

the market. Stay: Hampton Inn & Suites 

(or similar). B, L. 

Day 3: Mexico City This morning take 

in the historic centre of the city before 

the tour continues on to the incredible 

archaeological site of Teotihuacàn. Lunch 

will be served at the nearby restaurant 

Gran Teocalli. End the day’s exploration at 

the modern Virgin of Guadalupe shrine. 

This evening there’s a welcome dinner at 

the lively restaurant Villa Maria. Approx. 

journey time: 2 hours, 60 miles. Stay: 

Hampton Inn & Suites (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Mexico City to Oaxaca Begin 

your journey through Mexico today with 

a long drive south east to the city of 

Puebla. Join a city tour and take in the 

baroque cathedral, the main square and 

the Church of Santo Domingo. Continue 

on to the city of Oaxaca where you’ll stay 

two nights. Approx. journey time: 6½ 

hours, 288 miles. Stay: Casa Conzatti (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 5: Oaxaca Today begins with a visit 

to the pre-Colombian archaeological 

site of Monte Albàn. During your time 

here you’ll take the Main Plaza, the 

Observatory and the Dancers’ Gallery. 

Later head to a village where Arrazola 

artisans carve and paint nopal wood 

animals called alebrijes. Return to 

Oaxaca and join a city tour. This evening 

there’s the opportunity to sample the 

world-renowned Oaxacan cuisine with 

dinner served at the city restaurant 

Hosteria de Alcala. Stay: Casa Conzatti 

(or similar). B, D.

Day 6: Oaxaca to Tehuantepec Leave 

Oaxaca and head for the archaeological 

site of Mitla, stopping en route at the 

impressive 2000-year-old Tule Tree. 

At Mitla you’ll gain an understanding 

about how the pre-Colombian world 

was changed by the colonial settlers. 

Your tour of the ruins will be followed 

by lunch and a tasting of the traditional 

Mexican drink of Mezcal. Continue 

on to Tehuantepec, the centre of the 

indigenous Zapotec culture. Approx. 

journey time: 156 miles, 4½ hours.  

Stay: Hotel Calli (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 7: Tehuantepec to San Cristobal 

de las Casas The tour continues east 

today as you head towards the city of 

Tuxtla Gutiérrez and the narrow and 

deep Sumidero Canyon which you will 

pass through during a boat trip on the 

Grijalva River. Following lunch in Chiapa 

de Corzo, continue on to the city of San 

Cristobal de las Casas. Approx. journey 

time: 6 hours, 232 miles. Stay: Diego de 

Mazariegos Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Monte Alban

Metropolitan Cathedral, Mexico City

Oaxaca

Central America  •   Mexico
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Guide price dates

27 Jan 2018

High season

20 Oct 2018 from £3429.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London 

Heathrow and group transfers, ref 

MX200.

UK departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

Options
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £775

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £2875 per 

person, ref MX206.

What to expect
•  Long days of travelling for the 

opportunity to see some of the 

country’s most incredible sights

•  Active days exploring with free 

time to relax throughout

•  Some of the ruins and sights 

visited can be set over a large 

area with a lot of walking 

required

•  Early starts to make the most 

of the sights before the crowds 

arrive.

Why Kuoni
This is a small group tour that 

covers a vast amount of ground 

and shows the real contrast of 

the country. We have chosen to 

include the majority of meals 

throughout your journey, to both 

create a sociable atmosphere 

within the group and provide you 

with the opportunity to sample 

a wide variety of cuisines and 

authentic experiences as you 

travel through Mexico.

Guide price from 
£

a •

Chichen Itza

Day 8: San Cristobal de las Casas 

Begin the day with a visit to the two 

Indian villages of San Juan Chamula 

and Zinacantan, which showcase the 

fascinating indigenous cultures of the 

Chiapas region. Return to San Cristobal 

for a walking tour. Today will be rounded 

off with dinner at a local restaurant. 

Stay: Diego de Mazariegos Hotel (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 9: San Cristobal de las Casas to 

Palenque As you travel towards the city 

of Palenque, visit the beautiful Agua 

Azul Waterfalls. In Palenque, enjoy 

dinner at a local restaurant. Approx. 

journey time: 5 hours, 122 miles. 

Stay: Hotel Ciudad Real (or similar). B, D. 

Day 10: Palenque A visit to the pre-

Hispanic city of Palenque is the focus 

today. A set of ruins seemingly engulfed 

by the Central American jungle, 

Palenque dates back to the 3rd Century 

BC. The rest of the day will be free to 

relax at your hotel. Stay: Hotel Ciudad 

Real (or similar). B, L. 

Day 11: Palenque to Campeche This 

morning the tour will continue on to 

Campeche. This afternoon you will join 

a tour of the city. Approx. journey time: 

5 hours, 215 miles. Stay: Plaza Campeche 

(or similar). B, L.

Day 12: Campeche to Mérida Begin 

the journey to Mérida, visiting the 

pre-Hispanic town of Uxmal en route. 

Discover the late-Mayan, ‘Puuc’ style 

buildings with their smooth, almost 

rounded walls, as well as a number 

of other fascinating and beautiful 

structures before you stop for lunch at 

a local restaurant. This evening will be 

spent at leisure in the region’s cultural 

capital of Mérida. Approx. journey time: 

4 hours, 151 miles. Stay: Hacienda Misne 

(or similar). B, L. 

Day 13: Mérida This morning enjoy an 

introductory city tour during which you 

will witness the mansions, squares and 

colonial architecture and visit the Gran 

Museo del Mundo Maya, a modern 

museum that showcases many Mayan 

relics. The rest of the day is free to 

explore Mérida at your own pace. Stay: 

Hacienda Misne (or similar). B. 

Day 14: Mérida to Chichen Itza 

Following a stop in the pretty city of 

Izamal, the tour comes to a conclusion 

at the most famous and popular 

Mayan archaeological sites of them 

all – Chichen Itza. Believed by many to 

be the most important of the region’s 

pre-Hispanic cities, this is a fitting end 

to your exploration of Mexico. Approx. 

journey time: 1½ hours, 74 miles. Stay: 

Mayaland Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 15: Chichen Itza The tour concludes 

on the Caribbean coast of the Yucatan 

Peninsula. En route to Cancun visit 

the incredible caves of Balankanche, a 

sacred Mayan place of worship. Transfer 

to the airport for your return flight 

to the UK, arriving the following day. 

Approx. journey time: 2½ hours, 124 

miles. B. 

Stay longer

Mayan Riviera beaches 4 nights from 

£920 per person, ref MX207

Featuring some of the best beaches in 

Mexico, the Mayan Riviera is the perfect 

spot for a post tour break.

Xochimilco Gardens

Monte Alban

Metropolitan Cathedral, Mexico City

Mexico   •   Central America
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
If you are prepared to travel but 

are short on time, this itinerary 

offers a comprehensive exploration 

of the Yucatan Peninsula’s most 

iconic sights. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
There’s a mix of locally-owned 

and run haciendas and hotels 

ideally situated for sightseeing 

and exploring spectacular Mayan 

Ruins. On your first night you’ll 

be located at the heart of the 

Riviera Maya resort town of Playa 

del Carmen, while in Guatamala, 

your hotel is located just a short 

drive from the breathtaking Tikal 

National Park. You’ll experience 

a real sense of place with stays at 

hand-picked hotels.

Nature ffgggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffffgg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Mayan Explorer
Iconic Mayan sites, an idyllic Caribbean coast and a laid-back tropical 
ambience – the Yucatan Peninsula has it all. And this small group tour features 
them all. This is a week packed with sightseeing, taking you through three 
Central American countries from the largest Mayan archaeological site of Tikal, 
to smaller sites that sit off the beaten track.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Playa del Carmen: 1 night 

• Chetumal: 1 night 

• Tikal National Park: 2 nights 

• Palenque: 1 night 

• Campeche: 1 night 

• Mérida: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Playa del Carmen Depart 

from the UK on your daytime flight 

to Mexico. Your discovery of Central 

America’s Mayan past begins with a night 

on the Riviera Maya coast. Stay: Fiesta 

Inn Playa del Carmen (or similar).  

Day 2: Playa del Carmen to Chetumal 

This morning, visit the first of the Mayan 

archaeological sites – the stunning 

ruins of a former port city at Tulum. 

The combination of dramatic coastal 

landscapes, well-preserved ruins and 

the turquoise waters of the Caribbean 

make this one of the most picturesque 

and popular attractions in Mexico. 

During a tour of the ruins you’ll witness 

the three most famous structures – the 

Temple of the Frescoes, the Temple of 

the Descending God and El Castillo – as 

well as smaller ruins of interest such 

as watch towers, gateways and some 

remains of the city wall. Be sure to keep 

your camera at hand as the views here 

are absolutely spectacular. Continue 

along to the city of Chetumal, which sits 

close to the border between Mexico and 

Belize. Here you will visit the Museum of 

Mayan Culture to gain a basic overview of 

Mayan life which you will build on during 

the tour. This evening’s welcome dinner 

at a local restaurant provides the perfect 

opportunity to get to know your fellow 

travellers. Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 

195 miles. Stay: Fiesta Inn Chetumal (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

Day 3: Chetumal to Tikal National Park 

From Chetumal cross the border into 

Belize and travel through this small 

nation’s interior towards the border 

with Guatemala, where you’ll visit the 

Mayan site of Xunantunich. The journey 

to this former ceremonial spot is a bit 

of an adventure as you take a hand 

cranked ferry across the Mopan River. 

This is a truly charming way to begin a 

visit of one of the smaller Mayan sites 

you’ll witness during the tour. As well as 

taking in the main ruins, which include 

the second tallest structure in Belize, El 

Castillo, you’ll also be able to enjoy views 

over the jungle landscapes of Belize 

and neighbouring Guatemala from the 

elevated position. Following the border 

crossing into Guatemala, the journey 

continues to your hotel. Approx. journey 

time: 7 hours, 218 miles. Stay: Camino 

Real Tikal (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Tikal National Park Today is 

undoubtedly the highlight of the tour 

as the entire day is spent at one of the 

America’s largest Mayan sites – the 

UNESCO-listed Tikal. Set deep within the 

jungle of the Tikal National Park, this is 

an expansive site with approximately 

3000 buildings, including temples and 

palaces, which are set out over 6 square 

miles. A knowledgeable guide will 

enlighten you as to how it developed 

from a small village into one of the most 

important pre-Columbian cities, home to 

an estimated 90,000 Mayan Indians in 

the 8th and 9th Centuries. You will stop 

for lunch during your time here. Stay: 

Camino Real Tikal (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Tikal National Park to Palenque 

This morning, travel west to reach the 

riverside archaeological site of Yaxchilan. 

Reaching the ruins is part of today’s 

adventure as you will take a 30 minute 

narrow-boat ride along the Usumacinta 

River, which marks the border between 

Guatemala and Mexico. Once the border 

crossing procedures are completed you’ll 

be able to explore this beautiful site, 

The ancient city of Uxmal

The ruins of Palenque Tikal

Central America   •   Mexico
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Uxmal

BELIZE
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Tikal
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Campeche

Chetumal

Guide price dates

24 Oct 2017

High season

22 Dec 2018 from £2939.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Virgin Atlantic from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref MX550.

U  departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar; 

Apr; May; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £335

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1245 per 

person, ref MX553.

hat to expect
•  Up to 7 hours a day is spent 

travelling to the next amazing 

destination

•  Active days exploring ruins, with 

some set over expansive areas

•  Border crossings can be lengthy 

and waiting times can vary so 

patience is required

•  A departure tax of approx. US$65 

per person is payable locally in 

cash upon re-entering Mexico 

from Guatemala. This will be 

collected by your guide at the 

start of the tour.

hy uoni
The opportunity to travel between 

the Mayan archaeological 

sites and cities of the Yucatan 

Peninsula as part of a small 

group with a knowledgeable 

local tour leader is a special one. 

As you make your way between 

destinations you will have the 

chance to gain local insight as you 

travel. And with an average group 

size of just 12 guests there will be 

plenty of time to have one-to-one 

time with the tour leader.

uide price rom 

a

Chichen Itza

The ancient city of Uxmal

The clifftop ruins of TulumTikal

which has a real off-the-beaten-track 

quality. Yaxchilan means ‘green rocks’ and 

these moss-covered structures appear to 

have been swallowed up by the jungle. 

With a guide you’ll explore the complex 

of plazas and temples which feature 

beautifully-preserved stone lintels, relief 

carvings and hieroglyphs. After leaving 

the ruins by boat, continue by road to the 

town of Palenque. Approx. journey time: 

7 hours, 190 miles. Stay: Villa Mercedes 

(or similar). B, L.

Day 6: Palenque to Campeche A visit 

to the pre-Hispanic city of Palenque is 

the focus today. Another set of ruins 

seemingly engulfed by the Central 

American jungle, Palenque dates back 

to the 3rd Century BC. The city reached 

its height in the late 8th Century AD 

before being completely abandoned to 

the encroaching jungle. Although not 

as expansive as the site at Tikal, these 

ruins are some of the most beautiful and 

elegant that you’ll see on the journey 

through Mexico, Belize and Guatemala. 

During the guided tour there will be 

a visit to the astronomic observatory, 

which it is believed was once used for 

stargazing and making astronomic 

predictions. This afternoon, continue 

on to the west coast of the Yucatan 

Peninsula and the fortified port town of 

Campeche. The city is a colonial gem and 

it’s home to narrow cobbled streets lined 

with vibrantly-painted houses. Parts of 

the historic city wall still stand, as do a 

number of bastions and two colonial forts 

which overlook the city and the Gulf of 

Mexico coastline. The evening here is free 

to explore independently and perhaps 

find a charming restaurant for dinner. 

Approx. journey time: 5 hours, 223 miles. 

Stay: Ocean View Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Campeche to Mérida This 

morning, travel to Mérida, visiting the 

pre-Hispanic Town of Uxmal en route. 

Here you’ll witness a different style of 

architecture – the late-Mayan, ‘Puuc’ 

style buildings with their smooth, almost 

rounded walls. Stop for lunch in Uxmal 

before continuing the journey to the city 

of Mérida. This evening, enjoy free time 

in the region’s cultural capital, exploring 

the enchanting historic colonial centre. 

Perhaps seek out a fantastic restaurant 

where you can enjoy dinner and a bar or 

two and celebrate the final night of your 

tour, and spend some time soaking up 

the atmosphere in the city’s main square. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours, 140 miles. 

Stay: Casa del Balam Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 8: Mérida to UK The tour comes to 

a conclusion at the most famous and 

popular Mayan site of them all – Chichen 

Itza. Believed by many to be the most 

important of the region’s pre-Hispanic 

cities, this is a fitting end to your 

exploration of the relics of the Mayan 

civilisation. Arrive here first thing in the 

morning before the crowds arrive, and 

spend your time discovering the ruins 

of this breathtaking sight. You’ll then 

travel onward to Cancun where you will 

catch your flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B.  

tay longer 

 

Mayan Riviera Beaches 3 nights from 

£751 per person, ref MX551

Featuring some of the best beaches in 

Mexico, the Mayan Riviera is the perfect 

spot for a post tour break.

Mexico      Central merica
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
An ideal choice if you are a 

first time visitor to Cuba and 

are looking to explore the must 

see sights of the island. At just 

eight nights, the tour is perfectly 

combined with a beach stay. 

What’s included
• Accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

• For guests over 16

• Average group size of 14 guests

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
The accommodation on this tour 

can be basic. Due to the nature 

of the island’s infrastructure, the 

standards of the hotels – especially 

outside Havana and Varadero – are 

often not up to the standard you 

may expect compared to the rest of 

the world. Hotels are also subject 

to change at late notice depending 

on availability. Your hotel in 

Remedios, while basic, sits at the  

heart of the lively town square.

Nature fggggg

Culture ffffgg

Active fffggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Highlights of Cuba
A wonderful introduction to this island nation, our small group tour Highlights 
of Cuba provides an insight into Cuba’s captivating history and culture. Explore 
and experience the vibrant capital Havana before venturing into the island’s 
fascinating colonial heartland and see a nation that’s in a state of rapid 
transition yet still retaining its unique charm.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Havana: 3 nights 

• Trinidad: 2 nights 

• Remedios: 1 night 

• Varadero: 1 night

Day 1: UK to Havana Depart from the  

UK on your daytime flight to Havana.  

On arrival in Cuba’s capital, transfer to 

your hotel where you will stay three 

nights. Stay: IBEROSTAR Parque Central 

(or similar).

Day 2: Havana Today, begin your 

exploration of Cuba with a full day city 

tour of the old part of the city, beginning 

at the El Morro Castle. This 16th-Century 

fortress was built atop a rocky out-crop 

at the entrance of the harbour by the 

Spanish to protect the city and its bay 

from attack by the other colonising 

forces in the Caribbean. From here you 

can enjoy breathtaking views of the 

city skyline and the famous waterfront 

Malecón across the harbour, and explore 

the ramparts and fortifications before 

heading back to the city. Continue on 

to the Old Town where you can walk 

around the city’s main squares – Plaza 

Vieja, Plaza de San Francisco, Plaza de 

Armas and Plaza de la Cathedral. You’ll 

then head to a local restaurant for your 

welcome lunch before heading down 

the main roads of Old Havana – Obispo 

Street and Prado Street – ending up 

at the striking Capitol Building. This 

evening, travel through the city by 

classic car, arriving at El Tocororo 

restaurant where you will dine as jazz 

music plays. Stay: IBEROSTAR Parque 

Central (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 3: Havana Follow the city’s 

‘Hemingway trail’ starting in the small 

fishing town of Cojimar which is located 

to the east of Havana. It is here that 

Hemingway joined his best friend Don 

Gregorio on fishing trips. While here 

you can taste the famed Don Gregorio 

cocktail which consists of maraschino 

and blue curaçao served over crushed 

ice. Continue on to the Hemingway’s 

House Museum, where the famous 

author wrote the best-selling novel The 

Old Man and the Sea. Wander around 

the grounds and take a peek through 

the open windows and doors in to the 

house while gaining a fascinating insight 

into the life of one of America’s most 

famous authors. Following lunch at a 

local restaurant, your group will visit 

the modern portion of the city to see 

Revolution Square. Your time exploring 

Havana comes to an end with a visit to 

La Cabaña fortress for the Nine Cannon 

Ceremony, which once signalled the 

closing of the city gates. Stay: IBEROSTAR 

Parque Central (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Havana to Trinidad Depart 

Havana and journey to the south 

coast and the elegant bay-side city of 

Cienfuegos. Enjoy a city tour taking 

in many of the most popular sites, 

including the 19th-Century Teatro Tomás 

Terry and the ornate Palacio de Valle. 

Cigars are one of the island’s most iconic 

exports, and during your time in the city 

you will visit a factory to discover how 

they are produced. Following lunch at a 

local restaurant, take to the water on a 

boat trip on Cienfuegos Bay to see the 

city and the surrounding landscapes 

from a different perspective. Continue 

along the coast to Trinidad, your 

home for the next two nights. Approx. 

journey time: 4 hours, 196 miles. Stay: 

IBEROSTAR Trinidad (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: Trinidad A full days’ exploration 

of the UNESCO-listed town of Trinidad 

and its surrounding countryside 

awaits today. A charming town full 

of well-preserved historical buildings 

and cobbled streets, Trinidad is one of 

the nation’s true gems and it has been 

Trinidad

Central America   •   Cuba

Cienfuegos

El Morro, Havana
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CUBA Guide price dates

07, 21 May; 04 Jun 2018

High season

03, 10, 17 Dec 2018 from £3449.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Virgin Atlantic from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref CP047.

a n
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov; Dec

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; May; Sep; Oct; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

n
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £330

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £765 per 

person, ref CP154.

a
•  The island’s infrastructure 

is not as developed as other 

destinations and as a result 

delays and disruptions may occur

•  Cuban food and service may 

not be to the same standard 

as experienced elsewhere and 

there are limited choices for 

vegetarians and special diets

•  There are often last minute 

changes of hotels that are 

beyond our control.

n
This is a short tour that packs in 

the real highlights of Cuba and 

caters for those wanting authentic 

and iconic Cuban experiences. 

In Havana you will explore the 

crumbling Old Town, dine at the 

famous 19th-Century Floridita bar, 

and follow the ‘Hemingway trail’ 

to discover the life of one of the 

world’s most iconic writers. While 

in central Cuba you can follow in 

the footsteps of Che Guevara and 

visit a cigar factory.

a

RemediosTrinidad

dubbed the ‘museum city of Cuba’. A 

short introductory tour will include 

visits to La Canchanchara Bar – which 

is housed in one of the city’s oldest 

buildings – a local museum and the 

charming Plaza Mayor, the town’s 

main square. Surrounding the town 

there were once 70 working sugar 

mills, however today the landscape is 

scattered with the ruins of this once 

prosperous industry. Known as the 

Valle de los Ingenios, or the Valley of 

the Sugar Mills, this region is now a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site alongside 

the colonial centre of Trinidad. During a 

trip into the valley you’ll visit the view 

point and witness the baroque-style 

tower of Manaca Iznaga which overlooks 

a plantation once owned by one of the 

region’s wealthiest families. Return to 

Trinidad for dinner and an evening free 

to relax. Stay: IBEROSTAR Trinidad (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Trinidad to Remedios Travel 

onwards to the town of Remedios, 

stopping in the beautiful city of Sancti 

Spíritus en route. Enjoy a short walking 

tour here, taking in the colonial 

buildings that line the streets, and 

witnessing every day Cuban life. Later 

you will arrive in the historic settlement 

of Remedios. Founded in the 16th-

Century, this town features beautiful 

colonial architecture, has a laidback 

and authentic ambience, and is less 

frequently visited than Trinidad. This 

afternoon there will be a city tour which 

includes a visit to the 18th-Century 

church Parroquia de San Juan Bautista 

de Remedios and the Las Parrandas 

museum which showcases the history 

and traditions of the town’s lively 

Christmas Eve festival. Lunch will be 

served at a local restaurant before you 

head to the Museum of Sugar Industry, 

located in an old sugar mill. Here you’ll 

learn about the importance of this 

industry in Cuba’s history. Later take a 15 

minute steam train ride along the sugar 

mill’s own railway. Approx. journey time: 

2 hours, 71 miles. Stay: Hotel Mascotte 

or Hotel Barcelona (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Remidios to Varadero The first 

stop of the day will be in the city of 

Santa Clara which is the capital of the 

Villa Clara province and synonymous 

with the revolutionary Ernesto ‘Che’ 

Guevara. Take a tour of the city’s main 

sights, which include the armoured 

train that Che and his contemporaries 

derailed during the Cuban Revolution’s 

Battle of Santa Clara in the process of 

taking the city. The tour concludes with 

a visit to the Che Guevara Monument 

and Mausoleum which provide a fitting 

tribute to this man who has become a 

revolutionary icon around the world. 

The final leg of your tour takes you to 

the beach resort of Varadero where you 

will stay one night at the all-inclusive 

IBEROSTAR Bella Vista hotel (or similar). 

If you’ve opted to extend your Cuba 

holiday with a few nights on the 

beach you will transfer straight to your 

chosen hotel this afternoon. Approx. 

journey time: 3¾ hours, 153 miles. Stay: 

IBEROSTAR Bella Vista (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 8: Varadero The tour concludes in 

Varadero this morning as you transfer to 

Havana airport for your flight back to the 

UK, arriving the following day. Approx. 

journey time: 2¼ hours, 92 miles. B

a n

Beaches Of Cuba 3 nights from £530 per 

person ref CP048

Varadero’s beautiful beaches are ideal 

for a relaxing post-tour escape. 

a n a a

El Morro, Havana

Towers of Manaca Iznaga, Valle de los Ingenios
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This is a leisurely tour that visits 

eastern Cuba’s unspoilt towns, and 

is ideal for second-time visitors 

who have already seen the main 

sights or those seeking to explorer 

Cuba’s lesser visited areas. 

What’s included
• Accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner, 

ALL=All Inclusive), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

• For guests over 16 

• Average group size of 16 guests

• A maximum of 18 guests.

Accommodation
The accommodation on this tour 

can be basic. Due to the nature 

of the island’s infrastructure, the 

standards of the hotels – especially 

outside Havana and Varadero – are 

often not up to the standard you 

may expect compared to the rest of 

the world. Hotels are also subject 

to change at late notice depending 

on availability. When local homes 

are used you can gain an insight 

into local life, however they are of 

a simple standard.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffggg

Active fggggg

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Enchanting Cuba
Less frequently visited and more traditional, eastern Cuba offers an enchanting 
mix of history, music and nature. This small group escorted tour takes you east 
from the capital Havana to stunning natural landscapes and the heartland of 
the revolution. Discover unique towns and cities which are rich in history and 
spend time on far-flung Caribbean shores.

Your itinerary – 15 nights

Route
• Havana: 3 nights

• Bayamo: 1 night

• Santiago de Cuba: 2 nights

• Baracoa: 2 nights

• Guardalavaca: 5 nights 

• Havana: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Havana Depart from the 

UK on your daytime flight to Havana. On 

arrival you will be transferred to your 

hotel where you will spend two nights. 

Stay: Melia Habana (or similar).  

 

Day 2: Havana Begin the day in Old 

Havana. As well as wandering through 

the Plaza de Armas, the Plaza de la 

Cathedral and Plaza de San Francisco de 

Asis, you’ll visit the National Museum 

of Fine Arts. Following a welcome lunch 

at a local restaurant your group will 

visit the modern portion of the city to 

see Revolution Square and the Capitol 

Building. This evening you’ll travel 

through the city by classic car, arriving at 

a local restaurant for dinner. Stay: Melia 

Habana (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 3: Havana The day will be spent 

following the ‘Hemingway trail’ starting 

at the Hemingway’s House Museum, 

where the famous author wrote the best 

selling novel The Old Man and the Sea. 

Continue on to the small fishing town 

of Cojimar. where Hemingway joined 

his best friend Don Gregorio on fishing 

trips. You’ll then visit Las Terrazas Bar 

where you can sample a Don Gregorio 

cocktail. Back in the heart of the city 

enjoy the views of the Ambos Mundos 

Hotel where Hemingway once lived and 

head to the Floridita cocktail bar for a 

cocktail. This rather unassuming bar has 

over 200 years of history and it is the 

birthplace of the famous Cuban drink, 

the daiquiri. Following lunch at a local 

restaurant there will be some free time 

to explore before you return to your 

hotel to freshen up for your evening 

activities. The night will begin at the 

famous Tocororo Restaurant, where 

dinner can be enjoyed to a soundtrack 

of live jazz music. Continue on to 

La Cabaña Fortress on the harbour’s 

eastern side, where you will witness 

the 9 o’clock cannon ceremony. This 

traditional ceremony once marked 

the end of the day and the closure of 

the city gates. Stay: Melia Habana (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 4: Havana to Bayamo Today, begin 

your journey east with a morning flight 

to Holguin (approx. 7am pick up from 

your hotel) followed by a one hour road 

transfer to the city of Bayamo, one of 

the original seven cities of Cuba, which 

is described as the ‘cradle of the Cuban 

Revolution’. This is a city where the 

Cuba’s ‘stuck in a time-warp’ status is 

truly evident – many of the locals still 

get around by horse and cart. On arrival 

you’ll have lunch at a local restaurant. 

Later visit the colonial building Casa de 

la Trova la Bayamesa, where you can 

hear the beats of traditional trova music, 

and Plaza del Himno – or Anthem Square 

– which sits at the heart of the city. Dinner 

this evening will be served at the hotel. 

Stay: Royalton hotel (or similar). B, L D.

Day 5: Bayamo to Santiago Continue 

south to the city of Santiago where 

you will spend two nights. En route, 

stop at Basilica del Cobre – Our 

Lady of Charity – which is one of the 

island’s most important religious sites. 

Following lunch at a local restaurant, 

the exploration of Santiago de Cuba 

will begin with a visit to the 26 de 

Julio Museum, located in the Moncada 

Barracks. This fascinating museum 

charts the failed attack of 100 rebels 

on the barracks that occurred on 

the 26th July 1953. The next stop is 

one of Cuba’s oldest museums – the 

Havana

Castillo de San Pedro de la Roca, Santiago

Central America   •   Cuba

Baracoa
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CUBA BayamoBayamo

Guide price dates

20 Aug; 17 Sep 2018

High season

05, 19 Mar 2018 from £4679.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on Virgin Atlantic from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref CP066.

 de a tu e mont
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Apr; Jul; Aug; Oct; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for 

the most up-to-date departures & 

itineraries.

tion
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1040

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1119 per 

person, ref CP096.

at to e e t
•  The island’s infrastructure 

is not as developed as other 

destinations and as a result 

delays and disruptions may occur

•  Cuban food and service may 

not be to the same standard 

as experienced elsewhere and 

there are limited choices for 

vegetarians and special diets

•  There are often last minute 

changes of hotels that are 

beyond our control.

y uoni
This tour is specifically tailored 

for those who may have already 

visited Cuba and seen its iconic 

sights, or those looking to escape 

Cuba’s main tourist areas. From 

Havana the tour heads to the 

lesser-visited eastern regions of 

the island. It offers a more rustic 

and rural experience and gets you 

off the beaten track and concludes 

with a relaxing stay on one of 

Cuba’s best beaches.

uide i e om 

Playa Esmerelda, Guardalavaca

a

Castillo de San Pedro de la Roca, Santiago

Havana

Museum Municipal Emilio Bacardí 

Moreau – which was founded by Emilio 

Bacardí and features a collection of 

his treasures from around the world. 

Before your free evening to explore 

the city independently, you can wander 

the lively streets of Enramadas and 

Aguilera, and Céspedes Park – the main 

square which is bordered by the city’s 

main buildings and is a popular meeting 

place for locals. Stay: Melia Santiago (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Santiago This morning the tour 

focuses on the region’s role in the Cuban 

Revolution. Begin the day at the modest 

farm house of La Granjita Siboney where 

Fidel Castro and many of his fellow 

revolutionaries planned the attack on 

the city’s Moncada Barracks. Today 

the farm house is home to a museum 

that documents and commemorates 

the event with images, news articles, 

weapons and more. You’ll then continue 

on to the Valle de la Prehistoria where 

you will witness one of the islands 

alternative sights – life size models of 

dinosaurs, mammoths and cavemen 

set out over a 26 acre recreational park. 

Lunch will be served at the restaurant El 

Cayo which is located on a tiny island in 

the Bay of Santiago. This afternoon head 

to the fortress Castillo de San Pedro de 

la Roca before visiting the Santa Efigenia 

Cemetery, the final resting place of many 

of Cuba’s most famous historical figures. 

Stay: Melia Santiago (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 7: Santiago to Baracoa This morning 

drive north to the city of Baracoa, 

another of Cuba’s cities that feels like 

it’s stuck in time. Having been cut off 

from the rest of the country – except 

by sea – until the 1960s, it is no wonder 

that the city retains an unspoilt charm. 

On arrival there will be a city tour and 

a visit to the 19th-Century Matachín 

Fortress. Following lunch at the local 

farm Finca Duaba, the afternoon will 

be at leisure to explore this hidden gem 

independently. Stay: Villa Baracoa (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

Day 8: Baracoa You will have some more 

time at leisure in this unique city. The 

architecture of the city today is mainly 

from the 18th and 19th Centuries, but 

the cultures of the aboriginal Indians 

who lived here before the European 

settlers arrived still survive. If you 

wish to learn about the lives of the 

indigenous Taínos people then a visit 

to the Museo Arqueológico is a must. 

Following a riverside lunch you’ll be able 

to see some of the natural beauty that 

surrounds the city during a trip along the 

Rio Toa on a native Cayuka canoe. Stay: 

Villa Baracoa (or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 9: Baracoa to Guardalavaca Travel 

back to the north coast and the resort 

town of Guardalavaca where you will 

spend five nights. Stay: Paradisus Río de 

Oro Resort & Spa (or similar). ALL (on 

arrival in Guardalavaca).

Days 10-13: Guardalavaca Enjoy one of 

Cuba’s best beaches and all that this 

adult only resort has to offer. Stay: 

Paradisus Río de Oro Resort & Spa (or 

similar). ALL.

Day 14: Guardalavaca to Havana 

Transfer to the airport for your flight to 

Havana. On arrival you will transfer to 

your hotel for your final night in Cuba. 

Stay: Melia Habana (or similar). B.

Day 15: Havana The morning is free to 

relax before you visit a local craft market 

and enjoy a farewell meal at a local 

restaurant. Later transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK, arriving the 

following day. B, L.

Cuba      Cent a  me i a

Baracoa



South America
Discover awe-inspiring natural wonders, epic 
landscapes and remarkable wildlife, along with 
vibrant cities, colonial treasures and ancient 
civilisations.

In this section
166 South America

168 Peru

172 The Andes (Peru, Bolivia & Chile)

174 Chile

176 Patagonia (Chile & Argentina) 

172 Argentina & Brazil



General information
Flying time Rio de Janiero, Brazil: 12 hours; 
Santiago, Chile: 14½ hours; Lima, Peru: 12½ hours; 
Buenos Aires, Argentina: 14 hours

Time diff erence Peru: GMT -5 hours; Chile: GMT 
-4 hours; Argentina: GMT -3, Brazil: GMT -2 hours; 
Boliva: GMT -4 hours

Currency Peruvian Nevo Sol (PEN); Bolivian 
boliviano; Chilean Peso; Argentine peso; 
Brazilian real
Language Portuguese; Latin American Spanish; 
Spanish; Amerindian Languages including Quechua

Visa info Visas are not required

Key events
February Brazil: Rio Carnival –  An iconic festival 
celebrated annually with large parties and parades. 

22 June 2018 Peru: Inti Raymi, the Festival of the 
Sun – A vibrant recreation of an Inca festival among 
the ruins of Sacsayhuaman near Cuzco.

June Chile: Fiesta de San Pedro  – In San Pedro 
de Atacama locals take part in parades and party 
through the night to honour patron saint St Peter.

Climate
The high season in Rio de Janeiro is December to 
March and Brazil’s capital can be crowded during this 
time; temperatures can still be quite pleasant in June 
to July. The best time to visit Peru is April to October. 
The best time to visit northern Chile is September 
to November, when temperatures are pleasantly 
cool. The weather in Patagonia, in the south, is 
unpredictable, with high winds and occasional storms 
even during the summer; the region’s high season 
falls in the months of January and February when the 
temperatures are slightly warmer. 

 Maximum daytime temperature 

  Average daily sunshine hours 
(not hours of daylight)

 Average monthly rainfall in mm

Important holiday information The price we confi rm at the time 
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the 
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package. 
Please read p182-187 before you book your holiday. For further 
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to 
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Jan 30 26 15 13 29 26

6 11 7 5 9 6

203 1 38 130 107 1

Feb 30 25 14 13 28 27

7 10 7 5 9 7

186 2 32 102 102 1

Mar 29 23 12 13 26 26

6 9 5 5 7 7

183 4 44 81 121 0

Apr 27 19 9 13 22 25

6 7 4 6 7 7

146 15 45 32 96 0

May 26 16 6 13 19 22

6 4 3 8 5 5

107 35 45 15 76 1

Jun 25 13 4 12 15 20

6 4 3 8 4 2

71 86 36 4 62 2

Jul 24 13 4 12 15 19

6 4 3 8 5 1

66 92 35 5 62 3

Aug 25 14 5 13 17 18

6 5 4 8 6 1

76 72 36 14 67 3

Sep 25 16 7 14 19 19

5 6 6 7 6 2

96 32 30 32 69 2

Oct 26 20 10 15 22 20

5 7 6 6 7 3

129 21 26 35 111 1

Nov 27 23 12 15 25 22

5 9 7 6 8 4

159 11 31 50 101 1

Dec 28 25 14 14 28 24

5 10 7 6 8 5

207 2 35 100 92 2
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South America: Stay longer
Our escorted small group tours offer a comprehensive way to see this incredible part of the world. If you have more 
time, we’ve suggested some of our favourite ways to extend your holiday – but the options are endless. Whether 
you’re interested in exploring further or looking for a bit of relaxation time at the beginning and end of your tour, 
our Personal Travel Experts can recommend the right combination for you, based on your time and interests.

Add a short tour to the end of your small group escorted tour
Adding a short tour to follow on from your escorted small group tour is a great way of getting a little further off the beaten track.

Easter Island
Suggested extension to Chilean Explorer

Duration: 4 nights; ref CL611

Easter Island: 3 nights, Santiago: 1 night

Highlights: 

• Mystical and remote island in the Pacific Ocean with hundreds of Moai (statues).

Atacama Desert
Suggested extension to Patagonia Explorer (pre-tour) 

Duration: 5 nights; ref CL005

Santiago: 1 night, San Pedro de Atacama: 3 nights; Santiago: 1 night

Highlights:

• Explore the world’s driest desert and Moon Valley’s remarkable landscapes.

Amazon Rainforest
Suggested extension to Peru Explorer (pre-tour)

Duration: 4 nights; ref PR016

Lima: 1 night, Amazon Rainforest: 3 nights

Highlights:

• Experience a taste of the Peruvian Amazon with a stay at a rustic jungle lodge.

Galapagos (pre-tour)

Suggested extension to Highlights of Peru 

Duration: 8 nights; ref LA0275

Quito: 2 nights, Galapagos Cruise: 4 nights, Guayaquil: 2 nights

Highlights:

•  Cruise around the Galapagos islands onboard the Santa Cruz II, with the chance to 

spot unique wildlife, flora and fauna

• A number of shore excursions offering you the chance to get incredibly close  

 to wildlife including sea lions, marine iguanas and blue-footed boobies.

Bolivia
Suggested extension to Highlights of Peru 

Duration: 5 nights; ref LA0272

Lake Titicaca: 2 nights, Uyuni Salt Plains: 2 nights, La Paz: 1 night

Highlights:

•   Enjoy the sights of Lake Titicaca, including the remarkable Uros Floating 

Islands, and a hydrofoil cruise to the Sun and Moon Islands

•   Visit the largest salt flat on Earth in Uyuni and the Indian and Witch doctor 

markets of La Paz.

Galapagos

Lake Titicaca, PeruRano Raraku Moai, Rapa Nui National Park, Easter Island
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Explore cities and relax on the beach
A few days in a city or beach destination ahead of your tour gives you the chance to relax and acclimatise.

Buzios
Brazil is home to some of the world’s best beachs and the sophisticated beach 

resort of Buzios is just a two-hour drive from Rio so it’s the perfect place to 

unwind at the end of a busy tour. Dubbed the ‘St Tropez’ of Latin America, 

Buzios brings a touch of glamour and rustic charm to Brazil’s golden shores. 

After a whirlwind of sightseeing you can relax on beautiful beaches – there 

are 23 to choose from, stroll along the picturesque promenade, browse chic 

boutiques and sip caipirinhas at one of the beachfront bars.

Lima, Buenos Aires, Santiago & Rio de Janeiro 
South America’s main capital cities each have their own charm, unique culture 

and iconic sights. It’s easy to extend the start or end of your tour to spend a 

little longer exploring one of these fascinating cities and soaking up the culture. 

You may want to take your time exploring your favourite city independently, and 

after a long flight from the UK it offers you the chance to rest before embarking 

on the adventure ahead.

Combine two tours
If you have the time, this is the best way to get the most out of  
this region. 

Ultimate South America 
Duration: 21 nights; ref LA0273

Peru: 7 nights, Bolivia: 5 nights, Argentina: 5 nights, Brazil: 3 nights  

(see p166-167, 178-179)

Highlights:

•  The ultimate itinerary covering four contrasting countries if you   

have plenty of time to experience this region.

Patagonia, Brazil & Argentina 
Duration: 20 nights; ref CL003

Chile: 7 nights, Argentina 8 nights, Brazil: 3 nights (see p176-179)

Highlights:

• An epic adventure across the continent on a Southern route, focusing on  

 in-depth exploration of Chile and Argentina.

Santiago, Chile

Buzios, Brazil Palace of the Argentine National Congress, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Machu Picchu, Peru

Iguaçu Falls, Brazil
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This all-encompassing trip from 

Lima to Buenos Aires is perfect for 

those looking to see many of the 

highlights of South America over a 

three-week period. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We have included stays at quality 

hotels that are well appointed for 

sightseeing and exploration. These 

include characterful properties 

that give you a real sense of the 

local culture and unique hotels 

such as an incredible salt hotel on 

the edge of Bolivia’s famous salt 

flats, Salar de Uyuni. In Iguazú you 

will stay in the beautiful Iryapú 

Jungle while your hotel in Rio 

overlooks the famous Copacabana 

Beach.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffggg

Active ffffgg

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Machu Picchu, Peru

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Ultimate South America
This journey across South America promises an unforgettable adventure. Travel 
from the Pacific to the Atlantic Coast through Peru, Bolivia, Argentina and Brazil, 
whilst discovering highlights such as Machu Picchu, Iguazú Falls and Rio’s iconic 
sights. This is a fast-paced, yet rewarding tour with each new destination offering 
intriguing cultures, natural beauty or a vibrant, cosmopolitan atmosphere.

Your itinerary – 21 nights

Route
• Lima, Peru: 2 nights

• Sacred Valley, Peru: 2 nights

• Machu Picchu, Peru: 1 night 

• Cusco, Peru: 2 nights

• Huatajata, Bolivia: 2 nights 

• Uyuni, Bolivia: 2 nights 

• La Paz, Bolivia: 1 night 

• Buenos Aires, Argentina: 3 nights 

• Iguazú, Argentina: 2 nights 

• Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: 3 nights

Day 1: UK to Lima Depart from the UK 

on your daytime flight to Lima. Transfer 

to your hotel and enjoy a welcome dinner. 

Stay: Jose Antonio Bellavista (or similar). D.

Day 2: Lima Begin your exploration of 

the city with a visit to a local market to 

purchase fresh fish, exotic fruits and 

colourful vegetables for a cookery lesson. 

Following a Peruvian lunch, join an 

introductory city tour. Stay: Jose Antonio 

Bellavista (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 3: Lima to Sacred Valley Fly to Cuzco 

and transfer to the Sacred Valley of the 

Incas. This afternoon, learn how to make 

a traditional pisco sour. Approx. flight 

time: 1¼ hours. Stay: Aranwa Sacred 

Valley Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 4: Sacred Valley Visit the small 

town of Pisac and its local market 

before continuing on to the small town 

of Ollantaytambo to discover one 

of the Peru’s most impressive Incan 

archaeological sites. Continue to  

the ancient Maras salt mines. Stay: Aranwa 

Sacred Valley Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Sacred Valley to Machu Picchu 

Today visit to the spectacular ruins of 

Machu Picchu, the legendary Lost City 

of the Incas. Transfer to the train station 

to board the Vistadome train to Aguas 

Calientes. Continue by bus to the top 

of the mountain and Machu Picchu. 

Approx. journey time: 1½ hours. Stay: 

Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

 

Day 6: Machu Picchu to Cuzco This 

morning is free so that you have the 

opportunity to return to Machu Picchu 

for further exploration. This afternoon, 

board the Vistadome train for your 

journey to Cuzco. Approx. journey time: 

3½ hours). Stay: Aranwa Cusco Boutique 

Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Cuzco Join a city tour and 

discover the highlights of this striking 

colonial city which was built on the 

foundations of Inca palaces. Later 

admire local artisans creating artwork 

including paintings, wood carvings and 

silver pieces at the ‘Inka’s Expression’ 

workshop. Stay: Aranwa Cusco Boutique 

Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 8: Cuzco to Huatajata Transfer to 

the airport for your flight to La Paz and 

continue on to Huatajata, a village on the 

shore of Lake Titicaca. Take a hydrofoil 

cruise over to the island of Kalauta to see 

the ruins of an ancient village. Continue 

on to the Urus Iruitos floating islands 

where you will learn about an indigenous 

cultures. This evening you’ll experience 

the ‘Mystic World of the Kallawayas’, 

healers and masters of natural medicine. 

Approx. flight time: 1 hour. Stay: Inca 

Utama Hotel & Spa (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 9: Huatajata Board a hydrofoil 

for a shared cruise to the Moon and 

Sun Islands. Visit the Andean Roots 

Eco-Village, the Altiplano Museum, 

a handicrafts village and see the 

traditional buildings of the Urus 

Chipayas people. You will also have 

the opportunity to meet the Limachi 

family who are renowned for building 

traditional totora-reed boats. Later visit 

the Native Observatory Alajpacha to 

South America 
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Guide price dates

22 Apr 2018

High season

26 Aug 2018 from £6999.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 21 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref LA0273.

 e ar ure on hs
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; Sep.

Tours depart regularly – see 

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

ions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1580

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £995 per 

person, ref LA0476.

ha  o e ec
•  This is a combination of 

itineraries including Highlights 

of Peru (p168) and Highlights of 

Argentina & Brazil (p178); some 

guests will follow the full tour 

while others will only be joining 

certain sections 

•  Separate guides in each country. 

You will meet your new tour 

guides at the border or the arrival 

airport in each country

•  Some busy days, travel by bus 

and train, and changes in climate

•  Altitudes of over 4270 metres 

above sea level

•  Unsuitable for those with walking 

difficulties

•  Luggage allowances on local 

flights varies.

h  uoni
We have combined three tours 

to create an incredible journey 

across the continent of South 

America. As taking you to the 

famous sights and cities such as 

Machu Picchu, the Iguazú Falls, 

Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro, 

we have included some fantastic 

cultural experiences providing you 

with the opportunity to discover 

thousands of years of history and 

see traditional ways of life that 

have hardly changed for millenia.

ui e rice ro  

Uyuni Salt Flats, Bolivia

Buenos Aires, Argentina

LIma, Peru

a

learn about ancient Aymara cosmology. 

Stay: Inca Utama Hotel & Spa (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

Day 10: Huatajata to Uyuni Return to 

La Paz where you will catch your flight 

to Uyuni. This small town borders the 

incredible otherworldly landscapes of 

the Salar de Uyuni – the world’s largest 

salt flat. Head out on the salt flats and 

visit Isla Pescado before transferring to a 

unique salt hotel. Approx. journey time: 

2¾ hours. Stay: Hotel Luna Salada (or 

similar). B, L, D. 

Day 11: Uyuni Today visit the small 

village of Thunupa which sits on the 

edge of the salt flats in the shadow of 

the Thunupa volcano. Stay: Hotel Luna 

Salada (or similar). B, L, D 

Day 12: Uyuni to La Paz Transfer to the 

airport for your return flight to La Paz. 

Explore the city on a half-day tour. Later, 

witness the landscapes of Moon Valley. 

Stay: Hotel Casa Grande (or similar). B.

Day 13: La Paz to Buenos Aires Transfer 

to the airport for your flight to Buenos 

Aires. Approx. flight time: 5 hours. Stay: 

Emperador Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 14: Buenos Aires Explore the city 

during a morning tour that visits the 

main attractions. This evening you can 

look forward to a traditional tango show 

and dinner. Stay: Emperador Hotel (or 

similar). B, D.

Day 15: Buenos Aires You have a whole 

day at leisure to explore independently. 

Stay: Emperador Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 16: Buenos Aires to Iguazú Falls 

Fly to the Iguazú Falls, one of the world’s 

great natural wonders, which boasts 

an incredible 275 waterfalls which are 

often framed by rainbows. Enjoy a full-

day tour of the Argentine side of the 

National Park and falls. Approx. flight 

time: 2 hours. Stay: Mercure Iguazú (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 17: Iguazú Falls Cross over the 

border into Brazil to enjoy a whole new 

perspective of the falls. Journey by bus 

through the emerald forests of Iguaçu 

National Park to reach the falls. Stay: 

Mercure Iguazú Hotel Iru (or similar). B.

Day 18: Iguazú Falls to Rio de Janeiro  

Depart from Iguazú this morning and 

fly to the vibrant city of Rio de Janeiro. 

Transfer to your hotel, and enjoy the 

rest of the day at leisure. Approx. flight 

time: 2 hours. Stay: Arena Leme Hotel 

(or similar). B.

Day 19: Rio de Janeiro Discover some 

of the city’s most iconic attractions on a 

full-day excursion. Enjoy a scenic drive 

along the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon 

to the foot of Corcovado Hill and ride 

a small train up the mountain to view 

the city’s world-famous Christ the 

Redeemer statue. Continue to Sugar 

Loaf Mountain, another icon of the 

most famous Brazilian city. Descend 

the mountain for a buffet lunch at a 

traditional Brazilian steakhouse. Stay: 

Arena Leme Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 20: Rio de Janeiro  Enjoy a whole 

day at leisure to explore independently 

or relax on one of Rio’s famed beaches. 

Stay: Arena Leme Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 21: Rio de Janeiro To help you make 

the most of your time in Rio, we’ve 

arranged a late check out (4pm). Later 

transfer to the airport for your flight to 

the UK, arriving the following day. B.

ou h A erica
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Highlights of Peru
This small group tour offers the perfect introduction to Peru and is ideal if 
you’re short on time or looking for a starting point for a more extensive Latin 
America journey. Explore this fascinating and diverse country’s main attractions 
as you travel from Lima to Cuzco, visiting the tranquil Sacred Valley and 
legendary Inca citadel of Machu Picchu along the way.

Your itinerary – 8 nights

Route
• Lima: 2 nights

• Sacred Valley: 2 nights

• Machu Picchu: 1 night 

• Cuzco: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Lima Depart from the UK 

on your daytime flight to Lima. Upon 

arrival, transfer to your hotel. This 

evening, there’s a welcome dinner which 

offers a great opportunity to get to know 

the rest of your group. Stay: Hotel José 

Antonio Bellavista (or similar). D.

Day 2: Lima Begin your exploration of 

the city with a visit to a local market. 

Equipped with a shopping list of items, 

you can purchase fresh fish, exotic fruits 

and colourful vegetables. You can then 

pick up some culinary tips as you watch 

a chef from a renowned restaurant cook 

some traditional dishes. Have a go at 

recreating them yourself before enjoying 

a typical Peruvian lunch. 

During an afternoon tour of the capital 

you can admire the striking contrast of 

Lima’s impressive colonial architecture 

and pre-Inca ruins which reflect the 

city’s intriguing history. Visit the modern 

districts of Miraflores and San Isidro, 

stopping to see a huaca – a pre-Inca 

sacred place, and to admire the fantastic 

views from the cliff-top Parque del Amor, 

or ‘Park of Love’. Continue to the Historic 

Centre to visit the Plaza de Armas which 

is home to the Government Palace – the 

official residence of the president, the 

Archbishop’s Palace and the beautiful 

16th-Century baroque cathedral which 

contains the remains of the conquistador 

Francisco Pizarro, Lima’s founder. You’ll 

also visit the Santo Domingo Convent, a 

striking example of colonial architecture 

with an ancient crypt. Stay: Hotel José 

Antonio Bellavista (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 3: Lima to Sacred Valley Fly to Cuzco 

and transfer to the beautiful Sacred 

Valley of the Incas, also known as the 

Urubamba Valley. This fertile area was 

once the heart of the Inca Empire and 

is home to Inca ruins, colourful markets 

and small Andean towns. Transfer to 

your hotel which lies on the banks of the 

Vilcanota River. This afternoon, head to 

your hotel bar for a lesson in crafting 

traditional pisco sours. Blend Peruvian 

pisco (grape brandy) with lime juice, 

egg white, sugar, Angostura bitters and 

crushed ice before relaxing at the bar 

with your tasty cocktail. Approx. flight 

time: 1¼ hours. Stay: Aranwa Sacred 

Valley Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 4: Sacred Valley Discover colourful 

culture and beautiful scenery during 

a full day spent exploring the Sacred 

Valley. Visit the small town of Pisac and 

its local market where you can barter 

for regional products such as alpaca 

wool, silver jewellery, trinkets and 

ceramics. Continue to the small town of 

Ollantaytambo to discover one of Peru’s 

most impressive Incan archaeological 

sites. Explore the narrow cobbled streets 

and climb the stone steps on the steep 

terraces up to the fortress at the top, 

from where you can enjoy views over 

the town and valley. 

Continue to the ancient Maras salt 

mines, which were built on the slope 

of a mountain in Pre-Incan times. 

An underground spring feeds salt-

crusted ponds in terraces that cascade 

down the valley. You will also visit the 

huge agricultural terraces of Moray 

which were built in natural holes in a 

circular form and resemble a Roman 

amphitheatre. It is believed that the 

terraces were used as an agricultural 

research station by the Incas who 

wanted to experiment with growing 

crops in varying conditions. Lunch will be 

served at a local restaurant. Stay: Aranwa 

Sacred Valley Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Sacred Valley

Terraces of the Maras Salt Mines, Sacred Valley

Sacsayhuamán, Cuzco

South America   •   Peru

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Ideal for first-time visitors, this 

introductory small group tour offers 

a flavour of Peru’s main highlights 

and includes local experiences. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights. 

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests. 

Accommodation
We have selected some quality 

hotels that are centrally located for 

sightseeing and exploration. These 

include characterful boutique-

style properties that give you a 

real sense of the local culture. The 

charming Inkaterra Machu Picchu 

Pueblo Hotel is tucked away in a 

cloud forest reserve and boasts 

the world’s largest native orchid 

collection. The Aranwa Sacred 

Valley Hotel has its own gallery, a 

small museum and a chapel.

Nature fggggg

Culture fffggg

Active ffffgg
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Plaza de Armas, Lima

Terraces of the Maras Salt Mines, Sacred Valley

Machu Picchu

Day 5: Sacred Valley to Machu Picchu 

Today is undoubtedly one of the highlights 

of your tour – a visit to the spectacular 

ruins of Machu Picchu, the legendary 

Lost City of the Incas. Transfer to the train 

station to board the scenic Vistadome 

train to Aguas Calientes (approx. 1½ hours) 

which is an experience in itself. Continue 

on a scenic bus journey, zig-zagging 

your way through cloud forest to the 

top of the mountain and Machu Picchu. 

Catching your first glimpse of this iconic 

site is unforgettable and the sweeping 

Andean landscapes provide a magnificent 

backdrop for this mysterious citadel that 

was ‘lost’ to the world until its ‘rediscovery’ 

by archaeologist Hiram Bingham III in 1911. 

Take a guided tour of the citadel, which 

is a remarkable testimony to the skills 

of the Inca, and enjoy some free time to 

explore by yourself, strolling through the 

cloud forest which is home to orchids, 

colourful bromeliads, butterflies, and 

hundreds of bird species including 

hummingbirds, Andean motmots and 

endemic species such as the masked 

fruiteater. Return to Aguas Calientes 

where you will stop off for lunch at a 

local restaurant before transferring to 

your hotel. Stay: Inkaterra Machu Picchu 

Pueblo Hotel (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Machu Picchu to Cuzco This 

morning is at leisure so you have the 

opportunity to return to Machu Picchu 

for further exploration. Your hotel is just 

a short stroll from Aguas Calientes where 

you can board a bus for the 20-minute 

journey to the ruins. If you want to be 

one of the first at Machu Picchu then 

it’s worth allowing plenty of time and 

getting to the bus stop by around 5am. 

You may also be lucky enough to enjoy the 

enchanting experience of watching the 

sun rise over Machu Picchu, if it’s a clear 

day. This afternoon, board the Vistadome 

train for your journey to Cuzco, the former 

capital of the great Inca Empire. Upon 

arrival, transfer to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 4 hours. Stay: Aranwa Cusco 

Boutique Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Cuzco During a city tour you’ll 

discover the highlights of this striking 

colonial city which was built on the 

foundations of Inca palaces. Visit the 

Koricancha Temple – an ancient Inca 

palace that was built to honour the sun 

god, Inti – and the Plaza de Armas for 

a tour of the cathedral which was built 

using stone from the nearby Inca fortress 

of Sacsayhuamán. Enjoy panoramic views 

of the city from the San Cristobal lookout 

point before continuing by road to explore 

remarkable Inca ruins at Sacsayhuamán. It 

is believed to have taken 20,000 men to 

cut and transport the huge stones needed 

to build the fortress – an impressive 

architectural feat. Visit the cave and 

temple of Kenko and the ruins of Puca 

Pucara which means ‘Red Fortress’ in 

Quechua. Admire local artisans creating 

artwork including paintings, wood 

carvings and silver pieces at the ‘Inka’s 

Expression’ workshop. Stay: Aranwa Cusco 

Boutique Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 8: Cuzco to Lima Transfer to the 

airport for your flight to Lima and 

connecting flight to the UK, arriving the 

next day. B.

S ay lo er
Bolivia is one of our most popular 

extensions to a Peru tour, but there are 

many options. You’ll find a range of 

suggestions to complement this tour

on p164-165.

Bolivia 5 nights from £1999 per person, 

ref LA0272 

Peru is perfectly paired with neighbouring 

Bolivia. Discover Bolivia’s spectacular 

natural landscapes including the world’s 

largest salt flat, along with unique culture 

and fascinating history.

Peru      Sou h merica

PACIFIC
OCEAN

PERU

BRAZIL

Cuzco

LimaLima

Sacred ValleySacred Valley

Machu PicchuMachu PicchuMachu Picchu

Guide price dates

23 Sep 2018

High season

26 Aug 2018 from £3455.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 8 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref LA0304.

 de ar ure mo h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Aug; Sep.

Tours depart regularly – see kuoni.

co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures.

io
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £595

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £480 per 

person, ref LA0476.

ha  o e ec
•  Some busy days, travel by bus 

and train, and changes in climate

•  You’ll be visiting altitudes of over 

4270 metres above sea level

•  Unsuitable for those with walking 

difficulties

 •  Temperatures and weather 

conditions in the Andes vary 

considerably so we recommend 

taking clothing layers which can 

be easily added to or removed

 •  Luggage allowances on domestic 

flights vary.

hy uo i
Discover Peru’s bucket-list 

attractions and enjoy local 

experiences such as a cooking 

class and pisco sour lesson. We’ve 

included an overnight stay in 

Machu Picchu for the chance 

to revisit the legendary ruins in 

the morning. This short tour can 

easily be combined with other 

Latin America destinations such 

as Bolivia, the Galapagos, the 

Amazon rainforest or Argentina 

and Brazil.

uide rice rom 
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Peru Explorer
This exhilarating journey visits Peru’s most famous highlights. Admire Lima and 
Cuzco’s impressive colonial architecture, discover ancient ruins and the tranquil 
Sacred Valley of the Incas, and journey across the Andes by rail to Machu Picchu, 
the magnificent ‘Lost City of the Incas’. Finally, discover the spectacular landscapes 
of Lake Titicaca – home to the famous floating Uros islands, and Colca Canyon.

Route
• Lima: 2 nights

• Cuzco: 3 nights

• Puno: 2 nights

• Colca: 1 night 

• Arequipa: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Lima Depart from the UK on 

your daytime flight to Lima. Get to know 

the rest of your group during a welcome 

dinner hosted by your tour leader. Stay: 

Hotel José Antonio Bellavista (or similar). D.

Day 2: Lima Visit a local market equipped 

with a shopping list of items including 

exotic fruits and colourful vegetables. 

Watch a chef from a renowned restaurant 

whip up some tasty dishes and have a 

go at recreating them before enjoying 

a typical Peruvian lunch. Discover the 

contrasts of this UNESCO-listed city 

during visits to modern and colonial 

parts of Lima. Begin in the exclusive 

Miraflores district and the residential 

district of San Isidro. Along the way you’ll 

see a huaca – a pre-Inca sacred place, 

and stop to admire the fantastic views 

from the cliff-top Parque del Amor, or 

‘Park of Love’. Continue to the Historic 

Centre to visit the Plaza de Armas which 

is home to the Government Palace – the 

official residence of the president, the 

Archbishop’s Palace and the baroque 

cathedral. You’ll also visit the Santo 

Domingo Convent. Stay: Hotel José 

Antonio Bellavista (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 3: Lima to Cuzco Fly to Cuzco (approx. 

1¼ hours), the former capital of the great 

Inca Empire, and transfer to your hotel. 

This afternoon, discover the highlights of 

this city which was built on the foundations 

of Inca palaces. Visit the Koricancha 

Temple and the Plaza de Armas to take 

a tour of the cathedral. Enjoy panoramic 

views of the city from the San Cristobal 

lookout point before continuing by road to 

explore the Inca ruins at Sacsayhuamán. 

Visit the cave and temple of Kenko and 

Puca Pucara which means ‘Red Fortress’ 

in Quechua. Admire local artisans creating 

artwork including paintings, wood carvings 

and silver pieces at the ‘Inka’s Expression’ 

workshop. Stay: Aranwa Cusco Boutique 

Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 4: Cuzco Today is one of the highlights 

of your tour – a visit to the magnificent 

ruins of Machu Picchu. Transfer to the 

train station to board the scenic Vistadome 

train to Aguas Calientes. Continue on a 

spectacular bus journey, zig-zagging your 

way through cloud forest to the top of 

the mountain and Machu Picchu. Take a 

guided tour of the citadel, a remarkable 

testimony to the skills of the Inca, and 

enjoy free time to explore by yourself. After 

lunch at a local restaurant, return to Cuzco 

by train and transfer to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 4 hours. Stay: Aranwa Cusco 

Boutique Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Cuzco Discover the stunning 

scenery and colourful culture of the 

beautiful Sacred Valley of the Incas, also 

known as the Urubamba Valley. This fertile 

area was once the heart of the Inca Empire 

and is home to Inca ruins, markets and 

small Andean towns. Visit the small town 

of Pisac and its local market where you can 

barter for regional products such as alpaca 

wool, silver and ceramics. Continue to the 

hilltop town of Chinchero to enjoy views 

of the surrounding mountains and observe 

locals using centuries-old Andean spinning 

and weaving techniques. Try your hand 

at this ancient art and take your creation 

home with you as a special memento. 

You’ll also visit the ruins of Ollantaytambo, 

one of the most impressive Incan 

archaeological sites. Stay: Aranwa Cusco 

Boutique Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 6: Cuzco to Puno Board a bus for your 

long journey to the small city of Puno on 

the banks of Lake Titicaca, the world’s 

Lake Titicaca

Monasterio de Santa Catalina, Arequipa

South America   •   Peru

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This small group tour is a 

comprehensive introduction to 

Peru’s most famous attractions, 

magnificent landscapes and 

colourful Andean culture. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

•  Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
Our selection of quality hotels, 

including charming boutique-style 

properties that are full of local 

character, really sets this tour apart. 

Aranwa Cusco Boutique Hotel is a 

16th-Century colonial mansion that’s 

been converted into a luxury hotel 

with an art gallery. Aranwa Pueblito 

Encantado del Colca is set in a valley 

with alpacas grazing on the lawn, 

a restaurant serving traditional 

Andean flavours, and views of the 

Andes from every room.

Nature fffggg

Culture ffffgg

Active ffffgg

Your itinerary – 11 nights
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Cuzco cathedral

Monasterio de Santa Catalina, Arequipa

 

Sunset over the Sacred Valley

highest navigable lake. Enjoy the views 

as you pass small villages, and herds of 

alpacas and llamas grazing on the highland 

pampas, with the Andes providing a 

majestic backdrop. Stop at the village of 

Andahuaylillas which is renowned for its 

17th-Century baroque church – dubbed 

the ‘Sistine Chapel of America’ – that has 

beautiful frescoes. Visit the archaeological 

ruins of the Temple of Wiracocha in Racchi 

and stop in La Raya, which at over 4260 

metres above sea level is the highest point 

on the road between Cuzco and Puno. 

Enjoy views of the La Raya mountain 

range before continuing to Puno. Approx. 

journey time: 10 hours. Stay: Casa Andina 

Private Collection Puno (or similar). B, L. 

Day 7: Puno Rise early for a full-day 

excursion on Lake Titicaca. Head out of 

Puno and sail to Taquile Island for an 

authentic glimpse into an ancient culture 

that dates back to Pre-Incan times. The 

islanders still live according to the 

traditions and beliefs of their ancestors 

and are renowned for their colourful 

outfits and incredible textiles. Visit the 

community of Huayllano and observe their 

artistic, handicraft, and farming activities. 

After lunch, sail to the famous Uros Islands 

which lie in the middle of the Lake Titicaca 

National Reserve. These floating islands 

are made from totora reeds and expand to 

support growing Uros communities. Meet 

the islanders, hunters and gatherers and 

descendants of the Altiplano’s first 

inhabitants. Return to your hotel. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Casa Andina 

Private Collection Puno (or similar). B, L. 

Day 8: Puno to Colca Leave early morning 

for a full-day road transfer to Colca. This 

journey is an ideal opportunity to quiz 

your guide about Peruvian culture, or just 

relax and enjoy the rolling landscapes 

as you traverse highland plains and 

mountain roads. Enjoy a packed lunch 

along the way and stop at the Laguna 

Lagunillas to drink in the sweeping views 

over sparkling waters, sun-scorched plains 

and rugged peaks. The lagoon attracts 

a number of birds including flamingos. 

Arrive in the town of Chivay which is set 

in the Colca Valley and is home to hot 

springs. Stay: Aranwa Pueblito Encantado 

del Colca (or similar). L, D.

Day 9: Colca to Arequipa Rise early for 

your journey to Condor’s Cross which lies 

on the forested slopes of Colca Canyon and 

offers spectacular views. Condor’s Cross 

is one of the best viewpoints for watching 

Andean condors, the world’s largest flying 

bird, which soar high in the sky, gliding 

on the thermal air currents and swooping 

surprisingly close to the viewing platform. 

Visit the picturesque villages of Maca and 

Yanque on your way to attractive city of 

Arequipa. Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. 

Stay: Libertador Arequipa (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Arequipa Known as the ‘White 

City’ due to its volcanic rock buildings, 

Arequipa is a delight to explore. Enjoy a 

walking tour of the main square and visit 

the Cloisters and Church of the Society 

of Jesus which houses frescoes in the San 

Ignacio Dome, and the Monasterio de 

Santa Catalina – a 16th-Century citadel-

like complex. Explore the traditional 

districts of Cayma and Yanahuara. Stay: 

Libertador Arequipa (or similar). B.

Day 11: Arequipa to Lima Transfer to 

the airport for your flight to Lima and 

connecting flight to the UK, arriving the 

next day. B.

S ay lon er
The Amazon is a popular extension to a 

Peru tour, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of suggestions to 

complement this tour on p164-165.

Amazon Rainforest 4 nights from £1115 

per person, ref PR016

Peru      Sou h America

PACIFIC
OCEAN

PERU

BRAZIL

ArequipaArequipaArequipaArequipa

Cuzco

LimaLima

Sacred Valley

Colca CanyonColca Canyon

Machu PicchuMachu PicchuMachu Picchu

TaquileTaquileTaquileTaquileTaquile
IslandIslandIslandIslandIslandIsland

Colca

Guide price dates

07 Oct 2018

High season

08 Apr 2018 from £3885.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 11 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref PR001.

 depar ure mon hs
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for

the most up-to-date departures 

and itineraries.

p ions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £675

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £955 per 

person, ref PR036.

ha  o e pec
•  A number of early starts, changes 

in climate and considerable travel

•  Full-day bus journeys from Cuzco 

to Puno and Puno to Colca

•  You’ll be visiting altitudes of over 

4270 metres above sea level

•  Unsuitable for those with walking 

difficulties

•  Temperatures and weather 

conditions in the Andes vary 

considerably so we recommend 

taking clothing layers which can 

be easily added to or removed

•  Luggage allowances on domestic 

flights vary.

hy uoni
This tour offers a superb amount 

of inclusions, from unmissable 

sightseeing to scenic journeys 

by bus, train and boat. As well 

as must-see sights including 

that bucket-list favourite, 

Machu Picchu, you’ll also visit 

traditional villages and enjoy local 

experiences so that you can fully 

immerse yourself in Peru’s rich 

culture and heritage.

uide price rom 
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
Perfect for adventure seekers 

and those who love epic natural 

landscapes and ancient cultures. 

Vast distances are covered as you 

make your way through the Andes. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
There’s a real local flavour to the 

accommodation with characterful 

boutique-style properties that give 

you a sense of the local culture. 

The Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo 

Hotel has the look and feel of a 

typical Andean village while The 

Aranwa Sacred Valley Hotel & 

Wellness is built in the style of a 

colonial hacienda. The highlight is 

the Hotel de Sal Luna Salada – a 

hotel made of salt on the edge of 

the expansive Uyuni salt flat.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffggg

Active ffffgg

Salt flat Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia

Moon Valley, Atacama, Chile 

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Andes Explorer
The mighty Andes stretch 4300 miles from Venezuela to the southern tip of Chile, 
making them the longest continental mountain range in the world. On this small 
group tour you’ll travel from Lima in Peru to the Chilean capital of Santiago, 
witnessing some of the most famous and spectacular natural and man-made 
landscapes and discovering cultures that have changed very little for centuries.

Your itinerary – 17 nights

Route
• Lima, Peru: 2 nights

• Sacred Valley, Peru: 2 nights

• Machu Picchu, Peru: 1 night 

• Cusco, Peru: 2 nights

• La Paz, Bolivia: 1 night 

• Huatajata, Bolivia: 1 night 

• Uyuni, Bolivia: 2 nights 

• San Pedro de Atacama, Chile: 3 nights 

• Santiago, Chile: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Lima Depart from the UK 

on your daytime flight to Lima. Upon 

arrival, transfer to your hotel. This evening, 

there’s a welcome dinner. Stay: Jose 

Antonio Bellavista (or similar). D.

Day 2: Lima Begin your exploration of 

the city with a visit to a local market 

to purchase fresh fish, exotic fruits 

and colourful vegetables for a cookery 

lesson. Then enjoy a typical Peruvian 

lunch. This afternoon partake in an 

introductory city tour. Stay: Jose Antonio 

Bellavista (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 3: Lima to Sacred Valley Fly to 

Cuzco and transfer to the Sacred Valley 

of the Incas. Head to your hotel bar for 

a pisco sour-making class. Approx. flight 

time: 1¼ hours. Stay: Aranwa Sacred 

Valley Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 4: Sacred Valley Visit the small 

town of Pisac and its local market before 

continuing on to the small town of 

Ollantaytambo. Continue to the ancient 

Maras salt mines. Stay: Aranwa Sacred 

Valley Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 5: Sacred Valley to Machu Picchu 

Today visit to the spectacular ruins of 

Machu Picchu, the legendary Lost City 

of the Incas. Transfer to the train station 

to board the Vistadome train to Aguas 

Calientes. Continue by bus to the top 

of the mountain and Machu Picchu. 

Approx. journey time: 1½ hours. Stay: 

Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Machu Picchu to Cuzco This 

morning is free allowing you to return to 

Machu Picchu for further exploration. This 

afternoon, board the Vistadome train for 

your journey to Cuzco. Approx. journey 

time: 3½ hours. Stay: Aranwa Cusco 

Boutique Hotel (or similar). B. 

Day 7: Cuzco Join a city tour and 

discover the highlights of this striking 

colonial city. Later, admire local 

artisans creating artwork at the ‘Inka’s 

Expression’ workshop. Stay: Aranwa 

Cusco Boutique Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 8: Cuzco to La Paz Transfer to 

the airport for your flight to La Paz. 

Explore the city on a half-day tour. 

This afternoon witness the remarkable 

landscapes of Moon Valley. Approx. 

flight time: 1 hour. Stay: Hotel Casa 

Grande (or similar). B. 

Day 9: La Paz to Huatajata Depart La 

Paz and travel to Huatajata, a village 

on the shore of Lake Titicaca. Visit the 

Andean Roots Eco-Village, the Altiplano 

Museum, a handicrafts village and see 

the traditional buildings of the Urus 

Chipayas people. You will also have 

the opportunity to meet the Limachi 

family who are renowned for building 

traditional totora-reed boats. Board a 

hydrofoil for a shared cruise across the 

lake to the Moon and Sun Islands. This 

evening you’ll experience the ‘Mystic 

World of the Kallawayas’, healers and 

masters of natural medicine and later 

visit the Native Observatory Alajpacha 

to learn about ancient Aymara cosmology. 

Approx. journey time: 1¾ hours. Stay: Inca 

Utama Hotel & Spa (or similar). B, L, D.  

 

Day 10: Huatajata to Uyuni Return to 

La Paz airport for your flight to Uyuni. 

This small town borders the incredible 

otherworldly landscapes of the Salar 

South America   •   Peru, Bolivia & Chile
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Guide price dates

18 Apr 2018

High season

01 Jul 2017 from £7395.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 17 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights 

on British Airways from London Gatwick 

and group transfers, ref AD001.

 a u  h
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Apr; May; 

Jun; Sep; Oct.

Tours depart regularly – see

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

i
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1360

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1599 per 

person, ref AD002.

ha   c
•  Separate guides in each country. 

You will generally meet your 

new tour guides at the border, 

however as you cross the border 

from Bolivia to Chile your 

Bolivian guide will leave you 

and you will meet your Chilean 

guide at the hotel in San Pedro 

de Atacama

•  Some busy days, travel by bus 

and train, and changes in climate

•  You’ll be visiting altitudes of over 

4270 metres above sea level

•  Unsuitable for those with 

walking difficulties and weather 

conditions vary considerably

•  Luggage allowances on internal 

flights vary.

h  u i
This tour takes you through some 

of the most scenically spectacular 

landscapes on earth. In Peru you’ll 

partake in a cooking class in Lima 

and visit Machu Picchu while in 

Bolivia you’ll explore Lake Titicaca, 

witness ancient civilisations and 

visit the perspective-altering Uyuni 

salt flats. You’ll then travel across 

the High Altiplano – the most 

expansive high altitude plains in the 

world – as you make your way to 

Chile’s Atacama Desert.

ui  ic   

Machu Picchu, Peru

Laguna Colorada, BoliviaSalt flat Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia

a

de Uyuni – the world’s largest salt flat. 

Following a visit to Ojos de Agua you’ll 

head out on the salt flats and visit Isla 

Pescado before transferring to a unique 

salt hotel. Approx. journey time: 2¾ 

hours. Stay: Hotel Luna Salada (or 

similar). B, L, D.

Day 11: Uyuni Visit the small village of 

Thunupa which sits on the edge of the 

salt flats in the shadow of the Thunupa 

volcano. In a lagoon close to the base 

of the mountain you may be able to 

witness pink and brown flamingos. 

You’ll also visit a small museum of 

anthropology. Stay: Hotel Luna Salada 

(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 12: Uyuni to San Pedro de Atacama 

Travel to the spectacular Laguna Colorada 

before continuing on to the Sol de 

Mañana geysers and the Laguna Verde. 

Drive to the Bolivia-Chile border, where 

your Bolivian guide will leave you, and 

continue to San Pedro de Atacama, 

meeting your Chilean guide at your hotel. 

While today’s journey is long, it takes 

you through some of the most incredible 

landscapes on earth. Approx. journey 

time 8½ hours. Stay: Cumbres San Pedro 

de Atacama (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 13: San Pedro de Atacama This 

morning visit the pre-Columbian Fort 

of Quitor and the archaeological site 

of Tulor. Travel onwards to Death and 

Moon Valleys and the Kari Canyon. Later, 

watch the sunset over Moon Valley while 

sipping on a pisco sour. Stay: Cumbres 

San Pedro de Atacama (or similar). B, L. 

Day 14: San Pedro de Atacama Head 

south and explore the region’s incredible 

lagoons and salt lakes. Make your way 

to the largest salt flat in Chile, the Salar 

de Atacama and then ascend into the 

Altiplano to an altitude of 4200 metres 

for views over the Meñiques and Miscanti 

lagoons. On the return journey, stop 

in the villages of Socaire and Toconao. 

Tonight there’s the opportunity to join an 

astronomical tour (not available during a 

full moon). Stay: Cumbres San Pedro de 

Atacama (or similar). B, L. 

Day 15: San Pedro de Atacama to 

Santiago Today visit the El Tatio 

geothermal field and the Puritama 

hot springs where you can soak in the 

natural thermal pools. En route to the 

airport at Calama visit the riverside 

villages of Caspana and Chiu Chiu and 

the pre-Columbian ruins at Lasana. Fly 

to Santiago where you will stay two 

nights. Approx. journey time: 12½ hours. 

Stay: Cumbres Lastarria or similar. B, L. 

Day 16: Santiago Head west to the 

Pacific Ocean coast for a tour of 

Valparaiso, visiting the coast town of Isla 

Negra and the house of the Nobel Prize-

winning poet Pablo Neruda en route. 

On your return to Santiago, stop for 

wine tasting at one of Chile’s vineyards. 

Approx. journey time: 4½ hours. Stay: 

Cumbres Lastarria or similar. B, L.

Day 17: Santiago Your final morning in 

Chile includes a visit to the famed Concha 

y Toro vineyard where Casillero del Diablo 

is produced. Later, transfer to the airport 

for your overnight flight to the UK.

a  
A pre-tour Galapagos cruise is one of 

our most popular extensions to a South 

America tour, but there are many more. 

You’ll find a range of other suggestions 

to complement this tour on p164-165.

Galapagos 9 nights from £4770 per 

person, ref AD003

Explore Ecuador and the Galapagos on 

this itinerary which includes a five-night 

cruise.

P u  i ia  hi       u h ica
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This tour takes in the highlights 

of this long, thin country and is 

perfect for first time visitors. Due 

to the scale of Chile you should be 

prepared for long days of travel. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 12 guests

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
 The hotels we have chosen are 

part of local chains, providing a 

bit of local flavour. The chic and 

modern Cumbres Lastarria is 

located in the heart of Santiago’s 

historic Lastarria neighbourhood 

which is home to many bars 

and restaurants. The beautiful 

Cumbres San Pedro de Atacama is 

built largely in the locally-sourced 

red stone that is typical of the 

region set at the edge of the town 

of San Pedro de Atacama.

Nature fffffg

Culture fffggg

Active fffggg

Magdalena Island, near Punta Arenas

Santiago

Torres Del Paine, Patagonia

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Chilean Explorer
No other country in the world offers such extreme contrasts as the long, thin 
nation of Chile – from Atacama in the north, which is the world’s driest desert, 
to the wilds of Patagonia and the Torres del Paine National Park located 
almost at the southern tip of South America. On this small group tour you will 
experience the extremes and spend time in the capital Santiago.

Your itinerary – 12 nights

Route
• Santiago: 1 nights 

• San Pedro de Atacama: 3 nights 

• Santiago: 2 nights

• Punta Arenas: 1 night  

• Puerto Natales: 2 nights 

• Santiago: 1 night 

Day 1: UK to Santiago Depart from the 

UK on your overnight flight to Chile.

Day 2: Santiago On arrival in Santiago, 

transfer to your central city hotel where 

you’ll spend one night. Your sightseeing 

begins with a culinary tour. The group 

will be joined by a chef’s assistant who 

will accompany you to the fruit and 

vegetable market and the historic central 

market as you buy the ingredients for this 

evening’s dinner. The day concludes at a 

local restaurant where the chef prepares 

dinner you watch and enjoy a traditional 

pisco sour drink. Stay: Cumbres Lastarria 

(or similar). D.

Day 3: Santiago to San Pedro de 

Atacama Rise early for a flight to 

Calama, taking breakfast along the way. 

On arrival, transfer to the oasis of San 

Pedro de Atacama. This morning there’s 

the opportunity to discover the origin 

of the Atacama culture with a visit to 

the pre-Columbian Fort of Quitor. The 

next stop is the archaeological site of 

Tulor. At lunch there’s the opportunity to 

share traditional fare with local people 

before you travel onwards to Death 

and Moon Valleys and the Kari Canyon. 

This evening there’s the opportunity 

to experience sunset over Moon Valley 

while sipping on a pisco sour. Approx. 

Journey time: 3½ hours. Stay: Cumbres 

San Pedro de Atacama (or similar). L.

Day 4: San Pedro de Atacama Head 

into the Cordillera Domeyko mountain 

range to see the pre-historic petroglyphs 

at Yerbas Buenas, an often overlooked 

yet fascinating site. From here you’ll 

continue through a winding valley to 

the remote town of Matancilla and 

the naturally-beautiful Rainbow Valley 

where millions of years of erosion have 

exposed the minerals in the rock leaving 

a kaleidoscope of colours. You’ll then 

come to Rio Grande, an oasis village 

with a population of approximately 

100. Enjoy a picnic lunch here before 

meeting a lican-antai potter who creates 

plates and utensils. Tonight there’s the 

opportunity to witness what is likely to 

be one of the clearest night skies you 

have ever experienced as you join an 

astronomical tour (not available during a 

full moon). Stay: Cumbres San Pedro de 

Atacama (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 5: San Pedro de Atacama Today, 

explore the region’s incredible lagoons 

and salt lakes. The exploration will begin 

as you make your way to the largest 

salt flat in Chile, the Salar de Atacama. 

Here you may be lucky enough to see 

flamingos at Laguna Chaxa, part of the 

Reserva Nacional Los Flamencos. You 

will then ascend into the Altiplano to an 

altitude of 4200 metres for incredible 

views over the Meñiques and Miscanti 

lagoons. On the return journey to San 

Pedro, the first stop will be in the village 

of Socaire. Learn more about the daily 

life of the lican-antai people as you meet 

members of a local family. Following 

a picnic lunch, the group will continue 

on to the oasis village of Toconao. Stay: 

Cumbres San Pedro de Atacama (or 

similar). B, L.

Day 6: San Pedro de Atacama to 

Santiago This morning’s sightseeing 

takes you to the El Tatio geothermal 

field which lies close to the Bolivian 

border. An early start is rewarded as you 

watch the plumes of water and steam 

erupt from over 80 vents in the early 

morning light. You’ll have some time to 

South America   •   Chile
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Guide price dates

22 Oct 2017

High season

11 Feb 2018 from £5825.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 12 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref CL600.

U  departure months
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2017 Tours depart in: Oct; Nov

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Nov; Dec

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar.

Tours depart regularly, 2017 

itineraries may differ from those 

displayed – see kuoni.co.uk for the 

most up-to-date departures and 

itineraries.

ptions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £980

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1228 per 

person, ref CL610.

hat to e pect
•  Wide variations in temperature, 

landscapes and altitude 

•  The tour involves a number of 

very early starts and considerable 

travel, returning to Santiago  

between destinations in the 

north and south of the country

•  Luggage allowances on internal 

flights can vary.

h  uoni
As well as taking in the main 

highlights of the country, this 

tour also provides insightful 

experiences with local people, 

particularly during your time 

in San Pedro de Atacama. You 

will meet with an atacameños 

craftsman, enjoy a traditional 

lunch with local people, and meet 

with a indigenous lican-antai 

family whose ancestors have 

farmed the land and reared 

animals for hundreds of years.

uide price rom 

Magdalena Island, near Punta Arenas Moon Valley, Atacama

Santiago

a

walk around this incredible geothermal 

field before continuing on to the popular 

Puritama hot springs where you can 

soak in the natural thermal pools. En 

route to the airport at Calama you will 

visit a number of desert settlements and 

the pre-Columbian ruins of Lasana. 

Return to Santiago for a two night stay. 

Approx. journey time: 3½ hours. Stay: 

Cumbres Lastarria (or similar). B, L.

Day 7: Santiago Today, head west to 

the Pacific Ocean coast for a tour of the 

hillside city of Valparaiso, visiting the 

coast town of Isla Negra and the house 

of the Nobel Prize-winning poet Pablo 

Neruda en route. On your way back to 

Santiago, travel through the Casablanca 

valley, where you’ll stop for wine tasting 

at one of Chile’s vineyards. Approx. 

journey time: 3 hours. Stay: Cumbres 

Lastarria (or similar). B, L.

Day 8: Santiago to Punta Arenas Today’s 

flight takes you south to the Patagonian 

city of Punta Arenas where you’ll join an 

afternoon city tour following lunch at your 

hotel. Approx. flight time: 3½ hours. Stay: 

Cabo de Hornos (or similar). B, L. 

Day 9: Punta Arenas to Puerto Natales 

Today begins with a trip to see the 

colony of magellanic penguins which live 

on Magdalena Island. Following a two 

and a half hour boat trip, you’ll arrive 

on the island where you can follow a 

marked trail through the colony, up to 

the island’s lighthouse. The amount of 

penguins you will encounter is quite 

incredible. Return to the mainland 

before your transfer to the city of Puerto 

Natales where you will stay two nights. 

Approx. journey time: 4 hours. Stay: 

Altiplanico Sur (or similar). B, L.

Day 10: Puerto Natales This morning, 

travel north along the Seno de Ultima 

Esperanza into the heart of Patagonia 

and the spectacular Torres del Paine 

National Park for a full day’s exploration. 

You will be able to witness the spectacular 

Paine Mountains and pass through wild 

Patagonian landscapes as you make your 

way along the shore of Lago Grey en route 

to the Grey Glacier. Here you’ll board a 

boat for a closer view of the glacier’s face.  

Stay: Altiplanico Sur (or similar). B, L.

Day 11: Puerto Natales to Santiago 

Make the return journey south to Punta 

Arenas, stopping for lunch at a local 

estancia en route. Fly back north over 

the glaciers of the Southern Patagonian 

Icefield and the Andes to Santiago 

where you will spend one final night. 

Approx. journey time: 7½ hours. Stay: 

Cumbres Lastarria (or similar). B, L.

Day 12: Santiago Your final morning 

in Chile includes a short city tour and 

a visit to the famed Concha y Toro 

vineyard where Casillero del Diablo is 

produced. Later, transfer to the airport 

for your flight to the UK. B, L. 

Sta  lon er
Easter Island is one of our most popular 

extensions to a Chile tour, but there 

are many options. You’ll find a range of 

other suggestions to complement this 

tour on p164-165.

Easter Island 4 nights from £2999 per 

person ref CL611

Located approximately 2300 miles off 

the coast of Chile, deep in the Pacific 

Ocean, sits the most remote inhabited 

island on earth.

hile      South America
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Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
We recommend this tour for 

adventurous travellers who are 

interested in witnessing incredible 

natural scenery and exploring 

vibrant cities.  

What’s included
• Quality accommodation

• Insightful local tour leaders

• Hand-picked itineraries

• Flexible arrival times

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage and guide tips

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, 

D=Dinner), or the freedom 

to explore local restaurants 

independently

• All specified flights.  

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
From the chic retreat in Santiago’s 

historic Lastarria neighbourhood 

and the modern Buenos Aires 

property to the lakeside hotels in 

the south, the accommodation on 

this tour has been chosen for their 

location. In Patagonia particularly, 

we have chosen hotels that make 

the very best of the scenic beauty 

of the region.

Nature ffffgg

Culture ffgggg

Active fffggg

Torres del Paine

Puerto Natales, Chile

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents

Patagonia Explorer
Patagonia conjures up images of the ‘end of the world’ with wind swept plains, 
serrated Andean Peaks and vast glaciers interrupting the otherwise sparse 
landscapes. Travel across the continent from Santiago to Buenos Aires, heading 
south to seek out wildlife, epic landscapes and ancient cultures... this far-flung 
region has a lot to offer the adventurous traveller.

Your itinerary – 15 nights

Route
• Santiago: 3 nights 

• Punta Arenas: 1 night 

• Puerto Natales: 3 nights 

• El Calafate: 2 nights 

• Ushuaia: 2 nights 

• Buenos Aires: 2 nights 

Day 1: UK to Santiago Depart from the 

UK on your overnight flight to Chile.

Day 2: Santiago On arrival in Santiago 

transfer to your central city hotel 

where you will spend three nights. 

Your sightseeing begins with an early 

evening culinary tour of the city’s 

central market. You will be joined by a 

chef’s assistant who’ll accompany you 

through the market and source the 

ingredients for this evening’s dinner. 

The day ends at a local restaurant where 

you will be welcomed with a traditional 

pisco sour drink and then take part in a 

cooking class, during which you’ll create 

tonight’s dinner. Stay: Cumbres Lastarria 

(or similar). D. 

 

Day 3: Santiago Leave the capital and 

head west to the Pacific Ocean coast 

for a tour of the colourful hillside city 

of Valparaiso, visiting the coast town of 

Isla Negra and the house of the Nobel 

Prize-winning poet Pablo Neruda en 

route. As you return to Santiago, travel 

through the Casablanca valley, where you 

will stop for wine tasting at one of Chile’s 

vineyards. Stay: Cumbres Lastarria (or 

similar). B, L.  

 

Day 4: Santiago This morning join, an 

introductory tour of the main city sights. 

Highlights include visits to the Cerro 

Santa Lucia, the Moneda Palace and the 

main square, Plaze de Armas. The tour 

then takes you south just outside of the 

city to the Concha Y Toro vineyard where  

Casillero del Diablo is produced. Stay: 

Cumbres Lastarria (or similar). B, L. 

 

Day 5: Santiago to Punta Arenas Today 

fly south to Punta Arenas where you 

will join an afternoon city tour. You can 

enjoy the views of the city and the Straits 

of Magellan from Cerro Mirador, visit 

the main square Plaza Muñoz Gamero 

and learn about the life of Portuguese 

explorer Hernando de Magallanes. 

Approx. flight time: 3½ hours. Stay: Cabo 

de Hornos (or similar). B, L.  

 

Day 6: Punta Arenas to Puerto Natales 

The day begins with a trip to see the 

colony of magellanic penguins which live 

on Magdalena Island. Following a two 

and a half hour boat trip you will arrive 

on the island where you can follow a 

marked trail through the colony, up to 

the island’s lighthouse. Return to the 

mainland before your transfer to the city 

of Puerto Natales where you will stay two 

nights. Approx. journey time: 3¼ hours. 

Stay: Altiplanico Sur (or similar). B, L. 

Day 7: Puerto Natales There’s an early 

start today for your cruise into the 

Última Esperanza Sound, also known as 

the Channel of Last Hope. As you sail 

into the sound you’ll see the historic 

monument Frigorifico Bories and a 

number of beautiful cliffs and cascades. 

The boat will continue on towards the 

Balmaceda glacier which seems to cling 

to the mountainside. Later disembark at 

Puerto Toro and walk through a native 

forest to reach the wall of the incredible 

Serrano glacier. On return to the ship 

enjoy an aperitif which is cooled by ice 

that has been taken from the glacier! 

On your way back to Puerto Natales 

visit the Consuelo Ranch for lunch. This 

evening, discover a little more about 

the ancient cultures, myths and legends 

of the region during a dinner show at 

Ancestros restaurant. Stay: Altiplanico 

Sur (or similar). B, L, D.  

South America   •   Chile & Argentina
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CHILE Guide price dates

05 Jan 2018

High season

02 Nov 2018 from £6699.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 15 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref CL001.

U  e arture nths
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; 

Mar; Nov

2019 Tours depart in: Jan; Feb; Mar

Tours depart regularly – see

kuoni.co.uk for the most up-to-

date departures.

ti ns
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £1265

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £1495 per 

person, ref CL002.

hat t  e e t
•  Variations in temperature, 

landscapes and altitude 

•  The tour involves a number of 

early starts and considerable 

travel

•  Separate guides in each country. 

You will meet your new tour 

guides at the border.  

h  u ni
This in-depth itinerary really 

shows off the diversity of these 

two South American nations – 

from the cosmopolitan capital 

cities to the wildness of the far 

south. We have included two or 

three night stays in the majority 

of destinations allowing for a 

mix of included sightseeing such 

as navigations and vineyard 

visits, and time for independent 

exploration.

ui e ri e r  

Perito Moreno Glacier

Magdalena island, Chile

Faro Les Eclaireurs 

a

Day 8: Puerto Natales Travel north along 

the Seno de Ultima Esperanza into the 

heart of Patagonia and the spectacular 

Torres del Paine National Park for a 

full day’s exploration. You‘ll be able to 

witness wild Patagonian landscapes as 

you make your way along the shore of 

Lago Grey en route to the Grey Glacier. 

Here you will board a boat for a closer 

view of the glacier. Stay: Altiplanico Sur 

(or similar). B, L, D. 

Day 9: Puerto Natales to El Calafate 

Depart for the country border at Cancha 

Carrera where you will cross into 

Argentina and meet your tour guide. 

Continue on to the lakeside city of El 

Calafate. Approx. journey time: 4 hours 

(excluding border-crossing time), 169 

miles. Stay: Xelena Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 10: El Calafate A real highlight 

of the trip is today’s full day tour to 

the Perito Moreno Glacier. Named for 

Francisco Pascasio Moreno, a great 

Argentine explorer, the glacier is an 

awe-inspiring sight. Enjoy the stunning 

views on the drive west to the park 

before stopping at ‘Sighs Curve’ for a 

panoramic vista of the glacier. Time can 

be spent on the balconies and walkways 

facing the glacier, watching ice calve 

from the face of the ice before you join 

a nautical safari navigation on the Rico 

Arm of Lago Argentino. Stay: Xelena 

Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 11: El Calafate to Ushuaia 

Transfer to the airport and fly to the 

world’s southern-most city, Ushuaia 

where you will spend two nights. 

Approx flight time: 1½ hours. Stay: Los 

Cauquenes Hotel (or similar). B, D. 

Day 12: Ushuaia Enjoy a half day tour of 

Tierra del Fuego National Park during 

which you will walk through Patagonian 

forest, take in breathtaking views of the 

Beagle Channel, visit Lapataia Bay where 

you will see archaeological evidence 

of Yámanas settlements, and stop at 

Lake Roca. Following lunch at a local 

restaurant you will depart on a boat trip 

through the famous Beagle Channel. 

You will pass islands in Ushuaia Bay 

and possibly spot wildlife species as the 

ship makes its way towards Eclaireurs 

Lighthouse. Stay: Los Cauquenes Hotel 

(or similar). B, L.

Day 13: Ushuaia to Buenos Aires 

Transfer to the airport for your flight 

to the Argentinan capital of Buenos 

Aires. On arrival, transfer to your hotel. 

Approx. flight time: 3½ hours. Stay: 

Emperador Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 14: Buenos Aires Join a city tour and 

visit the Plaza de Mayo and La Boca and 

pass through San Telmo the birthplace 

of the Argentine tango. The tour 

continues north through the upmarket 

neighbourhoods of Recoleta and 

Palermo. This evening’s entertainment 

includes a traditional tango show at the 

beautiful Esquina Carlos Gardel which will 

follow a delicious 3-course dinner. Stay: 

Emperador Hotel (or similar). B, L, D.

Day 15: Buenos Aires Transfer to the 

airport for your overnight flight to the UK. 

ta  n er
Atacama is one of our most popular 

extensions to a Patagonian tour, 

but there are many options. You’ll 

find a range of other suggestions to 

complement this tour on p164-165.

Atacama Desert 5 nights from £3410 per 

person, ref CL005

Explore the other-worldly landscapes of 

the Atacama Desert, said to be the driest 

place on earth.

hi e  Ar entina      uth A eri a
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Highlights of Argentina & Brazil
This leisurely-paced small group tour is a great introduction to some of Latin 
America’s most iconic destinations. Discover the highlights of Argentina and 
Brazil’s capitals and enjoy the freedom to choose how to spend your time with a 
day at leisure in both of the cities. You’ll also get to experience the awe-inspiring 
Iguazú Falls from both sides of the border.

Your itinerary – 10 nights

Route
• Buenos Aires: 3 nights

• Iguazú: 2 nights 

• Rio de Janeiro: 3 nights 

Day 1: UK to Buenos Aires Depart from 

the UK on your overnight flight to 

Buenos Aires. 

 

Day 2: Buenos Aires Upon arrival, transfer 

to your hotel. The rest of the afternoon 

is at leisure so you could head out and 

discover the different districts. You could 

see the modern docks, waterside cafés 

and nautical museums of Puerto Madero, 

visit museums and galleries in the 

elegant neighbourhood of Recoleta, or 

discover the vibrant cafés, restaurants and 

boutiques of the chic barrio of Palermo. 

Alternatively, you may prefer to relax at 

your hotel which has an indoor pool and 

spa. This evening, get to know the rest of 

your group during a welcome dinner. Stay: 

Emperador Hotel (or similar). D. 

 

Day 3: Buenos Aires With its wide 

boulevards, European architecture and 

upscale shops, boutiques and restaurants, 

it’s easy to understand why Buenos Aires 

has been dubbed the ‘Paris of South 

America’. Explore the city during a morning 

tour that visits attractions including the 

historical complex of Mayo Square which is 

surrounded by the Government House, the 

Metropolitan Cathedral and the Cabildo, 

which was the city’s first town hall. Stroll 

along the Avenida de Mayo to see 19th-

Century architecture before visiting the 

colourful La Boca District which is famous 

for its vibrant houses, artists, paintings, 

sculptures and handicraft market. Continue 

to San Telmo, a paradise for antique lovers 

and the site of a popular Sunday market. 

You’ll also see the Obelisk, the symbol of 

the city, and the Recoleta district which 

is renowned for its French architecture. 

Continue to Palermo – the city’s largest 

barrio – which is home to former 

aristocratic residences, parks and botanical 

gardens. This evening, enjoy a traditional 

tango show and dinner at Esquina Carlos 

Gardel. The art nouveau-style theatre has 

a long history of tango and the show takes 

you on a colourful journey, exploring over 

100 years of the tango, from its working 

class roots to the beginning of the golden 

age in the 1930s. Soak up the passion and 

spectacle of Argentina’s national dance 

while enjoying a three-course meal of 

Argentinian specialities. Stay: Emperador 

Hotel (or similar). B, D. 

 

Day 4: Buenos Aires You have a whole 

day at leisure to explore independently, 

perhaps revisiting some of your favourite 

neighbourhoods. Or you may prefer to 

book an excursion such as a wine-tasting 

experience, a tango lesson or a riverboat 

cruise in Tigre and the Delta of the Paraná 

River. The beautiful Recoleta Cemetery 

– the final resting place of Eva Perón – is 

well worth a visit. It resembles a small 

city for the dead and has a grid of around 

5000 marble mausoleums, statues, 

ornate sculptures and tree-lined squares. 

Stay: Emperador Hotel (or similar). B. 

 

Day 5: Buenos Aires to Iguazú Falls Fly 

to the spectacular Iguazú Falls (approx. 

1 hour 50 minutes), one of the world’s 

great natural wonders, with an incredible 

275 waterfalls which are often framed 

by rainbows. Enjoy a full-day tour of the 

Argentine side of the National Park and 

falls, which includes a ride through the 

jungle on the ecological train. The park 

is rich in flora and you’ll see a variety 

of ferns, orchids, begonias, birds and 

butterflies, as well as native species such 

as coatis. Follow a series of walkways to 

the top of the falls and stand just metres 

from the top of the mighty Devil’s Throat, 

or ‘Garganta do Diablo’. Stop for lunch 

at La Selva Restaurant, which lies within 

the park. Transfer to your hotel which is 

nestled in the Iryapú Reserve, halfway 

Sugar Loaf Mountain, Rio de Janeiro

Copacabana Beach, Rio de Janeiro Iguazú Falls

South America   •   Argentina & Brazil

Escorted small  
group tour

Is this for you?
This laid-back tour ticks off bucket-

list attractions in Argentina and 

Brazil but also has plenty of time for 

relaxation with two days at leisure. 

What’s included
• Quality accommodation  

• Insightful local tour leaders 

• Hand-picked itineraries 

• Flexible arrival times 

•  Small groups and a relaxed 

approach

• Porterage 

•  Meals where most convenient 

(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner), 

or the freedom to explore local 

restaurants independently

• All specified flights.

Need to know
• All departures are guaranteed 

•  For guests over 16 (unless 

travelling on a private journey)

• Average group size of 10 guests 

• A maximum of 16 guests.

Accommodation
We’ve selected good quality 

hotels that are ideally located 

for sightseeing and independent 

exploration. Enjoy the tranquillity 

at the Mercure Iguazú Hotel Iru 

which has a beautiful setting in 

the Iryapú Reserve, away from 

the busy tourist town. In Rio, the 

Arena Leme Hotel is conveniently 

set at the end of Copacabana 

Beach and has a small rooftop 

pool with fantastic views over the 

length of the beach.

Nature fffggg

Culture fffggg

Active fggggg
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Sugar Loaf Mountain, Rio de Janeiro

Iguazú Falls

 

Puerto Madero, Buenos Aires

between Puerto Iguazú city centre and the 

falls. Stay: Mercure Iguazú (or similar). B, L.

Day 6: Iguazú Falls Cross over the border 

into Brazil to enjoy a new perspective 

of the falls. Journey by bus through the 

emerald forests of Iguaçu National Park 

to reach the falls. Most of them are on 

the Argentinian side so from this side you 

can enjoy incredible panoramic views as 

you follow the forest trail down to the 

canyon. View the largest fall, the Devil’s 

Throat, from just 200 metres away – close 

enough to feel the spray on your face – 

and watch in awe as thousands of gallons 

of water roar over the edge every second. 

Take the lift or stairs to the Upper Balcony 

for further breathtaking views. Stay: 

Mercure Iguazú Hotel Iru (or similar). B.

Day 7: Iguazú Falls to Rio de Janeiro  

Depart from Iguazú this morning and fly to 

the vibrant city of Rio de Janeiro which has 

a spectacular setting between Guanabara 

Bay, urban forest and mountains (approx. 

2 hours). Transfer to your hotel, which 

overlooks the iconic Copacabana Beach, 

and enjoy the rest of the day at leisure. 

Stay: Arena Leme Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 8: Rio de Janeiro Discover some of 

the city’s most famous attractions on a 

full-day excursion to Corcovado. A scenic 

drive along the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon 

takes you to the foot of Corcovado Hill. 

Ride a small train up the mountain to 

view the Christ the Redeemer statue – 

one of the New Seven Wonders of the 

World, which stands at over 30 metres 

tall with arms outstretched overlooking 

the bay. On a clear day you can admire 

spectacular panoramic views over the 

city and beyond. Continue to another of 

Rio’s most recognisable symbols, Sugar 

Loaf Mountain. Ride two cable-cars to the 

top of Sugar Loaf, which rises 395 metres 

above sea level and boasts 360º views over 

the city. Descend the mountain for a buffet 

lunch at Fogo do Cháo, a churrascaria – 

traditional Brazilian steakhouse, which has 

incredible views of Sugar Loaf Mountain. 

Instead of ordering from a traditional 

menu you can sample the entire menu or 

stick to your favourite dishes. Choose from 

15 cuts of fire-roasted meats and flip your 

token to green or red to indicate if you 

want more or if you’re full up. There is also 

a buffet with vegetables and side dishes. 

If you have room for something sweet 

then you can try papaya cream, a popular 

Brazilian dessert made with fresh papaya 

blended with vanilla ice-cream and topped 

with blackcurrant liqueur. Stay: Arena 

Leme Hotel (or similar). B, L.

Day 9: Rio de Janeiro Spend a whole 

day at leisure in this captivating city. You 

could enjoy a taste of Brazilian beach 

life on Copacabana Beach, visit the city’s 

200 year-old botanical gardens, or learn 

to cook some traditional cuisine such as 

feijoda – a stew with meat, black beans 

and rice. Or, you could cruise around the 

beautiful islands of the Angra archipelago, 

or wander cobbled streets lined with 

art studios and colonial mansions in the 

bohemian neighbourhood of Santa Teresa. 

Stay: Arena Leme Hotel (or similar). B.

Day 10: Rio de Janeiro To help you make 

the most of your time in Rio, we’ve 

arranged a late check out (4pm) so you 

can hit the beach and have plenty of time 

to shower and pack before transferring to 

the airport for your overnight flight to the 

UK, arriving the following day. B.

 on er
Buzios is a popular extension to a Latin 

America tour, but there are many options. 

You’ll find a range of suggestions to 

complement this tour on p164-165.

Beaches of Brazil 3 nights from £730 per 

person, ref LA0522

Relax in the sophisticated beach resort of 

Buzios – the St Tropez of Latin America.

Ar en in   Br i       ou  A eri
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BRAZIL

Guide price dates

01 Mar 2018

High season

01 Nov 2018 from £3045.

Guide price in £ per person based on 2 

people sharing for 10 nights including 

meal plan as detailed, economy flights on 

British Airways from London Heathrow 

and group transfers, ref LA0520.

 e r ure on s
All departure dates are guaranteed 

to operate

2018 Tours depart in: Mar; May; 

Sep; Oct; Nov.

Tours depart regularly – see kuoni.

co.uk for the most up-to-date 

departures.

ions
Single travellers Single room 

supplement from £695

Private tour Upgrade to a private 

tour with a local tour leader on the 

same itinerary, departing on the 

date of your choice from £435 per 

person, ref LA0521.

 o e e
•  A relaxed pace 

•  Sightseeing-packed city tours

•  A full-day excursion to the 

Argentinian side of Iguazú Falls 

and a half-day excursion to the 

Brazilian side

•  Two full days at leisure in 

the cities for relaxation or 

independent exploration

•  A late check out (4pm) on your 

last day.

 uoni
Discover some of Latin America’s 

most unmissable sights at a 

relaxed pace, along with some 

unique experiences which 

reflect the local culture. Enjoy a 

traditional tango show in Buenos 

Aires and lunch at a churrascaria, 

or steakhouse, in Rio. We’ve also 

arranged a late check out on your 

last day so you can make the most 

of your time in Rio.

ui e ri e ro  
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British Airways

British Airways has one of the UK’s 
largest and most modern fl eet of aircraft s 
and off ers an incredibly wide- ranging 
fl ight network around the globe. Kuoni 
has worked in close partnership with 
British Airways for many years and 
we are delighted to continue promoting 
British Airways’ reassuringly professional 
services.

FIRST
Your First experience begins before you board. First 
lounges* are elegant and calm, a perfect escape to enjoy 
refreshments. On board, your suite is your sanctuary in the 
sky, a discreetly serviced and smartly equipped haven. 
Choose from the à la carte menu and your meal will be 
prepared to order. 

Club World
Choosing Club World means travelling in comfort. 
Dedicated departure lounges and an Elemis Travel Spa** 
are designed to give you choice before your flight, 
whether you wish to enjoy refreshments or be pampered. 
The Club World seats are bigger, wider and more 
comfortable and convert into a fully flat bed. Local and 
international cuisine is served, along with specially 
selected wines and Champagnes. And if you are still 
peckish, help yourself to healthy snacks and tasty treats 
from the Club Kitchen.

World Traveller Plus
World Traveller Plus offers a separate, smaller 
environment providing you with a more relaxing and 
peaceful journey. Unwind in the comfort of extra legroom 
and an improved, wider seat. For your main meal, choose 
from a menu offering two Club World meal options, 
served to you on white china crockery with metal cutlery 
and linen napkins (available on flights to and from 
London Heathrow). 

 

Online Check-in & Check-in kiosks

•  Check in online from 24 hours before your flight departs 
to minimise queuing at the airport. You can even select 
your preferred seat and print your boarding pass. 

•  If you don’t have online access, save time by using 
a Check-in kiosk*** at the airport, giving you the 
same seating and boarding pass options as our online 
check-in service.

Terminal 5
Designed specifically to provide a seamless flow through 
the airport, Terminal 5 will help you travel in style. As you 
drift through the modern terminal you will discover over 
100 retail stores, boutiques and restaurants. Transferring 
through Terminal 5 is quick and easy with flight 
connections conveniently located in the heart of the 
terminal to help you meet your onward flight with 
minimum fuss.

Regional flying
British Airways UK domestic connections are available 
for a supplement from Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Inverness, Jersey, Leeds Bradford, Manchester 
and Newcastle.

* Dedicated lounges are available at selected airports
** Available on selected routes. 
*** Available at selected airports.

No.1 Lounges

The award-winning No.1 Lounges offer you a 
quiet haven away from the busy terminal and panoramic 
views across the runway. With lounges at Gatwick North 
and South terminal, Heathrow Terminal 3, Birmingham and 
Edinburgh, you can relax in a No.1 lounge whilst you wait 
for your flight. Why not get your holiday started before you 
take off?  

Standard Lounge Pass includes complimentary food 
and drink, Wi-Fi, Cinema* area and a selection of daily 
newspapers. 

Key features:
•  Fully-tended bar offering complimentary wine, beer, spirits and soft drinks 

(champagne and cocktails are available at an additional charge)
•  Complimentary Pantry Table, with freshly-prepared options for breakfast and lunch, help 

yourself to all of these whilst you’re in the lounge
•  Bistro food; choose a hot option from a menu of freshly-prepared light dishes
•  Enjoy complimentary Wi-Fi and a wide selection of newspapers and magazines to keep 

you up to speed with the latest news and events around the world
•  Keep the family entertained in the Cinema (available at No.1’s larger lounges), 

at the in-lounge computers and iMacs or games room
• A la Carte menu – for something more substantial you can order a dish from the menu** 
•  Travel Spa*; offering a range of treatments including massages, facials and manicures** 

*  Lounge features and spa treatments may differ slightly between terminals. **Additional 
cost applies.

Manchester Airport

Escape from the busy environment of the Manchester 
terminal and relax in the exclusive Escape Lounge in 
terminals 1, 2 and 3. It takes away all the stress from this 
aspect of the airport journey, affording you more time to 
shop, eat or relax at your leisure. the perfect way to start 
your trip in style from the very beginning. 

Escape lounge 1
• Complimentary alcoholic and soft drinks 
• Complimentary hot and cold food
• Free WiFi 

•  Hot desk area, equipped with internet enabled computers
•  An opportunity to relax before you fly in the snug area
• Complimentary newspapers and magazines • Nintendo Wii

Escape lounge 2
Features include:
•  Complimentary alcoholic and soft drinks 
• Complimentary hot and cold food
• Free WiFi  Dedicated study area, equipped with internet enabled computers
• Comfortable surroundings 
• Complimentary newspapers and magazines

Escape lounge 3
Features include:
•  Complimentary alcoholic and soft drinks 
• Complimentary hot and cold food
• Free WiFi 
•  Hot desk area, equipped with internet enabled computers
• Complimentary newspapers and magazines 
• Comfortable surroundings
NB: No children under 6 allowed in any of the Escape lounges.

Terminal 1 Escape Lounge
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Airline   British Airways Long Haul   British Airways: Europe   Virgin Atlantic   Etihad Airways

Type of Service Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled

Departure Airport
London Heathrow / 
London Gatwick

London Heathrow / London City  
/ London Gatwick/ Manchester/ 
Birmingham

London Gatwick / Heathrow /
Manchester.

London Heathrow / Manchester  
/ Edinburgh

Seat Pitch in Economy 31” 29” 31” 31” - 32”

Seat Pitch in Premium Economy 38” Not Applicable 38” Not Applicable

Seat Pitch in Business Class Lie flat bed 34” Lie flat bed Lie flat bed

Audio Visual on Demand Yes No Yes Yes

Meals/Drinks included in Economy Yes No Yes Yes

Online Check in 24 hrs prior to flight departure 24 hrs prior to flight departure 24 hrs prior to flight departure 
24 hrs to 2 hours prior to  
flight departure 

Pre-Seating

-  Free at Check in or 24hrs prior 
to departure

-  From £65 pp per flight when 
travelling in Club World 

-  From £50 pp per flight when 
travelling in World Traveller Plus

-  From £25 pp per flight when 
travelling in World Traveller 

-  Free at Check in or 24hrs prior 
to departure 

-  From £15 pp per flight when 
travelling in Club Europe

-  From £7 pp per flight when 
travelling in Euro Traveller

-  Free at Check in or 24 hrs prior 
to departure 

-  Free prior to departure  
travelling in Upper Class or 
Premium Economy

-  From £25 pp per flight when 
travelling in eceonomy 

Free at time of booking subject to 
availability

Baggage Allowance

Economy - One piece up to 23kg
World Traveller Plus - Two Pieces 
up to 23kg
Club World -  Three pieces up to 
32 kg each 

Euro Traveller - One piece  
up to 23kg
Club Europe - Two pieces up  
to 32kg each 

Economy - One piece up to 23kg
Premium Economy - Two Pieces 
up to 23kg each 
Upper Class - Three pieces up to 
32 kg each

Economy Class - 23kg - 30kg  
Business Class - 46kg

Airline   Qatar Airways   Emirates   Kenya Airways   Air France / KLM

Type of Service Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled

Departure Airport
London Heathrow / Manchester  
Birmingham / Edinburgh

London Heathrow / London 
Gatwick / Birmingham  
/ Manchester / Newcastle  
/ Glasgow

London Heathrow 

London Heathrow / Birmingham 
/ Manchester / Newcastle / 
Edinburgh / Glasgow / Aberdeen 
/ Southampton

Seat Pitch in Economy Up to 34” 32”-34” 31” 31”

Seat Pitch in Premium Economy Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable 38”#

Seat Pitch in Business Class Lie flat bed Lie flat bed Flat bed seat
Lie flat seat / angled lie flat seat 
depending on aircraft

Audio Visual on Demand Yes Yes Yes Yes

Meals/Drinks included in Economy Yes Yes Yes Yes

Online Check in
36 hrs to 90 minutes prior to 
flight departure

48 hrs prior to flight departure 30 hrs prior to flight departure 
30 hrs to 1hr prior to flight 
departure 

Pre-Seating
Free at time of booking subject to 
availability 

Free at check in 48 hrs prior to 
departure – charges applicable to 
some  booking classes – please 
contact our Personal Travel 
Experts for more information

Free at time of booking – subject 
to availability

Free at check in 30 hrs prior to 
departure. 
– From £20 per seat per sector in 
economy

Baggage Allowance
Economy Class - 30 kg 
Business Class - 40 kg 

Economy Class - 30Kg 
Business Class - 40 kg 

Economy - 2 pieces 23 kg
Business Class - 2 pieces 32 kg

Economy - 1 piece 23kg 
Premium Economy - 2 pieces 23kg#
Business Class - 2 pieces 32kg  

# Available on Air France longhaul services 
Please note, seat pitch and entertainment guides apply to the long-haul sectors of the flights and may vary for domestic or regional flights

Escorted Touring - Your Flight Options
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The following terms and conditions (‘booking conditions’) form the 
basis of your contract with Kuoni Travel Limited. Please read them 
carefully as they set out our respective rights and obligations. By 
asking us to confirm your booking, we are entitled to assume that 
you have had the opportunity to read and have read these terms 
and conditions and agree to them. 

Except where otherwise stated, these booking conditions only apply 
to holiday arrangements which you book with us in the UK and 
which we agree to make, provide or perform (as applicable) as part 
of our contract with you. All references in these booking conditions 
to ‘holiday’, ‘booking’, ‘contract’, ‘package’, ‘tour’ or ‘arrangements’ 
mean such holiday arrangements unless otherwise stated. In these 
booking conditions, ‘you’ and ‘your’ means all persons named on 
the booking (including anyone who is added or substituted at a later 
date) or any of them, as the context requires and ‘lead name’ means 
the person who makes the booking. ‘We’, ‘us’ and ‘our’ means Kuoni 
Travel Limited.  

Before you book

1.1 CHOOSING YOUR HOLIDAY
The holidays contained within this brochure are for departures 
between Jan 2018 to Dec 2019. We hope that your Kuoni holiday will 
live up to your expectations so it is very important that you choose 
the right holiday for you. Space in our brochures to give detailed 
information is limited but there is more information online at www.
kuoni.co.uk and our staff are always happy to advise and give you 
their professional opinion. 

1.2 CONFIRMING YOUR HOLIDAY
When you decide to confirm your holiday with us, please ensure 
that you cancel any other flights which may have been held for the 
same dates/airlines, by other Tour Operators/Travel Agents. Failure 
to do so, may result in the airline subsequently cancelling the flights 
we have booked, and additional costs being incurred to re-book.

1.3 CRUISE BOOKINGS/THIRD PARTY BOOKINGS
i) Where you book cruise only arrangements with us (i.e. just the 
cruise without any flights, pre or post cruise accommodation or 
other on shore services which you ask us to arrange for you), your 
contract will be with the cruise operator (for whom we act as 
agent) and not us. The cruise operator’s terms and conditions will 
apply to your booking in addition to the relevant sections of these 
conditions. These terms and conditions can be found on the cruise 
operator’s website and we can also provide you with a copy at the 
time of booking and upon request, An administration fee of £30 will 
be payable for cruise only bookings.
The provisions of the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of 
Passengers and their Luggage by Sea 1974 (“Athens Convention”) as 
amended by the 2002 Protocol and EC Regulation 392/2009 apply 
to your cruise. This means any liability we or the cruise operator 
may have to you will be limited in accordance with this Convention 
(as amended) and Regulation.
ii) Where you book only third party holiday arrangements with us 
(i.e. accommodation, tour or a package without any flights, pre or 
post tour accommodation or other services that have been provided 
directly by Kuoni), your contract will be with the third party provider 
(for whom we act as agent) and not us. The third party provider’s 
terms and conditions will apply to your booking in addition to the 
relevant sections of our own conditions. These third party terms and 
conditions can be found on the provider’s website and we can also 
provide you with a copy at the time of booking and upon request.

1.4 HOTEL GRADINGS
Choosing the right hotel can be a dilemma, especially when 
travelling to long haul destinations. Whilst most hotels have official 
star ratings locally, in some cases these cannot always be relied on. 
We have categorised all hotels throughout our brochures and online 
to give a general guide. Standards can however vary between hotels 
of the same class, in different countries, and even in the same 
country. For example, city hotels which often cater for business as 
well as leisure travellers may have generally higher standards than a 
beach resort where the atmosphere will tend to be more relaxed. It 
is important to carefully read the individual hotel descriptions. 

1.5 SINGLE ROOMS
It is an unfair fact of life that single travellers generally have to pay 
over the odds for a room, often up to twice the price each person in 
a twin room might have to pay. Please check in the Kuoni Plus box 
on each page to see if any special offers or single saver rates are 
available at your preferred hotel. Please note that the standard and 
location of single rooms is not always comparable to that of twin/
double rooms, even when you pay the single supplement.
 
On safari, excursions and touring holidays single rooms cannot 
always be guaranteed. Supplements paid will be refunded if a single 
room previously confirmed is not available.

i)  Why are single travellers asked to pay more for their room?
If a single person occupies a double room they will usually be 
asked to pay extra (a single supplement). Hotels price their rooms, 
as doubles or family rooms and they do not reduce the rates if it 
is occupied by a single person. The costs to the hotel of providing 
the room – heating, lighting, cleaning etc are the same regardless 
of how many people occupy that room. This also applies to self-
catering units where, for example, three people may choose to 
occupy accommodation priced for four.  
ii)  Why are single rooms sometimes smaller than doubles or family 

rooms? 

Hotel design may mean that single rooms are smaller and 
sometimes less well appointed. While there is normally a 
supplement for these rooms, the overall cost will usually be less 
than when a single person occupies a double room. We do not 
make additional or excessive profits from these supplements. The 
prices we charge reflect the costs of under occupancy of the rooms 
contracted to us by the hotel. 

1.6 TWIN OR DOUBLE ROOMS
Accommodation in all hotels, regardless of the rating, is in standard 
rooms (sometimes named superior/deluxe) based on twins or 
doubles unless otherwise stated. 

1.7 TRIPLE/QUAD ROOMS
A third or fourth person sharing a room either shares existing beds 
or has an extra bed (which may be of camp-bed style) placed in a 
double/twin room. As conditions may be cramped you may wish to 
consider booking two rooms.

1.8 TRAVELLING WITH CHILDREN
If you are travelling with young children, it is important to note that 
child seats are not provided for transfers and the legislation varies 
from country to country. If you specifically require a car seat, we 
advise you to either take your own with you, or call our Sales team, 
and we will do our utmost to try and arrange this for you - there 
may well be an additional charge for this.

1.9 FREE CHILD ACCOMMODATION STAYS
Where we offer ‘free child accommodation stays’ at many of our 
hotels, these are generally based on sharing existing beds in the 
room. If you require a separate bed, you must advise us at the time 
of booking, as there may well be a charge added to your booking, 
or this charge may be payable locally. Any meal plan charges will 
still apply.

1.10 MINIMUM STAYS
Minimum stays are required at certain hotels for certain periods. 
Where applicable these will be advised at time of booking.

1.11 BOOKING A ROOM FOR EARLY ARRIVAL OR  
LATE DEPARTURE
Generally hotel rooms will be available between approximately 
noon and 3pm, and are to be vacated between 10am and noon, 
irrespective of your arrival or departure times, unless we have 
stated otherwise. Should you wish your room to be ready prior to 
noon on your day of arrival or available after 10am for an afternoon 
or evening departure, it is possible to reserve the room at the time 
of booking at a cost no greater than the extra night price quoted on 
the brochure page. 

1.12 KUONI PLUS/ROOM UPGRADE/HONEYMOON/ ANNIVERSARY 
OFFERS
When the offer of a room upgrade is mentioned in Kuoni Plus, it 
is not necessarily an upgrade to the next category featured in our 
brochure, but usually an upgrade to the next category of room (not 
suite) available within the hotel. We will of course do everything 
possible to arrange the provision of a double bed for honeymoon 
couples but it is not always possible to guarantee this and the 
provision of a double bed does not constitute a term of your 
contract with us. Anniversary offers only apply if you’re celebrating 
your Silver (25th) or Golden (50th) wedding anniversary while on 
holiday. Remember to advise us if it your honeymoon or Silver/
Golden anniversary and to take a copy of your marriage certificate 
with you on holiday. In order to qualify for a Kuoni Plus offer, your 
stay and/or holiday must be started and completed within the date 
band specified, under the individual offers as stated. For hotel sale 
discounts and bonus night offers, where there is a minimum stay 
requirement, the nights spent at the hotel must be consecutive. 
The Kuoni Plus offers shown are correct, but they may change at 
short notice, and not all offers can be combined. These offers are 
frequently updated so for the most up to date and available offers, 
please contact your travel agent and/or our sales team, or check 
on-line to check which offers apply to your holiday.

1.13 TOURS - GENERAL HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
Most of our tours are not suitable if you have any disability or 
have reduced mobility (including being confined to a wheelchair). 
Therefore, in the interest of safety and comfort for all groups as 
a whole, you must be fit enough to participate or alternatively 
you must have an able bodied carer to assist you throughout the 
tour. Please note that some of the featured touring itineraries may 
involve early starts and long days, with substantial travel between 
featured sites and destinations. As vehicle and road standards may 
not be comparable to that of the UK, please keep this in mind when 
considering any personal health concerns, as well as your general 
comfort.  

1.14 EXTRAS
At certain hotels we may offer a complimentary lunch, dinner, or 
hotel bar credit. At other hotels we may offer up to a 20% discount 
on food and/or beverage extras usually payable at the end of your 
stay. This offer is not available if you pay by credit card, nor is a 
cash alternative available.

1.15 BONUS NIGHT OFFERS
Where we specify bonus night offers this will not necessarily mean 
bonus nights are multiplied if you book a longer duration, therefore, 
please ensure you ask at the time of booking to clarify the number 
of bonus nights you will receive.

1.16 HOTELS FOR COUPLES
Some hotels specified ‘for couples’ cater for mixed sex couples 
only and in some countries, such as Sri Lanka and Dubai same 
sex couples are illegal. We recommend that if you are a same sex 
couple, you thoroughly research your chosen hotel/destination 
before you book, to ensure it is suitable. 

1.17 EXPERIENCES
Experiences which form part of your package: We are pleased to 
be able to offer various ‘experiences’ and activities, such as diving, 
which you can  pre-book in the UK and pay us as part of your 
holiday arrangements. Some of these experiences and activities 
may require you to be in good physical and mental health and, 
by booking with us, you confirm that you and your party are in 
good health with no medical history that would make it dangerous 
for you to participate. You must observe safety instructions at all 
times. We will only accept responsibility for these experiences 
and activities in accordance with these booking conditions. The 
experiences and activities are subject to minimum numbers, and 
may be cancelled at short notice. In such circumstance, you will 
receive a full refund of monies paid for the excursion or activity in 
question.

Experiences which do not form part of your package: We are 
also able to offer assistance and reserve certain experiences and 
activities for you, for which you pay locally. In these circumstances, 
we only act as a booking agent for the operator or the excursion 
or activity concerned. Your contract will therefore be with the 
local operator which provides it and it does not from part of your 
contracted holiday arrangements with us. The contract will be 
subject to the local operator’s terms and conditions, some of which 
may exclude or limit its liability to you, and will be governed by 
local law and jurisdiction. Kuoni accepts no liability for any breach 
of contract or negligent act or omission of any excursion/activity 
provider.

1.18 CHILDREN ON HOLIDAY
Offers are subject to availability of triple or quad rooms. Infants 
under the age of 2 years on the date of return flight pay from 
£45 for European flights, £199 for longhaul flights and £249 for 
Australia/New Zealand flights when travelling in economy. Please 
note meals are not provided for infants. Infant charges are based on 
an infant sitting on an adults lap and additional charges will apply 
for infants requiring their own seat. Any charge for a baby cot in the 
room and food are paid by the guest direct to the hotel and there is 
no entitlement to a separate seat on the aircraft if the flight is full. 
International airline regulations allow only one infant per adult. We 
do not allow holidays for children under 10 on escorted tours, coach 
tours or on safari (unless in private minibus). Some destinations, 
owing to their lack of special child or medical facilities are also not 
suitable for very young children but we would be happy to advise 
which hotels or resorts we think suit your requirements best. See 
the relevant price box where any specific minimum age restrictions 
are given.

1.19 UNDER 18’S TRAVELLING WITHOUT PARENTS
Please note, under 18 year olds travelling without their parents  
or other adults, (including friends’ parents) will need to have  
written authority from their parents and translated where 
necessary, with both notarised.  This is necessary for certain 
countries only and you should ensure that you check the specific 
requirements of the relevant country to which you are travelling, as 
you may be refused entry.

1.20 PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Virtually all countries have public holidays, religious or otherwise. 
The festivities may temporarily disrupt your holiday and some 
religious holidays such as Ramadan, which affects many Muslim 
countries may result in a reduction of facilities and entertainment. 
Others are somewhat chaotic but great fun to be a part of. We 
suggest that you take this into consideration when selecting your 
departure date. The dates known to us at the time of going to press, 
are:

Ramadan: 27 May 2017 (approx. for one month)
Chinese New Year: 28 Jan 2017
Hindu Holi Dye throwing feast (India & Nepal): 13 Mar 2017
Sinhala & Tamil New Year (Sri Lanka): 14 April 2017
Diwali (India): 19 Oct 2017
King’s birthday (Thailand): 05 Dec 2017
The appropriate Tourist Offices are happy to supply more detailed 
information or you may wish to refer to the internet.

1.21 LOCAL FESTIVALS
Various events are organised in most towns throughout the season, 
and we therefore suggest that you thoroughly research your chosen 
area before booking.

1.22 OTHER HOTEL GUESTS
Many hotels, especially in cities and major resorts, accommodate 
weddings, conventions and conferences. Also, at certain times 
of the year, some destinations have an influx of groups such as 
students, associations or clubs. The hotels we feature are shared 
with guests from many countries with different cultures and 
customs. We have no control over the acceptance of bookings 
at the hotels that we feature. We are therefore unable to accept 
responsibility for any inconvenience caused by such groups or their 
activities.

In store   •   Selected John Lewis stores   •   In travel agents
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1.23 HOLIDAY SEASONS 
Most of the destinations we feature in this brochure are available all 
year round. Some do have quieter ‘off peak’ periods when you can 
take advantage of uncrowded beaches and more personal attention 
from hotel staff at excellent prices. At this time it may be necessary 
for hotels to scale down the size of some of their facilities, such as 
restaurants, to match demand. Similarly, during peak periods hotels 
experience full occupancy which may result in a livelier atmosphere 
and slower service in busier facilities.

1.24 MEALS
i) Meals, if included, are based on table d’hôte menus or a meal 
voucher system, unless specified otherwise in the text. Holidays 
which include main meals generally commence with dinner on 
the day of arrival at your hotel and terminate with breakfast (on 
half board) or lunch (on full board) on the day of departure. All 
Inclusive packages generally finish at check-out time on your day of 
departure between 10am and noon. After this time, payment for any 
additional meals must be made direct to the hotel. No refunds on 
meals not taken can be given.
ii) Special diets of any kind (including vegetarian) can seldom be 
catered for adequately within the constraints of a table d’hôte menu 
and cannot be guaranteed. We would therefore strongly recommend 
that anyone with special requirements takes a holiday where no 
meals (or only breakfast) are included and simply buys the most 
acceptable dishes from the à la carte menu available locally.
iii) Where breakfast is included this will more commonly be 
continental breakfast, although full breakfasts are provided at 
certain hotels. Please ask at the time of booking if this is important 
to you.
iv) Supplements for optional meal plans offer you the opportunity 
of being able to budget for extra costs before you go. In some 
cases you may find the cost of the meal cheaper locally, however 
we regret that it will not be possible to refund the difference either 
during or after your holiday.
v) Pre booked meals may be subject to dining in the main restaurant 
only and on occasion it may be necessary to be seated with other 
hotel guests. If you have paid a half board supplement it may be 
possible in some hotels to ask for a credit from the table d’hôte 
dinner to be used against a meal in an à la carte restaurant. Please 
note that the value of the voucher will generally be considerably 
less than the half board supplement included in your holiday price.
vi) Hotels often place restrictions on restaurants and meal 
arrangements. All Inclusive does not necessarily mean that 
unlimited food and beverages are available 24-hours a day and it is 
uncommon for minibars to be included in such packages. Individual 
hotels will operate different policies and full details will be provided 
locally.

1.25 UPGRADING YOUR FLIGHT
A longhaul flight is generally not a joyride when flying in economy 
class on scheduled or charter flights. Flights are often full, your 
choice of seats may not be available, and it may not be possible to 
obtain seats together. In many cases a choice of upgrade options 
may be available, to give you a more comfortable journey at a 
reasonable supplement.

1.26 FLIGHT SEAT REQUESTS, AIRLINES AND AIRCRAFT
We strongly recommend (particularly if you are flying economy 
class), that you check in early if you have particular seat requests. 
Kuoni has no control over the allocation of seats by the airline 
and even if a request has been made with the airline to prebook 
seats, no guarantee can be made that they will still be available 
on departure. The provision of particular seats does not constitute 
a term of your contract with us. Please note airlines operate both 
older and more modern aircraft within their fleet. 
We regret we cannot guarantee the type of aircraft you will travel on 
as this may be subject to change and general availability. Although 
some airlines offer the facility to book seats online, this is not 
always possible when booking a holiday through us, as the holidays 
we offer are based on special Tour Operator fares.
In accordance with EU directive (EC) no. 2111/2005, we are required 
to bring to your attention the existence of a ‘Community List’ which 
contains details of air carriers that are subject to an operating 
ban within the EU Community. The Community list is available for 
inspection at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/list_en.htm
We are required to advise you of the actual carrier(s) (or, if the 
actual carrier(s) is not known, the likely carrier(s)) that will operate 
your flight(s) at the time of booking. We do this by listing carriers 
to be used or likely to be used on the relevant brochure pages and/
or your holiday confirmation invoice. Any changes to the actual 
airline after you have received your tickets will be notified to you 
as soon as possible and in all cases at check-in or at the boarding 
gate. Where we are only able to inform you of the likely carrier(s) 
at the time of booking, we shall inform you of the identity of the 
actual carrier(s) as soon as we become aware of this. Any change to 
the operating carrier(s) after your booking has been confirmed will 
be notified to you as soon as possible. If the carrier with whom you 
have a confirmed reservation becomes subject to an operating ban 
as above as a result of which we/ the carrier are unable to offer you 
a suitable alternative the provisions of ‘If we change or cancel your 
holiday’ will apply. 

1.27 DIRECT FLIGHTS
The flight routings used in connection with our holidays may be 
used on special fares which do not necessarily take the most direct 
route. Some itineraries require a change of aircraft en route. A flight 
that is described as direct is one where there is no need to change 
aircraft during the journey. However stops may be made en route 
for refuelling or to let passengers on and/ or off. Details

of any stops will be given on your itinerary wherever possible. 
However, should you require this information at an earlier stage, 
please check with your Travel Agent and/or our Sales staff at the 
time of booking, or our HelpDesk once the booking has been 
invoiced.

1.28 CODE SHARE FLIGHTS
It is a common practice for scheduled airlines to use a code  share 
system, which may include you flying with a partner airline. Where 
this situation arises, it is not classed as a major change. 

1.29 ‘NO FRILLS’ CARRIERS
We provide a choice of scheduled and ‘no frills’ carriers to take 
advantage of the flexibility and pricing available. You should note 
that ‘no frills’ flights do not include in flight meals. The deposit at 
the time of booking is £150 per person or 10% of the total holiday 
cost, whichever is the greater plus the cost of the airfare. However, 
it may occasionally be necessary to charge a higher deposit due 
to a fluctuation in airfares, details of which would be advised to 
you at the time of booking. Any changes to destination / routing 
will be subject to availability and will incur the loss of the original 
deposit collected. Date and name changes are permitted, subject to 
availability and the relevant charges imposed as per the individual 
airlines own policies (details available on request). Any changes 
made may also result in additional charges due to an increase in 
airfare or charges imposed.

1.30 CHARTER FLIGHTS
We provide these to destinations where there are usually no direct 
scheduled flights, and/or insufficient capacity on these services to 
meet demand. A charter flight is usually the cheapest and quickest 
way of reaching the particular destination. However, it should 
be noted that leg room is slightly less than in economy on some 
scheduled flights.

1.31 SMOKING
The majority of airlines have introduced a total smoking ban on 
most or all of their flights and many hotels also now have a non-
smoking policy in hotel rooms and public areas. Please ask at the 
time of booking if this information is important to you.

1.32 SPECIAL REQUESTS 
Where a special request eg. diet, room location, twin or double 
bedded room, a particular facility at a hotel, flight seat requests 
and/or particular meals etc. is an important factor in your choice 
of holiday, you must advise us when the booking is made. We are 
happy to pass your request on to the hotel, airline or other supplier 
but cannot guarantee that it will be accommodated. We will also 
pass on any dietary requests to airlines but we recommend that you 
check directly with the airline once your tickets have been issued. 
The provision of any special request does not constitute a term of 
your contract with us. Confirmation that a special request has been 
noted or passed on to the supplier or the inclusion of the special 
request on your confirmation invoice or any other documentation 
is not confirmation that the request will be met. Unless and until 
specifically confirmed, all special requests are subject to availability. 
For your own protection, you should obtain confirmation in writing 
that a special request will be complied (where it is possible to give 
this) where it is important to you.  

1.33 IF YOU HAVE A DISABILITY OR MEDICAL CONDITION WHICH 
MAY AFFECT YOUR HOLIDAY
If you have any medical condition or disability which may affect 
your holiday or any special requirements as a result of any medical 
condition or disability (including any which affect the booking 
process), please tell us before you confirm your booking so that we 
can assist you in considering the suitability of the arrangements 
and/or making the booking.  In any event, you must give us 
full details in writing at the time of booking and whenever any 
significant change in the condition or disability occurs. You must 
also promptly advise us if any medical condition or disability which 
may affect your holiday develops after your booking has been 
confirmed. 
Kuoni complies fully with Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006 concerning 
the rights of disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility 
when travelling by air and is delighted to offer assistance to 
disabled persons or persons with reduced mobility provided that 
we are given full information about your specific requirements at 
the time of booking. Whilst we are happy to make a special request 
for you with the airline/s concerned, please be aware that we 
cannot guarantee the provision of highloaders for embarking/dis-
embarking the aircraft.

1.34 EXCURSION/MEAL PACKAGES
Excursion or meal packages which are offered in this brochure are 
not always cheaper than buying the same arrangements locally. It is 
often the case that these packages are offered for the convenience 
of being both booked and paid for in the UK. The cost of any unused 
tours within excursion packages may not be refunded.

1.35 LOCAL PURCHASES
We cannot accept responsibility for any items you may purchase 
locally e.g. jewellery/furniture. The quality and value of such items 
cannot be guaranteed. We recommend that you check whether or 
not any extra charges will be payable for import duty or freight, as 
we are unable to assist with any costs you may incur in this respect.

1.36 TRANSFERS
Our holidays include group transfers from airports/hotels and vice 
versa unless otherwise stated on the appropriate pages or your 
documentation. A group transfer is generally a shared transfer 

and the type of vehicle used will normally be dependent upon the 
size of the group, with stops being made en-route to drop off/pick 
up other clients. The duration of your transfer will be dependent 
upon the individual arrangements required. Alternatively, in 
many destinations, we offer the choice of upgrading to your own 
private transfer at the appropriate cost. Please note some transfer 
arrangements may require reconfirmation locally.  

1.37 WEATHER
World weather is becoming more erratic and unpredictable and we 
cannot be held responsible for disruption to your holiday due to bad 
or unusual weather conditions. 

1.38 OUR STAFF
We pride ourselves on the quality and friendly professionalism of 
our staff. In our search to continually try and improve our level 
of service, we are committed to on-going training, part of which 
involves the recording of phone calls.

Booking and paying  
for your holiday
2.1 YOUR COMMITMENT TO US
When you or your Travel Agent wish to confirm a holiday booking 
you must pay a deposit of either £175 per person or 10% of the 
holiday cost, whichever is the greater, or any higher deposit which 
applies to your holiday (such as for cruise, where a deposit of 20% 
applies). The deposit will only be refundable as set out in these  
booking conditions. Please note some airlines have certain ticketing 
deadlines and some hotels have certain booking and cancellation 
conditions and these may affect any cancellation charges – please 
refer to 3.3 - Cancelling your holiday. When you make a booking, the 
lead name  confirms that you understand and have accepted these 
booking conditions and our Important Holiday Information which 
forms our booking conditions. We reserve the right in our absolute 
discretion to refuse to accept any booking without necessarily 
specifying a reason. 

Kuoni’s price guarantee

All prices quoted in this brochure are calculated on rates of 
exchange as known on 10 Mar 2017 and as published in the 
Financial Times of 12 Mar 2017 (£1=0.8230). Brochure prices 
can go up or down. Before you make a booking we will give you 
the up to date price of your chosen holiday, including the cost 
of any peak season supplements, fuel surcharges, upgrades or 
additional facilities which you have requested*. Once you have 
accepted this price and a booking has been made, that price is 
fully guaranteed and will not be subject to any surcharges.  
*See out of date range flights at 2.3 

PRICE INCLUDES
•  The services of Kuoni resident representatives (tour leaders on 

escorted tours) or Kuoni appointed local agents with English 
speaking staff in most of the areas featured in this brochure.

•  Economy class airfares on scheduled (or charter flights) on IATA 
carriers and other airlines from UK as per itinerary (Air fares 
are based on group travel and changes of reservations are not 
permitted without the confirmation of Kuoni).

•  44 Ibs (20 kgs) baggage allowance or on selected routes eg 
USA/Caribbean 2 pieces of luggage (dimensions not exceeding  
1 at 62” and 1 at 55”) plus 1 piece of hand baggage 
(dimensions not exceeding 45” unless otherwise stated).

•  Accommodation and sightseeing as specified in the itinerary.
• Meals as shown under hotel and tour text.
•  UK departure tax.
• Government taxes and compulsory service charges.
•  Transfers from airport/hotels and vice versa unless otherwise 

stated on the appropriate pages.

NOT INCLUDED
 •  Visa fees, overseas airport taxes, overseas porterage, any 

government taxes or compulsory charges introduced after 
publication of this brochure.

• Optional excursions or activities booked during your holiday.

a • Call 01306 747000   •   kuoni.co.uk
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Many airlines now require the full name of all passengers travelling. 
We will therefore ask you at the time of booking to provide us 
with your first forename (as shown in your passport) as well as 
your title and surname. When booking your holiday, if you wish to 
make a modification to a holiday shown in the brochure we will 
try to assist. Should you wish to change to an alternative featured 
hotel, this will be charged at the difference in published price, as 
long as Kuoni holds the space required. Additional services will be 
quoted for upon request. Should you wish to extend your holiday 
by making your own private arrangements, this can usually be done 
subject to an administrative charge of £3 per person per night. 
Prices for accommodation only bookings can be quoted on request. 
We accept various methods of payment, however please note that if 
you choose to pay by credit card, there will be a charge levied. You 
can of course opt for an alternative method of payment ie: cheque 
or by debit card or cash. 

2.2 OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
We will arrange to provide you with the various services which 
form part of the holiday you book with us. Before your booking is 
confirmed and a contract comes into existence, we reserve the right 
to increase or decrease, and correct errors in advertised prices (see 
Kuoni’s Price Guarantee on previous page) and to change any of 
the information contained in this brochure. Changes will be made 
known to you at the time of booking. The prices we advertise are 
based on specially negotiated airfares to be booked in a specific 
airline booking class. At the time of booking, if there is a lack of 
availability in the specified class on any particular flight, we will 
endeavour to secure seats for you in an alternative economy class 
and you will be told the amount of the applicable flight supplement 
/ higher deposit before you book.  
A booking is not accepted until we issue an invoice. The date shown 
on the invoice, which will be sent to you or your Travel Agent is the 
date of booking. It is important to check the details on the invoice 
when you get it. If any details appear to be incorrect or incomplete, 
please contact us or your Travel Agent immediately as it may not 
be possible to make changes later. We regret we cannot accept 
any liability if we are not notified of any inaccuracy (for which we 
are responsible) in any document within 10 days of our sending it 
out (5 days for tickets). We will do our best to rectify any mistake 
notified to us outside these time limits but you must meet any costs 
involved in doing so. Once your booking is confirmed, you will be 
given a reference number. Your booking reference is also used as 
your unique password. It is important that you do not give your 
reference number to anyone or it will allow access to view, amend 
or cancel your booking via our website. 
The Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours 
Regulations 1992 require us to provide security for the monies that 
you pay for the package holidays booked and for your repatriation 
in the event of our insolvency. We hold an Air Travel Organiser’s 
Licence issued by the Civil Aviation Authority (ATOL number 0132). 
When you buy an ATOL protected air inclusive holiday or flight 
from us, you will receive a confirmation invoice confirming your 
arrangements and any protection available to you under our ATOL. 
In the unlikely event of our insolvency, the CAA will ensure that you 
are not left stranded abroad and will arrange to refund any money 
you have paid to us for an advance booking.
 
Please note: Not all holiday or travel services offered and sold by 
us will be protected by the ATOL scheme. Please ask us to confirm 
what protection may apply to your booking. Customers booking 
from outside of the UK will not qualify for ATOL protection. 
For more information about financial protection and the ATOL 
Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLcertificate
 
We are a member of ABTA (ABTA No V258X). When you buy a 
package holiday that doesn’t include a flight, protection is provided 
by way of a bond held by ABTA. Please go to www.abta.com for a 
copy of the guide to ABTA’s scheme of Financial Protection.

If you book arrangements other than a package holiday (e.g. 
accommodation only), the financial protection referred to above 
does not apply.

If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL certificate, are 
unable to provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, 
through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of 
insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make a payment 
to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL scheme. You agree 
that in return for such a payment or benefit you assign absolutely 
to those Trustees any claims which you have or may have arising 
out of or relating to the non-provision of the services, including any 
claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit card issuer where 
applicable). You also agree that any such claims may be re-assigned 
to another body, if that other body has paid sums you have claimed 
under the ATOL scheme.

2.3 OUT OF DATE RANGE FLIGHTS
Our brochures are prepared well in advance and scheduled airlines 
will generally not have loaded their seats to sell until approximately 
10 months before the departure. Should this apply we will inform 
you at the time of booking and calculate the price in anticipation 
that seats will be available in the specific airline booking class 
to which our specially negotiated airfares apply. We will issue an 
invoice recording the arrangements reserved for you and will take 
a deposit. A contract between us will then come into existence on 
the basis that the price payable will be that applicable when the 
airline releases the seats and the timings and other flight details will 
be those confirmed at that time which may be different to those 
advised at the time of booking.. When the airline seats become 
available to book we will tell you the price

and other flight details and give you 7 days to tell us whether you 
wish to continue with the booking on the basis of the confirmed 
price and other details or cancel and receive a full refund. If you 
wish to continue with the booking, we will issue a revised invoice. 
In the event that flight seats do not become available, you will 
receive a full refund of your deposit. We will have no other liability 
and will not be responsible for refunding the cost of any services 
booked in conjunction with the flights. 

2.4 PEAK SEASON SUPPLEMENTS
During peak periods such as Christmas and Easter when demand 
outstrips the supply of airline seats and accommodation, you 
may find that supplements are added to the cost of your holiday. 
The supplements may be for certain holiday departures and/or 
accommodation on specific dates.They do not necessarily indicate 
that additional services such as Gala dinners will be provided. The 
cost of these supplements will be quoted to you at the time of 
booking.

2.5 ‘FROM PRICES’
Kuoni offers you the flexibility to create your own holiday from the 
range of accommodation and services available. Because of the 
wide choice, it is not possible to list every price on every date. A 
‘from’ price is indicative of the lowest price available for the hotel 
or itinerary featured but this may vary depending on a number of 
factors such as your date of travel and choice of accommodation. 
To help you in choosing a holiday which is tailor made by us to your 
requirements, please call our Sales team, or visit your travel agent 
or our website for further information about services and prices. We 
will be happy to provide you with an up to date quote.

2.6 PAYING FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
After your booking is taken and a deposit received, a confirmation 
invoice will be sent to you detailing the total cost due. Full payment 
must be received not less than 61 days (or 91 days where you 
book a cruise) before departure. If we or your travel agent have 
not received full payment at least 61 days (or 91 days for a cruise 
booking) before departure, we reserve the right to treat your 
booking as cancelled by you and forfeit your deposit by way of 
cancellation charges. If we do not cancel straight away because you 
have promised to make payment, you must pay the cancellation 
charges shown in 3.3 depending on the date we reasonably treat 
your booking as cancelled. If you make a holiday booking within 61 
days (91 days for a cruise) of your departure date then you must pay 
the full cost of the holiday at the booking stage. All money paid by 
you to one of our authorised travel agents for your holiday will be 
held by the agent on our behalf until paid to us.

2.7 PRICING ERRORS
Whilst we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the pricing 
information provided, regrettably errors may occasionally occur. 
When we become aware of any such error, we will endeavour 
to notify you at the time of booking (if we are then aware of 
the mistake), within 7 days of the time of booking or as soon as 
reasonably possible. If a booking is already in place, you will have 
the choice to continue with the chosen itinerary at the corrected 
price or amend to a different holiday. We reserve the right to cancel 
the booking if you do not wish to accept the price that applies to 
your holiday or any quoted alternatives.  

2.8 OVERLAPPING PRICE PANELS
Holidays which do not fall completely within the date bands 
specified in the price box may be subject to a reduction or increase. 
The exact cost of your holiday will be confirmed to you at the time 
of booking.

2.9 INSURANCE
It is important that you have insurance cover and that it is adequate 
and suitable for your particular needs. If you fail to take out 
insurance and have to cancel your booking, you will be charged 
in accordance with our normal terms and conditions – see 3.3 – 
Cancelling your holiday. Furthermore, if you require medical/any 
other form of assistance whilst on holiday you will not be covered 
and you in turn may incur significant costs. Please read your policy 
details carefully and take them with you on holiday.

2.10 TRAVEL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS
After booking you will receive an invoice with important 
information relevant to your destination. We strongly recommend 
that you check the details carefully and read all of the information 
provided. Please ensure that you check your flight timings carefully 
on your tickets. The correct timings, using the 24 hour clock, may 
have been adjusted since you received your invoice.

Approximately 10-14 days prior to departure you will receive 
your e-ticket together with your final itinerary. In the case of late 
bookings, changes or payments, this information may be emailed to 
you to ensure receipt.

If you want to change or cancel 
your holiday
3.1 CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO YOUR HOLIDAY
If you want to change any part of your holiday arrangements 
after the invoice has been issued, we will do our best to make the 
change, but it may not be possible. Any request for changes must 
be made in writing by the person who made the original booking,

or his or her travel agent. If it is possible to make the change, it 
will be subject to an administration charge of £50 per booking, and 
payment of any further costs incurred as a result of the change. If 
we agree that you may change your booking to a holiday of lower 
value, and then you cancel that holiday, we reserve the right to levy 
cancellation charges on the value of the original booking. Scheduled 
airlines normally regard name changes as a cancellation and 
rebooking, and any alteration may incur a 100% cancellation charge 
in respect of the air fare. Please note that save for the transfer of a 
booking (see below), or the addition of any offers made by Kuoni 
in the brochure which were not requested at the time of booking, 
it will not be possible to make changes within 30 days of your 
scheduled departure date.

3.2 TRANSFERRING BOOKINGS
If any person named on a booking is prevented from travelling as a 
result of illness, the death of a close relative, jury service or other 
significant reason, we will agree to that person’s booking being 
transferred to another person (introduced by you) who satisfies all 
the conditions applicable to the package, subject to both persons 
accepting liability for full payment of the holiday cost and all costs 
and charges incurred by us and/or incurred or imposed by any 
of our suppliers in order to make the transfer. We must be given 
at least 14 days notice of the transfer request. An administration 
charge will be made of £50 per person for requests made more than 
61 days (91 days for a cruise) before departure. For flight inclusive 
bookings, you must pay the charges levied by the airline concerned. 
As most airlines do not permit name changes after tickets have 
been issued for any reason, these charges are likely to be the full 
cost of the flight. If you request to change all names on a booking, 
this will be considered as a cancellation and new booking and full 
cancellation charges will apply.

3.3 CANCELLING YOUR HOLIDAY
If you or anyone on your holiday booking decides to cancel the 
holiday, the lead name must notify us of the decision as soon as 
possible. Any notification by telephone must also be confirmed in 
writing or by e-mail within 24-hours by the lead name. Cancellation 
will take effect from the day we are notified provided that written 
confirmation is received by us within 24-hours of the original 
notification.

A cancellation invoice will be sent to you or your travel agent within 
7 days, if you do not receive this please contact us immediately in 
order to prevent an increase in charges. You may also check your 
booking has been cancelled on our website, www.kuoni.co.uk. 
Should you already be in receipt of your airline tickets please 
also return these to us along with your cancellation request. The 
following scale of charges will be payable depending on when the 
notification of cancellation is received. Insurance premiums and 
amendment charges are not refundable in the event of cancellation. 
References to the deposit include all sums paid or payable at the 
time of booking.

Period prior to departure notice Cancellation charge per  
of cancellation is received by us person cancelling or your  
 travel agent  
 
Prior to 61 days: loss of deposit  
 (91 days if your booking  
 includes a cruise)
60 – 42 days: 50% of total holiday cost 
 (90-42 days if your booking  
 includes a cruise)
41 – 33 days: 60% of total holiday cost
32 – 15 days: 90% of total holiday cost
14 days or less: 100% of total holiday cost

NB In certain cases the airline may have applied certain ticketing 
deadlines to your booking and this may result in higher cancellation 
charges. This also applies to certain hotels, who may often charge 
a higher cancellation fee regardless of the above-mentioned 
timeframes, and you may therefore be charged a higher amount 
than detailed above. It is therefore important to enquire for details 
at the time of booking and cancellation.
We would strongly recommend that you take out appropriate 
travel insurance which provides cover against loss of deposit or 
cancellation fees. If you have taken advantage of an airline offer 
as detailed on the relevant page and paid a higher deposit, the 
cancellation charge payable by you will be the higher of this deposit 
or the appropriate cancellation charge detailed above.

If we want to change or cancel 
your holiday
4.1 BROCHURE ACCURACY
We rigorously check the information given in our brochure about 
accommodation, resorts, itineraries etc., to ensure it is correct to 
the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press (Mar 2017). 
However, as brochures are prepared well in advance, advertised 
descriptions and facilities may change before and after you book. 
Please check the up to date position at the time of booking. Please 
bear in mind that hoteliers, restaurateurs, night club owners etc., 
may wish to maintain or improve their facilities, or even take a 
break themselves. Flight times, carriers and routes in the brochure 
are given for guidance only as there may be changes. Final details 
will be shown on your tickets. Tour,excursion, cruise or safari 
itineraries may change as a result of local conditions. Circumstances 
such as these, or weather conditions, time of year or other 
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situations beyond our control etc., may cause some of the amenities 
we have described to be unavailable or different from those 
advertised in our brochure. When we are told of any significant or 
long term changes we will always endeavour to advise you prior to 
your departure.

4.2 BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT WORK
Many hotels and resorts are continuing to develop, sometimes 
rapidly and intensively and often with little or no advance warning. 
Whilst we have no control over such work, as a responsible tour 
operator, it is important to us that you are aware of any significant 
building/refurbishment work that may be going on during your stay. 
General refurbishment at hotels is necessary to maintain standards 
but if we are informed of such work we will endeavour to notify you 
of as soon as possible, however near to your departure this may be.

4.3 FLIGHT CHANGES
Any flight timings and routings shown on our website, within 
our brochures and/or detailed within your confirmation invoice 
are for guidance only and may be subject to change. They are set 
by airlines and are determined by various factors including air 
traffic control restrictions, weather conditions, potential technical 
problems and the ability of passengers to check in on time. Any 
changes to such arrangements are outside of our control.
 
Airlines occasionally may change the type of aircraft used on a 
particular flight without advance warning. Scheduled and charter 
flight timings, and days of operation are subject to change. We will 
advise you of any significant changes. Minor timing changes will be 
shown on the flight tickets, which you should check carefully when 
received. Should the changes involve a reduction in the duration of 
your holiday, we will offer you a refund of any applicable costs. Any 
change in the identity of the airline, flight timings and/or aircraft 
type (if advised) will not entitle you to cancel or change to other 
arrangements without paying our normal charges except where 
specified in these conditions.

4.4 IF WE CHANGE OR CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY BEFORE YOUR 
DEPARTURE
We hope and expect to be able to provide you with all the services 
we have confirmed to you at the time of booking. 
We plan arrangements a long time in advance of your holiday using 
independent suppliers such as airlines, hotels etc., over whom we 
have no direct control. On occasions changes do have to be made, 
and we reserve the right to make these. Most of these changes are 
minor. However, occasionally, changes are significant. 
A significant change includes a change of accommodation to that of 
a lower category and/or price for the whole or a major part of your 
time away, a change of flight time of more than 12 hours, a change 
of UK departure airport (except between London airports), or a 
significant change of resort area. Similarly, we do our best to avoid 
cancelling holidays but we must reserve the right to do so. However, 
we promise we will only cancel your confirmed booking after you 
have made full payment where we are forced to do so as a result 
of ‘force majeure’ as defined below or lack of minimum numbers. 
Please note, some of our holidays require a minimum number of 
participants to enable us to operate them. If the minimum number 
of bookings required for a particular holiday has not been received, 
we are entitled to cancel it. We will notify you or your travel 
agent of cancellation for this reason no later than 61 days prior to 
departure. 
If we have to make a significant change or cancel, we will tell you as 
soon as possible.  If there is time to do so before departure, we will 
offer you the choice of the following options:-
(a) (for significant changes) accepting the changed arrangements; 
or
 
(b) purchasing an alternative holiday from us, of a similar standard 
to that originally booked if available. If this holiday is in fact 
cheaper than the original one, we will refund the price difference. If 
you do not wish to accept the holiday we specifically offer you, you 
may choose any of our other then available holidays. You must pay 
the applicable price of any such holiday. This will mean your paying 
more if it is more expensive or receiving a refund if it is cheaper; or
 
 (c) cancelling or accepting the cancellation in which case you will 
receive a full and quick refund of all monies you have paid to us. 
If we have to make a significant change or cancel we will, where 
compensation is appropriate, pay you the compensation payments 
set out in the table below depending on the circumstances and 
when the significant change or cancellation is notified to you 
subject to the following exceptions. Compensation will not be 
payable and no liability beyond offering the above mentioned 
choices can be accepted where (1) we are forced to make a change 
or cancel as a result of unusual and unforeseeable circumstances 
beyond our control, the consequences of which we could not have 
avoided even with all due care or (2) we have to cancel because 
the minimum number of bookings necessary for us to operate your 
holiday has not been reached (see above). No compensation will 
be payable and the above options will not be available if we cancel 
as a result of your failure to comply with any requirement of these 
booking conditions entitling us to cancel (such as paying on time) or 
where a change is a minor one.  A change of flight time of less than 
12 hours, airline (except where otherwise stated), type of aircraft (if 
advised) or destination airport will all be treated as minor changes.

Period before departure within which  Compensation 
a significant compensation change or  Per Person 
cancellation is notified to you or your  
travel agent 
  
More than 60 days:  NIL 
  (91 days if your booking  
  includes a cruise)
60 – 42 days:  £20  
  (90-42 days if your  
  booking includes a  
  cruise)
41 – 28 days:  £30
27 – 15 days:  £40
14 – 0 days:  £50

NB: Please be advised that compensation in the event of any 
significant change to your cruise arrangements, will be made as  
future credit towards another cruise, rather than a cash value.

4.5 CHANGES DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL
Except where otherwise expressly stated in these booking 
conditions, we regret we cannot accept liability or pay any 
compensation where the performance or prompt performance of 
our obligations under our contract with you is prevented or affected 
by, or you otherwise suffer any damage, loss or expense of any 
nature as a result of, ‘force majeure’. In these booking conditions, 
‘force majeure’ means any event or circumstances which we or the 
supplier of the service(s) in question could not, even with all due 
care, foresee or avoid. Such events may include, whether actual or 
threatened, war, riot, civil strife, terrorist activity, industrial dispute, 
natural or nuclear disaster, adverse weather conditions, epidemics, 
fire and other situations which are outside our control. 

4.6 CRUISE BOOKINGS AND OUT OF DATE RANGE FLIGHTS / 
ACCOMMODATION
Where you make your cruise booking well in advance of 
departure, it may not be possible at that time to book the flights, 
accommodation and/or other services you have requested as 
they are not then available. Where you ask us to do so, we will 
confirm any such services subject to availability and the applicable 
price when they are available to book. If these services cannot 
subsequently be booked as requested or you are not prepared 
to pay the applicable price, you may cancel them and receive a 
refund of the amount you have paid in respect of these services. 
Cancellation or non availability of these services does not, however, 
entitle you to cancel your cruise or any other confirmed element of 
your booking without paying the applicable cancellation charges.

4.7 IF WE CHANGE YOUR HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
We do not control the day to day management of your 
accommodation, and in exceptional cases it is possible that we may 
be advised that the reserved accommodation has been overbooked 
or your accommodation may have to be changed for other reasons. 
If this happens before your departure or on arrival in resort we 
will endeavour to provide accommodation of at least the same  
standard in the same resort area. If only accommodation of a lower 
standard is available we will refund the difference between the 
accommodation booked and that available, and will pay up to £50 
per person for any inconvenience.

4.8 IF WE CURTAIL YOUR HOLIDAY AFTER DEPARTURE
Very rarely, we may be forced by ‘force majeure’ (see 4.5) to change 
or terminate your holiday after departure but before the scheduled 
end of your time away. This is extremely unlikely but if this situation 
does occur, we regret we will be unable to make any refunds 
(unless we obtain any refunds from our suppliers), pay you any 
compensation or meet any costs or expenses you incur as a result. 

4.9 MINIMUM NUMBERS
Price boxes on relevant pages will indicate whether a particular 
holiday is subject to a minimum number of participants for its 
operation. Please contact us at the time of booking should you 
require details regarding the number of people on your tour.  
We will advise you at least 61 days before departure if minimum 
numbers have not been reached and as a direct result your tour 
has to be cancelled. You will then have the choice of booking an 
alternative holiday with us, changing your departure date at the 
appropriate additional cost, or having a refund of monies paid. No 
compensation will be payable and we are unable to offer refunds of 
any associated costs ie visas etc.

4.10 TOURS
Whilst every effort is made to operate a tour as advertised, 
on occasion it may be necessary to make changes to the 
accommodation, the routing or order of an itinerary. Unless the 
change significantly alters the holiday, compensation will not be 
payable.

On holiday
5.1 FLIGHT DELAYS
In the event of a flight being delayed, we will arrange for the 
following to be provided, whenever practical, and subject to the 
airport being able to cater for this:- over 4 hours, an appropriate 
meal, and for delays of at least 8 hours extending beyond midnight,

overnight accommodation will be provided wherever possible. 
However, this will depend on such factors as the expected length of 
delay, local availability of accommodation, immigration rulings etc. 
Where long flight delays result in lost holiday time, no refunds are 
given by hotels for unused accommodation, as rooms are held for 
delayed arrivals, not re-let.  

5.2 WATER/ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES
In many of the less sophisticated destinations we feature, the  
water and electricity services struggle to keep up with the increased 
demands from tourism. Limited rainfall can put further pressure 
on their provision. Hotels do everything possible to maintain full 
services. However, occasional power cuts and/or water restrictions 
may be experienced.

5.3 ACCOMMODATION IN THE TROPICS
In many hotels, especially beach resorts ‘insects’ in the rooms  
(eg. cockroaches etc.) are almost inevitable. It should by no means 
be taken as a sign of dirtiness, as it is simply a fact of life in these 
destinations. Views from some hotel rooms may be partly obscured 
by palm trees and other vegetation that can grow very quickly in 
tropical climates.

5.4 WATERSPORTS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
Many hotels offer watersports and other sporting activities, in 
some cases these may be free of charge. Please note that in the 
interest of your personal safety, the operators of these activities 
may require that you demonstrate your competence (for example 
a swimming test) prior to commencement and reserve the right to 
refuse participation for any reason if they feel this may compromise 
your or another guest’s safety. Please note there may be certain 
age restrictions for children/adults to do certain activities so please 
ensure you enquire locally.

 5.5 BEHAVIOUR
Most people go on holiday for rest and relaxation, so if in our 
reasonable opinion or in the opinion of any airline pilot, hotel 
manager, tour leader or other person in authority, your behaviour 
is causing or is likely to cause danger, upset or damage to property 
or is persistently affecting the enjoyment of others, we reserve 
the right to terminate your holiday. Should this happen no refund 
or compensation would be paid and we will have no further 
responsibility for your holiday arrangements including return travel.

5.6 PERSONAL BELONGINGS AND LOST ITEMS
For security reasons valuables should be kept to a minimum and 
packed in your hand luggage along with your medicines, camera, 
film, electrical or battery-operated appliances, as well as basic 
essentials such as a change of clothing and toiletries. It can be easy 
to lose items but it is your responsibility to look after your property 
at all times and you must ensure you are adequately covered by 
comprehensive insurance. If you lose any personal items whilst on 
holiday, please obtain a written report from a local representative, 
and police, to help with any insurance claim upon your return.

5.7 IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT WHILE YOU ARE ON HOLIDAY
If you have cause for complaint whilst on holiday, you must 
bring it to the attention of our local representative or agent and 
the hotel immediately and they will do their best to rectify the 
situation. If matters remain unresolved, your concerns must be 
brought to the attention of the Kuoni Duty Officer (see 5.8). It is 
unreasonable to take no action whilst on holiday, but then to write 
a letter of complaint upon your return. If you do not raise concerns 
immediately, this may affect our ability to investigate and take 
remedial action and it may impact on the way your complaint is 
dealt with.

5.8 KUONI DUTY OFFICER
Kuoni offers 24 hour assistance for emergency situations and 
to help resolve any issues while you are on holiday. The number 
provided on your itinerary is a pager service and our Duty Officer 
will return your call.  Many destinations have local representation 
and they should be contacted in the first instance should you have 
a problem. 

5.9 CONSERVATION
It is becoming ever more important to conserve the world’s natural 
resources, its landscapes, flora and fauna. Someone coined the 
phrase ‘Take only photographs; leave only footprints’ and a number 
of countries now use this to promote conservation. It would be hard 
to improve on this statement.

5.10 MALDIVES CONSERVATION
The changes in season, wind direction and tides in The Maldives can 
cause the islands’ shape and beach width to change. It is becoming 
increasingly necessary for some islands to use sandbags and sand 
pumping procedures on their beaches, in order to minimize the 
effects of such beach erosion. Whilst such activity is most prominent 
in The Maldives, other tropical locations may also be affected.

5.11 OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU FOR YOUR HOLIDAY 
ARRANGEMENTS 
(a) We promise to make sure that the holiday arrangements we have 
agreed to make, perform or provide as applicable as part of our 
contract with you are made, performed or provided with reasonable 
skill and care. Please note that EU law only applies to flights from 
EU airports or flights to EU airports from outside the EU or an EU 
airline. This means that, subject to these booking conditions, we will 
accept responsibility if, for example, you suffer
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death or personal injury or your contracted holiday arrangements 
are not provided as promised or prove deficient as a result of the 
failure of ourselves, our employees, agents or suppliers to use 
reasonable skill and care in making, performing or providing, as 
applicable, your contracted holiday arrangements. Please note, it 
is your responsibility to show that reasonable skill and care has 
not been used if you wish to make a claim against us. In addition, 
we will only be responsible for what our employees, agents and 
suppliers do or do not do if they were at the time acting within the 
course of their employment (for employees) or carrying out work 
we had asked them to do (for agents and suppliers). 

(b) We will not be responsible for any injury, illness, death, loss (for 
example loss of enjoyment), damage, expense, cost or other sum or 
claim of any description whatsoever which results from any of the 
following: -
-  the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected or any 

member(s) of their party or
-  the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not connected with 

the provision of your holiday and which were unforeseeable or 
unavoidable or

- ‘force majeure’ as defined in 4.5

(c) For claims which do not involve personal injury, illness or death, 
the most we will have to pay if we are liable to you is twice the 
price, the person affected, paid for their holiday (not including 
insurance premiums and amendment charges). We will only have to 
pay this maximum amount if everything has gone wrong and you 
have received no benefit from your holiday. Where enjoyment of 
only some days has been affected, we will refund reasonable related 
expenses and pay a daily sum of compensation up to £50 per day 
per person affected. 

(d) Subject to (b) above, if you are killed, injured or become 
ill during or as a result of, carriage (including the process of 
getting on and/or off the transport concerned) by aircraft, ship 
or train  forming part of the holiday arrangements booked before 
departure from the UK and to which any international convention 
or regulation applies, our liability to pay compensation and/or the 
amount of compensation we will pay is limited. 
The most we will have to pay you for that claim or that part of a 
claim if we are found liable to you on any basis is the most the 
carrier concerned would have to pay under the international 
convention or regulation which applies to the travel arrangements 
in question (for example, the Warsaw Convention as amended or 
unamended and the Montreal Convention for international travel 
by air and/or for airlines with an operating licence granted by an 
EU country, the EC Regulation on Air Carrier Liability No 889/2002 
for national and international travel by air, the Athens Convention 
for international travel by sea and COTIF, the Convention on 
International Travel by Rail).  Where a carrier would not be obliged 
to make any payment to you under the applicable international 
convention or regulation in respect of a claim or part of a claim, we 
similarly are not obliged to make a payment to you for that claim 
or part of the claim.  When making any payment, we are entitled 
to deduct any money which you have received or are entitled to 
receive from the carrier for the claim in question. Copies of the 
applicable international conventions and regulations are available 
from us on request.

(e) Under EU law you have rights in some circumstances to refunds 
and/or compensation from your airline in cases of denied boarding, 
downgrades, cancellation or delay to flights. Full details of these 
rights will be publicised at EU airports and will also be available 
from airlines. However reimbursement in such cases will not 
automatically entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from us. 
If any payments to you are due from us, any payment made to you 
by the airline will be deducted from this amount. If your airline does 
not comply with these rules you should complain to the CAA on 020 
7240 6061 www.caa.co.uk.  

(f) Please note, we cannot accept responsibility for any services 
which do not form part of our contract.  This includes, for example, 
any additional services or facilities which your hotel or any other 
supplier agrees to provide for you where the services or facilities 
are not advertised by us and we have not agreed to arrange them 
as part of our contract and any excursion you purchase in resort. 
In addition, regardless of any wording used by us on our website, 
in any advertising material or elsewhere, we only promise to use 
reasonable skill and care as set out above and we do not have any 
greater or different liability to you.

(g) The promises we make to you about the services we have 
agreed to provide or arrange as part of our contract – and the laws 
and regulations of the country in which your claim or complaint 
occurred – will be used as the basis for deciding whether the 
services in question had been properly provided. If the particular 
services which gave rise to the claim or complaint complied with 
local laws and regulations applicable to those services at the time, 
the services will be treated as having been properly provided. This 
will be the case even if the services did not comply with the laws 
and regulations of the UK which would have applied had those 
services been provided in the UK. The exception to this is where 
the claim or complaint concerns the absence of a safety feature 
which might lead a reasonable holiday maker to refuse to take the 
arrangements in question. Please note, however, our obligation is to 
exercise reasonable skill and care as referred to (a). We do not make 
any representation or commitment that all services will comply with 
applicable local laws and regulations and failure to comply does not 
automatically mean we have not exercised reasonable skill and care.

(h) Our suppliers (such as airlines, accommodation or transport 
providers) have their own booking conditions or conditions of 
carriage, and these conditions are binding between you and the 
supplier. Some of these conditions may limit or remove the relevant 
transport provider’s or other supplier’s liability to you. You can get 
copies of such conditions from our offices, or the offices of the 
relevant supplier. 

(i) If we make any payment to you or any member of your party for 
death, personal injury or illness, you must agree to transfer to us or 
our insurers any rights you may have to take direct action against 
the person or organisation responsible for causing the death, 
personal injury or illness and you must co-operate fully with us in 
seeking recovery of any payment that we make.

(j) Operational decisions may be taken by air carriers and airports 
resulting in delays, diversions, overbookings, downgrades or 
rescheduling. Kuoni has no control over such decisions, and is 
therefore unable to accept responsibility for them. Where, as 
a result of force majeure we are obliged to change or end your 
holiday after departure, but before the end of your holiday, we will 
not pay compensation or reimburse you for expenses incurred. You 
should have adequate travel insurance for your holiday and claim 
via your insurance company for any loss or damage to luggage and/
or personal possessions.
 
In the event that any claim is made directly with us, our liability 
to pay compensation and/or the amount of compensation will be 
limited in accordance with the conventions referred to in (d) where 
applicable.

(k) Whilst you are away on holiday you may be offered the 
opportunity to buy optional excursions and activities. These are 
provided by independent local companies, which are neither owned 
nor controlled by Kuoni, and for whom Kuoni acts only as an agent 
(if we make a booking for you). If you decide to buy an excursion or 
activity, your contract will be made with the local company which 
provides it and it will not form part of your contracted holiday 
arrangements with us. The contract will be subject to the excursion/
activity provider’s terms and conditions, some of which may exclude 
or limit its liability to you, and will be governed by local law and 
jurisdiction. Kuoni accepts no liability for any breach of contract or  
act or omission of any excursion/activity provider. Some excursions/
activities may contain an element of risk or require a good level of 
physical fitness, and, if in doubt, you should make direct enquiries 
with the local provider, before deciding to buy and check that you 
are covered by your travel insurance policy.

5.12 REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES
Please note we do not have representative services available in all 
the destinations we feature and therefore you will not necessarily 
be met on arrival. Please ensure you refer to your itinerary which 
will provide the appropriate contact details should you need 
assistance whilst on holiday.

5.13 CURTAILMENT
If you cut short your holiday and return home early in circumstances 
where you have no reasonable cause for complaint about the 
standard of accommodation and services provided, we will not offer 
you any refund for the remainder of your holiday not completed, or 
assist with any associated costs you may incur. Depending on the 
circumstances, your travel insurance may offer cover for curtailment 
and we suggest that any claim is made directly with them.

5.14 VOLUNTEERING HOLIDAYS
The volunteering element of your holiday involves working and, 
where applicable, staying in locations which tourists do not usually 
visit. These locations are often remote and the conditions for the 
people who live there are generally basic. Volunteering is not a 
conventional holiday activity and the organisations with whom we 
work do not provide services for tourists. Whilst we will endeavour 
to carry out certain health and safety checks on any accommodation 
you are intended to stay in, these checks will be limited. We do 
not carry out health and safety checks on the other elements of 
your volunteering experience as it is not practical for us to do 
so. We make no representations or promises as to the conditions 
you will encounter during your volunteering experience or that 
there will be compliance with any minimum standards of health, 
safety or hygiene. You must therefore exercise caution and take 
all appropriate steps to protect yourself against the risks involved. 
Whilst volunteering, you are likely to come into contact with both 
wild and domestic animals. All animals, including domesticated 
ones, are unpredictable and capable of causing injury and even 
death. They may also carry disease or parasites which may be 
passed on by close contact with the animal or its faeces. You must 
therefore exercise a great deal of caution and take responsibility for 
your own safety in any situation where animals are, may be or have 
been present. All instructions and guidance provided in relation 
to any animal, whether in advance or by anyone accompanying 
you, must be followed at all times and no animal must be touched 
or approached unless you are specifically invited to do so. As we 
cannot control any animal nor predict its behaviour, we cannot 
accept any liability for any injury, illness, death, loss, damage or 
other claim of any nature which you suffer in connection with any 
animal.

On return from your holiday
6.1 QUESTIONNAIRE
Your feedback is really important to us. At the end of your holiday, 
you may be given a questionnaire to fill in as we would like to know 
if you have had a great time or if you think the hotel or service has 
not been up to scratch. If you misplace this, or are not provided 
with a paper version, you can complete the questionnaire online by 
visiting: www.kuoni.co.uk/survey. 
6.2 IF YOU HAD A PROBLEM
If a problem remains unresolved during your holiday, you should 
make a complaint in writing to Kuoni within 28 days of the 
completion of the holiday. Please remember to quote your holiday 
booking number and daytime telephone number. We will reply to 
you within 28 days of receipt of your letter, as laid down by the 
ABTA Tour Operator’s Code of Conduct.

6.3 DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS
We are a member of ABTA, membership number V258X. We are 
obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s 
Code of Conduct. We certainly hope that we can settle any holiday 
complaints amicably, however, should this prove not to be the 
case you may wish to refer any unresolved matters relating to this 
contract to ABTA’s scheme for the resolution of disputes, which 
is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards Institute. You 
must have previously filed your complaint with ABTA in order to 
qualify for their ADR services. (See 6.4 for further advice on Law 
& Jurisdiction.) For more information on the Code and ABTA’s 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) services please visit www.
abta.com.

6.4 LAW AND JURISDICTION 
We both agree that English Law (and no other) will apply to 
your contract and to any dispute, claim or other matter of any 
description (hereinafter referred to as “claim”) which arises 
between us (except as set out below). We both also agree that any 
claim (and whether or not involving any personal injury) must be 
dealt with under the ABTA arbitration scheme (if the scheme is 
available for the claim in question and you wish to use it – see 6.3) 
or by the Courts of England and Wales only unless, in the case of 
Court proceedings, you live in Scotland or Northern Ireland. In this 
case, proceedings must either be brought in the Courts of your 
home country or those of England and Wales. If proceedings are 
brought in Scotland or Northern Ireland, you may choose to have 
your contract and claim governed by the law of Scotland/Northern 
Ireland as applicable (but if you do not so choose, English law  
will apply).
 
DATA PROTECTION POLICY
For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998, we are a data 
controller. In order to process your booking, send you a brochure 
or respond to an enquiry, we need to collect personal data from 
you. Depending on what’s required, the personal data we collect 
may include names and contact details, credit/ debit card or other 
payment information and special requirements such as those 
relating to any disability or medical condition which may affect 
holiday arrangements and any dietary restrictions which may 
disclose your religious beliefs (‘sensitive personal data’).  
All references in this privacy policy to personal data include 
sensitive personal data unless otherwise stated. The person who 
makes the booking is responsible for ensuring that other members 
of your party are aware of our booking conditions and this privacy 
policy and that they consent to your acting on their behalf in your 
dealings with us. 

Appropriate personal data will be passed on to the relevant 
suppliers of your arrangements and any other third party (including 
banks and/or credit card issuers) who need to know it so that your 
holiday can be provided. The information may also be provided to 
government / public authorities such as customs, immigration and 
the security services if required by them, or as required by law.  
Certain information may also be passed on to security or credit 
checking companies. We may disclose personal data to companies 
in the Kuoni Group for business purposes and to companies who act 
as data processors on our behalf.  
On occasions, we may use other companies to provide services on 
our behalf, such as mailing brochures and marketing material.  We 
only provide third parties with the personal data they require in 
order to deliver their services. Other than in relation to government 
/ public authorities (over whom we have no control), we will take 
appropriate steps which are intended to ensure that anyone to 
whom we pass your personal data for any reason agrees to keep it 
secure and only uses it for the purposes of providing their services. 
If we cannot pass personal data to the relevant suppliers or any 
other third party as applicable, whether in the EEA or not, we will be 
unable to fulfil your booking. In making your booking, you consent 
to personal data being passed on to the relevant suppliers and other 
third parties. We take appropriate technical and organisational 
measures which are intended to prevent unauthorised or unlawful 
processing of personal data and accidental loss or destruction of, or 
damage to, personal data. 
Your personal data may be stored, used and otherwise processed 
within the UK and/or any other country(ies) of the European 
Economic Area (EEA). EEA countries are all member states of the 
European Union together with Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. 
We may also store, use or otherwise process personal data outside 
the EEA. Data protection laws may not be as strong outside the 
EEA as they are in the EEA. Personal data will not be transferred 
to a country outside the EEA unless (1) the country to which it 
istransferred is one which the European Commission considers to 
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Kuoni is supporting The Travel Foundation, the UK charity that 
cares for places we love to visit. You can find out more at  
www.thetravelfoundation.org.uk

Member of ABTA No. V258X     
ATOL Licence No. 0132
(Kuoni is a bonded tour operator with a licence granted by the Civil Aviation Authority)

provide an adequate level of data protection or (2) the personal 
data is transferred to a United States company which has signed up 
to the Safe Harbour scheme or (3) the personal data is transferred 
to a company which is required by our contract with them only 
to deal with the data in accordance with our instructions and to 
maintain appropriate security to protect the personal data which we 
are satisfied they have or (4) we are obliged to provide the personal 
data to a government / public authority in order to provide your 
holiday.

By making a booking with us, you agree to allow your insurers, their 
agents and medical staff to disclose relevant information to us in 
circumstances where we may need to act in your interests or in the 
interests of everyone in any group with whom you are travelling. 
For example, if you contract an infectious illness whilst on holiday, 
we may need to make special arrangements for you and ensure that 
you do not return with the group immediately. 
We would also like to store and use your personal data for future 
marketing purposes (for example, sending you a brochure, special 
offers or other marketing material) unless you have told us that you 
do not wish us to do so. All personal data you give us (including 
sensitive personal data) will be kept but we will use only names and 
contact details for marketing purposes. If you do not wish to receive 
future marketing material, please notify us by writing to the address 
below or by e-mail to changes@kuoni.co.uk

You are generally entitled to ask us what details of yours are being 
held or processed, for what purpose and to whom they may be or 
have been disclosed. Please identify any such enquiry as a Subject 
Access Request under the Data Protection Act 1998 and direct your 
enquiry to a member of our Customer Services team. Please be 
advised that we will charge a fee to respond to such a request.

We promise to respond to your request within 40 days of receiving 
your written request and fee. In certain limited circumstances we 
are entitled to refuse your request. If you believe that any of your 
personal data which we are processing is incorrect, please contact 
us immediately.

 

Visas & general information

WEATHER/TIDAL CONDITIONS
Information is supplied by the Meteorological Office, local 
tourist offices and other sources and is given as a guide only. Our 
Sales team is happy to advise on weather trends as many of the 
destinations featured in this brochure have a tropical climate where 
heavy rainfall and strong winds (sometimes hurricane force) do 
occur at certain times of the year, however world weather patterns 
are now becoming more and more erratic resulting in unusual 
rainfall, storms and even floods. During monsoon season, you are 
likely to get more rain than sunshine. Most people go on holiday 
to spend time in the sunshine and although adverse weather 
conditions can be very frustrating Kuoni cannot assume any 
responsibility for the statistical information provided opposite, nor 
accept liability to make refunds or pay compensation for alternative 
arrangements, damage to property or curtailed holidays as a result 
of such conditions.
Some destinations featured in this brochure are subject to tides at 
specific times of the year which can affect swimming. Depending 
on the island you have chosen, there may be restrictions on areas 
where it is safe to swim due to strong currents or sea defences 
which protect the island beaches. We strongly recommend you 
listen to local advice to ensure your own safety. Please refer 
to meteorological websites for the latest and most up-to-date 
information on tides for the destination you intend to travel to.

HEALTH, SAFETY & SECURITY ABROAD 
We take the safety and security of our clients extremely seriously.  
If the Foreign Office advises that people should not visit a particular 
country, then we would act on this and reserve the right to cancel 
your holiday. However we are sure you appreciate from press 
and television coverage that the political, economic and social 
conditions in many of the countries we feature in this brochure are 
not as stable as we are used to in Europe. Sadly crimes against both 
people and their property are a fact of life the world over, and when 
in a foreign country it is very important to be extra vigilant and 
avoid drawing attention to yourself by wearing expensive jewellery, 
carrying expensive camera equipment etc. Travellers have the same 
responsibility for their personal safety and that of their possessions, 
as they do at home. Kuoni holidays operate to many parts of 
the world, some of which do not conform to British health and 
safety standards. We request that all hotels comply with the local 
regulations applicable in their country for health and safety but we 
cannot guarantee that these meet British standards and therefore 
urge that you undertake reasonable precautions to protect your 
family and yourself whilst on holiday. 

To make the most of your trip abroad, check out the Foreign & 
Commonwealth Office website at www.fco.gov.uk/travel. 

HEALTH & VACCINATIONS
Health facilities, hygiene and disease risk vary worldwide. You 
should take health advice about your specific needs as early as 
possible and ensure that vaccinations or preventative measures 
such as malaria tablets are taken early enough (which may be a 
month or more prior to departure) to be fully effective by the date 
of travel. It is your responsibility to ensure you are aware of all 
recommended and required vaccination and health precautions 
in good time before departure. Details are available from your GP 
surgery and from the National Travel Health Network and Centre 
www.nathnac.org Sources of information include the Department of 
Health free leaflet ‘Health advice for travellers’ (available on request 
Tel. 0207 210 4850), your specialist travel clinic. The advice given 
in respect of vaccinations was correct at the time of going to press 
(Mar 2017).  

PASSPORTS & VISAS
Please remember that every traveller (including all children from 
birth) will need a valid passport to travel.  If your passport is 
endorsed in any way, requirements should be checked with the 
relevant embassy.  We are only able to advise on British passport 
holders, who should ensure a valid ten year passport is held for 
adults and a valid 5 year passport is held for children under 16. As 
many countries require passport expiry dates to fall a considerable 
time beyond the dates of travel, we would recommend that all 
passports are valid for a minimum of 6 months after your scheduled 
return to the UK. It can take at least six weeks to get a first adult 
passport, although renewal of an existing passport can be quicker. 
Requirements may change and you must check the up to date 
position in good time before departure. For more information visit 
the www.gov.uk website.
 
Visa information can change at short notice, please check  
www.gov.uk for the latest foreign travel advice.  For assistance with 
any visa enquiry we recommend CIBT Visas.  
http://www.cibtvisas.co.uk/kuonivisas
 
It is your responsibility to ensure you are in possession of all 
necessary travel and health documents before departure. All costs 
incurred in obtaining such documentation must be paid by you. We 
regret we cannot accept any liability if you are refused entry onto 
any transport or into any country due to failure on your part to carry 
all required documentation.  If failure to have any necessary travel 
or other documents results in fines, surcharges or other financial 
penalty or expenses being imposed on or incurred by us, you will be 
responsible for reimbursing us accordingly.

USA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
The US Government has strict entry regulations which must be 
adhered to. Please note if you or your dependants do not have the 
appropriate personal documentation the US Customs will not allow 
entry. Please see some guidelines below and for full advice visit 
the US Embassy website on london.usembassy.gov or phone 0906 
8200 290.
• All passports must be valid, machine readable with a digital 
photograph or an e-passport with an electronic chip. You can check 
the validity of your passport on the useful link on the US Embassy 
website. A passport indicating that the bearer is a British subject, 
British dependant territories citizen, British overseas citizen, 
British National Citizen or British Protected Person does not qualify 
for travel without a visa or someone who has indefinite leave to 
remain in the UK. NB: Some passports issued by British Consular 
posts abroad may not be machine readable – please check with 
the UK Passport Service on 0300 2220000 or www.passport.gov.
uk for further information. Also applicable to passengers in transit 
in the US.  
• The US Govt requires advance passenger information detailing 
your country of residence, as well as the postal address of the first 
hotel where you will be staying in the US, which can be found on 
the contacts page of your final itinerary. This information will be 
collected by the airline upon check-in and will also be required on 
the Visa Waiver form on the aircraft.

•  Finger scanning and facial recognition is a standard security 
process for all travellers to the US on arrival.

•  British Citizens holding a UK passport can enter under the visa 
waiver program and do not require a visa prior to travel providing:

–  Duration of stay is no more than 90 days and the traveller has a 
valid onward or return ticket.

– Travel is for business, tourism or transit only.
– Traveller is not a journalist or seeking employment.
–  Traveller has never been arrested, refused entry or deported from 

the US or previously violated the terms of admission under the 
visa waiver program.

ESTA - ELECTRONIC TRAVEL AUTHORISATION
It is compulsory for all British Citizen passport holders to obtain an 
electronic travel authorisation prior to boarding a carrier to travel  
by air or sea to the US under the visa waiver program and also  
includes passengers in transit to/from the US. Applications can be 
submitted anytime however we recommend no later than 72 hours 
prior to travel. For further information and to apply online visit  
https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov
This does NOT however include British Subjects, British Dependent 
Territories Citizens, British Overseas Citizens, British National 
Overseas Citizens and British Protected Persons passport holder 
who must have full visas if they want to travel to the US and should 
contact the US embassy for more information. 

CANADIAN ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
If you have committed or been convicted of a criminal offence 
including driving whilst impaired, you may be prohibited from  
entering Canada. 
For further information please contact the Canadian High 
Commission 020 7258 6600.

KUONI VISA SERVICE
In most cases, where we have indicated visas are required, the 
Kuoni Travel Visa Service can obtain these for you. Full details on 
how to obtain a visa, cost and application time will be sent with 
your confirmation invoice, these are all subject to change.
Residents outside the UK, non British passport holders and late 
booking passengers should check urgently with Kuoni Travel Visa 
Service or the embassy direct as it may not be possible to obtain 
the visa in time prior to arrival. This service is only available to 
clients who have booked with Kuoni. For your visa enquiries on the 
indicated destinations please contact the Kuoni Travel  
Visa Service on visa@kuoni.co.uk, tel 0845 166 7040 or fax  
0207 723 3449.

FLYING TIMES
The times given in this brochure are approximate and based on 
outbound flights. They may vary depending on flight schedules, 
type of aircraft, weather conditions etc., and are indications of the 
hours spent actually flying (excluding time on the ground during 
stops en route or when changing aircraft). Where no figures are 
shown, we do not offer direct or same-day connecting flights.

HOLIDAY INSURANCE
This is a vital part of any holiday so please ensure you take out 
adequate travel insurance with full cancellation cover. 

Photographs
A number of images in this brochure have been used by kind 
permission of our business partners and are protected by copyright.
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Bluewater
Lower Guild Hall
Tel: 01322 384 800

Brighton
21 Dukes Lane
Tel: 01273 796 139

Bristol
21 Penn Street 
Tel: 0117 927 2009

Bromley 
Unit 247, Intu Bromley 
Tel: 0203 126 4594 

Cambridge 
7 Grand Arcade
Tel: 01223 361 117 

Canterbury 
16 Whitefriars Arcade
Tel: 01227 671 517

Cheltenham
50/50a The Promenade
Tel: 01242 261 116

Chester 
8 Eastgate Street
Tel 01244 879 941

Chichester 
12 East Street,
Tel 01243 776 777

Dorking
74 High Street
Tel: 01306 884 420

Edinburgh
27 George Street 
Tel: 01312 783 745

Gateshead
19 The Galleria, Metrocentre
Tel: 0191 401 8840

Glasgow
52 Gordon Street
Tel: 0141 278 3591

Guildford
44 High Street  
Tel: 01483 454 409

Harrogate
39 James Street
Tel: 01423 895 113

High Wycombe
Eden Shopping Centre
Tel: 01494 619 682

Kingston-upon-Thames
20 Market Place 
Tel: 0208 549 0145

Lakeside
Lakeside Shopping Centre
Tel: 01708 289 585

Leeds
3 King Edward Street
Tel: 01132 422 264

Liverpool
Liverpool One
Tel: 0151 708 0088

London City
108  Cheapside
Tel: 0207 600 4205

London Kensington
184 Kensington High Street
Tel: 0207 361 7800

Manchester
64-66 King Street
Tel: 0161 817 6550

Manchester Trafford Centre
128 Regent Crescent 
Tel: 0161 452 3000

Milton Keynes
150 Midsummer Arcade
Tel: 01908 667 799

Nottingham
44 Bridlesmith Gate
Tel: 0115 947 0074

Sheffield
Meadowhall Centre
Tel: 0114 256 8540

Solihull
3 Crescent Arcade
Tel: 0121 711 8848

St Albans
20 Christopher Place
Tel:  01727 881 878 

Stratford City
The Arcade
Tel: 0208 519 0310

Winchester
122 High Street
Tel: 01962 850 040

Windsor 
Unit 49 Royal Station Parade 
Tel: 01753 468 852

John Lewis Aberdeen
George Street
Tel 01224 418 246

John Lewis Birmingham
2 Station Street
Tel: 0121 629 0707

John Lewis Brent Cross
Brent Cross Shopping Centre
Tel: 0208 419 1520

John Lewis Cardiff
The Hayes 
Tel: 02920 508 787

John Lewis Cheadle
Wilmslow Road 
Tel: 01618 259 307

John Lewis Chelmsford
50 Bond Street 
Tel: 01245 895 501

John Lewis Cribbs Causeway
The Mall at Cribbs Causeway
Tel: 0117 905 1110

John Lewis Leeds
Victoria Gate Harewood Street
Tel: 0113 223 4350

John Lewis Leicester
Highcross
Tel: 0116 355 2602

John Lewis London
300 Oxford Street
Tel: 0207 717 5204

John Lewis Newcastle
Eldon Square
Tel: 0191 203 7393

John Lewis Norwich
All Saints Green
Tel: 01603 604 214

John Lewis Reading
Broad Street
Tel: 01183 732 045

John Lewis Southampton
West Quay Shopping Centre
Tel: 02381 242 230

John Lewis Welwyn Garden City
Tel: 01707 229 828

Balham Travel Designers
8 The Boulevard
Tel: 0207 720 8484

Birmingham Pure Destinations 
16 Templefield Sq
Tel: 0121 446 4932

Glasgow Barrhead Travel
Silverburn Shopping Centre
Tel: 0141 876 9700

Gloucester Mid Counties
Co-operative, 36 Eastgate Street, 
Tel: 01452 309 968

Jersey Travelmaker
57 Don Street, St Helier
Tel:  01534 837 090

Leighton Buzzard
Bailey’s Travel, 28 Waterbourne Walk
Tel: 01525 381 222

Maidstone Baldwins Travel
21/23 Earl Street
Tel: 01622 762 141

Newcastle The Travel Bureau
69 High Street
Tel: 0191 285 9321

Plymouth Peter Goord Travel
443 Crownhill Road
Tel: 01752 364 186

Pure Destinations
1 Belwell Lane, Sutton Coldfield
Tel: 01215 163 339

Truro Newell's Travel
2/3 Lemon Street
Tel: 01872 277 363

For travel agents 
Book online at www.agents.kuoni.co.uk or call us on 01306 744447. 
Request brochures at www.trade-gate.co.uk

Brochures
See our full brochure range at www.kuoni.co.uk
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